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College of Agricultdiie—University of Illinois
Timely Notes for Farm Advisers and others from the Agricultural College,
Experiment Station, and Extension Service
Volume XI January 4, 1928 NumteJ
Following Up New Facts Leads To Farm Success . Dean ?'tonfo rd Says
Succesf for farmers in the New Year and the more remote futiire meg.ns keep-
ins in touch with, and taking advantage of new ideas and improved methods which the
:xperiraent stations and progressive farmers are learning hy experiment and experi.^ ce,
.iOi'i'^ Dean and Director H. W. Iv^jmford, of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, in announcing the final program for the thirty-first annual Farmers' Week at
:he college, January 9 to 13.
He cites the week as a good time to get both the new ideas and improved
methods. The aim of Farmers' Week is to build on what farmers h^ve been able to get
in their communities and to bring them into direct touch with leaders in agricultural
thought throughout the country, he adds.
General sessions featuring state and national agricultural authorities will
be held during the late afternoons and e'"eningp throughout the week, while the morn-
ings and early afternoons are to be given over to sectional meetings in agronomy, ani-
mal husbandry, dairj-ing, farm management, horticulture, farm, mechanics, home economics
and beekeeping.
Twenty-three visiting speakers who will assist staff members in both the
general sessions and the sectional meetings include W. 0. 'Thompson, former president
of Ohio State University; Eugene Davenport, dean emeritus of the U. of I. College of
Agriculture; Mrs. May Elliott Hobbs , rural social worker and musician of England; C. 0.
Reed, agricultural enrgineering, Ohio State University; E. D. Turner, assistant state
director of agriculture; John ?. Case, editor of the Missouri Huralist; Samuel R.
Guard, editor of the Breeders' G-azette.
B. H. Keide, manager of the Chicago International Livestock Exposition;
C. J. Willard, crops, Ohio State University; Mrs. Earry P.eifsteck, Chiampaign county
farm woman; D. Howard Doane , agricultural service expert; E. L. Sechrist, federal de-
partment of agriculture; S. H. Thompson, president American Farm Bureau Federation;
C. V. Gregory, editor Prairie Farmer; L. F. Graber, agronomy, University of Wisconsin;
F. C. Pellet, American Bee Journal; Jay Smith, commercial queen bee breeder; Gilbert
Gusler, market specialist; H. C Taylor, agricultural economist; L. F. Taoer, master
national Grange; A. 3. Mann, dean, New York state college of agriculture; A. L. Kildow,
state apiary inspector, and J. D. A. Green, sheep breeder of Oalcland, 111.
Balancing up the heavier side of the program will be the selection of a
state corn "king" and corn "prince" in what is assured vri.ll be a record-breaking Illi-
nois Seed Grain Show, the selection of five Illinois farm women as Ifester Farm Hcme-
m.akers, a banquet and annual meeting of the Illinois Crop Improvement Association, the
^annual meeting of the State Federation of Home B-areaus , a little international live-
stock show staged ^^ students of the agri ci) 1 tural collei:e and patterned after the Chi-
^caro exposition, musical programs by insti-uctors and students from the University
'"School of ifasic, and a horse and m'ale pulling contest.
«
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Both Sides Of Question Given In !Tev7 Movable Hog House. Ci rcular
Pigs can "be kept healthier, building costs are less for the same nuir-ber of
hogs, shelter for more pigs can be built with the sane amount of money, and fire risks
are reduced when movable hog houses axe used instead of large central houses, it is
pointed out in a new circular, entitled, "Movable Eog Houses," which has just come off
the press at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and is ready for free
distribution to fanners interested in building and using such houses.
On the other hand, there are certain disadvantages to the use of movable
*Jiouses and before any radical change from present practice is decided iipon, a careful
•^fctudy should be made of both sides of the question, it is suggested by 7i. A. Foster
^nd 'J7. E. Carroll,, the authors of the new publication. The thing to decide, they say,
''^s whether or not the use of movable hog houses will make it easier to handle the hogs,
'reduce the labor or overhead involved or promote the use of sanitation principles,
I
thereby reducing death losses.
N
Movable hog houses have been successfully used for a long time on many swine
farms, according to the circular. They are adapted to any class of hogs, but are es-
pecially serviceable as shelter for pregnant sov?s and for sows and young pigs on pas-
ture, because they can be moved from, place to place.
Serviceability, durability, convenience and sanitation, and comfort and safe-
ty are the features to be sought in a movable hog house, it is pointed out by the au-
thors of the circular.
There is a type of movable ?.o'xse to suit almost an;/' fancy, and prices vary
over practically as wide a range. Among the more standard t.}'pes described and illus-
, trated in the circular are the A-shaped, the shed- roof , the gable-roof and the combi-
j
nation, or two-slope, roof.
Bills of materials and directions for constructing the different t;,'pes of
: houses, as well as drawings and illustrations showing some of the more important de-
tails of construction, are given in the circular. It is ZTo. 520 and m.ay be had upon
request by writing the college.
- M -
Porkers Bid For ?ull Share Of Attention At Farmers ' Week
Hogs won't exactly monopolize the program but they will claim all the at-
tention due Illinois' most important class of livestock, when the thirty-first annual
Farmers' Week is held at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, January 9
to 13. Scattered throughout the program of the week are a number of talks and dis-
cussions which promise new things in the feeding, handling and marketing of porkers.
Interest of hog raisers attending the week will center chiefly in a joint
session of the farm organization and management and the animal husbandry departments
on the afternoon of January 13, rrith Ir. ^. 3. Cnrroll, chief in swine husbandry,
presiding. The cost of hog production will be discr.ssed by 3. H. V/ilcox, of the farm
organization and management department, and G-. 3. Hunt, assistant in swine husbandry,
will discuss "How Car.adian Hog Feoiers Use Barley." Another angle of the feeding
problem will be taken up by Dr. Carroll in a talk the morning of January 13 on the
subject, "The Use of Oats -or Hogs."
Diseases are not to be slighted, while, the marketing end of the hog- raising
; business will be touched unon in at least two talks.
72^168
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Kew Mark In Efficient HOie: Fee din/; Challenges Skill Of Farmers
Illinois hog feeders and raisers have a definite mark in efficient pork pro-
duction to "beat, now that the first complete record has been announced in the project
)n "balancing corn for hogs which the Collef^e of Agriculture, University of Illinois
L?^.s "been conducting throughout the state during the past summer in cooperation with
Interested farmers and county farm advisers. The first record in the project comes
Trom the farm of !T. S. Felgar, one of the Hancock county cooperators, who produced a
:otal of 21,420 pounds of pork from 1,302 hushels of corn and 4 tons of supplementary
feeds, mainly tankage and oil meal. The object of the project is to demonstrate the
profitable use of home grown and by-product protein feeds in balancing corn for swine.
Mr. Felgar had 10 sows which raised 85 late February and early March pigs.
le followed the McLean county system of sanitation carefully and raised the pigs on
clover pasture where no hogs were allowed last year. He hauled out ear corn and scat-
':ered a load at a time in the pasture. The tankage and oil meal were mixed 2 to 1 and
fed in a self-feeder. Small amounts of skimmilk, shorts, alfalfa feed and mineral
also were fed. Wien sold at the age of a little more than 6 months, the spring pigs
averaged 235 pounds in weight. A few fall pigs and the brood sows and boar are includ-
ed in the total figures for feed eaten and pork produced.
To produce 100 pounds of pork, this herd required 340 pounds of corn and 38
pounds of supplementary protein feed, according to E. T. Bobbins, livestock extension
specialist of the agricultural college, who has charge of the -oroject. Stated another
way, each bushel of corn and the six pounds of the tankage-oil meal mixture fed with it,
produced 16.5 pounds of pork. In this computation the milk, shorts and alfalfa meal
are lumped in with the tankage mixture. The combination of tankage and oil meal was
recommended last winter sy the agricultural college as the best to use, under prevail-
ing prices this year, as a supplement to corn for growing arid fattening hogs.
- M -
Farmers ' Week Promises Many New Facts And Pointers For Dairymen
New facts on every phase of dairying from selecting the right cows to selling
'he milk are in store for farmers and dairymen who attend the thirty-first annual Farm-
ers' Week at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, January 9 to 13, ac-
cording to the final program. An exhibit of v/hat are probably six of the best Brown
Swiss cows in the state will feature two sessions given over to the selecting and
judging of dairy cows, with Prof. W. W. Yapp in charge.
In the feeding end of the dairy business, ther^^ will be a talk Wednesday
morning, January 11, by Dr. H. H. Mitchell on the question of minerals in livestock
feeding; another that afternoon by Dr. 'T. 3. ITevens on the quality of roughage for
dairy cattle feeding, and a third talk Frida;;' morning by Prof. T. J. Eraser on the
s-^ommer feeding of dairy cattle. There also are to be some soft corn discussions of
interest to dairymen. Two diseases will be up for consideration 'Wednesday morning,
when Dr. E. C. McCulloch discusses sweet clover poisoning and Dr. Robert Graham speaks
on control of abortion in cattle. Prof. Yapt) will speak on the transmission of inher-
ited characters in dairy cattle. He also will give a talk on fitting dairy cattle for
the show ring.
Dairy marketing and related topics are to be stressed in at least three
'alks.
- M -
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Americans Must Perform World's Most Q-iig:antic Task Of Q-overnment
The United States today has the most diversified population of any country
in the world and has undertaken the gigantic task of unifying the populations from
every quarter of the world, and of producing through them a popular but responsible
government. This feature alone puts democracy to a more severe test than is required
of any other government in any country in the world. American citizenship, therefore,
may be said to face the most gigantic task of government anywhere in the world. This,
of course, means the preservation of good order, the enforcement of the decrees of
the courts, the legislation of the nation and the states, the cooperation of good
citizens everywhere in maintaining the dignity of the courts, the character of legis-
lation and of expressing the right attitude of mind toward all public enterprises.
At the present moment among the multitude of issues before the American
people a few may be mentioned as indicating something of our responsibility.
First: We are in the presence of the most tremendous mass production the
world has ever known. This is true as to agriculture, mining, maniifacturing, educa-
tion and commerce. This mass production, however, awaits the intelligence needed for
a proper distribution. The appalling poverty and ignorance in certain areas of the
world constitute a challenge for the intellect of the world to find some better ex-
pression of its ability. In the United States the personal income has been estimated
as high as ninety billions of dollars. In the presence of this enormous producing
power, there is a discontent based largely on what the economists call by the techni-
cal name of exchajige and distribution.
Second: The country is faced also with a criminal tendency in certain
classes often highly organized, which assumes no responsibility for citizenship. In
this same category will be found a very considerable number of the idle rich who have
been thoroughly debauched by an excess of wealth, and whose responsibility for the
use of wealth is worse than childish. These two classes of people constitute a con-
tinual menace to a well established social order and to the maintenance of free in-
stitutions. The noble exceptions among those having great wealth are so outstanding
as to earn the appreciation and gratitude of all good citizens. The problem is not
with the fact of wealth but with it^ utilization.
Third: The great bulk of oiir citizen^ip must therefore face the task of
maintaining a free government with free institutions and of preserving a social or-
der worthy of our day and generation. No appeal to selfishness will ever sa.ve the
state; it can only bring disapproval for the individual or the group which makes the
appeal. A due regard for the public welfare with a readiness to sacrifice our indi-
vidual Judgments, our personal preferences and possibly even our selfish purposes
is essential in the elementary equipment of good citizens. It becomes the duty of
the intelligent portion of the country to cooperate in maintaining these ideals if
we desire the greatest good for the greatest number. - Dr. W. 0. Thoripson, president
emeritus, the Ohio State University, before the thirty-first annual Farmers' Week,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Illinois Determined To Be Ready For First Invasion Of Corn Borer
In order to prevent the introduction of the borer into Illinois hefore the
gradiial spread of the insect brings it here, two things are necessary. First, the
cleaniip campaign carried on by the federal government in cooperation with the sev-
eral states of the infested area should be continued. In addition to a cleanup camr-
paign, scouting work in territories most likely to be affected has been carried on
during the past year and should be continued. Illinois corn fields during I927 were
scouted along the entire eastern border of the state from Boone and Lake Counties on
the north to the counties bordering the Wabash on the south.
In anticipation of the arrival of the pest in this state, the last legis-
lature passed a new insect disease and plant control act. This act delegates to
the state department of agriculture authority to promulgate quarantines, to issue
regulations prohibiting farm practices which are most suited for the development
of the insect, and requiring farm practices which have been found to be best for
its control. The law provides that before either quarantines or regulations are
promulgated that a hearing shall be held at which time those affected by proposed
quarantines and regulations may be heard. After such quarantines and regulations
have been promulgated, fines may be imposed for their violation. If the reg^ola-
tions imposed require additional work on farms which will cost more than ordinary
farm practices, this law provides that cost of such work shall be partially borne
by the state as follows: Farmers will receive from the state pay for such work less
one dollar an acre and any monies that they may have received from the federal
government for the same purposes. - E. D. Turner, assistant state director of agri-
culture, before the thirty-first annual Farmers' Week, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
- M -
Corn Q-rowers In Borer- Infested Area Change Methods To Fight Pest
A very noticeable difference between the farming as carried on in the corn-
borer-infested area and that in an uninfested region, is the thoro^jgh clean^jj) of the
corn stalks and stubs that is made before another crop is planted. All surface debris,
even small particles, must be removed or turned under if the cleanup is to be effec-
tive in keeping the borer population low. The extra work required to do this work
last year added from $2 to $5 an acre to the cost of raising corn.
Earlier varieties of corn are being used, especially those possessing a
vigorous growing habit and a comparatively large stalk. Later planting of these
early varieties is being practiced to some extent because the borer moths do not lay
as many eggs on small plants as on large ones.
Special attention is being given to soil treatments and crop rotation that
will tend to hasten the growth and maturity of corn planted late. Organic manui-es
accompanied by a phosphatic fertilizer have greatly hastened the development of va-
rieties of corn in experiments at the Ohio Experiment Station.
Thirteen strains and varieties of corn from Illinois were tested in the
corn-borer-infested area at Monroe, Michigan. Approximately 60 different varieties
of corn were grown this year in plots in Illinois in order to determine the best
yielding ones when planted late. - George H. Duogan, assistant chief in crop produc-
tion, before the thirty-first annual Farmers' Week, College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois.
- M -
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Si3ct.y-Six Combines Furnish Facts On Costs and Uses In Illinois
The comhine harvester, like any other machine, should he appraised on the
hasis of its influence on the entire farm rather than i^jon the performance of the
n.achine alone. Kiile the harvesting season of 1927 was unfavorable in many respects,
it serves to eniphasize the conditions under which the combine must operate at times
in the corn belt.
Because of the humid conditions, the length of the cutting day averaged
from 5«2 hours to 5»S hours for various crops. In the G-reat Plains area the cutting
day averaged 10, U hours. This limits the acreage of a single crop which can be
handled. On the other hand the corn belt grows a large variety of crops, which mature
at different times, so that the acreages cut by madiine of given sizes were as large
as those farther west.
At the present time complete records are available on 66 machines, while
23 others did not finish cutting early enotigh to include their records. All these
machines were tractor drawn, some taking their power directly from the tractor and
others being equipped with an auxiliary motor. Of the power take-off type, the
2-foot-size machines averaged 193 acres., the 10-foot-size , 239 acres: the motor-
mounted type covered 227 acres for the ^"foot-size , 269 for the 10-foot, 3^7 for the
12- foot, and 37^ for the 16-foot-size. From Uo to 60 per cent of the cutting was
custom work.
Costs for the season averaged $369. or $2.6S an hour, for the g-foot
power- take-off type, and $501, or $U.01 an hour, for the 10-foot-size. Of the motor
mounted type, the 9-foot-size cost $512, or $U.2U an hour; the 10-foot-size $56°.
or $U.22 an hour; the 12-foot-size $697, or $5.26 an hour; and the l6-foot $769, or
$5*35 sin hour. These hourly costs corresponded very closely to the rate of cutting
of the different sizes of machines, so that the acre cost varied but little. Based
on the hourly cost and the rate of cutting, minimum costs on wheat, oats and barley
were $2 an acre; rye sind buckwheat were $2.30; soy beans, $2.75» ^nd sweet clover,
$3 •35 aJi acre.
Rates for custom work varied widely, and many plans of charging were used.
The most practicable plan from the standpoint both of the machine owner and customer
is one which combines a charge for acreage and for the bushels threslied.
Difficulties encountered during the season were in large measure due to
weeds and undergrowth. While conditions favored weed growth in 1927. such diffi-
culties point to the need of better rotations, better seed-bed preparation, and the
use of pure seed. - R. C. Ross, farm organization and management department, before
the thirty-first annual Farmers' Week, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Central Illinois Grain Varietie s Of Corn Are S'-^erior For Sila(~e
Varieties of corn commonly grovrn for grain in central Illinois have proved
superior for silage purposes as comnared. 'Tith southern varieties producing a large
amount of forage to the acre. Results obtained in five successive seasons have shown
that although the southern varieties may yield as much as 20 per cent more green for-
age, there is no greater yield of dry matter, and in fact, the average dry liiatter
yield in these varieties was slightly less. Further, a larger proportion of the dry
matter of the local grain veirieties consisted of grain, thus giving a greater feed-
ing value a pound for silage made from these varieties, - Dr. W. B. ITevens, assistant
chief dairy cattle feeding, before the thirty-first annual Farmers' Week, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Biennial Sweet Clover Sunerior To Anniial Type. Ohio Expert Says
Kubam, the annual white sweet clover, is inferior to the "biennial in
most respects. It makes very small root growth, so entire growth must he plowed
under for soil improvement. It makes more hay the first year than the biennials,
but of inferior quality. Its only real advantages are that it can be plowed the
fall of the first year without being a weed the next year, and as a honey plant.
All varieties of biennial seem essentially equal for soil improvement.
The yellow makes less hay the first fall, and less hay the second year, but contrary
to the usual opinion, its root growth is fully equal to the white. Because of its
early maturity, the yellow is not desirable for pasture. It dies just when pasture
is most needed, in late July and' early August. The yellow is much surer than the
white when sown in the summer, and is recommended especially for sowing in corn or
any other summer seeding for soil improvement.
The Grundy county is like the yellow in most respects, and should not be
used for pasture or when hay is desired the fall of the first year. Its only advan-
tages are early seed production and slightly easier curing for second year hay.
Other varieties of sweet clover are being developed and will soon be in-
troduced. The most important need is one which will grow and furnish pasture all
the second year.
The most natural comparison is with red clover. Red clover is a general
purpose legume, especially valuable for hay. Sweet clover is a special purpose
legume, especially adapted to soil improvement and rotation pastures. Red clover
can do with less lime than sweet clover. Don't try to substitute sweet clover for
red because the seed is cheaper. It won't work.
Alfalfa is very similar to sweet clover in most respects. Alfalfa is per-
ennial, recovers differently after cutting and requires a better drained soil, but
in composition, amount of growth produced, natiire of root system and need of lime,
it is very similar to sweet clover. Alfalfa is preeminently a hay crop. Sweet
clover plus alfalfa will do everything that red clover can do, and do it far better,
as specialists usually are better than jacks-of-all trades. - C. J. Willard, profes-
sor of crops, Ohio State University, before the thirty-first annual Farmers' Week,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
Schedule Of Dates Completed For Important Meetings This Summer
University Junior Club Tour, Jtine 6, 7, 8
University of Illinois Com-nencement
, June 13
Farm Advisers' Summer Conference, June 18, 19, 20, 21
American Country Life Association Annual Meeting, June 18 - 21
Agricultural Open House, June 25 - 30
State 4^H Club Livestock Judging Contest, August 6
Printed in futtlifrance cf the Agiiculturbl Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 19H. H. W. AfoMTORD, Director.
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Maav Possibilities Cited For Making Farm Electricity Pay Its Way
There are many ways in which electricity can be utilized that will pay
part of the expense of electrical home conveniences. Grinding grain at home for
dairy cows costs about one-half as much as hauling it to town or to the neighbor's
to do the same job, for time is worth something. Some records kept on the experi-
mental test line in Champaign County showed that grinding and mixing chicken feed
at home cost 50 per cent less than buying it in town. It cost between $1 a'nd $1.25
to elevate 3,000 bushels of ear corn into one farmer's 24-foot crib. A portable
five horse power motor can be used to grind feed, elevate corn, saw wood, mix con-
crete, pump water for stock and many other jobs at a very low cost.
Lighting the poultry house to increase egg production was taken advantage
of by two of the ten cooperators in the study of rural electrification made by the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Incubation of eggs and brooding of
chicks are other uses of electricity in poultry production that are becoming very
popular, as it takes less care to operate the machine, the temperature is controlled
very accurately and fire hazard is practically eliminated.
Germinating seed corn has been on the increase in this state for the past
few years and the electric germinator has proved very successful in doing this job.
In fact, several small communities have cooperated and built a large electrically
heated seed germinator with an ener©r cost of about 10 to 12 cents a bushel for ger-
minating corn. An 800-ear size is very practical for the average farm. - F. C.
Kingsley, farm mechanics department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
Exposure To Rain Ma.y Leach One-Third Of Protein From Alfalfa Hay
Extra fine quality alfalfa hay may contain one-third more protein than
wheat bran, while poor quality alfalfa hay may contain one-third less than wheat
bran. The first cutting of alfalfa has, as a rule, a smaller proportion of leaves
than the later cuttings, and the last cutting usually has the highest proportion of
leaves. The leaves contain from 20 to 25 per cent of protein, while the stems con-
tain from 6 to 10 per cent.
ExposTire of hay to rain during curing may result in the loss of one-third
of the protein of alfalfa hay. This greatly reduces the quality of the hay and then
too, one of the least valuable nutrients, the crude fiber, is little affected by
rain and thus forms a larger proportion of the ha;;^. Curing during unfavorable
weather may result in a loss of as much as one-fourth of the dry matter of the crop.
The leaves of some of the hay crops, such as alfalfa and soybeans, are
higher in protein content during the early stages of growth than when approaching
maturity. Practical considerations of yield, however, often make it more desirable
to sacrifice a little in quality of ha.y in order to secure a larger yield of hay per
acre by harvesting at more advanced stages of growth.
A few cases have been noted in the past few years in which cattle fed
roughages grown on soils low in phosphorus have suffered from a deficiency of this
element. The difficulty was overcome either by the use of phosphorus fertilizers
which increased the phosphorus content of the roughages grown, or by the use of
feeds naturally high in phosphorus. - Dr. W. B. Nevens, assistant chief, dairy
cattle feeding. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Manure-Heated Hofbeds Are Chea-per To Build And Easier To Operate
The type of hotbed that is to be constructed may be either permanent or
temporary, and the source of heat may or may not be the same for both types. In the
majority of instances, the manure-heated hotbed is preferable to the fire hotbed,
since the cost of construction is less and it is much easier to operate. Tlie site
for either type of bed should be high enough so that it will drain readily and
should be where there is some protection from the cold north and west winds. A
southern exposure is preferable so that the greatest utilization of the sun's rays
may be possible.
The frames should be durable, though they need not be expensive. If
regular hotbed sash are used, the bed will be six feet wide and as long as is neces-
sary, but in multiples of three, ^ince the sash come in those widths. The back of
the frame should be six inches higher than the front in order to get the most bene-
fit from the sun.
The manure for the bed should be from grain-fed horses and should contain
only enough straw so that it will handle easily. It should be thoroughly heating
when it is put into the bed. In filling the bed it is preferable to add it in lay-
ers of five or six inches, moistening each layer and tramping it thoroughly until a
depth of 15 to 18 inches is secured.
Seeds should not be sown, nor plants placed in the bed, until the tempera-
ture has receded to 90 degrees Fahrenheit. It is important to provide adequate
ventilation after sowing seeds or placing plants in the hotbed. Care must be used
in watering so that the plants are not unduly exposed nor wilting allowed to take
place. As the weather becomes warmer, the ventilation should be increased so that
the plants will receive as little shock as possible when transplanted. - L. H.
Strubinger, horticulture department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
Sanitation Is Keynote Of Disease Control In Home Fruit C-ardens
The home fruit garden will be fairly profitable to the owner so long as
the fruit is confined to standard varieties of small fruit. Tree fruits do not pay
their way and seldom give the owner enough good fruit to justify planting unless he
is prepared to control diseases and insects. If the home orchard is planted with
the idea of taking proper care of the trees it would be well worth while to plant
enough to have a surplus for local distribution, since the care of three or four
trees requires as much initial outlay for equipment as 20 or 30, or an acre. Fr-ait
trees should be planted separately from the small fmit.
Varieties should be selected not only for their quality and time of matur-
ing, but also for their resistance to the common diseases of the region in which
they are to be planted. For example, a Ben Davis apple requires seven to ten spray
applications in central Illinois, while a G-rimes or Jonathan would recruire only
three or four.
Sanitation in the home fruit garden is very essential. Small fruits, with
the exception of grapes, usually can be raised without spraying for diseases.
Grapes and tree fruits mast be sprayed both for insects and diseases. Reliable seed
companies usually carry standard spray materials which can be depended upon. In-
formation concerning the time to spraj'- and what to spray for can be secured from cir-
culars issued by the college. - Dr. H. W. Anderson, associate chief, pomological
patholos^. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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U. of I. Station , V/RM , Broadcast iiyz: Farm Features Twice Wee!?!,^
New facts for Illinois farmers and their wives are to be put on the air
twice each week between now ajid the middle of June by the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois, according to a schedule of radio talks Just announced by the col-
lege officials. The broadcasting is to be done over Yklil^, the -university station, on
a wave length of 272.6 meters and a frequency of 1100 kilocycles. The agricultural
feat-'ores will be a part of the program broadcast each Tuesday and Friday evening be-
tween ~ and 3 o'clock.
All departments of the college will participate in the series of talks, thus
giving farm radio fans a widely varied selection of new information in soils and crops,
livestock, dairying, fruit growing and gardening, farm management, farm mechanics, in-
sect control and hone economics.
lowing:
The schedule of agricultural feat-ores for the near future includes the fol-
Use of Illinois Soft ITheat Flo'oxs - Anna M. Schreiber.
Work of the Agricultural Experiment Station - Dean and Director
E. W. Mumford.
Sour Soils Made to Smile - C. M. Linsley.
Eow to Grow Healthy Chickens in 1928 - H. H. Alp.
Illinois as an Apple State - Dr. J. C. Blair.
Producing Quality Milk on the Farm - Dr. M. J. Pracha.
Plow Adjustments to Meet Corn Borer Conditions - I. P. Blauser.
Planning the Farm For Profit in 1922 - Prof. H. C. M. Case.
The Value of State Insect Collections to Farmers - T. H. Frison.
Eome economics lecture to be announced later.
Feeding Young Chicks - Dr. L. E. Card.
Legumes and Prosperity - Dr. F. C. Bauer.
Importance of a Good Summer Pasture - 1\. J. Fraser,
The Farm and City Vegetable Garden - B, L. Weaver.
Some Practices That Made for Profitable Farming - M. L. Kosher,
Machinery Developments for Corn Production - R. I. Shawl.
Home econom.ics lecture to be announced later.
To be annoionced later.
The lect-ures on February 2^, March 2 and March 9 ^re to be broadcast as
part of the program between 5 aJi<i 6 o'clock instead of between 7 and 8 o'clock because
of their conflicting with special broadcasts on those three dates.
- M -
Jan. 31
Feb. 3
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
Feb. lU
Feb. 17
Feb. 21
Feb. 2i+
Feb. 28
March 2
March rO
March 9
March 13
March 16
March 20
March 23
March 27
March 30
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mdmford, Director.
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Oldest Soil Plots Are "Mon-ument" To Tlie Tratf^^edy Of Soil Srhaustion
"A mon-ument marking the tragedy of soil exhs-j.stion.
"
This is the tribute paid America's oldest soil experiment plots in the com-
plete story covering the first half century of their history and rec^alts. The plots
are the historic Morrow plots at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The account of their first 52 years is given in Bulletin ITo. 300, "Lessons From the
Morrow Plots," just published by the college experiment station. The publica,tion is
the most coiiqplete account issued to date of the plots' history and results.
Upward trends in Illinois land values and rieneral improvement in the econom-
ic status of the farmer would follow the state-wide application of the better prac-
tices used on the lAorrow plots, with changes to suit local conditions. This is the
conclusion reached by the authors, 3. H. DeTurk, F. C. Bauer and L. H. Smith, all of
the agronoiiiy department, after their report of the history of the plots and the records
which have been taken from the land. Tlie bulletin covers 3^ pages and contains 20 il-
lustrations and charts stressing some of the more important lessons in profitable soil
management as tau^^t by the results from the plots.
"TThenever some one has been able to see across a half century to whs-t facts
are likely to be needed at that time, and patiently and painstalcingly sets about se-
cjxing those facts, it should be noted," Dean Muniford points out in an introductory
statement to the bulletin. The planning of these plots is all the more remarkable be-
cause it was done at a time when the agricultuiral experiment stations of the country
were young and the presstire was for investigations that would yield quick returns.
Dean Mumford points out.
The plots were named after G-eorge E. Morrow, professor of agriculture from
1?7- to ISQ"^. On one of the Morrow plots corn has been grown continuously since the
project was started 52 years ago, on the second corn and oats have been rotated for
the entire period, while on the third plot, corn, oats and clover have been rotated
for the past 2-^ years. Res^iLts from these three cropping systems without fertilizers
are presented from the twelfth year of the operation of the plots through 192b, or for
39 years. Results for the 23 years from I90U to I926 are given for the same cropping
systems with applications of ii:ian-are , limestone and phosphate.
The continuous growing of corn without soil treatment fell short by $6.33 ^^
acre of giving any annual net return between I90U and 192b. Even with soil treatment
the loss was $1.95 a-n acre. In the case of the corn and oats rotation, there was a
net annual loss of $2.39 an acre when no soil treatment was used, but a net return of
$3.81 for each acre of the rotation when the land was treated with manure, limestone
and phosphate. Without soil treatment, the rotation of corn, oats and clover paid an
annual net return of $2.09 ^oi" each acre of the rotation. TTith soil treatment, this
same rotation paid $6.^0 an acre net.
A more striking picture of what the declining productiveness means can be
gained from valuing the land by what it will produce. On this basis, the continuous
corn land is v/orth $73 an acre where no soil treatment has been used and $lol an acre
where manure, li;T;estone ajid phosphate have been applied; the corn-oats land is worth
3142 an acre where untreated and $276 an acre where treated, and the corn-oats-clover
land $2^2 ari acre where untreated and $323 where treated.
In concluding his introductory statement to the b^jilletin, Dean Munford wrote,
"It is my privilege to join with the farmers of Illinois in grateful acknowledgment to
the men who had the vision to plan and to those who have had the persistence to carry
throijgh these studies. Another period of 5O years may yield even more valuable infor-
mation than is presented here."
- U -
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Marketing Will Overshadow Production At Frait C-ro7:ers' Scrool
Pleas of fruit growers that they have listened to production talks for 30
years and now want to hear something on marketing will he answered further when the
western Illinois fruit growers' school is held at Barry, Fike coionty, January 3I cind
February 1, by the extension service of the College of Agric-alture, University of Illi-
nois, it is announced by R. S. Marsh, in charge. The entire afternoon session on
January 3I is to be given over to fruit marketirig discussions, with K. M. Ne\.'ell, the
college's field investigator in the marketing of fruits and vegetables, in charge.
Leading Illinois fruit buyers, jobbers and salesmen also will take part in the market-
ing discussions. For more than two years, Nev/ell has been collecting facts and fig-
ures on the marketing of Illinois fruits. These investigations are part of the broad-
er program of marketing studies which the collee^'e is now pushing as a resiJ.t of sup-
port received in the form of Purnell act funds.
The program for the two-day school will get under way at 9"30 o'clock on the
morning of January 3I with talks by Frank IJ. Barrett, Pike county farm adviser, and
Marsh. Pruning methods, control of fire blight and ficab, and the prevention of insect
damage will have a place on the program with the marKeting discussions during the
first day. Speakers will include W. J. Dorsey and K. !7. Anderson, of the college hor-
ticultural department, and J. H. Eiggar, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State
Natural History Survey. The evening of the first day will be devoted to a round table
discussion with all the speakers of the day available to answer any questions brought
up by growers.
Care of orchard soils, methods of increasing the set of fruit, apple insect
control in I328 and blister canker control will be up for discussion on the second day
of the school. W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History
Survey, will join the staff of speakers to handle the insect control discussion.
- M -
Revised Corn Borer Circular Features Pictures Of Pe s t ' s Life Cycle
A complete set of color illustrations showing farmers where and in what
stage the dread European corn borer may be found each month of the year is the out-
standing new feat\are in the revised edition of the circular, "Learning to Live with
the European Corn Borer," which has just been issued by the College of AgricixLture
,
University of Illinois.
After reviewing developirents in the com borer war d-uring the past year, W.
P. Flint, J. C. Hackleman, F. C. Bauer and I. P. Blauser, joint authors of the circu-
lar, have bro-ught it up to date to arm farmers with the latest facts about methods of
combating the pest. Spread of the corer during the past year, the importance of
cleanup methods in combating the insect, the valxie of good crop rotations and a pro-
gram for preventing serious com-borer losses in Illinois have prominent places in the
circular. There are a number of other illustrations besides the ones showing where
the borer may be found at different seasons of the year.
Further inf ornation on how previously known methods of corn borer control
can be used and how they may be better adapted to Illinois conditions were furnished
by the cleanup cajirpaign of the past year in the borer- infested area, the circ^ilar
points out. There is every indication, from the experience of the past year, that
farmers of this state can produce good yields of corn in sx:>ite of the insect, the au-
thors add.
Interested farmers and other persons ma.y secure copies of the circular as
long as the s^jpply lasts by writing the agricultural college at Urbana. Tl'ie publica-
tion is No. 321.
- M -
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Many Authorities Scheduled For Coming Veterinary Conference
High authorities in the field of veterinary medicine are to be called in
from a half dozen other states besides Illinois to present new phases of different
livestock disease control problems when the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois holds its ninth annual conference for the SOO graduate veterinarians of the
state on February 13 and ik, it is announced by Dr. Robert Graham, chief in animal
pathology and hygiene.
Babies, which recently stirred up Chicago when it broke out there and which
has long been a menace in many parts of the state, is one of the headline topics
which will be handled by an out-of-state speaker. It ha.s been assigned to Reuben
Hilty, Toledo, 0., and president of the American Veterinary Medical Association.
Of equal prominence with rabies on the program of the conference are the
subjects of avian tuberculosis, paratuberculosis, contagious abortion in swine and
cattle, the feeding of poultry, swine and dairy cattle from the standpoint of health
protection, vulvovaginitis of pigs and a number of lesser animal disease control
problems.
Other prominent out-of-state authorities who will join President Hilty on
the staff of the conference include H. H. Dykstra, dean of veterinary medicine at the
Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan; B. T. Woodward, of the food, drug and
insecticide administration, federal department of agricult-ore, Washington; T. S.
Rich, of the f ederalbureau of animal industry; F. B. Eadlev, of the veterinary sci-
ence department, University of Wisconsin, Ivladison; L. P. Doyle, axiimal pathologist at
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. ; R. L. Cuff, of the Kansas City Livestock Exchange,
and H. K. Wright, Philadelphia, Pa.
From within Illinois will come F. A. Laird, chief veterinarian of the Illi-
nois State Department of Agriculture, Springfield; H. R. Smith, national Livestock
Exchange, Chicago; William K. Lapp, The Live Poultry Transit Company, Chicago; H. D.
Chamberlain, state department of agriculture, Springfield; J. T. Hull, state depart-
ment of health, Springfield; L. Enos Day, of the Chicago offices of the federal bur-
eau of animal industry, and a number of practicing veterinarians who have been de-
tailed to discuss certain phases of their work.
William Welch, Lexington; N. S. Miayo, Chicago; L. A. Merillat, Chicago;
Harry Caldwell, Wheaton; and R. J. Hiiikle, Decatur, liave been selected as the chair-
men for the various sessions of the conference.
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MuMPoao, Director.
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Pairy Cows poing Their Bit To Put Agricult-^re On Higher Plane
As if to do their hit in the present agricultural situation, dairy cows on
Illinois farms ai"e tecoming higher-geared milk producing machines, according to John
H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. This is reflected in records from the state's dairy herd improvement asso-
ciations in which approximately 13,000 dairy cows are being tested for milk and hut-
terfat production every month for the benefit of some 800 dairymen, he said.
Cows in these associations averaged 22.5 pounds of butterfat each during
December, the most recent month for which complete records are available, Brock
pointed out. This was a shade more than one pound of butterfat better than the av-
erage of the association cows in December, I926, he said. Likewise, the highest pro-
ducing herd in December of the year just past exceeded the production of the best
herd in December, I926, by two pounds of butterfat a cow, he added.
"Furthermore, the ten highest producing herds during the December just past
all produced more than U3.9 pounds of butterfat a cow, whereas a year ago only one
herd beat this mark. In December, 1927. S5 cows in the ten highest producing herds
of the state averaged U6.1 poionds of butterfat as compared to U3.3 pounds of butter-
fat which was the average production of the 12^4 cows in the state's ten highest pro-
ducing herds in December, I926.
"This more efficient production reflects the benefits which dairjonen of the
state are reaping from the herd improvement associations. Herd owners who study
their records know what their cows are doing from month to month, they have a basis
for weeding out the unprofitable cows, they know which are the best cows from which
to raise heifer calves, they can check up on the efficiency of their cream separators,
are able to feed more economically and are encoiiraged to take better care of their
herds.
"
In line with the good results which it has produced, the dairy herd im-
provement plan itself is gaining force throughout the state, according to Brock. The
goo dairymen who were members of associations in December of the past year represent
an increase of I30 members over the previous yea,r. Likewise, 33 associations were
operating in December, I927. as compared to 2S in December, I926.
- M -
Half-Ton Calf Club Honors Are Won By Two More Illinois Farmers
Two more Illinois farmers, the first of the year, have .joined the ranks of
the state's star cattle feeders by putting a weight of 1,000 pounds or more on each
of two beef calves at the age of one year and thereb;/ winnir^g coveted memberships in
the Illinois Half-Ton Calf Club, it is announced by the extension service of the Col-
lege of Agricult-ure, University of Illinois, which has charge of the project. The
two new members of the select group of cattle feeders are John R. Hamilton, Bardolph,
McDonough county, who fed a purebred Shorthorn steer for a weight of 1,110 pounds at
the age of one year, and A. N. Abbott & Son, Morrison, Fniteside county, whose pure-
bred Hereford steer entry reached a weight of 1,015 pounds by the time it was a year
old.
Conducted as one of the regular pieces of work of the college extension
service, the half-ton calf club project is designed to demonstrate to farmers and
cattle feeders that good breeding, proper feeding and the right kind of care and man-
agement pave the way for economical beef production by getting calves in shape for
market at an early age.
- M -
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Small Beef Herd Uow A Fayinf^ Enter^^rise For Illinois Farmers
Price conditions are now such that more Illinois farmers could cash in by
keeping a small herd of beef cows and raising their own calves for fattening as baby-
beeves, says C. E. Gates, boys' club worker and baby beef specialist of the College
of Agricultixre, University of Illinois.
Fat cattle are selling high, but feeder stock also is high if it m-ast be
bo^ight on the market, he pointed out. On the other hand, farm crops are selling at
comparatively low prices. If farmers can raise their ovm beef calves and utilize
farm grown feeds in turning out finished baby beeves they stand an unusually good
chance of making a fair profit, he explained.
"How corn belt farmers can raise their own feeder calves without making
any radical changes in their farming operations has been demonstrated in the experi-
ment v/hich H. P. Ibask, heal of the animal husbandry department, has been conducting
for the past nine years. Ten beef cows have been maintained on UO acres of land
without using anything that would be sold from the farm if an ordinary good system
of grain farming was practiced.
"The rotation used has been corn, corn, oats needed to sweet clover, and
sweet clover. The cows have been pastured on the second-year sweet clover field
from spring until early fall. They have then been put on the oats stubble which has
had a good growth of sweet clover by that time. In the meantime, one field of corn
has been cut and made up into stover silage, while the second field of corn lias been
husked. As soon as the oats stubble has been pastured down the cows have been turned
into the second corn field to graze over the stalks. They have then been tal:en to
their winter g'aarters where they have been maintained on a ration of stover silage,
oats straw and one pound of cottonseed meal a day. This winter ration has cost about
10 cents a de,y for each cow.
"The calves have run with their dams ijintil weaning time. As soon a.s big
enough they have been put on a grain ration fed in a creep. Under this method, all
of the grain produced on the kO acres has been sold either as a cash crop or marketed
through the calves. They liave been full fed from the start and sold as baby beeves,
a plan which will bring the farmer more profit tiian if the calves are carried as
stockers for a while."
- M -
Illinois 'Dairy Herd Improvement Plan A..5;ain Lives Ud To_ Name
Sound evidence of the higher efficiency which can be built up in dairy herds
through the continued weeding out of the poor milkers and the feeding of balanced ra-
tions to the good cows that are left is to be found in the case of the Peoria County
Dairy Herd Improvement Association, it is reported by J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy
extension at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, v\foere the work of
these associations is supervised. Cows tested for production during the past year in
the association averaged U7 poiuids more of buttex'fat than did the ccv/s which were
tested in the association during 1925. the first j'ear it was in operation, according
to Brock's figures. This was an im.provement of 13 per cent. Even the records for the
past two years only show some striking increases in efficiency, according to Brock.
For instance, the average production of all cows in the association this past year was
higher by 662 pounds of milk and 27.7 pounds of butterfat than it was in 1926, he
pointed out. To show this m?ach of an increase, cows in the association averaged 3,501
pounds of milk and 299.8 pounds of butterfat.
- M -
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Worth Of Illinois Soft llheats ?or Bread Making; Shown In Tests
Possihilities for the wider utilization of flours made from Illinois soft
wheats, the crop of which now bulks between 15 and 19 million bushels annually, have
been opened up by experiments in the home economics laboratories of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, which show that highly excellent bread can be
made from a number of these soft-wheat flours.
Although furnishing from UO to 50 per cent of the total yield of wheat in
the state, soft wheats have never been utilized to as great an extent as their range
of usefulness justified, it was felt bj' the investigators. Cakes and pastries con-
stituted the chief products for which these soft-wheat flours were thought to be
adapted. Hard-wheat flours had been given the call for bread making. The baking
tests in the home economics laboratories of the agricultural college show that ex-
cellent bread can be made from many of the soft-wheat flours by varying the baking
process slightly from that used with hard-wheat flours.
Among other things the investigators found that in baking good bread from
soft-wheat flours they had to use more yeast, sugar, fat and salt than with hard-
wheat flours and that, for a given amount of flour, they used less liquid but got a
softer dough.
The experiments further showed that the sooner the fermentation is fin-
ished, the better will be the bread. To speed up the fermentation more yeast was
used and it was allowed to stsirt fermenting before it was added to the flour.
A recipe worked out in the tests for a "short-process" bread calls for 1
quart of liquid, separator milk suggested; 2 I/3 tablespoons of salt, 5 tablespoons
of fat, 6 1/2 tablespoons of sugar, 3 quarts of flour and 3 t.o U cakes of compressed
yeast.
So that Illinois housewives may have detailed information about the baking
of bread and other products from Illinois soft-wheat flours, the home economics de-
partment of the agricultural college has prepared a circular, "Oood Bread from Illi-
nois Soft-UTheat Flo-ur."
- M -
Dr. Blair Is Honored As "Father of Floriculture" By Florists
Dr. J. C. Blair, head of the department of horticulture of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois and for the past 32 years a member of that de-
partment, was hailed as the "father of floriculture" in Illinois and presented with
a white gold TTatch and chain by members of the Illinois State Florists' Association
at a surprise banquet held in his honor by the association during the recent flor-
ists' week at the college.
- M -
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Second Annual Oiitlook Heport On Illinois Farm Conditions Ready
The downhill trend which the Illinois fairmer's income has teen taking diir-
jing the past two years should be halted during 1928, if weather conditions are normal
and average crop yields are harvested, according to an annual agricultural outlook
report of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois announced "by H. W. Mum-
ford, dean. Existing conditions as they pertain to more than a score of kinds of
livestock and livestock products, field crops, fruits and vegetables are summarized
in the report, the second annual one to be issued by the college for the benefit of
the farmers of the state.
Given normal weather, feed crops, which constitute the state's keystone
agricultural products whether grown as cash crops or for conversion into meat, dairy
and poultry products, should be a better source of revenue than they were in 1927>
when bad weather cut both their quality and yield, the report points out. However,
prices of these feed crops are not likely to be substantially higher than the aver-
age of the past six years, it is predicted in the report.
Better prices during the winter of I928-I929 than prevailed during the cur-
rent winter are in prospect in the case of hogs, while the outlook for cattle also
is bright, the report continues. Sheep have a less favorable outlook, but the imme-
diate fut\ire for wool seems good, the report adds. The decline in the numbers of
horses and m-ules on farms continues and it is unlikely that during the next few years
farmers can replace their work stock at the present low level of prices, it is point-
ed out. This situation justifies the increased interest in horse breeding on the
part of farmers in the state, according to the report.
In the case of dairy products, it is unlikely that the current expansion in
the dairying industry will be carried to the point where milk prices will become rel-
atively as low as the general level of farm products for amy length of time, the re-
port continues. Dairymen who increase the number of calves they raise or buy addi-
tional stock should remember that present high prices for cattle will not continue in-
definitely, the report warns.
At least for the early part of the year, the outlook for poultry and eggs
is brighter than a year ago, according to the report.
Another large crop of wheat will be harvested in 1928 while the corn crop
for the country as a whole v/ill about equal the 1927 crop if yields are average it is
estimated. Oats continue to be the cheapest cereal crop, although higher in price
this past year. The unusual barley situation in 1927. when a record crop grown on a
20 per cent bigger acreage sold at a relatively high price, is not likely to be re-
peated this fall, it is cautioned in the report. Some increase in the broom corn
acreage from the low 1927 level seems warranted, but any increased production in the
case of soybeans will have to find an outlet mainly through the mills, inasmuch as
the demands for seed are limited.
Production of most fruits has reached a point where keen competition must
be expected and close attention given to q^oality, better distribution and economic
production and marketing, the report warns.
Copies of the complete report may be obtained by writing the college.
- M -
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Keen Interest In Poultry Disclosed In Southern Illinois School
Poultry raising has ca\v=^t the interest of southern Illinois farmers and
IH is now getting record attention from them as a paying farm enterprise, according to
reports "brought hack "by H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, from a recent three-day poultry school which
IK the college extension service held at Harris"burg. The school was the first of its
kind ever held in southern Illinois and the second of a series being staged over the
state during the winter months.
The fact that a large percentage of the 175 people, which was the average
daily attendance during the three days of the school, were men was cited "by Alp as
one indication that poultry raising is getting a "bigger share of attention in the
eight counties of Pulaski, Pope, White, Gallatin, Saline, Williamson, Jefferson and
^aLash from which the attendance came. Added to this "bit of evidence was the fact
that the Pulaski county delegation drove 95 miles to take in the third and final day
of the school, he said.
Breeding, marketing, "brooding, housing, feeding and disease control were
stressed during the three days of the school. County farm advisers and local hatch-
erjnnen, as well as farmers and their wives, attended the school. E. W. Griffin, for-
merly a memher of the poultry department at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., but
now connected with a commercial feed company, discussed breeding problems; the mar-
keting discussions were handled by F. A. Gouglar, director of the poultry and egg
marketing department of the Illinois Agricultural Association; Alp discussed housing,
brooding and feeding questions, and Dr. Robert Graham, chief in animal pathology and
hygiene, conducted a clinic which gave many of those attending a chance to clear up
some of their disease problems. One flock owner, however, was disappointed in this
connection. A sick hen which he had been saving to bring to the clinic died the night
before. Coops of live birds were on hand to demonstrate the principles of good breed-
ing. Housing pointers were brought out in a housing exhibit put up by the agricultur-
al college.
- M -
Better Herd Plan ?Jakes Good ?rom First With "Vermilion Member
Two things happened during the first two months that J. L. Rice, a Vermil-
ion county dairyman, was a member of the JEdgar-Vermilion Dairy Herd Improvement
Association to convince him that the $U a month dues he is paying is the best invest-
ment he has ever made in his dairying experience, according to a recent report from
the association to the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, where the work of these associations is supervised.
A boarder cow that was paying only 7 cents a month above her feed cost was
discovered in the herd when the milk and butterfat records for the first month load
been checked up by Hartvig Lukken, the association tester. This cow was promptly
sent to the stockyards, thus saving the feed and care that had been given her and
making it possible to boost the average ret'orn from the other cows in the herd. The
second month that the herd was in the association the records of the tester disclosed
that one of Rice's grade Jersey cows was sunong the five best ones of the month in the
association. Rice bought her for $101 a year ago and stated, after the association
records had shown her true calibre, that he would not take twice that sum for her un-
less he knew where he could locate an equally good cow for less money.
- M -
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Better Poultry "Special" To Visit Twelve Counties In Iferch
New pointers calculated to encourage the raising of better chickens under
improved methods of management on southern Illinois farms will be carried to farmers
and poultrj' raisers in that section by a poultry improvement special which the Balti-
more & Ohio railroad will operate through 12 counties during the third week in March
in cooperation with the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, according to an announcement here today. Before coming to Illinois the train
will have completed similar runs in Maryland and West Virginia.
Proven facts about marketing, breeding, brooding and housing, as well as the
chief characteristics of the principal breeds of poultry, are to be stressed in educa-
tional displays which will be shown in three exhibit cars carried as part of the
train's equipment, it was announced by P. 0. Hurley, agricultural agent of the rail-
road. One entire exhibit car is to be given over to pens i)f live birds which A. D.
Smith, secretary of the Illinois Poultry Breeders' Association, will collect from
breeders over the state. A cross-section of the U. of I. house for laying hens will
be carried on a second exhibit car. The third car will be given over to panel exlaib-
its from the federal department of agriculture. These will feature essential facts
about breeding, brooding and marketing.
How poultry flocks may be improved through breeding, tlie secrets of growing
good chicks and the railroad's interest in poultry development are to be discussed at
each of the dozen stops in speeches by H. L. Schrader, poultry extension specialist of
the federal department of agriculture; H. H. Alp, who holds a similar position with
the college of agriculture, and 0. K. Qaivey, general agricultural agent of the B. &
0. The schedule of the train is: Flora, March 19i A. M. ; Sandoval, March I9. P. M,
;
Breese, fiarch 20, A. M. ; Summerfield, March 20, P. M. ; Noble, March 21, A. M. ; Bridge-
port, March 21, P. M. ; Ridgway, March 22, A. M. ; Norris City, March 22, P. M. ; Fair-
field, March 23, A. M. ; Beecher City, March 23, P. M. ; Lakewood, Ijlarch 2U, A, M. ; and
Taylorville, March 2U, p. M.
- M -
Search Started For Mo re Facts On Moldy Sweet Clover Poisoning
Veterinarians of the state have been enlisted in a movement which the animal
pathology and hygiene division of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
has just put under way to get more complete facts about moldy sweet clover hay poison-
ing, one of Illinois' newer livestock diseases which already has broken out in several
places. As a supplement to its laboratory tests, the animal pathology division now
plans to investigate outbreaks of the disease under natural conditions. Veterinarians
throughout the state have, accordingly, been requested by Dr. Robert Graham, chief of
the division, to report immediately any new outbreaks of the disease.
I
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfoiid, Director.
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Farm Hired Girl ITow Listed Amonig: "Things Of Past , " Study Shows
Among "things of the past" is now listed the hired girl of the farm home.
Consequently, farm housewives themselves are pending from 15 to 20 hours a week pre-
paring and cooking the food for their families, 7 to 2 hours a week washing dishes, 10
to 12 hours a week cleaning the house stnd 8 to 10 hours a week washing and ironing the
clothes. These facts are revealed hy records kept on the ten Champaign county farms
where the farm mechanics department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois, in cooperation with other interested agencies, is making a study of the use of
electricity in agriculture. Fnether or not electricity, when used to operate the majiy
labor-saving devices and appliances now on the market, will prove cheaper and more
satisfactory than the hired girl of the past is one of the questions to which an answer
is sought in the studies.
On the basis of records which the college has secured during the past two
years on many operations in the ten farm homes, 332 cents a day will buy enough elec-
tricity to light the house and outbuildings, wash and iron the clothes, clean the rugs,
separate the cream, and keep the foods fresh from spoiling, and in addition milk about
ten cows, grind feed, elevate corn and pump water for the stock. In terms of electri-
cal energy, these operations would use a total of 135 kilowatt hours a month.
The records have further shown that for five cents a worth of electricity,
the farm housewife can wash a week's clothes, or iron for an hour, or clean the house
each week, or purtip 5^0 gallons of water from the cistern, or make toast for one hour,
or bake bread once, or cool food for 12 hoiirs, and many other operations.
"The cost of electrical service is about the same as the cost of keeping a
horse a year or the cost of operating a car a year, when $10 worth of electrical ener-
gy is used a month," P. C. Kingsley, who is in charge of the field work in the college's
farm electrical study, said.
- M -
Scott County Poultry Raiser Trys Sanitation ; Saves Heavy Losses
Cutting his baby chick losses down to about one-third and his hen mortality
to about one-fourth of what they had formerly been are among the benefits which one
Scott county poultry raiser reports as a result of having followed in detail the poul-
try sanitation plan mapped out by the extension service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
In 1926, without the sanitation plan in force on his farm, he hatched 3^^
chicks, of v^ich 125 died as a result of diseases and parasites which ravaged the flock
in the absence of sanitary precautions. This was a loss of 3^ per cent of the chicks.
In contrast, last year, ^en the sanitation plan was in operation, he lost only 11 per
cent of the chicks which he hatched. Out of 306 only 35 died.
Eighteen of the hens in the flock were lost in 1926, whereas only four died
last year when the flock had the protection of the sanitation system.
In addition to these benefits, his young stock grew faster, thus enabling
him to sell his cockerels an average of four weeks earlier than he had the previous
;year, while he got fotir cents a pound more for the cockerels because of the quality
product he was producing.
- M -
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Efficiency Of Cows Sometimes Dou.'bled Througih. Proper Feedinis;
Caref-al experiments have proved that dairy cows will give all the way from
half again to twice as much milk when they are fed right as they will when they are
poorly kept, C. S. Bhode, dairy extension specialist of the College of Agricult-ore,
University of Illinois, told gradijate veterinarians of the state during their recent
ninth annual conference at the institution.
Heading the list of dairy cattle feeding problems is the matter of "balancin-
the ration, he said. Cows should get feeds in such amounts that will give them enoug..
protein, minerals, vitamins and total digestible nutrients, it was explained. That
the time and effort spent in seeing to this all comes "back to the herd owner in the
form of added profits is shown by the fact that one Ogle county farmer was able to
boost the net monthly returns from his herd more than $6G by changing to a balanced
ration.
"Sometimes it is a question of feeding cheaper instead of better. That is,
rations that are reasonably good but too expensive are being fed by many dairj-men.
They could get just as much milk and butterfat from cheaper rations. One farmer liv-
ing near Harrisburg, for instance, reported a saving of $1.50 on the feed for his 20
cows by changing to a cheaper ration.
"Very few farmers feed grain according to the production of their cows, de-
spite the fact that the soundness of this plan has been demonstrated over and over
again. Some herd owners overfeed, some underfeed and many of them give most of their
cows the same amount of grain. What should be done is to give each cow grain in pro-
portion to the amount of milk she produces.
"One Macoupin co-'jnty farmer recently reported that some of his better cows
came up as much as 12 pounds of milk a day apiece when they were fed according to pro-
duction. Another herd owner in Lake county reported that he was able to save $50 a
; month on his feed bill by feeding his cows according to production."
- M -
Sanitation Plan Becomes General Practice Among; Best Hog Men
Reducing by one-fourth the number of sows required to raise a carload of
market hogs and effecting other economies and savings, the McLean county system of
swine sanitation as advocated by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
has become the general practice among the leading hog raisers of the state, according
to E. T. Bobbins, livestock extension specialist.
Superiority of the swine sajiitation system over the old method of raising
pigs with no thought to the cleanliness of their surroundings lies in the fact that
the new method protects the young porkers against round worms and other associated
troubles which in the past have taken a heavy toll, he explained.
Under the old method of raising pigs l6 sov/s were required to raise a car-
load of market hogs as compared to 12 sows under the sanitation system, the speaker
't reported. This and the other economies which can be credited to the system are shown
by written reports sent in by hundreds of farmers who have tried out the method, by
.cost account records which the college supervised in 'iToodford and McLean counties and
Jiby reports of county farm advisers, he said.
- M -
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Corn Borer War To Be Fo-af::ht Mainly 7ith Plows , Blauser He-ports
"The man behind the plow" will be "the man behind the gtm" when Illinois
farmers are called upon to t-Jce up active warfare against the westv^ard-creeping
European corn borer, I. P. Blauser, of the farm mechanics department, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, said here tonight in a J'ecent radio address
over TOM, the university station.
Plowing now seems to be the simp'lest as well as the most effective means
of lessening or even preventing commercial damage by the corn borer, he pointed out.
In regions already infested with the borer, plov;ing has come in for a vast amount of
attention during the past year and it is safe to predict th;it it will get the same
attention in this state when the corn borer makes its appearance, he reported. This
will place a premium on good plowing, which, though desirable at all times, has prob-
ably not received the attention it rightfully deserves, he pointed out.
"Poor or even ordinary plowing will not control the com borer. In fact,
poor plowing does more haim than good because it makes other methods of cleajiup hard.
The actual plowing operation kills only a small percentage of the borers. Those
that are not killed when plowed under sooner or later work their way to the s^orface.
If there is no trash on the surface to give them protection they soon die from ex-
posure or a,re preyed upon by birds ajid insects. Hence, plov/ing that is done to check
the corn borer mast be done thoroughly enough so that all trash is covered complete-
ly and deep enoiagh so that none of the trash will be dragged to the surfacfe during
seed bed preparation or during cixltivation before the moths emerge."
Before plowing can be effective against the borer, the plow must first be
hitched and adjusted to run properly, after which adjustments and attachments for
covering trash should be given attention, he recommended. General purpose plows
have given better results in covering than laave the stubble bottoms, he said.
- M -
Thirty-Eight Eligible For Go Id Medal Of 1927 500 Po^-md Cow Club
Official gold medals of the Illinois 5OO Pouiid Butterfat Cow Club have been
won by 38 farmers and dairymen in I5 counties who succeeded in getting a production
of 500 or more pounds of butterfat each out of one or more of their cows during the
past year, it was announced today by C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, who has charge of the club. Fifty-
two cows that met the requirements of the club are owned by the 3S gold medal
winners. The object of the project, which is conducted through the cooperation of
the college, county farm advisers and interested dairj'men, is to demonstrate to herd
owners that good breeding, proper feeding ajid the right kind of care and management
are the stepping stones to economical and profitable milk and butterfat production.
Announcement of the 38 winners for 1927 completes the third year in the history of
the club.
- M -
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Incre&sin;:; Smg.ll Size Of Farm G-ardeii Reduces La'bor Heeded In rt
Bigger gardens, which farmers ha.ve avoided "because of the fear t-iat too much
work would have to be done tailing care of them, are in reality the means of getting a
better supply of ves-etahles with less la'bor, according to a new circular, "The Long-
How Fann Garden," which lias just come off the press at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, for distribution to interested persons. This is true because
field methods of tillage can be used in the larger gardens, the circiilar points out.
Covering all steps in the gardenin~ o;_')eration from planting to storasre, the
new circular talces up in detail the planning of the garden, planting dates, seed se-
lection, seed planting, cultuTal practices, starting the plants under glass, coorjera.-
tive production of plants for transplanting and storing the winter supply of vege-
tables. The circular includes a plan for a long-row type of garden especially de-
signed to reduce labor. The college's department of horticulture prepared the new pub-
lication.
Possibilities of the home garden are not fully realized on most farms, accord-
ing to the circular. I'^axiy fariTiers plant siDall vegetable patches but hesitate to
plant large gardens because of their fears on the labor question. Hp.lf or two-thirds
of an acre of land devoted to vegetables planted on the lon{:-row system and culti-
vated with horse-drawn tools will yield more net return than any other area, oi simi-
lar size on the farm, it is pointed out.
"The farm garden should be a year-ro^ond garden. It should furnish a large
assortment and continuous supply of vegetables throughout the suinmer and may also be
made the means of furnishing a v;inter supply if, in addition to canning and drying
certain prod\icts, proper provision is made for the storage of other vegetables in
the fresh state.
"
The new circular is No. 32? and may be obtained upon request.
- K -
Dair.-'Taen In Many Counties JTominate Cov7s ?or 500 PoiJind 3utterfat Club
TTith every breed and 3I different counties represented, 5°^ Illinois driry
cows owned by 159 dairymen will try for a membership and the official gold medal of the^
Illinois 500 Pound Butterfat Cow Club during the coming year, it is announced by
dairy extension workers of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, who
have charge. To make the goal, each of the nomdnated cows will have to produce 5OO or
more pounds of butterfat before the end of the year.
Not all of the cows will hit this ma.rk, but they will all hang up high
records under normal conditions and will show their O'viiers and others wliat a good cow
can do if given a chance, thus carrying out the real purpose of the venture, Hhode
pointed out. This is the fourth year of the club, which is one of the projects spon-
sored throughout the state by the extension service of the agricultiiral college in the
interests of higher class dairying on Illinois farms.
Strongest of the bids being made by the 3I counties for honors in the club
lis that of Kane countj'', which lias a total of 102 cows nominated. Ogle co-juity's hopes
i'are pinned on 50 selected nillr producers, while McHexiry has Uo entered and Cook 35'
Moultrie county dairjTnen have placed a total of 29 in the running for honors, DuPage
21, and Peoria and McLean 20 each. Twenty-three other comities claim the remaining
2U3 cows.
- M -
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Success ^ith Paby Chicks llaie More Difficult 3,v Overtaxed Equipment
This is the month for poultrjTnen and farmers to decide how many chicks they
will attempt to raise this 2''ear, and in many cases it would he for the best if early
estimates were cut in half, says H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Trying to raise twice as many chicks as was formerly done with the same
eq'j.ipment, same ground and the same time is just as much to "blame as the weather, the
feed or disease for the trouble which some chicken raisers of the state ran into last
year, he believes.
"The 202 farms in U7 counties which were enrolled in the college's poultry
flock record project last year started out with 1^5,^17 chicks, or an average of 720 a
farm. Of this total, U6,531 were hatchery chicks and 9S,SS6 were home hatched chicks.
The mortality in the case of the hatchery chicks amounted to 3^*^ per cent and in the
case of the home hatched chicks 3^>d per cent, only a slight difference.
"Weather, it must be admitted, was bad for chicks last spring, disease was
a big problem and in some cases perhaps feed caused trouble. On the other hand, there
is enough evidence to make it doubtful as to how many of those 202 farms were equipped
to handle 720 chicks. I visited a total of 270 farms last year and on the basis of
observations which I made at each place very few of them were equipped to handle 720
chicks.
"It means either having two hatches of '^GO each far enough apart to permit
using the same brooding equipment twice, which will likely mean one late unprofitable
hatch, or having the required equipment at the start to brood 720 chicks properly.
This would include two brooding pens approximately 10 by 12 in size and two stoves.
"It is doubtful whether the average farm flock owner should attempt to
raise more chicks than will be needed to give him enough pullets in the fall to fill
his poultry house on the basis of four square feet for each pullet."
- M -
Pace-Set tin.£: Cow In Select Club IfeJces Tidy Re turn Above Cost Of Feed
True to her form as a pace setter, the purebred Holstein which led the 52
qualifying cows in the 1927 Illinois 5OO Poimd Bu.tterfat Cow Club returned her o^vner,
IT. T. Hawleigh, Preeport, $^09-71 above the cost of the feed she ate, according to
figures announced today by C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. ITot only this cow, but also other high record
)nes in the club, demonstrated the importance of having a good cow, giving her good
:are and management and feeding her well to secure high and efficient production,
Ihode pointed out.
In producing 25,S29 pounds of milk and 2UU.2 pounds of butt erfat, which was
ler total for the year, the Stephenson county p-'orebred ate 5»117 pounds of sila£:e,
•,122 pounds of hay, 1,620 pounds of beet pulp, 1,26^ pounds of corn, l.UOo pounds of
lats, SO5 pounds of bran, 750 pounds of oil meal, 633 pounds of cottonseed meal, and
i22 pounds of distillers' grain.
The total cost of this feed was $205.02, but the value of the milk which was
reduced on it was $61-4.73, at the rate of $2.50 a hundred pounds for 3»5 per cent
ilk. This left the sum of $U09.71 above feed cost.
- M -
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Better Prices Promised For Hogs Next Winter, Heoort Says
Better hog prices than have been paid during the corrent winter are in
prospect for farmers during the winter of 1928-I929. according to the second annual
state agricultural outlook report prepared by the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
This will make for better relations between corn and hog prices than have
existed during the current winter, according to the report, which points out that,
"Farmers who make shifts in their hog production should bear in mind that with an
average crop of corn, hog prices in the winter of 1928-1929 are likely to be more
favorable in relation to corn prices than they have been this winter."
Outlining the things which point to improved hog prices, the report says
that information collected by the federal department of agriculture is to the ef-
fect that farmers plan to reduce the number of sows to farrow this spring. Lower
hog prices and higher corn prices, as well as a shortage of corn at breeding time,
at least in some sections, also suggest that production will be curtailed, the re-
port adds. Business conditions which influence demand for pork have been rather
"unfavorable this winter, but may improve before the end of the year, it is believed.
"Foreign hog production, which has expanded to the point where it has
seriously influenced the demand for American pork, reacts to feed and hog prices
the same as does hog' production in this co\intry. This means that foreign production
of hogs probably will be at a lower level during the winter of I928-I929 than it has
been during the present winter."
- M -
Lantern Slides To Bring Borer Story To Illinois Farmers
Since many farmers who will have to meet the com borer threat within the
next few years cannot go to the infested region to see the costly damage left in the
wake of this pest and study the methods being used to control it, the Illinois State
Nat-JTal History Survey and the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, have
made arrangements to bring such scenes to corn growers of this state. Three differ-
ent sets of stereopticon slides showing field damage by the borer and picturing con-
trol measures that are adapted in this state are now ready for release to coimty
farm advisers for use in educational meetings on the insect, it is announced by
W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the survey. There are J)2 slides in each set.
- M -
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Varied Program 0£ Farm Talks Schediiled Over W H M ?ov_ I/iarch
Farm men and women of the state will have an opportunity to hear represen-
tatives of every department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
during the March schedule of regular twice-a-week farm talks from the university
broadcasting station W R M. Nine short talks, which will be given as part of the
Tuesday and Friday evening programs of the station, liave been arranged for the month.
The schedule of talks, which will be given as part of the program between
7 and S o'clock except as otherwise noted, is as follows:
March 2 - Home Attitudes and Their Effect Upon Children,
Miss Sdn^i F. ^\'alls. (5 to c hour)
March 6 - Feeding Youiig Chickens, L. E. Card. (5 to 6 hour)
March 9 - Leg^jmes and Prosperity, F. C. Bauer. (5 to 6 hoiir)
March I3 - Importance of Good Summer Dairy Pasture, W. J. Fraser.
March 16 - The Farm and City Vegetable Garden, 3. L. Weaver.
March 20 - Some Practices That Made for Profitable Farming, M. L, Mosher.
March 23 - Machinery Developments for Corn Production, H. I. Shawl.
March 27 - Home economics IsctTire, Miss Pa:inie M, Brooks. (5 to 6 hour)
March 3O - Subject and s;jeai":er to be annoiu^ced later.
W R M, the university station, broadcasts on a wave length of 272.6 meters
or a frequency of 1100 kilocycles,
- M -
Better Hous ing For Fa rm Chickens To Be Stressed By " Special "
A model poultry house carried on a "private car" of its own is one of the
feature attractions in store for the hundreds of farmers who are expected to visit
the poultry improvement special which will be operated through 12 southern Illinois
counties during the third week in J.^arch by the Baltimore & Ohio railroad in coopera-
tion with the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
county farm advisers and other interested agencies.
Too many farm chickens still roost in the trees or are housed in txunble-
down sheds for farm poultry raising to be as profitable as it should be. For this
reason, the model house will have a leading role in carrying out the purpose of the
train, which is to encourage the raising of better chickens under improved methods
of management.
Any farmer v/ho is as handy ivith blueprints, a saw and a hammer as his son
is can put up one cf the model houses, for it is to be cuilt by the vocational agri-
culture class of the Flora High School under the direction of A. J. Andrews, the
Smith-Hughes teacher. The "private" car on whach the house is to be carried will be
a flat car given over entirely to the housing display.
The schedule of the train as annouiiced by P. 0. Hurley, agiicultural agent
of the railroad, is: Flora, March I9, A. M. ; Sandoval, "'arch I9, P. M. ; Breese,
March 20, A. M. ; Summerfield, Iferch 20, P. M. ; Noble, March 21, A. M. ; Bridgeport,
March 21, P. M. ; Ridgway, March 22, A.M.; Norris City, March 22, P. M. ; Fairfield,
March 23, A.M.; Beecher City, March 23, P. M. ; Lakewood, March 2U, A. M, , and Taylor-
ville, March 24, P. M.
- M -
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Lar^e Farms Being Made One-I/ian Business By Big-Tesm Hitches
A modern time, later and povrer saver that fits into the scheme of many
Illinois farmers to nial-ie the qijiarter section a ono-man farm is the 'big-teara hitch,
now gaining in popularity tlirougliout the state, according to a new circular, IJo. y2h,
"Big Teams on Illinois Farms," which has just come off the press at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois for distribution to interested farmers and other
persons. In all of these hitches, the horses are vvorked in tandem rather than
abreast, as was done in the old hitches which are now passing out.
Directions for making Talkington eveners, which many Illinois farmers are
adopting, and for driving any ntunber of horses with one pair of lines are >;iven in
the circular. The actual experience of a number of Illinois farmers with big teams
is related to show the results that may reasonably be expected. S. T. Robbins, live-
stock extension specialist of the agricultiiral college, prepared the circular.
During the past ten years, the agricultural college and county farm advis-
ers have demonstrated and introduced tandem hitches for gang plows on farms in sever-
al counties, particularly Tazewell, McLean, Champaign and Do-oglas, the circular re-
ports. In every case when a man has thoroughly tried plowing vv'ith four horses in
pairs or with five horses hitched two in front of the other three he has continued
with this arrangement. Consequently, there are now some localities in which one sel-
dom sees horses four abreast on a gang plow.
One new development which is centering attention upon the big hitches is
the corn borer control work, the circular points out. Heavy iitplements and 12-inch
plows were used last year in combating the borer, it is pointed oiit. Wlien the borer
invades Illinois, the farmer who combines his horses into big teams will have the
necessary field power for complete and clean plowing under, to a depth of six inches,
of all infested crop refuse and weeds, a practice which is recommended as the best
method now known for preventing serious com borer losses.
- M -
Surplus Chicks Haised For Broilers IJet Only Small Profit
Hatching or buying surplus baby chicks to raise and sell as broilers, a
plan which is rather widely followed by farraers in Illinois, was not a paying venture
last year, judging from results which liondreds of flock OFmers had with it, says
H. K. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the Colle-je of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
Twenty-five cents a pound last year was the average sellizig price for
broilers from the 202 farm poultry flod-cs of the state whose owners cooperated with
the college and their county fairn advisers in the state farm poultry flock record
project, according to Alp. There is very little profit in broilers at this price,
especially when the mortality in baby chicks averages Jr^ per cent, which it did on
these 202 farms, he pointed out. This malces it doubtful as to T/hether the average
farm flock owner should attempt to raise more chickens than v/ill be required to give
him enough pullets in the fall to fill his poultr;/ house on the basis of four square
feet for each pullet, he said.
Discussing the time to iiatch or 'D-o:y chicks, Alp pointed out that this de-
pends largely upon the motives of the individijal flock owner. If the primery object
is high egg production in the fall or winter, it will be advisable to figure on a late
March or April chick, he recommended.
- M -
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Farmers Need Ilot Tait On Le^Riislation To G-et Cheaper ITitrates
One type of agricultural legislation for which Illinois farmers need not
wait is that designed to furnish cheaper nitrates through the development of nitrate
manufacturing plants in the United States, it is pointed out in a new circular, "A
Nitrogen Factory on Every Farm," just issued ty the extension service of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois, for distribution to farmers and other in-
terested persons.
Cheaper nitrates, a possihility ahout which many farmers have "been con-
cerned, can he had in unlimited supplj"- by corn belt farmers for the production of
superior crops and the building up of the fertility of their soil if they will only
make sure that inoculated legumes are grown on their land, the circular points out.
Through the proper inoculation of legume seed there is produced on the roots of
such crops hundreds of nodules containing bacteria tliat convert the raw, free ni-
trogen of the air into a form that plants can use, it is explained.
Prof. 0. H. Sears, assistant chief in soil biology, is author of the cir-
cvilar. It tells how legume inoculation builds up the soil, swells the yield of
crops and improves their quality, it stresses the fact that inoculation is not a sub-
stitute for other soil treatments, and lists the legumes which should be inoculated.
Different methods of inoculation are explained, the author pointing out that there
is no one best way.
Nitrogen, a free supply of which can be had from the air through the grow-
ing of inoculated legumes, is the most expensive of all plaint food elements when it
is secured commercially, it is pointed out in the circular. It also is one of the
elements most readily lost by leaching and the one which limits corn yields on most
Illinois soils.
As far bade as 1902, the late Dr. C. G. Hopkins, of the college agronomy
department, was able to double the yield of alfalfa hay by inoculating the seed.
More recently the yield of soybean hay and seed has been increased about ^0 per cent
through this meains. On a conservative basis, the net value of this increased soy-
bean hay yield would be $3.20 an acre and the interest on the investment in inocula-
tion would be 920 per cent, the circular points out.
In addition to being indispensable for the maximijm yields of legumes,
inoculation is effective in increasing the feeding value of the crop by increasing
its protein content, the circular continues. Actual figures are cited to show an
average gain, as a result of inoculation, of more than 70 pounds of protein in a
ton of alfalfa hay. It seems doubtful whether any kind of soil treatment returns a
greater interest on the investment than inoculation. It should not be assumed,
however, that inoculation takes the place of other soil treatment. In fact, it is
most effective upon the soils in which the lime requirement has been satisfied and
where the supply of available minerals is adequate for maximum yields.
- M -
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Tests Show Skilful Feeders Can Salvage Cull Lam"bs At Profit
Possibilities that sheep feeders can salva>je , at a profit, the himdreds of
cull, or "skip" native lambs now coming to the central markets of the country by
buying them up. treating them for worms and feeding them a balanced ration are sug-
gested by the results of an experiment just completed at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Lambs of this kind, which come from flocks not managed by
up-to-date methods and which are so thin when they reach market that their car-
casses are wholly -onsuited to any kind of retail trade, have responded favorably to
treatment given them in the tests, it is reported by 5. G-. Kammlade and E. C.
McCulloch, in charge of the experiment. Only skillful feeders, however, should
attempt salvaging the lambs, they suggest. Such feeders probably could keep death
losses among the animals down to about 20 or 25 per cent, the investigators believe.
Seventy-five cull lambs, 25 of which were rams, were bought on the East St.
Louis market for the experiment. For the purpose of comparing different worm treat-
ments, the lambs were divided into five equal lots, each group containing ten ewe
and wether lambs and five ram lambs, all of the latter being docked and castrated.
Four of the lots, each given a different worm treatment, were fed together on a
ration of shelled corn and alfalfa hay. The fifth lot in which the lambs were
treated for worms by being given free access to a mixture of salt and tobacco sift-
ings, was fed separately.
From the results which the investigators had with the castrated lambs, it
was suggested tliat this operation should be delayed until the lambs have been on good
feed for about one month after treatment for worms and liave regained some of their
vitality.
The treatment which was much more effective than any of the other three
used in removing stomach worms was a three-cubic-centimeter dose of carbon tetrachlo-
ride given in a capsule with a iialf ounce of Epsom salts. Tobacco siftings offered
free choice in combination with salt did not prove an effective vermifuge for lambs
showing as heavy an infestation as those used in the test.
Counting the feed used by lambs which later died, a total of slightly more
than 427 pounds of corn and 5^7 pounds of alfalfa hay was required for each 100
pounds increase in weight which the lambs made. Considering the margin between buy-
ing and selling price of the lambs, this feed consumption was not too high for fair
profit.
- M -
Efficiency In Milk Production Again Adds To Sair;^Taen's Profits
Efficiency in milk production again proved a booster of the dairyman's
profits when herds in the Crawford-Lawrence Dairy Herd Improvement Association that
averaged 3OO or more pounds of butterfat a cow last year returned their owners
$35-20 a cow more above the cost of feed than did those herds which dropped below
the 300-pound average, according to the summary of the association's past year just
received at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, from Fred Schroeder,
former tester for the association. The average butterfat production of the 327 cows
owned by the 22 members of the association was 273.6 pounds, an increase of nine
pounds over the average for the previous year. This is in line with the fact that
efficiency of herds in dairy herd improvement associations mounts as testing is con-
tinued from year to year. The average return for each cow in the association was
$81.59 above an average feed cost of $7'4.S2.
- M -
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Profits From Pork Are Undermined By Heavy Losses Of Baljy Pii°:s
The first ten weeks are the hardest in the life of the pig and likewise the
most costly for the hog raiser, it is shown by cost of hog production studies made
over the state ty the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. During that
short period of less than three months, the cost of every pig which is finally
weaned is increased by more than $1 because of the many which die from one cause or
another, the studies show.
Normallj'' one-third of the spring pigs die before they are ten weeks old, or
of weaning age. If all the pigs born during a three-year study v;hich the college
made, beginning in I92U, load lived until weaning date, the cost of a weaned pig
would have averaged $2.58 for the three years. As it was, the actual cost for each
of the pigs which lived was $3-7^> or $l.l6 more, according to R. H. Trilcox, of the
farm organization and management department.
Such heavy losses before weaning time are further 'reflected in the cost
of pork, the study shows. As an average for three years, pork from litters liaving
only three pigs in them cost $11.3^ a hundred, whereas litters which averaged seven
pigs at weaning time produced pork at a cost of $3.39 a hundred.
One of the striking things found in fixing the cause of the losses was the
!
fact that other things besides disease were responsible. Of the 3^ pigs which died
out of every 100 born one spring, for instance, J/O were lost throxigh some physical
cause, one from worms and disease, while the five others which were dead when found
may or may not have died from disease.
"Carefully built guard rails along the sides of pens will cut down the
heavy losses resulting from sows pinning their pigs and smothering them. The use
of light bedding and a careful selection of sows to get rid of those tliat are heavy
and slow moving will help cut down the loss from sows lying on their pigs. Attention
and care during the first ten weeks are well repaid by the reduction in the final
cost of hogs sold, the studies show. Hog raisers who spend time with their sows and
'pigs during the days and nights of the farrowing season keep their cost of hog pro-
duction low.
"
- M -
Siniple Poultry Sanitation Plan To Be Stressed 3y Special Train
A siniple system of poultry sanitation which has boosted the average profits
of representative flock owners of the state to more than $1 a hen will be among the
things explained to farmers and poultry raisers who visit the poultry improvement
special to be operated through 12 southern Illinois co^onties during the third weelc in
ifarch through cooperation of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, the extension service of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, and county farm advisers.
Sanitation stands out as one of the big problems in poultry raising on
Illinois farms and therefore will be stressed in line with the purpose of the train
to encourage the raising of better chickens under inrproved methods of management.
The schedule of the special is: Flora, March 19 , A.M.; Sandoval, March 19,
.'.M. ; Breese, March 20, A.M.; S-ummerfield, March 20, P.M.; Jloble, March 21, A.M.; *
Bridgeport, March 21, P.M.; Ridgway, March 22, A.M.; Norris City, March 22, P.M.;
Tairfield, March 23, A.M.; Beecher City, March 23, P.M.; Lakewood, March 2U, A.M.;
md Taylorville, March 2U, P.M.
- M -
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Spring "Moving Day" Costs Tenant Farmers Close To $50.000.000
If a half million tenant fanr.s have new families upon them this spring, as
has apparently been the case in other years, it is probaLle that the direct cost of
moving will he at least $50,000,000. There is a high direct cost for transportation
and a marked depreciation of furniture .and equipment moved, as well as of property
left behind. Time is lost from work and sc/iooi. In many cases new contacts must be
established with banks, merchants, churches and schools, the last of these some-
times requiring different textbooks. Eebts 077ed to members of moving fsaiilies are
sometimes made less collectible. Exposures incident to moving are dangerous to
health in many cases.
In the United States as a whole it is believed that the average cash
renter stays less than eight years and the average share renter not more than five
years on the same farm. The term of occupancy of owner- farmers free of mortgage was
between three and four times that of cash tenants and that of mortgaged owners be-
tween three and four times that of share tenants. Both owners and tenants in the
United States are believed to have shorter periods of occupancy in the United States
than in Uoropean countries, with the possible exception of those in which there have
been extensive agrarian changes in recent years. Tenancy in this country has largely
served as a stepping stone to ownership, possibly in another part of the country.
One study indicates rather clearly that the most effective tenant farmers
are likely to stay on the same farm neither for the very shortest periods nor for
the very longest periods. Tenants in occupancy for the shortest terms were be-
lieved to have made an inadequate showing as rent producers on share-rented farms
for two reasons. In the first place, some of them, tending to operate the so-called
chronic shifting farms, lack the advantage of operating farms that have been built
up by longer-term tenants. In the second place, some of them were probably less con-
cerned to farm well and to build up the productiveness of the farms than were other
tenants, being more easily influenced to move on to other opportunities, and in
some cases being discharged.
On the other hand, tenants in occupancy for the longest terms were not the
best rent producers possibly because some of them were sufficiently advanced in
years to have passed their period of full vigor, and some were content to remain as
tenants on the same farms because of lack of desire to pursue other opportunities.
Tenants in occupancy for middle terms were apparently not of the kind disposed to
change too easily or to resist change too long, having a good balance of ambition
with achievement, and being in the prime of life.
Not all shifting is the result of drifting. In too many cases, however,
tenant faxmers have yielded to the current of change without measuring the costs.
This applies to many who have shifted from farms to cities, as well as to other
farms.
— Dr. Charles L. Stewart, chief in agricultural economics. College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Science Has Discovered Uo Miracle Method Of Chick Brooding
Some 5,000 or more chicks are "brooded and reared to market age every year
on the farm of the College of Agricalture , University of Illinois, hut no new and
miraculous way of solving the many "baby chick problems has been discovered there or
elsewhere in the country, it is pointed out by the college poultry division. A de-
tailed plan of brooding and rearing that will guarantee satisfactory results in all
cases can not be worked out because conditions are different on every farm, it was
explained by H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist. IJThat may prove to be satis-
factory brooding methods for one flock owner may have to be qualified and changed to
suit conditions on another farm, he said.
"The responsibility of working out a detailed method therefore must rest
with the individtial flock ov^Tier, C-ereral T'^i-^c-pl^s sho-ud be studied and then
applied. To be sure, one should benefit by the ad'^ice of nore e:rperienced poultry-
men, but it should always be renem'oered that local conditions will help in deciding
much of the detail.
"The importance of cleanliness in the brooder house and on the ground where
the chicks are to be reared has been repeatedly stressedc i^ailure to observe such a
precaution will surely mean less and trouble. In regulating the temperature in the
brooder house it should be remembered that a hot, stuffy room is just as undesirable
for chicks as it would be for the attendant. A hover temperature of 98 to 100 de-
grees generally will insure enough wa^TTith. However, the room temperature should be
watched also. It would be well for the inexf^erienced person to use a wall ther-
mometer as sui aid in keeping the room temferature between 60 and 80 degi'ces. Alfal-
fa, oat and wheat straw, clover leaves and commercial litter are among the materials
which may be used for litter. Regardless of wliat is used it should be inspected
cairefully for must and mold. Either condition will be injurious to the chicks."
- M -
B. & 0. Poultry Improvement Special To Be College On Wheels
Carrying a corps of poultry raising authorities and fitted out with ex-
tensive exhibits and selected specimens of the different breeds of chickens, the
Baltimore & Ohio poultry improvement special which will visit twelve southern
Illinois counties, March 19 to 24, promises to be a veritable poultry college on
wheels. County farm advisers and the extension service of the Colle^'re of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois, are cooperating 'ffith the railroad in the operation of
the train. Up-to-date information on breeding, brooding and marketing is to be
presented in a wide variety of educational displays. Pens of live birds will be
carried to show the chief characteristics of the principal breeds of chickens. A
cross-section model of the U. of I. house for laying hens will be another attrac-
tion. H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the agricultural college; H. L.
Schrader, poultry extension specialist of the federal depa-rtment of agriculture,
and 0. K. Qp.ivey, general agricultural agent of the B. & 0» , will speak at each of
the stops.
The schedule of the train is: Flora, March 19, A,M-; Sandoval, March 19,
P.M.; Breese, March 20, A.M. ; Summerfield, March 20, P.M.; Noble, March 21, A.M.;
Bridgeport, March 21, P,Mo ; Ridg-way, March 22, A,M, ; ITorris City, March 22, P,M,
;
Fairfield, March 23, A.M.; Beecher City, March 23, P.M.; Lakewood, March 24, A.M.;
and Taylorville, March 24, P.M.
- M -
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First Spray 7or Scab Control Must Be On Trees Before Bloom
The first and most important infection of apples "by seal), the worst fun-
gous disease of this fruit, will take place during the first rainy period following
the opening of the fruit huds , and growers therefore shoirld plan to get a fungicide
on their trees "before the "bloom, it is suggested "by Dr. H. W. Anderson, of the
pomology division. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"The most effective method of control is to spray just "before the first
rainy period following the "bursting of the ""Duds, "but unless one has a small acreage
and good equipment this is not always possi"ble. Two pre-"bloom sprays are advisa\)le
on scab suscepti"ble varieties in northern Illinois. One of these should be put on
just after the tips of the leaves in the fruit bud are showing and the other in the
"pink" state just as the individual flowers are separating. If only one spray is put
on, it should be given when the flowers are still clustered together, or just as
they are separating. Commercial lime sulphur diluted at the rate of 1 gallon to 49
gallons of water should be used. Other fungicides, such as Bordeaux mixture, dry
lime sulphur, sulfocide and others may be used if the grower has had experience with
them. Thoroughness of application is essential.
"While the pre-bloom spray is the most important one, it is by no means
the only one necessary for the control of scab. The spores of the fungus continue
to be given off from the old leaves throughout the early spring and it is essential
to keep the foliage and young fruit covered for at least three weeks after bloom.
Where scab and codling moth (worms) are the most serious pests, an application of
lime sulphur and lead arsenate at petal fall (calyx spray), another ten days later
and another about three weeks after petal fall are essential. If these sprays are
applied carefully, scab usually is controlled although late summer infections some-
times develop."
- M -
Radishes Get "Hot" When Their Planting Is Delayed Too Long
"Hot", pithy radishes, spinach that shoots quickly to seed, turnips that
are woody and strong, bitter lettuce, and pea vines that fail to bear are part of
the price gardeners pay for the late planting of these cool-season crops, says B.
L. Weaver, of the horticultural department. College of Agriculture, "University of
Illinois.
"Some of the cool-season vegetable crops must have moderate temperatures
throughout their growing period, while others need such temperatures only during
the earlier stages of their development. Of the group which require cool weather
until fully developed, a number may be started from seed in the field and still
mature before hot weather. This group includes such crops as radishes, kohlrabi,
lettuce, tiirnips and peas. These are usually planted as soon as the ground can be
worked in the spring.
"Other cool- season crops such as cabbage, cauliflower and head lettuce do
not have time enough to mature properly before hot weather when started from seed
sown in the open ground in central and southern sections of Illinois. It is
essential, therefore, that these crops be started under glass and transplanted to
the field. The seed should be sown under glass six or seven weeks before the date
when the plaints are to be set in the field."
- M -
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Seed Corn Situation Is Improved Over Those Of Hecent Years
Germination tests made on U6S saiiples of corn from various sections of the
state reveal a seed corn situation not quite so gloomy as those which have con-
fronted Illinois farmers during the past few springs, it is reported by J. C.
Hackleman, crops extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois
That seed which is rather generally good will be available for farmers in
i
the heaviest com producing sections of the state is indicated by the results of the
germination tests on samples from central aind northern Illinois.
Only in the southern and west central portions of the state was seed corn
found to be so far below normal that farmers in those sections will have to use con-
siderable caution in getting supplies for spring plant, Hacl:leman reported.
An average germination of S7-2 per cent was shown by IIS samples of seed
' from northern Illinois. Almost 38 per cent of these samples came through with per-
fect germination records so far as vitality was concerned. It was pointed out, how-
ever, that these samples, like those from the other sections of the state, represent
the best seed corn in the respective districts inasmuch as the specimens were high
1 class show corn.
A total of 266 samples from central Illinois showed an average germina-
tion of S8.7 per cent, 5I per cent, or more than half, of these coming through with
a perfect record on vitality.
Southern Illinois results, however, were much less reassuring, Hackleman
announced. Less than one-third of the SU samples tested had perfect records on
vitality, while the average germination was 89- 1 per cent, 9.S short of the average
for central Illinois. Poor vigor and disease also were more common in the samples
from southern Illinois than in those from the central and northern parts of the state.
"This makes it imperative that southern Illinois farmers who do not know
the exact condition of their seed com should be finding out immediately.
"One of the bright spots in the state seed com situation this year is
that farmers in central and north central Illinois, anticipating another seed corn
situation this spring, selected more corn last fall than is customary. This surplus
will help materially to supply needed seed in central and south central Illinois.
It will not, however, do for southern Illinois planting, because the com of that
area is of different type and varieties.
"Seed of Champion White Pearl (Democrat), Black Havfe, Mohawk and Golden
Beauty varieties is needed for southern Illinois and farmers in that section who have
surplus stocks will be able to dispose of considerable of it, provided it will show
good germination and relatively little disease."
- M -
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Horse Shorta.'%e Seen A.s Certainty 'T ithin The "Sext Few Years
A shortage of horses within the next few years now looms as a farm power
problem with only enor.gh horses bein^^ raised in the United States to maintain an av-
erage of two a farm, S3,ys H. C. ¥.. Case, in charge of the farm organization and man-
agement department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The cliiTiax
hasi almost been reached in the reduction of the number of horses which has been going
on thro'ughout the coimtry during the past few years, he believes. Farmers who take
advaptage of this sit'uation and make plans to raise the horses which they will have
to h&ve for their power needs in four or five years will be the forward looking ones,
he said.
During the past 12 years, the nu^iber of horses in the countrj' has been cut
one- third through the introduction of various forms of mechanical power, he re-
ported. In the m?,in, this substitution lias been economical and for the most part
justifies the reduction in the number of horses. No shortg.ge of horse power has been
felt because the gradual introduction of other forms of power has kept the supply
adequate up to the present time.
"It is reasonable to believe, however, that an averr.ge of two horses for
each farm in the United Scates will not be adequate for economical power supplies in
the future. While there are now about 20 million horses and mules in the country,
only enough colts are being raised to maintain the number at about 11 million. It is
true that the present rraiket price of horses ejid mules is not encouraging, but the
trend has been upward during the last year and on the basis of present information
there is an indication that prices will continue upward for the next five or ten
years. Present low feed prices is a factor which sho'old encourage an increase in
horse and mule production. Tliere is no indication of s,v.-j narked increase in the
price of feed crops, because of the large acreage being grovo in the United States."
- M -
Size Of Labor Bills Is Trimmed TTien ?arm Is "R-jn 3y Calendar
Running the farm work more b;/ the calendar and less by the alm.anac would
lead to the more efficient use of labor, the most costly item in the farmer's bills,
it is believed by R. C. Ross, of the farm organization and management departm.ent
,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. A definite calendar for the season's
work is what he advocates. Si^ch a calendar, or schedule, fixed up at the beginning
of the season would give the right of way to impcrtsnt jobs without passing up alto-
gether the miscellaneous ones, it would aid in getting such preparatory work as se-
curing and testing seeds out of the way before planting time, it would help to use
rainy days to good advantage and would relieve the operator of carrying many details
in his mind.
"In this schedule, all the livestock and miscellaneous operations sho-old
"be listed by months. Tliese should then be divided into three groups; Fixed opera-
tions, or those like planting corn and cutting alfalfa which must be done in a short
time; semi-fixed, or those like shock threshing and fall plowing in which more lee-
way can be alloy;cd, and movable operations like hauling limestone and trimming hedge
which allow the greatest latitude.
"Such a calendar will have to be revised from time to time during the
season on account of necessary changes brought about by weather, emergency jobs and
the like. A notebook carried in the pocket for recording miscellaiieous jobs adds to
the completeness of the work calend3,r."
- M -
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Reputation Of ?oreig;n Glovers Not Improved By Recent Trials
Foreign-grown strains of red clover, "believed to be the cause of the wide-
spread failures which Illinois farmers have "been having v/ith this crop during re-
cent years, fell short of clearirig their name in tests which the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois, has conducted in the northern, central and southwest
central part of the state dxiring the past three j^ears, it is announced "by J. C.
Hacklennn, crops extension specialist.
Fortunately, farmers this spring will "be protected against buying these
foreign strains urinowingly, as a result of the new seed staining law which requires
that imported strains be "branded" in a standard nanner.
At Joliet, where two strains of native Illinois red clover have been grown
in comparison with four foreign strains, the former averaged more than one and six-
tenths tons of liay an acre while the latter made less than nine-tenths of a ton.
Similar results also were obtained on the experiment fields at Minonk, Lamoille,
Hartsburg, Enfield, Oblong and Carlinville.
These results have been verified on a field scale in demonstrations
staged in Knox, Tazev/ell and Cl'^inpaign coimties. The foreign-i];rown clovers made a
fairly satisfactory showing for the first cutting, or ha7/ crop, but in most cases
were practically total failures for the seed crop, due largely to the fact that
they fell easier prey to insects, diseases and other harmful influences.
Under the new seed staining law, red clover seed from countries known to
produce clover that is unadopted in this country must be stained 10 per cent red.
This catches principally the Italian clovers. Clover seed from stich countries as
Germany, France, Poland and Roumsnia, which produce clovers of doubtful adaptation
for this country, must be stained 1 per cent green. Canadian seed which is appar-
ently as well adapted to this co-ontry as are many of the native strains must be
stained 1 per cent violet.
- M -
Tliree ^H Club Girls ITamed For Prize Trips To Eastern Coast
Trips to the eastern coast as Illinois' official delegates to two national
farm boys' aaid girls' U-H club events are the rewards for the three girls adjudged
the most outstanding among the U,000 or more who are enrolled as girls' club members
in 65 cotaities of the state. The selections were made by a committee headed "bj Miss
Mary KcKee, girls' U-E club specialist of the College of Agricul.ture, University of
Illinois.
Tinners of the trips are Dorothy KcGau^hey, Mt. Zion; Lois Hubbard, Q;aincy,
sind Ifetilda Kirby, Ui'bana.. Tlie first two will go to the na-ticnal -i--H boys' and
girls' club carip to be held J^jjiie 21 to 2S in TTashington, D. C. , while ICiss Zirby is
the state selection for the iutemational ^-H leadership training school to be held
at Caiup Yaile, Springfield, :'ass.
,
Septeniber 9 to 22. Miss ICirby's expenses will be
paid out of a frcid provided by Horace Moses, philanthropist \jao was reared as a farm
"boy, while funds for the e^rpenses of the two Tashington delegates are expected to be
raised within their respective coiuities.
- M -
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Proper Spraying Often Converts "OiT " Year Into Paying Season
A poor crop year for the average fruit grower usijsally is turned into a
highly profitable season by the careful orchardist, who frequently saves at least a
part of a crop in an "off" year by proper spraying, sa^/'s Dr. H. Yi. Anderson, of the
pomology division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, in a series of
recommendations he has outlined for the current spray season. Proper spraying is
the aost iaiportajit single operation in the care of the orchard and tho rou^ihne s s of
application is the most inrportant phase of spraying. It is easy to learn when to
spray, but the how part is hard to get, he added.
"Failure to spray the tree according to a definite system is a most serious
shortcoming of the average sprayer. It is possible by studying the situation a little
to work out a system so that one can start at a point on each tree and then walk
around and under it in such a way as to coirpletely cover it without wastir^ spray
materials. The ideal spray is one vrhich coats the surfaces of every leaf, tv/ig and
fruit on the tree. Ideally, the spray should not drip off the leai" before drj'ing,
but this is by no means alvi^ays possible. It is better to apply too m?ach spray than
too little. A fine mist covers better thaji a coarse stream and saves materials. Por
this reason, nozzles should be used which have proper openings for producing a mist-
like spray. The nximber of leads of hose attached to the pump should be regulated by
the size of the trees to be sprayed and the pressixre which can be maintained by the
erigine. If large apple trees are to be sprayed, it is necessary to have one lead of
hose on a tower on the spray rig while another is used for ground spraying. Spray
guns are all right where properly used, but a spray rod is much safer in the liands
of an inexperienced or careless sprayer. This is especially true where large trees
are to be sprayed.
"The amount of spray material to apply to a tree depends upon the size and
the time of the year the sprajT-ng is being done. A 20-year-old apple tree in mid-
summer usually requires about eight to ten gallons. An 3 to 10-year-old peach tree
takes only four to five gallons. Tliirty per cent less than these amounts is enough
if the tree has been pruned by a detailed plan, as there would be 35 to ^0 per cent
fewer growing points.
"The time to apply each of the sprays and the materials to use are given
in experiment station Circular JIo. 277 of the agricultural college."
- M -
June Country Life Conference ^ill Traw Teachers And Parents
The National Congress of Parents and Teachers will be among the many state
and national organizations represented at the meeting of the American Country Life
Association to be held here June 19, 20 and 21, it was announced today. Reserva-
tions for a place on the program are requested in a letter just received from Mrs.
A. H. Heeve, Philadelphia, and president of the congress, by Dr. H. E. Eieror^/mus
,
comrmxnity adviser of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M ^
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Bargain Season For Cheap Pork Gain s Is While Pigs Are Young
I The biggest bargain season for cheap gains on little pigs is while they are
suckling their mothers and those that are allowed to loaf during that time are not
piling up any profits for their owners, Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry
at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, points out in a set of recom-
mendations on feeding brood sows and their suckling pigs at this season of the year.
"Liberal feeding of the sows should be started just as soon as the pigs
are old enough to tal-ce the large amount of milk that should result from such feeding.
Also, the ration should be well balanced from the standpoint of protein and mineral
matter. Two gallons of skim milk a day for each sow will balance a straight corn
ration, a ration of corn and oats, or one of com, oats and middlings. If there is
no skim milk, tankage is the next best and most available supplement.
"Something that is even better than tankage alone because of the vitamin
content and the improvement in proteins is a mixture of 2 parts tankage, 1 part lin-
seed meal and 1 part alfalfa meal or chopped alfalfa hay. If sows are on full feed
they can be allowed all of this supplement they will eat in addition to a full feed
of com or a mixture of whole ground grains.
"After two or three weeks, the little pigs will be anxious to eat feed
other than their mother's millc. Their gains can then be speeded up by giving them a
feeder full of shelled corn or mixtures of ground feeds that happen to be available.
Too much bulk should not be included in the ration, thus making it impossible to use
oats extensively for most rapid gains.
"Peed for the pigs should be put in a creep to keep the sows from getting
at it. 'iVhen fed this way the pigs get so well acqiiainted with the feed that they
can be weaned at the proper time without missing their mothers much.
"Just as soon as the pigs begin to eat well, they should be allowed the
mixed supplemental mixtures suggested for sows, as this will make up for the decreas-
ing milk flow of the sows. As soon as pasture is available, the alfalfa can be
omitted from the supplemental feed of both the sows and pigs. In case either skim
milk or the mixed protein supplement is fed, no mineral except common salt will be
necessary.
"
- M -
Boarder Cows Can Be Marketed To Advantage For Beef Just Now
While it is always sound dairying practice to cull the unprofitable cows
instead of letting them drag down the profits of the entire herd, present conditions
make it an exceptionally good time to get rid of the boarders, low producers and
blemished cows, it is pointed out by C. S. Hhode, dairy extension specialist of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Beef prices are high at the present time and the farmer therefore can sell
his cull, inefficient cows for meat at good prices. Furthermore, the feed supply
runs low on many farms at this time of the year and herd owners have a tendency to
underfeed, a bad practice. It would be better to cull a few of the poorer cows and
take better care of the others. A third reason for culling out the poor cows now is
that the efficiency of the herd will be built up and a higher price realized for the
feeds that are sold through the cows.
"
- M -
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Substantial Yield Increases Reported ?rorn Utility-Type Corn
Twelve bur.hels more corn an acre is a possibility open to those Illinois
fanners with enough seed to permit their culling it down to the disease-resistant,
utility-type standard as advocated in the statewide "better seed corn project of the
extension service, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Increases almost this high are common in reports being received by J. C.
Hackleman, crops extension specialist, from county farm advisers who cooperated in
furthering the improved seed idea last year. In one case at least, a 6S per cent in-
creased yield of marketable corn was reported from the selected seed. This was the
result in a carefully supervised test conducted by George H. Helms & Son, Belleville,
according to a statement from Farm Adviser 3. W. Tillman, of St. Clair county. J. E.
Watt, Fulton county farm adviser, reported a gain of 33 P^r cent of sound corn in the
demonstration conducted by F. W. Miller, Canton.
Use of selected culled seed leads to such striking increases in yield be-
cause diseased and disease-susceptible seed is now cutting corn production of the
state by at least 15 per cent, Hackleman explained.
- M -
Growing Popularity Of Illini Soybean Shown In Seed Demands
Quick popularity gained by the new high-yielding Illini soybean developed
by plant breeders of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, will lead
to this new variety being planted on hundreds of acres in Illinois this season judg-
ing by the flood of requests for seed coming to the college. Some drain on present
seed supplies is anticipated, but the increased plantings should multiply the seed
stocks rapidly and by next year there are expected to be ample supplies of seed to
meet all requests. Dr. C. M. Woodv.'orth, in cliarge of the plant breeding division,
said. A half dozen or more reliable sources of seed are known by the division and
this information is being supplied to grov/ers as fast as inquiries are received.
The start for the now popular Illini variety was contained in a single
plant selection from the A. K. variety. Illini is a yellow bean and lias been one of
the best yielders of seed d\uring the five years or more it has been tested on the
agricultural college farm. It also has shown a comparatively high percentage of oil.
The new variety seems to do best in the central and south central parts of the state,
being a little too late for the northern part. In the sections where best adapted,
it is classed as an early variety.
To insure large quantities of pure beans being produced, the college recom-
mends that growers using the new variety plant at least 20 acres and have no other
variety on the farm., since it is hard to handle and produce small lots of seed and
keep them free from mixture. The beans also shoiild be planted on a field where there
will be no trouble from volunteer beans. Inoculation of seed insures best results
if the soil has not previously grown well-inoculated soybeans.
- M -
Present Orchard Conditions Put Premium On Tested Spray Methods
Current orchard insect and disease conditions carry a warning for Illinois
fruit growers not to abandon tried and tested spray methods in favor of the nev/er
practices and recommendations being advanced all the time from other fruit sections
of the countrj.'-, says 3. S. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of the College
of Agricult^jre, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Three Cents An Ax:re Buys Control Of Some Seed-Borne Corn Rots
Seed treatments with chemicals costing at the rate of only three cents an
acre will control certain of the seed-home corn rot diseases and thus save at least
part of the heavy toll now "being taken in Illinois corn fields hy diseased and
disease- saisceptihle seed. This T)ossihility is announced by the agronomy department
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, after extensive tests made
during the past several years in cooperation with the federal department of agricul-
ture. Results of the tests are considered conclusive enough to warrant the practice
of seed corn treatment being i-ecommended to farmers. Yields from Illinois' three
hundred million dollar corn crop are now cut an estimated 15 per cent because of
diseased and disease- susceptible seed. No seed corn of which there is enou^x for
farm use is entirely free from disease.
Even good seed corn yielded more following treatment with the chemicals, it
is reported by Benjamin Koehler, crop pathologist of the college. This increase,
though slight, was practically all clear profit because cost of the treatment was so
low.
Of the manj' chemicals used thus far in the seed treatment tests, the three
superior ones have been Bayer Dust, Improved Semesan, Jr., and S. 7. A. No. 225.
The first of these is a nitro-phenol-mercury compound, while the other two are cresol-
mercury compounds. All of these are treatments of the dust form, the chemicals being
applied at the rate of 2 ounces a bushel of seed. Mixing so thorough that it cannot
be done with a shovel is required. A barrel churn or regular mixing machine must
be used.
Seed treatments are no panacea for all the many corn diseases, the college
warns in announcing the results of the tests. If farmers are to develop and keep -up
disease resistance in their seed corn, they must continue to practice field selection
Of seed ears from healthy plants and the careful culling of these ears after they
have been cured, even though seed treatment is used, it was pointed out,
- M -
Shorthorn Breeders Put Calf In Race ?or Half- Ton Club Honors
Burrus Brothers, purebred Shorthorn breeders of Arenzville, are the most
.recent cattle raisers of the state to nominate a beef calf for m.embership and the
I
Official gold medal in the Illinois Half-Ton Calf Club, it is announced by C. E.
Gates, of the extension service, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, who
has charge of the project. The calf which they will attempt to feed for the re-
1
quired weight of a half ton by the time it is a year old is Dreadnaught Star, a roan
t;bull dropped January 20. Ee weighed 230 poijuids when less than two months old, thus
giving him a good start toward his goal. The purpose of the project is to demon-
strate that through proper care and management a beef calf can be grown out as a
'baby beef and made ready for market at an early age.
- M -
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Bottomless Madholes Are "Slick Spots." A Comnon Flaw Of Soils
Many of the bottomless madholes which travellers have found in the dirt
roads of Illinois during the past winter are the typical "slick spots" now definitely
recognized hy scientists as a flaw in the soils of certain sections of the state,
according to E. A. Norton, of the soil survey division, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
Farmers have long recognized one type of slick spot, terming it "scald,"
"bare" or "alkali spot," or "buffalo lick," but there are two other types, both of
which can hardly be recognized without the aid of chemical apparatus, he said. The
type which farmers know lacks vegetation entirely or produces only stunted growth.
The other two types do not affect vegetation as unfavorably as does the commonly-
known type, yet they cut down crop yields considerably.
The state soil survey being made by the agricultural college shows that
these slick spots are most numerous on the flat and undulating land in the south-
central and southwestern parts of the state, but also occur locally in other places.
Small patches sometimes are found on rolling land. The spots vary in size from a
few feet to several miles square and in some localities they mak:e up 10 per cent of
the total soil area.
When dry the spots become very hard and resist further penetration of
water. When they axe thoroughly wet, however, they tafce on more water readily and
seem bottomless. In this stage, the soil in them has a smooth, or slick, feel, from
whence the spots get their name. Physical condition of these spots naturally is very
poor and it is hard to prepare a good seed bed on them.. The soil runs together
easily, bakes, gets very hard and is cloddy when broken up or cultivated. In the
commonly-recognized type of slick spot, the plow will come to the surface rather than
continue at an even depth. The areas always are of a pale shade of color, usually a
pale, yellowish gray.
In addition to their poor physical condition, slick spots are characterized
by high alkalinity and the presence of salts toxic to plant growth. These spots are
not acid, but instead strongly alkaline in reaction. They do not give the usual
response to soils tests, fertilizer treatment and cropping practice expected of the
soils in the vicinity.
WBM To Broadcast Eight Farm Talks As Part Of Ax>vil Schedule
From home-wrecking insects to farm earnings covers the range of subjects
for eight radio talks which staff members of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, will broadcast during April over W H M, the university station, on a
wave length of 272.6 meters of a frequency of 1100 kilocycles.
The schedule of talks, which will be given as part of the program between
' 7 and 8 o'clock each Tuesday and Friday evening, is as follows:
April 3 - Termites as House Destroyers, A. E. Miller, Illinois Natural
History Survey
April 6 - TThat Are We Doing to Replace Worn-Qiit Horses? J. L. Edmonds
April 10 - Roadside Planting, 0. C-. Schaffer
April 13 - Improving the Practices in Feeding Dairy Cows, W. B. Nevens
April 17 - What Shall We Plant in Our Flower Gardens? S. W. Hall
April 20 - Farm Earnings in Illinois in 1927, R. R. Kadelson
April 24 - 4-H Club Work, E. I. Pilchard
April 27 - ITutrition and Growth, Rossleene M. Arnold
- M -
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Estimating what the final prodiictio:i of various f?-m crops Tri.i ze -- z'^e
"basis of recently announced planting intentions of fanaers of the cor^n.^— , or even
on the basis of settled acreages, calls for reach fusss-work, unless the esti-oate is
made from averages over a period of years, it is shown in fis-Jires worked o-at by
agricultural economists at the College of Agriculture, "niversity of Illin-is. Snch
estimates are niade even cere hazardous for Illinois because crop yields in this
state vary nore from year to year than they do in the 'United States ss ?. Thole, tbe
figures reveal.
Corn is cited as a typical eiaTsple. ?rom ISOO to 1927, the annual acre
yield varied an avera*^ of 15 per cent one -jra;' or another fro3 the previous year.
The acrea-ze planted to the crop therefore -^culd have to vary 1.2 irillion acres annu-
ally in order to influence final proiiction as Euch as the avera.^::e variation in
yield, the economists point o-it. Differences indicated by the intention fisures
for Illinois forecast an increase of about h.alf a millicn acres over the reijiced 1527
acreage. For the nation as a whole, the averaps variation in the acre yield of com
is 13 per cent, 2 per cent less tr.an for Illinois. IJevertheless, it would take a
variation of 13 niillion acres in the acreage to equal the effect of the average var-
iation in acre yield. Tnis is six tidies the usual shift in acreage.
Acre yields of corn in Illinois vary 3ore fron one year to another than do
the yields of spring wheat, winter wheat or barley, according to the figures. In
the case of barley, the average variation in "'ieli has been 10 per cent, winter
wheat 11 per cent and spring wheat 14 per cent. On the other hand, the acre yield
of Illinois corn is less variable than th^t of crooncom, tizioth:y hsy or oats. The
percentage of variation in the case of broomcorn is 19, and in oats and tinathy
hay 20.
The degree of variation in st?te or nationwide averages of this kind is
less than the average in a majority of the counties or to^mships and still farther
behind the average of a single fars prodacing s'o.ch crops. This may account in part
for the difficulty which any single farmer has in seeing how a varisticn in his
£u:reage midit affect state or national, or even international, production and price
per "onit of product.
Acreage reduction as a method of price enhance-T.ent can easily seeiz to be
overrated ?.s far as results for any single year cr for any single fam, county,
state, or even the nation, is concerned. However, changes in acreage do influence
output even in the case of crops that are veiy variable in yield. The 5 per cent
increase in acreage of com in Illinois will tend to increase proiiction by c per
cent, although it aay be mere than offset by reduced yields per acre.
- U-
SoE'-t-Iirsmine Cats perfoms Irre I: ?.-^-outati?n In ','. :: ". I^'t
i^Jkton, an Oregon variety of oats inrtnne to the destructive o=ts scmt,
performed true to its reputation in tests nisde curing the past year 'ay plant breeders
of the College of Agriculrure, University of Illinois, and consequently gives promise
of being a valuable one for farmers of this state, it is announced by Collins Teatch,
of the agronomy department. The new variety was not infected oy smut, rrhile others
grown in the same test showed from 2 to 28 per cent iri"ection. Harkton also out-
7ielded SO-daj- oats, a good standard variety, by about 7 percent, Teatch reported.
More extensive tests will have to be made, however, to determine mere definitely its
adaptation and performance under Illinois conditions, it T^as said.
I
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Delaying The Plowing Unde r Of Sweet Clover Js. Of No Advantage
Contrary to the general lielief, it has been shown in experiments by the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois that sweet clover contains almost as
much nitrogen early in the spring as it does late in May. Farmers therefore can
plow down sweet clover in preparation for the 1923 corn crop almost any time now
after the new growth is well started, according to C. K. Linsley, assistant in soils
extension.
Not only is such early plowing-down in line with good soil practice, but
also it will avoid difficulties brought on by postponing the operation, he pointed
out.
When should sweet clover be plowed under? is a question, Linsley says,
which is asked wherever the crop is grown and it is widely grown in Illinois. Many
farmers prefer to let it make as much growth as possible before it is turned down,
feeling that the bigger it gets the more fertility will be added.
Enough nitrogen to grow 80 bushels or more of corn, or more than the aver-
age corn crop can use, will be contained in the early spring growth of sweet clover
if it made good growth during the preceding fall, according to Linsley. It does not
seem advisable, therefore, to let the crop grow until the middle or last of May for
a little additional nitrogtsn. As a matter of fact, he pointed out, most of the top
growth in the spring is produced by the nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium drawn
from the roots of the clover, only a small amount of these necessary growth elements
l>eing taken from the air or soil.
One of the disadvantages in postponing the plowing under of sweet clover
is that a heavy growth of it will take up a tremendous amount of soil water. Hence,
if the spring happens to be a dry one the soil will be left so dry that the corn
crop will suffer. This was the case no longer ago th-an in 1925, when the corn crop
after late-plowed sweet clover in some cases was almost a complete failure.
Another disadvantage to late plov-dng, according to Linsley, is that if
there is a large acreage to plow, the corn crop often must be planted late.
"Sweet clover should not be plowed down in the fall of the first year,
else the farmer will have a new growth to contend with the following spring. Plow-
ing the crop down in the spring of the second year after the crown buds have started
.growing eliminates the possibility of further growth causing trouble."
- M -
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Illinois Farmers Can Lis;hten Borer Clean-gp By Making Change s ITow
Farmers in the corn- "borer infested area of Indiana are finding it hard
this spring to sow oats in corrpliance V7ith the control regulations, it is reported
ty Seorge H. Dangan, assistant chief in crop production at the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois. The same difficulties probably will beset farmers in
this state within the next year or two unless they start planning now how they can
adjust their farming methods to meet the requirements, he pointed out. It probably
will be only one or two years before the corn borer's presence will necessitate a
thorough cleanup in parts of Illinois, it is believed.
"The present practice of Illinois farmers in seeding oats, and in some
cases other spring cereals, by discing them in among the corn stalks will have to be
abandoned when the corn borer reaches this state. Fortunately, Illinois farmers have
a longer time to adjust their methods than did the farmers in some of the neighboring
states. Under federal regulations not more than 1,600 running feet of corn stalks
an acre are allowed to remain on the surface of the ground after the oats are sowed.
This may seem like a lot of corn stalks, but in reality a field with only this amount
of corn stalks on it looks almost perfectly clean. The stalks may be either raked
and burned or plowed under cleanly. Frequently, raking and burning have to be fol-
lowed by hand picking unless the ground is plowed after the stalks are burned. Hand
picking is a hi.ghly erpensivc method of removing corn stalks. At the present time
the most feasible method of cleaning up a field is to plow the stalks under cleanly."
- M -
Holding Of Crain Hr-.s Paid Better With Soft Wheat Than With Hard
Substantial premiums which soft wheat is now bringing over hard wheat il-
lustrate how the grower of soft wheat is likely to profit much more one year with
another if he holds his wheat than is the grower of hard wheat, it is pointed out by
Dr. L, J. I'lorton, of the division of agricultural economics. College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Less than a week ago, soft wheat was bringing 38 cents more
a bushel on the St. Louis ma.rket than hard wheat was selling for at Chicago, he re-
ported. ITo. 2 red (soft) wheat was reiDorted at $1.83 a bushel at St. Louis, while
on the same day the price of Ho. 2 hard wheat at Chicago was reported as $1.44 a
bushel. Starting last July, the premium in favor of soft wheat has steadily in-
creased during the season. This current price trend in the two classes of wheat pro-
duced in Illinois reflects a tendency which can be traced over a series of years, ac-
cording to Dr. ITorton.
"For 15 years, from 1899 to 1913, the price of hard wheat at Kansas City
increased an average of 4.5 cents a bushel from the July and August average to the
Februarj'- average. During the same period, the price of soft wheat increased 12 cents.
Since 1920, the same tendency has operated.
"The most reasonable explanation of the failure of hard wheat prices to
increa,se more is that the non-premium types of hard wheat are sold on the world mar-
ket and during the year meet a constant stream of wheat produced in countries with
,
a later date of ?iarvest. On the other hand, soft wheat is used largely in this coun-
trj'- and hence must be held by someone from harvest time to time of consrimption. Ob-
viously, the price increase must be adequate to pay the storage costs.
- M -
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Fature ' s Powers Overestimated by Home Orchard Owners Of Illinois
Home orchard owners of the middle west have left so raach up to Nature that
the average small orchard in this section is neglected and unattractive, does not
enhance the value of the farm, yields onlj^ low quality fruit and hut little of that,
and is a menace to the good orchards in the vicinity, says V. W. Kelley, of the pom-
ology division. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Unless the grower expects to spray, the home orchard should never he
planted in these days of numerous insects and diseases attacking fruit,
"If the planting is too large and the surplus of fruit is much ahove the
family requirements, the labor is increased so much that neglect is the usual or only
alternative. The work in the home orchard will, in some cases, have to he done be-
tween showers, hence a careful study should be made of how the operations will fit
into the general farm routine. The time to do this is before the orchard is planted.
"The home orchard should contain most of the fniits that grow well in the
locality. Varieties should be selected on the basis of q'oality, personal taste and
a succession of fruit throughout the season. To keep the size of the orchard down
to a minimum, only a small number of varieties of each kind should be chosen. Fur-
thermore, a single well-cared-for tree of each variety is better than a half dozen
neglected trees.
"Among the mistakes invariably made in the home orchard, as well as in the
commercial orchard, is the planting of trees too close together. To avoid this, the
grower must be able to visualize his trees when they reach the maximum size and not
be unduly influenced by the apparently wide distance between the trees at planting
time. The minimum planting distance for apples should be 40 feet, sour cherries and
pears 30 feet and peaches and plums 25 feet."
- M -
History Promises No Big Price Advances , Despite Shortage of Corn
Corn supplies available at the end of the winter season for use until the
new crop is grown were the second smallest since 1920 and about 100 million bushels,
or 10 per cent, less than the average for the past ten years, but if history repeats
itself there will be no big advance in summer corn prices because of this shortage,
according to Dr. L. J. Norton, of the agricultural economics division. College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. The years when farm supplies of corn at the
end of the winter season were relatively small have not been the years when large
advances took place in summer corn prices.
"Small supplies perhaps encourage economies in the use of corn and this in
turn reduces the demand. A more probable explanation is that years when supplies
are low are typically years of small crops. Two short corn crops rarely come in suc-
cession. Hence during 5'ears when supplies are short in March the siiramer price of
corn frequently is held down by favorable prospects for the new crop.
"A study of price changes during the past 30 years shows that the average
increase in the Chicago price of No. 3 yellow corn, calculated in a way to avoid the
influence either of laxge increases or decreases, was six cents a bushel from March
to July during years of small March supplies as compared to ten cents a bushel dur-
ing years when the stocks at the end of the winter season were large. The average
increase from March to September was four cents a bushel during years of small
stocks compared to twelve cents a bushel during years of large stocks."
f
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Proper Planting Seen As Finishing To-uch For Paved Roads
Illinois may be the good roads state, "but its many paved Mghways will
loom up as unfinished jobs until there ha,s been carried out some definite roadside
planting plan, changed as necessary to fit conditions in different sections of the
state, in the opinion of 0. G. Schaffer, associate professor of landscape architec-
ture at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. A complete road build-
ing program requires that travelling should be made not merely easy and efficient,
but pleasant and interesting as well, he pointed out.
"Occasional efforts to start a roadside planting program have been made
by organizations and by individuals, but most of these efforts have been of a hap-
hazard nature. The miles of neglected war memorial trees are an example of careless
plainting. Mistakes in the work already done liave usually been the result of imitat-
ing the work of city shade tree commissions. It is a fundamental mistake to carry
their ideas and plans into the open country.
"A style of planting that will make all parts of the state look alike must
be guarded against. Each undertaking mast be studied locally so that it will be
suited to that particular section of the state. Obviously, of course, only such
planting should be done as will be consistent with perfect safety at railroad cross-
ings, cur^'es and lilie points."
One of the first things that must be done in carrying out a roadside plant-
ing program is to arouse public opinion to the point of demanding that suitable re-
strictions and regulations must be adapted to control the many structures, such as
advertising signs, refreshment stands and telephone poles that line the roadsides,
according to Prof. Schaffer. Farmers and others whose buildings and yards are a part
of the picture must cooperate in the movement, as well as tovms and villages, he said.
Acquisition of wider rights-of-way is one step that should be taken at once,
in the opinion of Prof. Schaffer, who believes that the right-of-way on all principal
highways should be at least 100 feet wide. Overhead wires are another barrier in the
path of roadside planting, he added. Public utility companies should cooperate in
protecting existing trees and in making future planting practicable, he believes.
- M -
Farmer Saves $60 In Limestone By Thorough Test Of Soil
Taking a few hours to imke a thorough test of their soils for acidity this
spring paid a number of Woodford coimty farmers as high as $bO in the form of saved
limestone, according to a report of C. M. Linsley, assistant in soils extension at
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Testing of the soils was done at
a meeting held at El Paso for the purpose of explaining to interested farmers the
college's recommended system. This plan not only shows whether or not the land is
acid but also indicates how much limestone is needed to correct that acidity and
where it should be applied.
- M -
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fj^m. Low Prices eind Increased Population Shrink Pood Exnorts
V America will shortly te facing the choice either of importing foodstuffs
l^md hence paying higher prices for them or else undergoing at least temporary rais-
ing of the "buying power of the fanners' food products to prevent their prodiiction
slumping helow the non-exportation level, it is stated by agricultural economists
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Increased consumption of the iH million people who have brought the popu-
lation of the United States to the 120-million mark since 1920 probably has done as
much as low prices in foreign markets to start exports of edible farm products on
the march toward the vanishing point, it is pointed out. Continued increase of
population, the economists explain, will precipitate the expected choice.
"Possibilities of a better established international peace eventually may
justify this countrj'- in depending upon foreign food, but many contend that such
hazardous dependence should be cautiously avoided during the generation immediately
ahead.
"
Exports of meats and meat products will cease in the year 193^5 i^ they
continue to decline at the rate they did during the period from July 1, 1919 to June
30, 1927? according to the economist. Exports of grain products should cease to be
a factor by 1933 ^'^ they continue to drop off as they did during the period from
July 1, 1^21, to Jiine J}0 , 1927. If e:.poi'ts of dairy products continue to decline
as they did during that same period they should be wiped out by 1932) or in four
more years.
"The decline in the total amounts of these exportable food surpluses,
which lias been quite rapid when expressed in terms of amounts per person of total
population, has not yet been sufficient to bring into play the price-raising effects
of a deficit position on the part of this coujitry."
"Shrinkage of exports of food products is to be contrasted with the expan-
sion of exports of non-edible products originating on farms in this co\intry. Inter-
national markets have been wealcer for food products than for cotton and some other
non-edible products exported from the United States."
- M -
State Singing Contest Will Be Feature Of k-E Club Tour
A state singing contest among the 1,500 farm boys and girls who are ex-
pected to gather here for the sixth annual boys* and girls' state club tour at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, June 6, 7 and g, will be one of the
innovations of the event this year, it is announced by C. E. Gates, in charge of
plans. A silver loving cup trophy offered by Alpha Zeta, honorary agricultural fra-
ternity, will be awarded to the winning county group and will become the permanent
property of the county winning it three years.
Five counties, Macon, Will, McLean, Scott and Shelby, already have sent in
their entries for the contest. Competition will be by county groups composed of at
least 10 and not more than 16 contestants. Each group will be required to sing two
selections from a list of ten specified songs.
- M -
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"Bedtugis " Of Poigltry Should 3e Routed At This Season
t
Mites
J
the "bedbugs" of chickens and one of the most serious external para-
ites affecting poultry, sho^uld be the target of a cleanup at this tine of the year,
hen the young chicks are coming on and before the warm sinmer season arrives, it is
ecommended by the anirral pathology and hj'^giene division of the College of Agricul-
ure. University of Illinois.
These little pests are called the bedbugs of poultry because they hide un-
aer the roosts and in the cracks and crevices during the day time and come out in
large numbers at night to suck the blood of the fowls. They multiplj'' fast, each fe-
male laying from 25 to 35 eggs v/hich mature in less than a week. The mites are so
small that they often escape detection, but if the bare hand is put on an infested
roost, the tiny pests can be felt crawling on the skin.
The way to control mites is to destroy them in their hiding places, accord-
ing to the recommendations. In turn, the way to keep down hiding places is to use
roosts made without joints and hung from the ceiling by wire or chains. The roosts
should be cleaned frequently and painted with used crank case oil thinned with cheap
kerosene. In addition to this, the inside of the house and the inside of the nests
should be sprayed. A satisfactory home-mixed preparation for this can be made from
1 pint of creosote in 5 gallons of kerosene. Sprays or paints which give off fiomes
should be put on in the morning to allow the maxiimim time for drying before the hens
go to roost. It should be remembered, too, that oil preparations have the disadvan-
tage of interfering with proper hatching.
If a layer of lime or sulph\ir is put in the bottom of the nest beneath the
straw it will prevent mites breeding there. On the other hand, broken eggs and dir-
ty straw in the nests encourage mites.
Mites are spread by infested shipping boxes and crates and sometimes new
fowls will bring them in on their bodies. This is one of the reasons why newly pur-
chased fowls should stay in a quarantine pen for several days before being added to
the flock. Mites can live in vacant houses for at least four months.
- M -
Herd Improvement Plan Extended To Embrace 15 ,000 Cows
Organization of three new associations serving Clark, Coles and Shelby
counties gives Illinois a total of 37 dairy herd iniprovement associations in which
the production efficiency of some 15,000 cows is being tested for approximately 9OO
dairymen who are members of these associations, it is reported by John H. Brock, as-
sistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Continued growth of the Illinois herd improvement plan may be attributed
at least partially to the fact that herd owners and others interested in better dairy-
ing are realizing the need for knowing the production of every cow in the herd, Brock
pointed out. "Organization of the Shelby county association, for instance, followed
as a resTilt of a series of dairy short co"arse meetings scheduled by L. A. Hodan, agri-
cultural teacher of the Shelbyville nigh School, v/orking in cooperation with the
county farm adviser."
- M -
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Spurt Of Cow Buyinj^ Brings Many Poor Animals To Illinois
A wave of dairy cow btiying, put into motion "by favorable conditions in
the dairying business during the past few years, is sweeping over Illinois and farm-
ers who plan to develop this phase of their farming business should guard against
loading up on poor cows, according to a warning by C. S. Shode, dairy extension spe-
cialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Farmers throughout
central Illinois and the great mixed farming section have been encouraged to expand
their dairying operations as a result of the favorable conditions which have existed
during the past few years, he reported. Demands for dairy cattle have, consequent-
ly, been increased and they are being shipped into the state in large numbers, he
added.
A man closely associated with the dairy industry in a southern state ex-
pressed much concern when told that cattle buyers from Illinois were buying a lot of
dairy cattle in his county. "We need all the good cows we have," the man pointed
out. However, when he saw the kind of animals that were being bought, his reaction
was, "They can have all those they want, for we can get along without the poor cows."
One good cow well fed and cared for will make more money than three or
four poor ones. It is, therefore, a better practice to add a few good cows and take
a little time to develop a herd through the use of good bulls. "Cows not only mast
be good ones but also they must be well fed if good returns are to be secured. They
will need some grain in addition to pasture during the summer and well balanced ra-
tions during the winter. Fiirthermore, the producing ability of every cow in the
herd should be measured by weighing sind testing the milk. This information will be
needed in building, improving and feeding the herd."
- M -
Supplies Of Dairy Feeds Can Be Laid In 4t_ Low Figures How
With the coming of the pasture season, dairy feed prices have started on
their annual drop and dairymen therefore can save all the way from $5 to $15 a ton
in the cost of feeds like wheat bran, linseed meal and gluten feed by laying in sup-
plies during the next few months, it is pointed out by Dr. W. B. Uevens, assistant
chief in dairy cattle feeding at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Averages for the past five years show that the prices of gluten feed and linseed oil
meal have been lowest in April. Wlieat bran has reached the low point in June or Ju-
ly.
Further savings of several dollars a ton in the cost of these feeds can be
secured by several farmers going together and ordering a carload, instead of each one
buying a little as needed, it was suggested. Such an order may bs handled to advan-
tage through the local dealer. Hauling the feed directly from the car upon ajrival
and paying cash for it instead of having the dealer carry the account several months
will cut still more off the price. These feeds are quite dry when they leave the
factory and therefore are fairly safe from spoilage during a few months* storage. Dr.
llevens said,
- M -
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Costs Less To Install Tile Drainage Than To Do Without
Actual costs of tile draining a field vary from $25 to $50 an acre, "but it
will cost more than this to do without the drainage if there are wet spots in the
field that need drying -up, says E. W. Lehraann, head of the farm mechanics department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Few farmers who have wet places in
their fields realize this, he said. Nevertheless, the old saying that, "You pay for
drainage whether you have it or not," is true. Variations in the cost of tiling a
field will depend largelj' on the spacing of the tile, he explained.
"In considering whether or not a wet piece of land should he drained, the
first estimate should he on the amount of additional return that can he expected hy
he.ving the whole field well drained. This return would be two-fold: (i) increased
production, and (2) increased efficiency and economy of handling the work in the
field.
"Actual costs of doing a joh of tile drainage will depend on local condi-
tions. Where the lahor is done hy hired help on the farm, the cost often can he re-
duced. Proper spacing of tile and proper depth are essential to successful drainage.
To put the tile farther apart or too near the surface as a matter of economy is poor
practice.
"Except in soils that are underlain with a tight suhsoil, the laterals
should he placed ahout ^ feet deep and from 100 to 150 feet apart, depending on lo-
cal needs. While it is cheaper to use U-inch tile, the saving is hardly justified
over what it would cost to use 5-ii^ch. Extreme care sliould he taken to see that the
main tile and the sub-mains are of adequate size. To economize in this direction al-
so is poor practice. In other words, effective results, as well as economj", should
be kept in mind.
"
- M -
Expenses Of Trip Not To Keep Club !.^embers Awa,y From Tour
A little thing lilce the expenses for the trip isn't going to prevent in
the neighborhood of 1,500 farm boys and girls attending the sixth annual junior club
university tour, June 6, 7 and S, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois, judging from steps which club members throughout the state are reported to be
taking already to finance the journey.
Determined to liave at least one representative attend the event, members of
the Eowler U-H poultry club, down in Williamson county, staged a home-made pie supper
Tfliich was attended by 200 people and which netted $17 towa,rd the expenses of a dele-
gate to the tour. This particular club has decided to do something each year to
raise money for at least one delegate's trip, as a result of reports taken back to the
country by the boy who attended the event last year.
Local clubs in other parts of the state have gone even farther and are at-
tempting to collect enough to send the whole membership to the tcJT in June, accord-
ing to CJl-Gates, boys' club specialist and cliainr^n of the event. Carnivals, socials
and plays are among some of the means being used.
The annual H-H club supper scheduled for the evening of Jujie 7 promises to
be one of the leading features of the tour, with prospects of 800 farm youngsters sit-
ting down to the table together, G-ates said. H. W. M'^omford, dean of the agricultural
college, will be the chief speaker.
- M -
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SviTin^ Is Best Tine ?o Clean Up Anthracnose On Easpberries
Now is the time for all lovers of "black raspberry pie to come to the rescue
of their favorite fruit, says Dr. A. S. Colby, authority on small fruit culture at
the College of Agriculture, UnJversity of lllinoie. This is the best time of the
year for getting in the most effective liclcs against the destructive anthracnose, a
disease which found conditions much to its liking in black raspberry plantations of
the state last year, he explained. In fact, many patches are in such poor shape that
the bast thing to do from the scandpoint of the most profitable use of the land is to
plow them up and start a new one under better cultural conditions, he believes.
For such cases he recommends: (l) the planting only of vigorous, true-to-
name, disease-free stock, (2) the removal of old canes or handles from the plants,
preferably before planting, (3) use of ground that has been well prepared and well
fertilized, (U) clean, shallow cultivation to stimulate the growth of the young plants,
and (5) spraying with lime sulphur as a fungicide to control anthracnose on the young
canes. ?or the spray mixture he suggests 1 gallon of commercial lime sulphior in 5O
gallons of solution.
In case the old plantation has not been too badly riddled by anthracnose,
Dr. Colby suggests: (l) removal of all dead wood which bore fruit last season, if
this has not already been done, (2) thinning out the remaining canes in the hill to
such a number as the plant can support and the cutting back of the laterals on these
canes, (3) the carrying out of a comMrehensive spray program, embracing a delayed dor-
mant spray just as the leaves are opening in the spring and the pre-bloom spray about
a week before the plants bloom, and (U) tipping the canes as they reach a height of
20 to 2U inches in the early spring. This will induce lateral branching and perhaps
make it easier to control anthracnose, he said.
- M -
Home-G-rown "Oranges " Are Being Passed Up In Illinois Orchards
Illinois gardeners could grow their own "oranges" right at home, if they on-
ly knew it, according to B. L. Weaver, of the horticulture department. College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. Parsnips and salsify contain practically the same
amounts of vitamins A and B as oranges, he explained. As if their food value were not
enough to justify their place in the garden plan, these two vegetables also have deli-
cate, attractive flavors and smooth, tender texture, he pointed out. Both parsnips
and salsify rank with carrots, beets and potatoes in point of food value.
Salsify is commonly called "vegetable oyster" or "oyster plant" because its
flavor resembles that of the oyster. Both vegetables may be boiled and served with
cream dressing and are excellent for soups or stews. Parsnips ma.y be prepared and
cooked like French fried potatoes or fried American style.
Constant freezing does not injure these vegetables. They may be dug, there-
fore, and covered with dirt and left in the open during the winter. They will keep
well if covered with moist soil in a cool basement.
Both vegetables will grow well in any deep, fertile soil. When sown early,
they are quite resistant to drouth. They are , in fact , a fairly sure crop and easy
to grow. All things considered they are worthy of mtuch more extensive use than they
are now given.
- M -
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Improved Methods Of Procj-ucin.": Beef Stir U'o Ilevr Ir.terest
A record roimd of activity lias just teen recorded in the Illinois Half-Ton
Calf Club, indicating' that the interest of Illinois farmers and cattle feeders in
economical and paj'ing metnods of beef raising has taken a sudden spurt, it is an-
nounced "by C. E. Gates, of the extension service, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
One feeder, Hobert Mattix, Tuscola, has qualified for membership and the
official gold medal of the cliib by feeding a calf for the required weight of a half
ton at one year of age, while three other calves liave Just been nominated for the
coveted honor ajid will be pushed for the necessary po^ondage during the coming year.
Strangely enough, all this activity centers in Douglas coiinty where Farm Adviser
P. W. Garrett has enccjraged approved methods of beef calf feeding to the extent of
landing two previous gold medal winners in the club.
Two of the three calves just nominated have been entered by H. L. Gates,
who with his son, the C. S. Gates of the college extension service, put across the
first calf to win a lialf-ton club membership in Illinois. The third entry has beer-
rede by Wayne Gates, who with his brother Gaylord, succeeded in feeding a previous
gold medal winner.
The calf which has just won a gold medal for Mattix was sired by a purebred
Shorthorn bull and dropped by a grade Shorthorn cow. It got under the wire for the
coveted honor by making a weight of 1 ,q60 pounds by the time it was a year old. The
dam was a fine milker, giving about seven gallons of milk a day after freshening.
The calf nursed his dam until he was six months old. Ee never went hungry during
the year, as he was given a grain mixture ma-de up of 1 gallon of shelled corn and 1
gallon of crashed oats or whole oats, this being fed with oil meal and alfalfa. A
total of 125 pounds of oil meal was fed, while the alfalfa my was fed without limit.
Near the end of the feeding period, a total of 200 pounds of molasses, cracked corn
and oats were fed to stirn'olate the calf's appetite. All feeds, with the exception
of the oil meal and molasses, were home gro^wi.
- t! -
Farmers Apparently Cleaning House Of Out-Of-rate Methods
Illinois farmers plan to malce an ^or.precedented spring housecleaning of old
ideas and methods, judging by the record number of requests for publications and new
information received at the information office of the College of Agricult-ure, Uni-
versity of Illinois, during the first three months of the year. The total of such
requests was 10,US7, an increase of more than 20 per cent over the first three months
of 1927. This count does not include thousands of requests received in connection
with the regular mailing lists of the college :ior the h-undreds of letters sent direct
by farmers to the various subject matter departments of the college.
- M -
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Limestones Vary Widely In Important I'atter Of Fineness
Most Illinois commercial limestones will differ as much as 75 P^^ cent in
degree of fineness to which they have "been gro'ond, a point which is almost as impor-
tant as purity, or neutralizing value, it is pointed out hy H. H. Bray, of the
agronomy department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
If farmers have a chance to b^jy limestone from two companies at about the
same cost it therefore will pay them well to pick out the finest , even though there
is a small difference in neutralizing value, he said.
Finer limestone means more particles, which in turn means greater efficiency
in the soil, it was explained. vThen ground limestone is applied each particle starts
to neutralize the soil aro'und it. The greater the number of particles, the quicker
the results, since a small particle can neutralize a small amount of soil in less
time than a large particle can neutralize a correspondingly large amount of soil. In
fact, particles arotmd one-tenth of an inch in diameter are still to be found in the
soil with only part of their weight used up, after having been there from three to
five years. The finer particles, however, have done their work by that time. Some
states regard anything coarser than 20-mesh as being only one-half available within
five years and rate each company's product accordingly.
As a rule, most Illinois commercial limestones are of high quality as re-
gards neutralizing value, despite the fact that they differ widely in degree of
fineness, according to Bray. The only thing which prevents the use of much finer
limestone is the cost of grinding it finer.
- M -
Illinois Poultry Baisers Warned Against Fake Cure-Alls
Reports that poultry remedy venders are visiting different sections of the
state have brought forth a warning against fake cure-alls from Dr. Robert Graham,
chief in animal pathology and hygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. These pedlars go from house to house posing as poultry specialists and giv-
ing free advice on poultry diseases. Some of the diseases reported in the different
flocks by the so-called specialists were not confirmed on examination, according to
Dr. Graham.
"There is no occasion for farmers to buy cure-all medicines to keep their
flocks healtli^'-. Healthy flocks do not need medicine. Sick flocks, on the other hand,
require the services of a qualified veterinarian to establish a diagnosis and pre-
scribe the remedy needed. Most veterinary practitioners are paying attention to poul-
try diseases and the advice of a qualified veterinarian on poultry diseases should be
sought rather than depending upon the stranger who has something to sell.
"The most needed *medicine' for flocks in Illinois is a definite sanitation
plan. Medicine is not a substitute for such a plan. The flock owner has the choice
of sanitation and healthy flocks or medicine bills and sick, wormy flocks."
- M -
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Balanced Feeding of Hogs Promises To ?a;; Bet ter Than Evpr
It will pay hog feeders even better this year than it did last to use pro-
tein feeds in moderate amoiints to "bala-nce com; according to E. T. RoVoins, li-vestock
extension specialist of the College of AgricultuTe, University of Illinois. This is
especiallj'' true in those sections of the state rhere local corn has 'been used up and
Kansas and Nehraska corn is coming in at terminal market prices, he said.
That it pays to balance com with suitable feeds supplying protein at a low
cost was demonstrated "beyond all doubt last year by hundreds of farmers who cooperated
with their county farm advisers and the extension service of the a,gricultural college
in keeping hog feeding records. The prediction that this practice will pay even better
this year than it did last is based on the fact that com is higher in ^price and some
of the feeds rich in protein lower in price than was the case in 1927 j Bobbins ex-
plained.
Careful accounts of the feed used in making pork under such approved methods
of feeding will again be kept this year oy many farmers of the state, it was reported.
Farmers keeping the hog feeding records this year are scattered over Ul counties of
the state. The best schemes on feed economy as worked out by the experiment station
^
of the agricultural college and by successful farmers is being passed along to the
record keepers by Bobbins and the farm advisers in these Ul coimties.
- M -
Doubles Corn Yield With Limestone-Sweet Clover Program
Up until six years ago Charles Bartlemeyer, a Madison county farmer, planted
com year after year from sheer force of liabit, even thcjgh he knew he would not husk
enough grain in the fall to pay him for his trouble. Then he undertook the limestone-
sweet clover programs of soil improvement as advocated by the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois and today his corn yields are double what they were then. The
story of his experiences is told by C. M. Linsley, assistant soils extension specialist
of the college.
Last fall Bartlemeyer harvested JO bushels of com an acre off a Uo-acre
field on which he liad plowed down sweet clover in the spring as a green manure crop
for the corn. He estimated that this field wcold have produced but 35 bushels an acre
under the same seasonal conditions before sweet clover was grown on it.
This spring Bartlemeyer had a crop of second-year sweet clover to plow dovm
for corn on another ^0-acre field. Prom the green manure thus supplied, the corn crop
will get about I5O pounds of nitrogen an acre, in contrast to four pounds furnished in
100 pounds an acre of a U-12-U commercial fertilizer, Linsley pointed out.
Six years ago when Bartlemeyer started his soil inrprovement program he ap-
plied six carloads of limestone to his land to correct soil acidity. Since then he
has put on a carload each year until now he has lined all of the acid land on his 16O-
acre farm. He saved considerable time as well as money en clover seed and limestone
by testing his soil for acidity and applying limestone only where it was needed before
he attempted to grow sweet clover, Linsley explained,
- M -
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Country life Disciissions Will Be Enlivened By Many Groups
Twenty state and national organizations or groups already have tentatively
announced that they will have representatives on hand when the matter of smoothing
out difficulties and encouraging mutually p'-ofitable cooperation hetween city mien
and farmers comes up for discussion at the eleventh annual conference of the American
Country Life Association, June 19, 20 and 21, at the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois. Local arrangements for the meeting are in charge of Dr. R. E.
Eieronymus, community adviser. Roral-urhan relations is to he the theme of the con-
ference.
In keeping with this topic, national authorities will discuss such ques-
tions as: Are cooperative marketing and private enterprise inevitably antagonistic?;
Should the farmer save his money to "buy more land to produce more crops or would he
be better off to spend a larger proportion of his income on better living?; Does the
farmer pay relatively more direct taxes than the city man?; and Tlao should pay
taxes for schools in the poor rural districts? Some of the m^ore general topics of
discussions will center around town-country cooperation, the mral home, farm income
and farm life, rural youth, rural organization, the ru.ral church, raral leadership
training, rural government, community planning, rural schools, rural health, rural
recreation, utilities and transportation and cominiinity score cards.
The preliminary schedule of organization and group meetings includes the
Collegiate Country Life Clubs, agricultural extension workers of all states, master
farmers, Illinois farm advisers, home advisers, Illinois vocational agriculture
teachers, Illinois Municipal League, rural insurance group, American Library Associa-
tion, agricultural editors of Illinois newspapers. Department of Rural Scouting of
the Boy Scouts, American Agricultural Editors' Association, American Railway Develop-
ment Association, Modernize-Your-Home Association, Illinois Commercial Secretaries'
Association, National Congress of Parents and Teachers, Plumbing and Keating In-
dustries Bureau; Illinois League of T7omen Voters, Illinois Pablic Health Nurses'
Association and Illinois Federation of 'Yemen's Clubs.
- M -
Dust Of Calcium, Arsenate And Gypsum Gets Cucun-ber Beetle
The deadliest "powder" for warfare on the striped cucumber beetle, which
soon will be wrecking its destruction on both cucum.be rs and melons, is a dust mixture
I
of 1 part calcium arsenate and 20 parts gypsum, according to S. C. Chandler, assis-
tant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey. Frequent dusting of
the plants with this mixture is, however, necessary for good control of the insects,
be said. Superiority of this mixture was established in tests conducted for five
years in widely separated parts of the state ay the survey and the College of Agri-
^
culture. University of Illinois, it was pointed out. Calcium arsenate can be bought
j
from any large dealer in insecticides, while gypsum, in the form of burned land
plaster, can be bought from local lumber yards. Any fiber in the gypsum should first
be screened out and the calcium arsenate then mixed evenly into it, Chandler explained.
J.
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First Codling; Moth Snrays Should Be lut On B^r May 30 To 30
First sprays for control of the codling moth, or ap;;:le worm, worst insect
pest of this fruit in Illinois, should "be put on this year "by V.a;/ 24 to May 30, de-
pending upon the location within the state, according to a rarning by the State
natural History survey and the horticulture department of the College of Agriculture,
tJniversity of Illinois,
The warning is based on present indications that the worms will be hatching
and trying to get into the apples about May 24 to 26 in the Union, Johnson and Jackson
county districts; liay 25 to 2? in the Marion, Clay and RichJand county districts, and
i'^y 26 to 30 in the Calhoun, Greene, Pike and Ariams county districts.
The recommended spray to be applied Just in advance of these dates in the
various sections of the state is made by adding to each 50 gallons of the spray mix-
ture 2 pounds of powdered lead arsenate mixed to a cream with a little water at least
an hour before being put into the spray tank and either 4 pounds of dry lime sulphur
or 1 gallon of commercial liquid lime sulpl'inr. If home-made lime sulphur is used,
the amounts of the different-strength homemade prodiict to add to each 50 gallons of
spray to get the proper dilution are shown on Page 20 of the experiment station Cir-
cular UTo. 277 from the agricultural college.
Surveys show that worms of the destructive codling moth have come through
the winter in fairly good condition and are now starting to change to a brown resting
stage, W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the llattiral History Survey, explained. Eggs
for the first brood of the worms will be laid by the moths which emerge from this
resting stage.
Wormy apples are caused mainly by this insect and it is found throughout the
state in commercial orchards, family orchards or even single backyard trees, according
to Flint. It can be controlled by spraying, but the sprays must be properly timed to
give best results.
- M -
County Meetings Reveal Beef Cattle As Reliable Cash Makers
Beef cattle scored heavily as reliable cash producers in a series of 14
county meetings held during recent months by cattlemen of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, for cattle feeders and raisers of the state, it is reported
by E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist. Discussions centered around use of
beef cattle to convert soil-building crops and corn into cash through beef-making.
Those who are keeping herds of beef cows to graze on sweet clover pasture and rough
land pastures reported very satisfactory results, according to Robbins.
Clay county cattle raisers told of selling their beef calves at weaning time
last fall for $45 to $49 a head. Their cow herds have been kept almost entirely on
roughage in winter and on pasture in summer, with practically no grain. They regard
a beef cow as a good kind of mill to grind up cheap unsalable roughage and make it
into a valuable calf.
In most of the counties, rations for fattening steers and a study of market
conditions were the principal subjects discussed. There seemed to be a growing appre-
ciation of calves as a safe investment and as economical users of feed.
- M -
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Pigs Acquired Filth-Lo-.'-in.a: P.e-putation After Man Tamed Them
Pigs did not acquire their reputation as filth-loving animals until after
man had domesticated them, it is pointed out "by Dr. E. C. I'cCulloch, of the animal
pathology and hygiene division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In
the wild state the pig is a clean animal. Even under the highly domesticated con-
ditions on Illinois farms they still show their preference for clean quarters "by
making higger gains on less feed and with less sickness and fewer deaths, he explained.
Most common of the several parasitic wonns which infest hogs raised under
unsanitary conditions is the common roundwoim. It is six to ten inches long and
shaped like an earthworm. The adults live in the small intestine and the females lay
more than a million eggs a month. These eggs, which are microscopic in size, axe
passed out with the feces of the pig to containinate the pen. Within two or three
weeks after the egg has "been in the open a tiny worm develops inside it. In this
stage the eggs may remain alive for months or even years. When picked up during feed-
ing these worms hatch in the small intestine and tore through the intestinal wall,
migrate to the liver and later to the lungs. Here the irritation they produce causes
the pig to cough and "thump."
The worst damage done by these worms, however, results largely from the in-
juries which they cause during their migrations. These injuries are large enough to
permit the entrance of innumerable disease germs. For instance, the organism that
causes pig typhoid, or necrotic enteritis, as well as the germs causing other filth-
borne disease gain a foothold in the injuries caused by the worms.
Worm expellers and medicated minerals may expel some of the adult worms but
are useless against the damage done by the migrating young worms. The smne sanita-
tion system as advocated throughout the state by the agricultural college is, however,
a way of avoiding all this damage. Dr. McCulloch explained. As most farmers know, the
essentials of this system are clean sows before farrowing, clean farrowing pens and
equipment, and clean pastures not used for hogs the previous year. The pigs are
hauled, not driven, to these clean pastures and kept there until they are at least four
months old. When properly carried out this system of management keeps pigs free from
roundworms, whipworms, lungworms, and almost all of the diseases, with the exception
of cholera, to which pigs are subject.
- M -
Poisoned Bran Mash Will Sto-p Dajiiage To Corn By Cutworms
Just what damage cutworms will do this season in Illinois corn fields is
uncertain at this time, but the spring of a year ago was one of those frequent ones
in which the havoc of these insects was heavy enough to require replanting of entire
fields, J. H. Biggar, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History
Survey, says in a report to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"When these worms hatch in a corn field the use of a poisoned bran mash
asually stops severe damage. This mash is made up of bran, paris green, cheap
molasses and water in these proportions: 25 pounds of bran, 1 pound of paris green,
2^ quarts of molasses and about 3 gallons of water. The paris green is mixed dry
with the bran and the molasses and water then added to this mixture. Eight to ten
pounds of this poisoned bran mash an acre are broadcast over the field in the late
afternoon or early evening. Frequently more than one application is necessary, es-
pecially for the black cutworm often found in creek or river bottoms. Often a slight
ielay in planting corn will keep it out of danger from the cutworms."
- M -
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Crossing Corn Varieties Net llagic 1'etJiod Of Boosting Yield
Heconmendations advamced fro3 time to tii^e to the effect that com varieties
should be crossed as a simple and reliable :iethod of increasing the yield are not
3-c5>ported by results of a series of experiments just reported in tbe latest b^olletin
from the experiment station of the College of Agric-J-t-jje , University of Illinois.
Chances are much greater for a loss than for a gain thro-ugh -ase of this practice, es-
pecially if the expense in time and effort needed for n^gking the crosses is consid-
ered, it is concluded by Dr. L. H, Smith and A. U. 5r-nson, the investigators in charge
of the tests and Joint authors of the bulletin, Ho. 5^6, "Zxperinents in Crossing
Varieties as a Means of Iniproving Productiveness in Com."
Crosses between cocnon varieties of dent com yielded little or no more than
the better of the two parents, it is reported in the bulletin. It was only Aen
crosses were cade between highly selected strains, which had s^oifered in breeding as a
consequence of intense selection for special characters, that a mailed increase in
yield of the cross over that of either parent was obtained. Jtos this the investiga-
tors concluded that ordinary varieties of com. as they are us-^ally propogated en the
farm, are not badly enough inbred to benefit by single crossing, despite some rather
extravagant claims made for this method in the past. It is pointed ou.t , however, that
the experiments reported in the bulletin have to do only with direct varietal crosses
and not the more con5)lex, tho''agh highly proiaising, plan of com ii:5)rovement involving
the production and subsequent crossing of self-fertilized lines.
Included in the studies on the effect cf crossing were strains of corn from
the world-famous experiments which the Illinois agricjilt-aral college started more than
30 years ago to produce types of com with certain special characters including high
protein content, high and low oil content, and high and low ears. Seven different
combinations were made between these strains to study the effect of crossing "rpon yield.
A second group of varieties between which crosses were made included all
those which at one time or another were considered standard for Illinois. A third
group included only two crosses, one between a variety of sweet com and Seid Yellow
Dent and another between a pop corn and Reid Yellow Tent. The fourth gro-jp was =ade
up of the high and. low strains of the experiment station, but instead of being rated
with one another, as was done in the first gro^o), each of these special strains was
combined with Red Yellow Den.t.
- M -
Gates Leaves Club Work To 3e LaSalle Co-ssAy ?am Adviser
C. E. Gates, boys' club work specialist of the College :f Agricult-jre
,
tMiversity of Illinois, for the past fo'^r years, has been appointed far- adviser in
LaSalle county to s"acceed W. W. McLaughlin, who recently resigned to accept a farz:
nanaganent position with a Decatur bank.
- n -
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Illinois' Corn Borer Fight Will Be Carried Into Enemy Zone
A small section of the Illinois corn belt this ^ear is to he taken to the
corn borer infested area of northern Ohio for a series of experiments designed to arm
farmers of this state in advance with the facts which they will later need in fighting
this worst of all crop pests, according to plans jiist annotuiced here. Twenty acrea of
land have been set aside in that area by the federal department of agriculture for
use of the experiment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and
the Illinois State Natural History Survey, cooperating. Here corn will be grown just
as it is imder Illinois conditions for the purpose of seeing how different varieties
now used in this state behave under corn borer infestation conditions.
On this laind, a rotation of corn, soybeans, wheat and sweet clover, a typical
rotation for this state, will be grown for the next five years. This will give five
acres for corn and on this acreage about Uo varieties from Illinois will be grown an-
nually. These varieties and strains will include the leading commercial types now
common in the state and, in addition, certain strains developed at Bloomington by J. R,
Holbert , of the federal department of agriculture, and here at Urbana by the agricul-
tural experiment station. These varieties are those which for one reason or another
offer promise of being more or less resistant to the corn borer.
During the summers of the five-year experiment, an entomologist of the
natural history survey will be stationed at thin field to keep careful records of the
way the corn borer actually affects each of the kinds of Illinois corn, the number of
eggs deposited on each variety, the way the borers, or larvae, establish themselves
in plants of the different varieties and the effect of the insects on the plants.
Studies also will be made of diseased and disease-free corn to see if there is any
difference in the way the insects affect these plants. Yields of corn from the dif-
ferent strains and varieties will be carefully measured in the fall by agronomists of
the experiment station.
- M -
Most Opportune Time In Many Years To Set Ag College Training
A scarcity of trained leadership in the farming business, as a result of
fewer graduates from agricultural colleges of the country, will make the near future
the most opportune time in many years for high school graduates to take up an agri-
cultural college course, it is pointed out by H. W. Mumford, dean of the college of
agriculture. University of Illinois. From the standpoint of Illinois, at least, the
state agricultural college was never in better condition to offer the best of in-
struction to its students, he reported. Classes are not overcrowded, courses have
been carefully planned, the instructors are conpetent and the equipment in most lines
is unsurpassed, he added.
Going to work at once where he can earn money is the easiest thing for the
high school graduate to do. Dean Mumford believes. What talces more courage and vision
is to see the desirability of more thorough training for one's life work than is pos-
sible in high school.
"I do not hesitate to say that an agricult-oral college education will pay any
capable young man who is interested in making farming or some line of agricultural work
lis business,
"
Lack of funds should not be a barrier to the plans of any young man for a
college course. Some of the best students at the University of Illinois are those who
ire working either all or part of their way through school.
- M -
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Apple Orchards .l\^ain Tlireatened Ey Blotch After Three Years
Apple 'bloteh again aay become serioxis this season after having spared Illi-
nois orciiards for the past three years, it is reported "by Dr. E. 7. Anderson, patholo-
gist of the pomology division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
» Spraying is the only method of controlling the disease in an established
orchard of bearing age where blotch susceptible varieties are planted. Either lime
sulphur or Bordeaux mixture may be used. A coubination of the two in the spray
schedule is better, since lime sulphur causes injury during hot weather, and Bordeaux
mixture russets fruit if applied during cool, rainy weather. For this reason, the
spraiy schedule should be governed by the weather, it was pointed out.
jjl^- Infection usually takes place starting about two weeks after petal fall and
cSiitinuing through the eaxly part of the season, the maxim-um infection coming between
three and six wedcs. The sprays should be applied from a week to ten days apart
d'uring this period. Ordinarily, the recommendation is a spray of lime sulphur at
two and three weeks after petal fall followed by a Bordeaux mixture spray at four and
six weeks. About nine weeks after petal fall the spray for the second brood codling
moth is applied. On blotch susceptible varieties it is a good plan to include a
fungicide in this spray to take care of any late blotch infection.
Reduction in the severity of blotch during the past three years was due to
weather conditions, according to Dr. Anderson. The fmigus lives over winter on the
twigs where cankers are formed, he exj)lained. In these cankers, spores are pro-
duced which bring about infection on the fruit in the spring and summer. After the
cankers axe three or four years old they produce few spores. Two dry seasons in
succession so reduced the number of these cankers that, in spite of the very favorable
weather for infection, the season of 1927 passed without serious fruit injury from
blotch. This favorable weather did, however, give the twig cankers a chance to come
back and observations made this spring indicate that the disease may be a more serious
threat this year.
- M -
jkWg Thinning Puts Quality On Peaches Without Shrinking Total Yield
|j» Thinning out from one-third to one-half of the peaches that may be left on a
aonnal tree after bad weather, diseases and insects have taken their toll in5)roves the
quality sind selling price of the fruit without decreasing the total yield of it,
according to R. S. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois. The thinning should be done during the last week of May
and the month of Jixne , he recommended.
Peaches shotdd be so thinned on young bearing trees in good vigor that the
femaining fruits are four to five inches apart. On older peach trees that are making
slow growth the fruits should be thinned to a distance of eight to ten inches between
the remaining fruits, according to Marsh. Experimental work by investigators of the
igricuLtural college has shown that thinning can be effectively done as late as July
-0, but further study is needed to warrant the recommendation of thinning this late,
le said.
- M -
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Size of Prospective Ap'ole Crop Makes Thinnin/; Imperative
An apple crop of 1,500,000 liarrels is in prospect for Illinois this year,
as conipared. to 800,000 "barrels last year, and growers therefore should thin apples
so that nothing "but high quality fruit will "be put on the market, says R. S. Marsh,
horticulture extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Apple growers of the northwest, who produce the fancy ten-cent apples,
consider their thinning just as essential as middle western orchardists consider
J;heir spray program for the production of sound fruit, he pointed out.
"Thinning certain varieties of apples so that only one fruit is left on
each spur is a standard, middlewestern recommendation. This is particularly true if
the trees have "been pruned with small, detailed pruning cuts. Now and then, however,
this thinning recommendation has its weak points. For instance, recent inspection
of a Winesap orchard in western Illinois showed that 90 per cent of the spurs would
"bloom this year. If a normal set of fruit is made, these trees will have ahout three
times as much fruit as they should carry if they are to mature good-sized apples.
Hence, the thinning recommendation for the orchard should "be that the apples sire
thinned to leave one on each spur and to see that two spurs out of every three carry
no fruit at all.
+ "This would "be rather radical treatment, "but is necessary on the Winesap
variety which tends to run small on old trees. Apples on varieties like Northwestern
Greening and Wolf River get "big enough without thinning. Yellow Transparent, Dachess,
Jonathan, Delicious, Grimes, Ben Lavis, Gano, Winesap and others are varieties that
respond profita"bly, through size increase, to thinning.
"Two investigators have found that 30 to 40 medium-sized leaves for each
fniit are needed to give good size and quality in Grimes and Ben Davis. Fifty leaves
a fruit are necessary for size and quality in Delicious. They also found that leaves
40 inches away from the fruit were as valua"ble in producing the fruit as were leaves
next to the apple. Trees 20 years and older need thinning more than young ones,
while trees on shallow, dry, infertile soil require more thinning than trees on deep,
fertile, moist soils in order to produce large-sized fnzits.
- M -
New Circular Teaches Modern Methods Of Warfare On Insects
Science's latest warfare methods for control of tnick and garden crop in-
sects, ten of which alone cause an annual loss of more than $3,500,000 in Illinois,
are contained in a revised edition of CircTilar No. 297 just issued "by the experiment
station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The pu"blication, en-
titled, "Insects Feeding on Truck and Garden Crops and How to Control Them," was
first issued "by the station in June, 1925. The revised edition, which is now ready
for interested persons, contains new facts and methods developed since then.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act 'ftpi'roved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mdmford, Direr{or.
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Unique Insurance Session To 3e Held At Country Life Meet
Insurance experts, "bankers, agricultural economists and. fsirmers will get
together for the first time on record to work out more adequate insurance for the
many hazards of farming d\iring the eleventh annual conference of the .American Country
Life Association, June 19, 20, and 21, at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, it is announced "by those in charge of the program.
Nearly every type of hazard is insurahle in all lines of "business except
farming, it is pointed ov.t "by those in charge of the insurance meeting. An effort
therefore will he made during the conference to consider means where"by farmers can
get protection against the many risks and hazards which beset their business.
Almost a score of organization and group meetings, "besides the one of the
insurance people, will be held during the country life conference. There will be a
separate program for each of these meetings, "but the discussions of the conclave will
center around the theme of rural-urban relations.
Leading the program of the rural insurance group will be Dr. "Victor N. Val-
gren, of the bureau of agricultural economics in the federal department of agricul-
ture. The general topic of the conference will be, "How Can the Insurance Companies
and Agricultural Groups Cooperate to Cover More Efficiently the Hazards of the Farm-
ing Business?" Valgren is the author of a book on farmers' mutual fire insurance and
has written other publications on hail and other crop and farm property insurance.
His experience includes a term of service in the commercial insurance field.
During the conference, crop insurance will be discussed from the standpoint
of the agricultural economists, the banker, insurance official and farmer. Provision
also ?ias been made for the discussion of other outstanding insurance problems of the
farmer.
- M -
Fig's Gains Are Speeded Up "Bz. Plenty Of Good Drinking Water
Pigs are heavy drinkers of water and if they are to make fast gains while
they are being fattened enough water of good quality must be near the place where
they are fed, it has been observed 'oy Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In fact, a little thing like the
amo'unt
,
quality and convenience of the water available to pigs during the summer
time often has much to do with their rate of growth and feed consumption, he reported,
"Anyone who will take the trouble to watch pigs feed will find that they
will eat for a short time, then go and drink and come back to the feeders again. If
the feeders and water are some distance apart and the weather is hot the pigs proba-
bly will eat for a time, then lie down and rest rather than face the heat of the sun
in going to get a drink. Naturally, much less feed will be eaten under such condi-
tions than where water is available and the gains will be slowed up accordingly.
"If a clean wallow can be supplied the pigs, this is an added advantage,
although not one which will justify any great outlay of cash. It is true also that
no wallow at all is better than a filthy one."
- M -
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Tests Solve Lima Bear. ProTslem For Gardeners In Grain Belt
Meager yields of the tyish forms of lar^- seeded lima beans, vrhich other-
wise meet the production problems of gstrdeners in the corn belt, have been overcome
both through overhead irrigation and seed inoculation in a five-year series of ex-
periments by the College of Agriculture, UrJLversity of Illinois, it is announced in
a new bulletin. It is llo. 307, "Bush Lima Beans as a Market Garden Crop." Proper
treatment of the soil also helped to some extent toward improving the yield, it is
reported.
A combination of circumstances prompted the college to undertake the de-
velopment of methods whereby better yields could be secured from the large- seeded
bush types of lima beans, J. U. Lloyd, chief in olericulture and author of the cir-
cular, explains. First, there were the advantages to be derived from growing lima
beans as a market-garden crop close to local markets not now eideqaately supplied be-
cause of the hazards of shipping the shelled beans. Only large-seeded types of beans
however, are in demand in the markets. In the trucking regions, chiefly the pole,
or running, varieties are grown. Unfortunately, these pole varieties are not adapted
to conditions in the vicinity of many local markets in the corn belt, because there
is no timber land from which poles may be cut and available substitutes for bean
poles are expensive when bought at a lumber yard. Bush forms of the large- seeded
limas did not solve the problem unless some practical way of increasing the yield
from them could be worked out.
Overhead irrigation swelled the average yield of the bush beans 44 per cent
in the experiments. The highest average yields, however, were secured where both
overhead irrigation and applications of nitrate of soda were used. Average yield of
the beans was increased 19 per cent when the seed was inoculated with the same kind
of bacteria that are used to inoculate cowpeas and the crop groTm without irrigation.
Yields of the irrigated beans, however, were not materially improved by inoculation.
There were even greater differences in average yields between different varieties
than between different treatments. Dreer's Bush Lima yielded by far the most.
- M -
"All-American" Farm Talent To Be Arrayed At June Meet
An "Ail-American" array of farming talent will be one of the -unicfue fea-
tures of the eleventh annual conference of the American Country Life Association,
June 19 to 21, at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Such an array
is promised in the special gathering of master farmers from various states of the
country.
Master farmers from both Ohio and Perjisylvania will be here, according to
reports already sent in by the two farm journals sponsoring the movement in those
states. A sizable representation is practically assured from the ranks of Illinois'
honored farmers, while reports from other states are expected later.
Like a score or more of other organizations and groups, the master farmers
will hold separate sessions during each of the three days. All groups will come to-
gether in general meetings for the joint discussion of the conference theme, "Rural-
Urban Relations."
- M -
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Farm Youngsters To Make A Record Bally Out Of Club Tour
Rallying from more than 5O counties to make up the largest delegation of
Illinois farm youngsters ever assembled, 1,500 boys' and girls' U-H club members are
expected for the sixth annual junior club university tour, June 6, 7j and S, at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, according to C. E. G-ates, club spe-
cialist in charge of the program.
Recreation, inspiration and education all liave been given a place on the
program to provide the youngsters with a full three days of activity and sightseeing.
For the most part the program v/ill be divided into separate sessions for the boys and
girls, but there are to be joint sessions each day. Climaxing the program will be
the BJinual U-H club supper at which SOO farm boys and girls of the state are expected
to sit down at the table together.
Typical of the enthusiasm being shov/n throughout the state over the forth-
coming tour is the case of Albert H. G-ilster, a Randolph county miller of Chester, ac-
cording to Gates. Randolph county has made plans to send its entire boys' and girls'
club membership of about M-O to the tour. To help make this possible G-ilster has of-
fered to furnish two trucks to transport the club members free and in addition has
agreed to furnish gasoline and oil to anyone with a car which they will drive to the
tour.
Competing with the club supper for first attention on the program will be a
state singing contest between ten different counties, a horse-pulling contest featur-
ing one of the state championship teams, group singing by Ray Dvorak, popular director
of the university glee club, a club girls' style show, moving pictures of last year's
'J—H club camp in Washington, D. C. , and swimming in the pool of the men's gymnasium.
Of special interest to the girls will be the showing of clothes for the girls' club
membeisby a professional modiste.
There will be no registration fee attached to the tour and the necessary
expenses of board and lodging will be kept at a minimum. Gates announced. Girls will
be housed in the Woman's Building gymnasium and the boys in private homes. Meals and
other expenses while at the university need not exceed $6 a member, he said.
- M -
Prices of Good Horses Improve For First Time In Years
This is the first time in several seasons that good horses have been scarce
enough to cause a definite improvement in the price of them and there is prospect for
nrach higher prices by the time this year's foals are mature, according to E. T. Rob-
bins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriciilture, University of
Illinois. Farmers can scarcely make a m.istake in breeding good mares to raise colts
for replacing the old horses now in their teams, he believes.
L
- M -
PriDted in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 19U. H. W. Mdmford, Director.
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Practice Of Bioying Milk On Q^:ialit.v Basis I.tore Popular
Buying of milk on a quality tasis is becoming more popular each year with
milk plant operators, it is reported by P. H. Tracy, in charge of the dairy manufac-
tures division of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Consequently,
dairymen who fiirnish milk that will make a quality bottled product are the ones who
will get the top prices, he pointed out.
Factors that make for quality of milk for bottling purposes are temperature
and odor of the milk, the flavor of it, acidity, sediment, bacterial content and fat
content. The grading system that is used may be based on tests for one or more of
these things. Milk that is warm when it reaches the plant is very apt to be high in
bacteria and have an off-flavor. On the other hand, milk that is frozen is not de-
sirable from the standpoint of its palatability. Milk may have certain off-flavors,
such as those due to feeds, oil, disinfectants, barn air or dirt. A little of such
milk may ruin the entire batch. High acidity in milk usually indicates that bacterial
action has taken place. Dirt in milk usually is associated with careless handling and
poor qtiality. Bacteria are a very important measure of quality as they can cause much
damage after they once get into the milk and are allowed to grow there. There is a
fairly close relation between the number of bacteria present and the keeping quality of
the milk. Inasmuch as the fat content of milk serves as an index of its food value,
this factor must be considered in determining the value and hence the grade of milk.
- M -
Poultry Disease s Put Much-Eunted Chicken Thieves To Shame
Chicken thieves, which long have been the target for rather drastic action
in Illinois, have been shown up as pikers by disease, a hen-house "bandit" that too
often plunders without even being noticed, much less caught, says H. H. Alp, poultry
extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Fanners
in this state last year lost 3jOOO chickens from disease for every 90 that they lost
by chicken thieves , he said.
"The lesson in this for the farm flock owner is to see that the colony or
brooder house and the young chicks are on clean ground that is kept clean," Alp says.
"Last year a number of poultrymen lost chickens from disease and parasites even after
moving the house and chicks to clean ground. In most cases these losses were due to
the ground within a radius of 10 to 15 feet of the house getting badly containinated
with droppings and filth. Good clean range will be of little value in preventing dis-
ease trouble as long as the ground adjoining the house is dirty.
"To prevent this, move the house a few feet every month, plow or spade the
ground around the house or, what may be the siniplest and best way, sweep the ground
weekly with a good stiff broom and do away with the sweepings. Such a weekly clean-
ing will help prevent both the round worm and the coccidiosis organism from cortipleting
their life cycles.
"Like that around the colony house, the groimd around the mash hopper and
the drinking dish soon become contaminated with droppings. To overcome this, hoppers
and drinking dishes may be placed on platforms with a ^- or ^-inch-mesh wire top.
"House flies should be guarded against for they are an intermediate host for
tapeworms. All filth ajid rubbish which breeds flies should be destroyed. Using rock
phosphate and gypsum on chicken manure will check fly breeding."
- M -

Plant That Ofeqg, 'ifag,JleejLJiQw^gjq:: .J[nB.roved By Science
Sweet clover, the once-despised weed, not only has won a definite place in
jrop rotation systems btit also is now being improved so thr.t there r;ill he siiperior
varieties for special purposes, it is reported hy J. J. Pieper, assistant chief in
crop production at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Oul2-r recently
have farmers begun to check up on the worth of different existing varieties. Hov/ever,
experiment stations have been quick to sense the demand for better varieties and al-
ready have made some promising progress in this direction, he said.
"Farmers who have been pasturing their sweet clover, for instance, have
been clamoring for one that will start growing early in the spring and not mature un-
til late in the fall. The Illinois station and some of the others have some new late-
maturing strains that are very promising in this respect. There are other strains like
the Artie which have been developed for cold resistance, still another for drouth re-
sistance and at the present time search is being made for one which is acid resistant.
If the latter strain is developed, it will be one of the most important of all sweet
clovers.
"Great development in the various strains of sweet clover will come during
the next five or ten years, but i.uitil tr^t tiiae far-:ers can do no better than to stick
to the old biennial white sweet clover. Reliability of tais variety stands out in the
tests which the Illinois e:rperiment station is .-naking of the merits of different kinds.
The most widely known strain of the biennial white sweet clover is the Grundy County.
It is a fine seed producer, but is not so well adapted for pasturing. As a green ma-
nure crop, however, it will produce eno^jgh to care for the needs of the average soil.
"Yellow-flowered sweet clovers have never been iirportant in the com belt.
Recently the Canadians have brought out a biennial yellow-flov;ered strain, called
Albotrea, which may fill a need in the corn belt, but the annual yellow-flowered types
have no place in Illinois.
"The annual white-flowered sweet clovers like Hubam have not fo"'jjad a very
definite place yet in our systems of farming, but they probably will as time goes on."
- M -
Big-Team Hitches Win Quick Ap-oroval Of Illinois Farmers
"Like ducks to water" best describes the way Illinois farmers are taking to
the big-team hitches commonly used in the northwest, E. T. Hobbins, livestock exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agrictilture, University of Illinois, reports. The
reason seems to be that everyone who tries them likes them, while neighbors see how
well the outfits work and are anxious to learn how, he explained. More than 1,000
farmers left their work at a busy time this spring to attend tig-hitch demonstrations
which the college extension service staged in 13 counties. Methods of driving any
number of horses with*only one pair of lines were explained at these demonstrations.
Demonstrations were given on 2h different farms scattered in Adams, 3oone, Champaign,
Christian, Fulton, Iroquois, Jo Daviess, Knox, Lake, Macoupin, McLean, Peoria, Piatt,
Pike, Stark, Tazewell, Warren and ^,7oodford counties. Assisting Hobbins with some of
the demonstrations was C. TT. Crawford, of the horse husbandry division. The largest
hitches shown were for eight and ten horses to three-bottom plows and double disks.
Farmers generally showed the most interest in the arrangement of six horses with three
in front of the other three on a common gang plow, sometimes with a section of harrow
attached.
- M -
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Cattle Feeders To Review U. of I. Hesults On J-une 22
Cattle feeders and farmers will gather at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
verwity of Illinois, Friday, June 22, to review the season's "baby beef feeding ex-
periments involving more than 100 Texas breed calves fed under various systems in
eight different lots, it is announced by H. P. Rusk, head of the animal husbandry
department. The cattle feeder's day will follow immediately after the conference of
the American Country Life Association so that those attending those sessions can get
in on a first-hand study of the experimental results.
Featuring the cattle feeding experiments this year is the feeding of three
lots of calves representing heavy, medium and light weight feeders of the same breed-
I
ing, quality and condition on the same kind of rations to compare the effects of age
and weight on the gains and quality of beef. Records made by these calves will be
reported and discussed by R. R. Snapp, assistant chief in beef cattle husbandry. In
addition there are U5 calves getting ear corn silage made from soft corn. Various
methods of supplementing the ear com silage are being tried out with these calves.
Two other lots of calves clearly show the contrast between high and low protein
allowances fed with a basal ration of shelled com and normal silage. In order that
cattle feeders may see the beef on the hook as well as on foot and thereby judge more
accurately of the merits of the different systems of feeding, representative steers
from some of the lots will be slaughtered the day before the meeting and the carcasses
placed on exhibition.
The program for the meeting will start promptly at S'.^O o'clock in the morn-
ing and include, among other features, discussions of the market outlook in beef
cattle by prominent packer and commission coinpany representatives.
- M -
Only Small Dama,-^e Expected From Two Serious Crop Pests
Illinois crops this year will be spared dajTiage from two of their worst insect
enemies, the army worm and chinch bug, except in scattered areas, it is reported by
W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State llatural History Survey and con-
sulting entomologist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. There may
be a few scattered outbreaks of sirmy worms in southern and central Illinois. Some
injury may occur at once, Flint said, and farmers who have a rarik growth of bluegrass
in old pastures might well watch these for signs of the pest. Army worms can be killed
easily and all damage by them prevented, if they are discovered before they are two-
thirds grown and poison bran bait used against them. While slight damage from chinch
bugs is expected, indications now are that crops of the state will not siiffer m?ach
injury from this insect. Areas where slight chinch bug damage may occur are in
Ifecoupin, Montgomery, Christian, Jersey, Madison and Bond counties, but on the whole
it seems that no special precautions need be taken against chinch bugs this season.
- M -
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Value Of Maniire 5oes As Ei.'2:li As $7.^^ A Ton In Soil Tests
Manure has "been worth all the way from 53 cents to $7.^5 si ^o^ ori different
soil experiment fields of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, on
the basis of crop increases which it produced during the rotation period ending in
1927, it is announced by L. B. Miller, of the agronomy department. This is added
evidence that even on the more fertile Illinois soils, barnyard mamore is a valioable
fertilizer and can be used to good advantage, he said.
A definite fertilizing system including the use of barnyard manure with
and without other fertilizers is practiced in connection with the definite crop rotai-
tion systems followed on the various experiment fields. The value of 53 cents a ton
was obtained on very fertile soil on the Mcllabb field, while the value of $7«'+5 a
ton was recorded on the Ewing field, where the soil is classified as gray silt loam
on tight clay.
"An average of 16 fertile fields having the typical dark-colored corn belt
soil is of special interest as it gives a good cross section of the state and a
picture of what may be expected generally on fertile soils of the middle west. The
manure was applied once in a four-year rotation, the amount being in proportion to
the previous yields on the field. The average ajinual rate on these I6 fields was
2.72 tons an acre. At current prices, the average value of crop increases due to
use of each ton of manure was $2.63. Ann"jal returns under this system on these fer-
tile soils were $7.06 an acre from the use of manure.
"Return of barnyard manure to worn soils has long been recognized as a
profitable farm practice. In FraJice, a farmer's prosperity often is measured in terms
of the size of the manure pile which he iias carefully built near his stable. Ee has
learned so well to utilize man"'jre that this method of Judging him is a very good
criterion. Soil conditions and cropping practices in the fertile corn belt are very
different, for the most part, from those in France. However, our soils are losing
their virgin fertility rapidly and even now the most productive lands usually respond
well in crop increases when manure is applied."
- M -
Hew Trend Takes Pigs "Back To Nature" In Illinois Farms
Farmers of Illinois are getting their hogs "back to nature" as shown by
the increasing number of little hog houses that can be seen scattered in pastiores
throughout the state, E. T. Hobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, says. The increasing number of these little
hog houses being used each year instead of large central hog houses reflects the
rising popularity of the swine sanitation sj'^stem in raising pigs, he added. In most
cases, each of these small houses is just large enough for one sow and her litter
of pigs.
"Farmers like the change from the large central houses to the individual
types because the pigs keep healthier. The old sows and the little pigs seem to like
it too. It is not natural for sows to crowd together as they are forced to do in the
larger houses. Sows which axe to raise late spring pigs frequently are turned loose
in the pasture with scattered houses and allowed to shift for themselves at farrowing
time with very little individual attention. They are all fed and watered together
for the most part. This plan of getting back to nature with hogs saves a lot of
labor amd yet seems to raise as many pigs a litter as any other W3,y.
"
- M -
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Transportation Side Of Farm Froblem Up At Rij.ral Life Meet
Transportation and utilities, two subjects that are always sure of an en-
thusiastic hearing when farmers get together, will provide the topics for one of the
most important sectional meetings during the eleventh annual coriference of the
American Country Life Association, June I9 to 21, at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. The sectional meeting on transportation and utilities is
tilled for Thursday, June 21, with T. A. Coleman, of Purdue University, Lafayette,
Indiana, in the chair.
Heading the list of topics slated to come up during the meeting is, "The
Farmer and His Freight Train," with B. H. Heide, general manager of the Chicago
International Livestock Exposition, as the speaker. Good roads likewise are to have
their place on the program, for Prank T. Sheets, chief higliway engineer, Springfield,
is scheduled to speak on the subject, "Good Roads and Agricultural Progress." Pike
Johnson, of the National Automobile Cliamber of Commerce, Washington, D. C. , is
listed for a talk on the subject, "The Motor Bus and Truck as Factors in Rural Effi-
ciency. "
Getting back to the question of railroad transportation, those attending the
sessions will hear a talk by Luther 5\iller, general agricultural agent of the C. &
E. I. railway, Danville, on the subject, "The Agricult-ural Service of the Railroads of
America.
"
Utilities questions will be tal:en care of in a talk by Professor Frank D.
Paine, of the Iowa State College of Agriculture and Llechanic Arts, Ames, on the sub-
ject, "Progress and Problems in Rural Electrification."
Of interest in connection with the transportation end of this sectional
program is the announcement by R. G. East, secretary of the American Railway Develop-
ment Association, that a dozen members of that organization will be here for the
conference,
- M -
Shortage of Pig Pastures Checked By Sowing Rape In Oats
Good pastures for pigs were scarce this year, but many farmers met the
emergency by sowing rape in oats fields, according to E. T. Robbins, livestock exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In some cases
the oats were already up, but they were harrowed anyway or else were rolled to help
cover the rape seed, he said.
"Green oats are relished by sows and pigs and they furnish plenty of graz-
ing in early summer. Their use for pasture enables the pigs to get along if necessary
with very much less corn than would otherwise be necessary.
"Oats which are pastiired keep on furnishing green feed for about a month
after the crop would be ripe if not grazed. Or. rich grotmd the rape sown in the spring
?ets a good start before the oats are grazed short and then this hardy, leafy, nu-
tritious crop of rape makes abundant green forage throughout the late summer and fall.
"Pigs thrive as well on rape as on any kind of past-jre. As a part of their
sanitation program in recent years, some farmers liave been relying on oats and rape
sown in their stalk fields for pasture. By keeping liogs out of the stalk field
luring the winter, these farmers preserve the field without contamination as a safe
place to raise late spring pigs."
i - M -
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SlTamT>in,g: Farm Egjnings Fail To Reflect Any Prosperity
Taking a slump for the third year in succession, incomes of Illinois farm-
ers last year failed to reflect whatever prosperity may have prevailed during the
season, it is reported "by H. C. hi. Case, in charge of the farm organization and man-
agement department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
It is doubtful if the average farmer of the state got 2 per cent on a fair
valuation of his property in 1927 after paying all expenses of operating his farm and
allowing himself hired man's wages, he said. This is the evidence from actual ac-
counts kept on 1,300 farms of the state and from other studies made hy the college.
Bank accounts of farmers were not helped much by the relatively good prices
for food products during 1927 because they did not hiave enough products to sell.
Prof. Case explained. In other words, he pointed out, good prices for farm products
were due in a large measure to low production and poor quality of crops in many sec-
tions, including Illinois.
"Incomes for the state as a whole were $200 to $300 less a farm during 1927
than they were during the previous year. This would not have seemed like much in a
period of good times, but coming as it did following other years of low incomes it is
having a bad effect. More and more farmers are cutting down on expenses which are
really needed for maintaining their buildings, machinery and equipment.
"The situation can be no better illustrated than by the results from 117
farms in Wethersfield township in Henry county. These results include a record from
practically every farm in the township and show that after a farmer allowed himself
hired man's wages of $720 a year, he pocketed a return of only 2^ per cent on his
total farm investment. This investment was figured on a conservative basis of only
$165 an acre for land or $218 an acre for everything, including land, all farm im-
provements, machinery, equipment, livestock and supplies on hand. This is even less
than this property would have been valued at in pre-war years.
"These farmers would have lacked $395 of getting anything for their labor
had they first subtracted 5 per cent interest on their investment.
"Weather conditions were especially bad for Illinois farmers during 1927,
whereas some agricultural regions, like the territory in the Missouri River valley,
fared better. If present prices continue and the Illinois farmer can raise a normal
crop in 1928 it will do much to revive his hopes. Uniorttmately, however, weather
conditions were adverse to winter wheat, the hay crop and so far have been unfavorable
for small grain at least in most sections of the state."
- M -
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Lateness Should Prove Profita"ble ?ith Pi as This Year
The early oird may get the worm, Imt the late pig will tring home the bacon
this season, judging from present indications. Conditions that were almost made to
order have prevailed for the raising of late pigs, says E. T. Rohbins, livestock ex-
tension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Although the weather was cool, it was generally fair and bright throughout
most of the state and the ground was solid, he reports. In contrast, the rain and
mud of a year ago were hard on little pigs. This year, also, pastures were so late
in starting that early pigs were ahead of the grass. Late spring pigs came on at
about the right time to find good grazing both for themselves and the sows.
"Prices at present seem to favor these late pigs. They will not take much
corn until fall, when new corn will be ready. That corn m.ay be cheaper than the old
corn this summer. There seems to be some decrease in hog breeding this year and that
should mean fewer hogs coming to market next winter when these late spring pigs will
be ready to sell.
"A deliberate change from February and March pigs to later ones farrowed
in April and May has been made in recent years by some hog raisers. A comirion reason
they give is that April sanitation pigs are just as big in October as the March pigs
were when the old plan was followed of ranging the little pigs over worm^y, germy hog
lots and old contriminated pastures. Tlien, too, svri.ne sanitation systems fit in nice-
ly with late pigs so that they may be farrowed in little houses out in the clean pas-
ture field."
- M -
Skimpy Ration Cost Dollar A Day Off Dair:vT]ian' s Returns
Taking his cows off a balanced ration and feeding them only eair corn and
clover hay cost one Moultrie county dairyman exactly $31.13 in the form of lowered
returns over the short space of one month, according to a report by P. J. Smith,
tester in the association, to dairy extension workers at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Although this particular dairjTnan cut his feed bill by mak-
ing the change in the ration, his returns above feed cost dropped from $92.29, the
total during the m.onth when the balanced ration was being fed, to $61.16 during the
month when only the clover hay and ear com were being used.
The balanced ration which this dairyman had been feeding was composed of
1,000 pounds each of ground corn and ground oats, and 400 pounds each of bran and
linseed oil meal. Consequently, when he ch-anged to a grain ration of ear corn only,
the amount of digestible protein which the cows were getting was cut almost in half.
This was reflected in the fact that the average production of the cows dropped from
787 pounds of milk and 39.9 pounds of fat a cow during the month when the balanced
ration was being fed to 558 pounds of milk and 27.5 pounds of fat during the month
that ear corn and clover hay were substituted. Convinced as to their value, this
dairyman is going back to the feeding of balanced rations, according to the report.
- M -
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New Record Set TTlien 2,035 C-g.tlier for U. Of I. CluTj Tour
Swarming over the caitrous in record-breairing numbers, 2,035 farn boys and
girls and leaders from 57 coijnties turned out for the sixth annual boys' and girls'
junior club university tour just staged by the extension service of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, for the benefit of the 15,000 club members of
the state. ITot only was the crowd the largest one of farm youngsters ever assembled
in the state, but also it set a new attendance record for the six years of the clxib
tour, according to C. E. Gates, chairi:ian of the event.
Almost every type of conveyance from the latest-model bus to the small-car
type of coupe was used by the youngsters in getting to the tour. A half dozen or
more large buses bro\ight capacity loads, while five club girls from a northern Illi-
nois county drove down in a small coupe. Hundreds of other automobiles were driven
in with limit loads and, of course, steaxa and electric lines brought their full quotas.
Crowds came from Stephenson county on the north to Williamson county on the south and
from Adams county on the west to Crawford county on the east.
The program for the tour not only was one for, but also largely of, club
members. Knox county sent an orchestra and a fiddler, Logan county was represented
with another orchestra, McLean county liad a band in the delegation, and six counties
participated in the song contest, v;hich was won b^' McLean county over lAacon, Shelby,
]tock: Island, Eahkal'iee, and Ciiaiirpaign. There was a boys' demonstration team from
Crawford county on the boys' program and a girls' team from G-rund^' county on the girls'
program.
An overflow crowd of more tlian SOO club members and leaders attended the
annual U-H supper featured with an address by 3. ¥. It-omford, dean of the college of
agriculture. He admonished them to make themselves good for something and pointed out
that of the many aids for doing this four of the most important were ed'ocation, work,
good judgment and courage.
- M -
Feeding; Grain On Pasture ITet s Dairyrian 6U Per Cent More
That giving high-producing cows some grain to supplement their pasture is
a money-mai:ing practice is shown "oy the experience of one Illinois dairyman who in-
creased his returns above feed cost more than 6U per cent by following this plan.
When grain was fed in addition to pasture, the dairyioan's returns on each $1 spent
for feed j-uiiiped to a total of $3-^5 as compared to $2.10 during the same month of the
previous year. Jeed cost of one pound of butterfat was reduced from 21 cents to 15
cents, while feed cost of 100 poionds of milk was lowered from $1.05 to S5 cents.
Value of feeding grain to dairy cows on pasture was further brought out in
the case of a dairyraan who quit following this practice. During the first month after
the change, production of his cows dropped off nearly 15 per cent and the herd lacked
$22 of maicing as much return above feed cost a,s it did the previous month.
"Amount of grain to feed will varj'' from one pound for each four pounds of
milk to one pound for each six pounds of milk. Enough feed should be supplied in ad-
dition to pasture to keep up the milk and keep the cows in good condition. Tilfhen the
pastures are dry and brown, succulence should be supplied to the cows in the form of
silage or green feeds, such as alfalfa, sudan grass or peas and oats. Many dairymen
add to the comfort of their cows dijring the hot summer months by giving them access
to cool, darkened barns dioring the heat of the day," says C. S. Hhode, dairy exten-
:
sion specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
i
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Dean MTimford Member of Commission To St-gcLy German Farming
Dr. H. W. Ltonford, dean of the College of Agricult\ire, University of
Illinois and director of the Illinois Agi'icultural Experiment Station, has "been ap-
pointed one of nine American agricultural authorities to work with Germaji experts
on a commission which will study production and marketing of meat and dairy products,
farm credit and cooperation in Germany during the coming siammer, it was announced
today. Organization of the commission was arranged "by a group of Germans who are
interested in agricultural production, marketing and farm finance. Dean Mumford has
been granted a leave of absence from the university from July 15 to October 1 in or-
der that he may serve on the commission.
Three of the other eight Americans on the commission are from Illinois and
former staff members of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. They are
Dr. II. 1. Hepburn, manager of the Peoria Creamery Company, Peoria, 111.; and Dr. ?.
A. Pearson and Dr. H. A. Ross, both professors of marketing at Cornell University,
Ithaca, IT. Y. All three were formerly connected with the dairy department of the
Illinois agricultural college. Other Americans on the commission are C. E. Gray,
San Prancisco, Cal.; P. B. Morrison, director of the New York State Agriculttual Ex-
periment Station, Geneva; Dr. G. P. Warren, head of the department of agricultural
economics at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. ; I. C. Weld, production manager of the
Chestnut Farms Dairy, Vfeshington, D. C. , and a representative yet to be named from
the federal department of agriculture.
Dean Mumford' s appointment to the commission marks the third time that he
has served in a similar role. As far back as 1397, he studied livestock production
in Great Britain, France, Belgium and Holland. Then in 1908 at a time when Argentine
was threatening to destroy the export beef and cattle trade of the United States,
Dean Mumford, then head of the animal husbandry department, was selected to go to
South America and investigate cattle raising conditions for the Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station.
Dean Mumford developed at Illinois what is perhaps the first real compre-
hensive animal husbandry department the country ever had. Several of the well-
established practices now commonly followed by the different experiment stations of
the country were inaugurated under his direction at Illinois and he was one of the
first, if not the first, to recognize the importance of marketing studies in experi-
ment station work. The first experiment station bulletin ever published on the mar-
keting of a livestock product is his, "Production and. Marketing of Wool."
He served on the National Farmers' Livestock Marketing Committee of Fifteen
from which evolved the producers' livestock marketing agencies, now acclaimed as the
most successful voluntary cooperative marketing enterprise in the country.
More recently he served on the committee appointed by the American Associa-
tion of Land Grant Colleges and Universities to make the special report on the agri-
ictiltural situation.
L - M -Printed ia furtherance of the Agrirultural Extensiun Act approved by Congress May S, 19U. H. W. Mumkobd, Director.
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Soy"beans Lead All Crops In Spread Of Popularity And Acreage
Soybeans in recent years have outstripped all other Illinois field crops in
spread of acreage and popularity, it is reported in a new "bulletin, "Soybean Produc-
tion in Illinois," just off the press at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois and ready for free distribution to farmers and other persons interested. So
mauiy points of econonic importance are in favor of the crop that it will doubtless
continue to be extensively grown, the bulletin adds.
Pablication of the bulletin is an effort to help farmers meet some of the
soybean problems that are constantly coming up with renewsd seriousness, it is ex-
plained by the authors, J. C. Hackleman, 0. H. Sears and W. L. Burlison. The new
publication is given over largely to the results of so^'bean variety trials whdch have
been under way on the college south farm at Urbana for about 20 years and on the
northern Illinois crop erperiment field at DeKalb for about five years. Essential
culttiral practices, harvesting and threshing, soybeans a.nd corn as companion crops
and commercial utilization of soybeans also are discussed in the bulletin.
Utilization of native-grown soybeans in the commerce of Korth America is
practically an untouched field, the authors of the bulletin say. American manufac-
turers have alm.ost unlimited possibilities with the crop. That the Orient has
learned to appreciate the value of soybeans is evidenced ''oy the fact that more than
100 soybean products are known in China, Japan, India and Manchuria. It certainly
is reasonable to expect that under American conditions and with the initiative of
American manufacturers, m.any new products will be developed, the bulletin points out.
Eight reasons, as cited in the bulletin, for the popularity of the soybean
in Illinois are: It is the richest protein-producing grain on the Illinois farm, it
is the richest nitrogenous roughage adapted to most farms, it is adapted to many
uses and relished by most livestock, if properly handled it furnishes a satisfactory
substitute for oats in the cropping system and is a good emergency hay crop, it is
adapted to a wide range of soil tj-pes , being a legume it has merit as a soil builder
if used properly, it ranks well as a cash crop and it fits well into Illinois rota-
tions.
- M -
Bight Field Meetings To Give Farmers Facts On Soil Practices
Recent facts on the systems of soil treatment and management that have
proved best by test will be reported first hand to farmers in connection with a ser-
ies of meetings to be held June 25 to 29 on eight of the soil experiment fields main-
tained in western and northern Illinois by the experiment station of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, according to an announcement from Dr. F. C.
Bauer, chief of the fields. The fields and dates of the meetings are: Joliet, Will
county, June 25; Dixon, Lee county, June 26; Clayton, Adams county, June 26; Mount
Morris, Ogle county, June 27; Carthage, Hancock county, June 27; Kewanee, Henry coun-
ty, June 28; Oquawka, Henderson county, June 28, and Aledo, Mercer county, J-une 29.
A checlrjp of how the different crops, especially wheat and clover, have
come through the winter under different systems of soil treatment is expected to pro-
vide one of the most interesting features of the meetings. Effectiveness of differ-
ent systems of soil treatment on these fields also will be studied and discussed.
Meetings on all the fields will start at 1:30 o'clock in the afternoon and axe open
to all farmers and other persons interested.
- M -
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Illinois Hens Pay Retiarns At. Rate Of 85 Cents Each In 1927
Despite unfavora"ble conditions, poultry paid profits of 86 cents a hen last
year as aji average for 264 Illinois farms whose owners cooperated with the extension
service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and their county farm
advisers in keeping accurate records on their chickens. 7.1iat was more striking was
a profit of $2.28 a hen as an average for the "best one-third of the flocks, according
to a summary of the records hy H. E. Alp, poultry extension specialist. Lower egg
prices, feed prices which remained high in relation to egg prices and spring weather
which caused heavy losses in brooding and rearing combined to reduce profits last
year below what they were the previous year, Alp said.
Size of the 264 flocks enrolled in the project averaged 161 hens with an
average production of 113 eggs each for the year, according to the summary. Labor
income on poultry averaged $244=92 for each of the 264 farms but ranged from $418.46
for the best one-third cf the flocks to S55.20 for the poorest one-third. Profits
per farm averaged $137^84 for all of the 264 farms but reached a mark of $335.96 when
only the best one- third of the flocks were considered. In contrast, the poorest one-
third of the flocks averaged a loss of $66.03. Each of the 264 farms had an average
of $772.04 invested in poultry.
Total cash receipts per hen averaged $3.95 in the case of all the flocks,
$4.97 for the best one-third and $3.30 for the poorest one-third. Total cash expens-
es per hen amounted to an average of $2.68 for all the flocks, $2.83 for the best
one-third and $2.39 for the poorest one-third. This left net receipts averaging
$1.27 in the case of all the flocks, $3.14 for the best one-third and 41 cents for
the Tsoorest one-third.
State Records In Pulling To Be Under Eire At Fair Contests
Existing state records for pulling power of horse and mule teams will be
under heavy fire during August and September, for already nine pulling contests have
been scheduled for county fairs to be held during those months, it is announced by
E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois. Contests are billed for Mason City, Decatur, Atlanta, Kiioxville,
Qliincy, Peoria, Mendota and Martinsville. All of the contests are held under direc-
tion of the college animal husbandry department and the pulling power of the compet-
ing teams accurately measured by means of a patented machine known as a dynamometer.
Twenty-two contests held during the past two years have aroused keen inter-
est among farmers and excited much enthusiasm among spectators at the fairs, Robbins
reported. The highest record ever made in these coTitests has been a lifting pull of
3,000 pounds, which is equivalent to starting several times in succession a wagon
load of 38,960 pounds on granite block pavement. The team making this record was a
pair of 3,770-pound grade Percheron farm geldings owned and driven by E. B. Reeves,
Morris.
The hi^est record in the light class is a lifting pull of 2,475 pounds
made by a farm pair of grade Clydesdales weighing 2,930 pounds and belonging to C. F.
Faber, La Moille. The highest record for a team of purebred mares is a lift of
2,650 pounds made by a pair of 3,350-pound Percherons belonging to the college of
I agriculture. The state record for mules is 2,300 pounds, reached by two spans of
2800-pound gray males. One span belongs to the college of agriculture and the other
is used on a dray wagon by M. Starks, Verona.
- M -
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Dean Mumford Pro-poses Eight Regional Farm Programs For Illinois
Seeking a more xmified approach to the solution of farm problems, the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois proposes to formulate with the assistance
of farmers themselves far-reaching agricultural programs for the eight farming areas
of the state. Announcement of the plan was made hy Dean H. W. Mumford before the re-
cent meeting of county farm advisers, teachers of vocational agriculture and members
of the advisory committees of the various departments of the college. The regional
programs will be set up as rapidly as possible and then later will be adapted to the
various counties of the state.
Plans for studies and surveys designed to help farmers decide what, if any,
adjustments are needed in the eight farming districts will be put under way immed-
iately.
These studies and surveys will be designed to show what combinations of
crops and livestock will yield the most return under existing and near future geo-
igraphical and economic conditions, what specific changes in production methods will
increase the farm returns in the given areas and what are the causes for existing
practices, what changes could profitably be made in marketing and buying methods or
facilities, the handicaps suffered by farming of the individual areas because of com-
petition for labor with non-agricultural industries, unfavorable transportation fa-
cilities and taxation and how these may be overcome, and the best utilization of land
for crops, pastures and forests.
With these facts as a basis for the regional programs, the college plans to
hold a conference in each of the eight agricultural areas during October, Dean Mumford
reported. Representative farmers, teachers of vocational agriculture, and perhaps
others "from each of the various counties will be invited to participate in these con-
ferences along with the members of the staff of the agricultural college and farm ad-
visers.
Formulation of the regional programs will be by committees on field crops,
neat animals, dairy, poultry, horticulture, farm organization and community develop-r
nent,
"We do not believe that such a proposal as the college has advanced can be
:;arried to completion in a few months or that it will solve all existing troubles,"
Dean Mumford pointed out. "It seems, however, to be the next logical step and if
t,3(ursued with persistency and with the full cooperation of all proper agencies, in-
cluding farmers themselves, it should, in time, bring even larger benefits to farmers
3f the state than the college of agriculture in all its years of existence and ser-
vice has been able to produce."
- M -
Printed in fuitherance of the Agilcultural Extension Art approved by Congress May S, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Market For Good Apples Hurt By "Bootlefiging" Of Cull Grades
A new type of ""bootlegging," which deals in cull apples, is threatening
the 1928 markets for good fruits, and growers therefore should dispose of their cull
grades in such a way that they will not fall into the hands of unscrupulous dealers,
says R. S. Marsh, horticultural extension specialist. College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois. Many "buyers haul culls hy truck out of southern and western Illi-
nois to cities where they sell the junk at prices near those received for good fmait,
he reported. One carload of culls will do more damage toward clogging the market
than 50 carloads of good fruit, according to Marsh. In view of this fact, growers
should see that their cull fruits are turned over to such by-products as vinegar,
cider, canned goods, pectin, and various juices and extracts.
Guarding against the fruit '^"bootlegger" this year is especially important
because there are prospects of an abundant fruit crop. This means that many classes
of fruit that sold for a profit during the short crop year of 1927 will be marketed
at a loss in 1928. Because of the increased amount of culls that will be on hand as
a result of an a"bundant crop, growers should be doing all that they can to make their
good fruits irresistably attractive and to swat the culls.
To make their fruits attractive, growers will have to meet the demands of
particular people, Marsh said. It seems that both red and yellow apples will be in
favor this season with the red predominating. Apples will tend to be more pluinp
than they have been in the past and all blemishes will be looked upon with disfavor.
- M -
Drinking Of Milk Helps Correct Cause Of Auto-Intoxication
In addition to all its other benefits, milk combats auto- intoxication, a
condition brought about by bacteria which result from poor acid conditions in the
intestines, saji-s F. P. Sanmann, of the department of dairy husbandry, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. To this must be added the value of milk as a
body builder, furnisher of fuel and source of certain vitamins.
Lime and phosphorus found in milk in large quantities aid in the growth
and development of the bones and teeth as well as the body organs. Lack of iron has
often been referred to as the great weakness in milk, "but according to Sanmann, this
condition is equalized by the large quantities of iron stored in the liver of the
new born babe which will last until the child is ready to receive other foods.
The value of milk for adults rests in the fact that it furnishes several
vitamins, the most important being vitamin "A". This vitamin is a factor in growth
as well as a means of preventing certain infections in the eye which result in blind-
ness. Several other vitamins of less importance also are contained in milk. In com-
parison with other foods, milk has a fuel value such that a quart of it is equal to
eight eggs or a pound of lean beef. Saxmiann recommends a quart of milk daily for
growing children and a pint or quart for adults.
The fact that the constituents of milk are so perfectly prepared for diges-
tion causes the main objection to it. It is necessary for the intestines to have a
certain quantity of "roughage" to stimulate proper activity, and this is where milk
fails because of its lack of "bulk.
- M -
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Special Report Provides Farm PrO|S:ram For Qaaxter Of Century
Enough material and suggestions of a corrective nature to keep them busy
for at least a quarter of a century can be found by farmers and their organizations
and institutions in the special agricultural situation report of the American Asso-
ciation of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. Tliis was the message delivered by
Dr. H. W. Mumford, dean of the College of igriculture , University of Illinois, and
a member of the committee which framed the report, to the recent eleventh annual con-
ference of the American Country Life Association at the College.
The report does not presume to be the last word with reference to the agri-
cultural situation, its causes or constructive suggestions for relief. Dean Mumford
admitted. It is, however, both more specific and courageous than such reports usual-
ly are, he pointed out. Furthermore, it is backed up by unquestioned facts on the
seriousness and causes of the farming situation, he added.
"It is essential that farmers smd the public should realize that these dif-
ficulties are not all wrapped up in the present emergency. Some of the more impor-
tant ones are of long standing and will take years of persistent effort to correct.
There is no thought on the part of the committee that the situation is, or is likely
to become in the near future, a hopeless one, but it V7as felt that unless farmers,
their organizations and institutions recognized the necessity of constant watchful-
ness and persistent, well-directed effort, agriculture in the United States would de-
cline.
"I can do no better than urge you to get a copy of the report and read and
study it carefully in order that you may know first hand what the committee says.
I believe that the report itself is its best interpreter."
Year' s Srosion Robs Many Fields Of Plant Food For Twenty Crops
Twenty times as much plant food as is needed for a single crop is washed
away by soil erosion into the Mississippi river every year from many counties of
Illinois, according to G. F. Hoover, of the farm mechanics department, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The best way of meeting this situation is by the use of Mangum terraces
which would prevent the run-off that is taking place on about 5,500,000 acres of
Illinois farm land at the present time. This type of terrace with its broad base
does not interfere with farm operation, and is a cheap means of preventing this de-
stmctive run-off. The average cost of terracing farm lands is $2.00 an acre, and
most of this expense is for labor.
Soil erosion is of two kinds: gully washing and sheet washing. Serious
as is gully washing, sheet washing is the worst. This type of erosion may be no-
ticed by the water courses, not more than a half inch deep, that ^pear on the
ground, and the large numbers of uncovered roots. Mangum terraces prevent this
run-off, and are proving to be a real benefit to the farmers wherever they are used.
Information regarding the construction of this type of terrace is found in
the circular, "Saving Soil by Use of Mangum Terraces which is issued by the depart-
ment of farm mechanics. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. All those
interested may secure a copy by writing this department.
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St-adies Of Soft Corn Problem Broug:ht Up To Date By Hew Bulletin
Numerous studies made "by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
of various phases of the soft-corn problem have been brought up to date with the pub-
lication of a new bulletin, "The Utilization of Soft Corn in Beef Cattle Feeding."
Importance of the soft-corn problem has long been recognized by the college.
\m
I- Results reported in the new bulletin are summarized as follows by H. P.
Rusk and R. R. Snapp, the authors:
"Six experiments involving the use of ear-corn silage for cattle feeding
have been conducted at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, beginning
in 1916. The most extensive trial was made with the frosted crop of 192^, when soft
corn was fed experimentally in the form of shocked corn, as standing corn pastured in
the field, as broken ears brought from the field as needed and as ear-corn silage made
'from the snapped ears. The ear-corn silage contained most of the husks, some shanks
and all of the grain and cob.
"In all but one of the six experiments the cattle relished well-preserved
soft corn and made satisfactorj' gains on all forms fed. Ranked on the basis of the
combined gains produced on cattle and hogs by an acre of soft corn, ear-corn silage
comes first, then shock corn, then corn left in the field and husked as needed, and,
firially, stajiding corn pastured by the cattle in the field. Pasturing, or "cattling-
down,"''6f corn in the field resulted in much waste that was not recovered by the hogs
following the cattle.
"Gains on soft-corn rations were not so rapid as on sound mature corn, but
they were just as economical from the standpoint of the efficiency with which the dry
matter of the grain was utilized.
"The total dry matter an acre in grain and cob produced in an experimental
field in 19173 a bad soft-corn year, was practically equal to that produced in the
sai9fe field during the normal season of I9IS.
"The amount of dry matter required for 100 pounds gain was practically the
same whether fed in the form of soft corn or mature corn.
"The addition of oats or of sound shelled corn to a ration of ear-corn
silage did not pay.
"Some trouble was experienced with calves fed ear-corn silage in I92O amd
again in 1927, but this trouble could not be definitely identified with the character
of the rations fed.
"As the market outlet for com of high moisture content is very limited,
feeding on the farm seems to offer the most satisfactory method for its disposal."
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumvobd, Director.
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Forty Varieties Of Illinois Corn To Be Exposed To Borer Damais;e
Forty different varieties of Illinois corn have been planted in the corn-
borer-infested area near Toledo, 0., by the experiment station of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, to see what would happen if the corn borer
shovild endanger the Illinois corn crop. Tlie work is being done in cooperation with
the Illinois Natural History Survey and the federal department of agriculture.
The present plan is to keep a close watch on each variety and to obtain the
yields at the end of the season. Such information as might be obtained from this
study may give a clue as to which variety or strain of corn would be able to resist
the corn borer if the pest should infest this state. Some information also may be
obtained which will be helpful in breeding a new corn-borer-resistant type of com
for Illinois. Varieties representing each section of the state are included in those
planted.
Southern Illinois will be represented by Champion White Pearl, Mohawk, and
Black Hawk varieties, while Held Yellow Dent, Funk I76-A, Illinois Two-Ear, Illinois
High Yield, Krug, Funk 90-Day, and Bell Yellow Dent were chosen as the varieties to
represent the central area of Illinois faJm land. The northern section of Illinois
will have nine varieties included in this test; namely, Abbott White Dent, Hunt White
Dent, Golden King, Western Plowman, Baber Little John, Book Yellow Dent, and Ecldiardt
Big Golden Glow. Eleven of the strains now being tested are special ones developed
by J. R. Holbert, of the federal department of agriculture, who is cooperating with
the college of agriculture in corn breeding work.
The variety tests which are being made this year are a continuation of those
started in a small way last year at Monroe, Mich.
- M -
Limestone Henewal Need Not Be As Frequent As Commonly Supposed
"Limestone to correct soil acidity does not need to be renewed as often as
is commonly supposed," says C. M. Linsley, assistant soils extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Wlien the use of limestone was
first introduced into Illinois, it was commonly thoioght that the acid soil should be
relimed every four years in order to keep it sweet. Experience by the farmers and
experiment stations show that the land will stay sweet a much longer time than had
previously been supposed.
How long the first application of lime will last depends upon the conditions
)f the soil. Therefore, to correct the acidity of his soil, the farmer should first
^ve a test taken to see how much lime is needed, and then he should apply it at the
rate necessary. If this is done he will not need to worry about repeating the pro-
5edure for at least six years. At this time another test should be taken and if the
-and is still sweet it will not require his attention for another three or four years,
then an acid test does occur, it will show that the lime content of the soil is
setting low.
According to Linsley, Ed Hehling, a Monroe county farmer, limed a 20-acre
'ield at the rate of four tons to the acre in 1913* -A- strip in the center was left
inlimed for comparative tests. A heavy growth of sweet clover this spring showed that
;he land was still sweet, with the exception of the center strip which tests medium
icid and does not grow sweet clover,
- M -
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Thresher Losses Multiplied Ten Times By Carelessness In Feediriig:I.
Carelessness and lack of uniformity in the feeding of the threshing
^TDachine will cost the operator as high as five hushels of grain out of every 100, or
enough to pay the costs of threshing, according to a report by the farm mechanics
department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. With a machine
!
properly adjusted and fed and with the grain in good threshing condition, only about
one-half bushel of grain out of every 100 is lost. On the other hand, if proper
adjustment and feeding are neglected, the losses increase about ten times to total
about five bushels out of 100, according to tests made by the department.
Practically all threshing machines at the present time are equipped with
elf-feeders. Even though the self-feeder is a highly perfected part of the thresh-
! ing machine and does a remarkable piece of work, the impossible cannot be expected
from it. Most self-feeders are equipped with two governors. One, called a speed
governor, starts the self-feeder when the cylinder has reached threshing speed, and
stops it when the speed of the cylinder falls below threshing speed. The other
governor is called the volume or straw governor. When more straw is going into the
feeder than can be handled, it stops the feeder apron, but allows the rest of the
feeder parts to run.
if It is evident that even a perfect piece of machinery like the automatic
feeding control will need some help in order to perform properly. It is suggested
that the operator should always keep in mind that the bundles are to be pitched into
the feeder head first, never crosswise or butts first. He should also see that the
feeder is ^ept moderately full at all times, but never to the extent that bundles
: are placed one on the other. Another factor of importance is to see that too much
space does not occur between the bundles as they are placed in the feeder.
For a threshing machine to do good work there should be an even amount of
grain going into the machine at all times. Adjustment can be made for heavy feeding
or for light or medium feeding, but it is next to inrpossible to adjust for all types
of feeding at the same time.
- M -
Herd Association Records Save Dairyman Cost Of ITew Separator
Before the results of the first month's testing came in Davis Garner, of
irleston, a member of the newly organized Coles Coionty Dairy Herd Improvement
Association, thought that he needed a new separator.
Upon testing the skimmilk separated by the old machine, Roy Hovious, tester
,of this association, found that there was less than 2/100 of one percent of butterfat
[lost. For the monthly production of the ten cows in the Garner herd, this loss
represented less than one pound, or a very small proportion of the total butterfat
produced. The saving of the cost of a new separator will go a long ways towards pay-
ing for a membership.
Checking on the skimming efficiency of separators is but one of the many
advantages realized by members of the thirty-seven Illinois dairy herd improvement
associations. - J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension. College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois,
- M -
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Properly Handled Alfalfa Pays Big Refarns On A'bandoned SaxA Land
Msmy acres of worn-out blow sand land along the Mississippi and Illinois
river valleys, which in most cases has been abandoned as worthless, will grow al-
falfa at a profit of as much as $40 an acre if properly treated, according to
A. U. Thor, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois^ 7.'hct,t this is possible
is shown by results which the college of agriculture has obtained on its experiment
field near Oquawka.
A return of $39.29 an acre was realized on the Oouawka field after an
annual cost of $2.71 had been allowed for a manure and liriestone treatment and $14
set as an arbitrary price for a ton of alfalfa. Net returns of $25.95 an acre were
realized from a limestone and sweet clover treatment which cost $2,55 an acre. With
the limestone and manure treatment, the yield was better than three tons aji acre,
while the crop from the limestone and sweet clover treatment totalled two and three-
fourths tons an acre.
In most cases the organic matter content of such soils is low and has to
be built up by special treatment. At the Oquawka experiment field this was done by
growing sweet clover after a limestone treatment had been applied amd by the use of
manure. Inoculation of alfalfa also is important in securing a good stand auad
should not be overlooked in starting a new field.
Time of seeding alfalfa, whether fall or early spring, is not so important
if the moisture conditions are about equal. If there is any difference it is in
favor of the spring planting, with a light seeding of oats as a nurse crop to pre-
vent blowing and to keep the weeds in check. The past winter furnished a good exam-
ple of what will happen during an open winter with heavy winds. In most cases the
young fall-sown alfalfa was cut off by the wind-blown sands.
In seeding it is necessary to have a well-packed seed bed and to use an
alfalfa drill in preference to a grain drill. The rate of seeding varies from 15 to
20 pounds an acre, 15 pounds being enough if the moisture conditions are ideal and
the seed bed is well prepared.
- M -
State Judging Contest For 4-H Club Members To Be Held Auisust 6
Monday, August 6, has been set as the date for the annual state judging
contest for 4-H Club members at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
it is announced by W. H. Smith, state leader of farm advisers. As in former years
the winning team in the dairy cattle division will be Illinois' representative in a
national contest to be held in connection with the National Dairy Show at Memphis,
Tenn,
,
while the winning team in the fat stock judging will carry the state's colors
in a national contest to be held at the Chicago International Livestock Exposition,
- M -
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New Plan Shortens Time Required To Develop Apple-Tree Framework
m Time formerly required for the formation of a strong framework for apple
trees maj'^ "be shortened two or three years, raoch to the benefit of profitable fruit
production, "by means of a new plan worked out at the experiment station of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, Universitj'- of Illinois. A combination of dormant and stmimer
pruning is used in the new scheme. Such shortening of time is desirable "because
development of the framework necessitates rather severe pruning which would he harm-
ful after the trees reached the age of early hearing, it was explained by V. W.
Kelley, of the pomology division, and one of the investigators connected with the
work.
In the dormant pruning as practiced under the new plan worked out at the
experiment station only those branches that are properly located and that have wide
angles with the trunk are allowed to remain. All other vigorous branches along the
trunk are removed. The chief saving in time comes from maldng the central leader
branch during the middle of the growing season,. If left undisturbed while growing,
this central leader, which is the topmost branch that grows vertical, usually makes
a long growth with little or no branching. Branching may be brought about by
cutting off the tip of the central leader while it is making its vigorous growth.
Only a few buds will result from such summer tipping, usually two or four,
but all of them will have wide angles with the trurLlc of the tree, and this is what
insures the formation of strong crotches. The time to do this tipping is when the
central leader has reached a height of eight to twelve inches above the highest
framework branch selected at that time. Tlie tipping should be done at such a point
that the bud selected for the framework branch will be the second one below the cut
on the central leader. The time at which the first tipping is done is usually dur-
ing June and if the growing conditions are favorable throughout the swamer a second
tipping may take place. Early production may thereafter be brought aSbut by a light
annual thinning.
- M -
Tandem Hitches For G-rain Binders Will Cut Operating Expense
One way open to farmers of cutting operating expenses during the wheat
harvest season which is just getting under way is to hitch horses in tandem instead
of abreast to binders, A. L. Young, of the farm mechanics department. College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, says. This practice not only would eliminate
side draft, a costly item in farm power expenses, but also will make it possible to
keep the horses walking faster and will eliminate the necessity of changing teams
to rest them, he said. When a 7- or 8-foot binder is being operated with four
horses hitched abreast there is considerable side draft, according to Young. It is
true that the truck wheels of the binder sometimes can be set so that they apparent-
ly eliminate some of this, but in reality this practice merely puts more of the
I side draft on the binder and less on the horses. Side draft always exists when the
i line of pull and the line of draft do not coincide and it not only causes all or
part of the horses to pull at an angle, but also forces them to pull harder than
otherwise would be necessary.
Last year one Champaign county farmer used six horses hitched tandem
; three-and-three on his 8-foot binder and felt that there was a real economy in us-
I
ing the larger team, Young reported. Under normal conditions four or five horses
; hitched in tandem should handle the binder with little trouble, and side draft
;
probably could be eliminated a little more completely than when six are used,
according to Young.
- M -
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Explains Secret Of Getting ftaality In Batter Clnarned On Farm
High-quality "butter that will bring the maximum profit is not hard to make
if the farm "butter-maker will watch nine things, according to P. H. Tracy, in charge
of the dairy manufactures division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
Because dirty utensils will usually result in rapid spoilage of milk
products, Tracy first suggests that clean, sterile pails "be used for handling all
milk. The parts of the separator should be washed and sterilized "both morning and
night to reduce the nma"ber of "bacteria entering the cream. To insure further
safety, it is wise to wash the churn as well as the butter paddles and workers with
both hot and cold water before using them.
To retard bacterial action in the cream, after it is separated it should
be kept in a room with a temperature from 50 to 60 degrees until enough has been
collected to churn. If the cream tastes sweet, a more ripened flavored butter can
be obtained by warming the cream to about 70 degrees and allowing it to set in room
temperature for a few hours. Care should be taken, however, that the cream does not
become too sour or else the butter will be poorly flavored.
The cream should be held at churning temperature for at least two hours
before it is churned. In suxrmer months, churning should be done at a lower tenrper-
atuTB than in winter, due to the tendency of summer feeds to produce soft butter.
This will mean churning at about 50 degrees in summer and 55 degrees in winter. If
the cream is too cold at the time of churning the butter will be sticky, while if
it is too warm it will be greasy and will have an excessive moisture content.
When the butter granules are the size of large wheat kernels it is wise to
drain the buttermilk and wash the butter twice with cold water. It should then be
worked sufficiently to get the salt and moisture uniformly distributed. Under-
worked butter will be gritty and mottled, while over-working will make it greasy and
leave it with more than the 16 percent legal limit of moisture. Eigh quality will
be suggested to the consumer if the butter is packed in a neat package for market,
- M -
One-Fifth Of Cows In Illinois Associations Are In 40-Pound Class
One out of every five cows in the Illinois dairy herd iinprovement associa-
tions produced 40 po-'onds or more of buttcrfat during a recent month, according to
J. H. Brock, assistant in Dairy Extension. From 29 associations reporting this in-
formation, there were 2,275 cows, or 20,3 per cent, of 11,222 cows that reached the
40-pound mark. In all the associations there were 14,849 cows tested during the
month. The largest number of 40-pound cows was found in Kane county where 158 of
the 691 cows in the ITo. 3 association produced above this level. Boone Ho. 1,
Jo Daviess, Lake, LaSalle, McLean, Moultrie and Stephenson were other associations
that had more than 100 of such cows. With more than 52 per cent of all cows pro-
ducing above 40 pounds, the outstanding production must be credited to Moultrie
association. The average production for all cows in the state was 751 pounds of
milk and 28.23 pounds of fat with 10 per cent of all cows dry. The 2,275 cows that
produced more than 40 pounds of fat excelled an average association cow by 12
pounds and just an average cow in Illinois by more tlian 15 pounds,
- M -
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Eradication Of Grain Rust Menace Is Again Beiiiig: Pushed In Illinois
Now in its eleventh year, Illinois campaign against the common tarterry,
which harbors the hlack stem rust responsible for the anniaal loss of millions of
bushels of grain in the state, is again in full swing with a force of 25 field men
seeking out and destroying the bushes. The Illinois csunpaign, which is directed by
H. W. Bills, state leader of barberry eradication, and his assistant, L. H. Corbin,
is supported by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, county farm
bureaus and by the state and federal departments of agriculture.
Several hundred thousand bushes of the common barberry have been located
and destroyed on lU,793 properties within the state since the canipaign started in
191s, according to those in charge. With the cleaning out of the bushes has come
a reduction in the grain losses from black stem rust. Seventy-eight per cent of the
area of Illinois has been surveyed for common barberry bushes since the eradication
campaign started and in I926 an intensive second sTirvey was begun in northern coun-
ties. For the past three years the first few wedcs of each campaign season have
been devoted to original surveys in southern Illinois emd then the rest of the season
put in on the second survey in northern counties. This year the field men started
work in Jo Daviess county on April 2h and in Lawrence, Richland and Clay counties on
June 8. The three soutliern Illinois counties were finished by July 11 and then the
entire field force was concentrated in northern Illinois, in Jo Daviess, Stephenson,
and Ogle cpionties.
One of the best examples ever seen in Illinois of stem rust spreading from
barberry came to light on the Edward B. Glass farm near Belvidere in Boone county
during the present campaign, according to Corbin. A large barberry bush was growing
on a fence line next to a barley field. All barley within 20 feet of the bush was
conpletely ruined with stem rust, some of the stalks being broken down with the
heavy rust attack and none of the heads being filled. The amount of stem rust grad-
"Ually tapered off as the distance from the bush increased.
- M -
Movie Film Pictures Joys And Benefits Of Recent Junior Club Tour
Illinois farm boys and girls who were deprived of joining the record crowd
which attended the recent anmaal University Boys' aJid Girls' Club Tour staged by the
College of Agriculture will now have the main features of the event brought right
into their own counties by means of moving pictiores made diiring the week. The one-
reel film, entitled "Seeing Through," which shows the thousands of boys and girls
enjoying and profiting by the tour is now ready for distribution to farm advisers,
club leaders and others interested in showing it in their counties. Requests for
the film should be sent to E. I. Pilchard, boys' club specialist.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 19H, H, W. MnMFOao, Director,
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Combined harvester-threshers are becoming more popular with Illinois far-
mers as a means of harvesting small grains, despite the doubts of some farmers that
they could be used for this purpose, it is reported by the farm mechanics department
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Growing popularity of these
machines is shown by the fact that 322 were in use in the state within three years
after the first one was introduced, according to the department.
At least some of the objections to the combine as a small grain harvester
are without foundation, according to specialists in the department. Among the ob-
jections are the losses through shattering and down grain, higher moisture content of
the grain, loss of straw, trouble from weeds and high original cost. It is quite
commonly agreed, however, that the combine is the best machine for harvesting soy-
beans.
"As for the moisture-content objection, tests made during the past three
years show there is very little difference between the moisture content of grain har-
vested with a combine and that of grain threshed with a grain separator. The little
advantage that does exist is in favor of the combined grain. It is necessary, how-
ever, that the grain have the lowest possible moisture content, when the cutting
starts. This means that the combine should not be steirted early in the morning when
there is a heavy dew or too soon after a rain. When in doubt as to the grain condi-
tion it is wise to have a moisture test made at the local elevator.
"Loss from shattering does not amount to anything as long as the harvest-
ing does not take place too long after the grain is ready.
"Strawbroken grain and weeds are the worst conditions that the combine has
to meet in Illinois. These conditions can be overcome to a large extent by choosing
stiffer-strawed varieties and by better seed bed preparation to keep down the weeds."
- M -
Scott Flock Owner Reports Brooding Costs Of Seven Cents A Chick
It cost almost seven cents for fuel and feed necessary to brood a chick up
to the age of eight weeks, on the basis of figures which one Scott county poultry
raiser has submitted to the extension service of the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois. Tfhat does it cost to brood chicks? is a question which many far-
mers and poultry raisers of the state are asking, now that springers have reached
frying size, according to H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist.
Making up the brooding cost items reported by the Scott county flock owner
for UlO chicks is a charge of $5 for hard coal fuel, $21. IS for feed and $2.05 ^°^
;od liver oil and rolled oats. About eight gallons of skimmilk were used a day, but
10 charge was made for this. Mortality among the chicks up to eight weeks of age
I totalled 12, or 3 per cent.
- M -
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Profits ?roa Sprir-jg; Fi£:s Shrink TTion They Are Held For Late Iferket
Feeding spring pigs light rations dioring the siommer and fatter-ing then on
new com in the fall, a practice which will "be more ten^jting than ever to the fairEier
this year because of the present high price of corn, has not paid during the past
seven years according to a report from the division of swine husoandry, College of
AgricTilture, University of Illinois.
Even though this practice gives a slight saving in corn during the summer
the drop in the price of pigs frora Septenber to Dececher is greater than the saving
made in com. It was foijnd over a period of seven years that the average price of
com during June, July and Au^ast was about seven cents a bushel higher than it was
in September, October and November, while the price of hogs in September was $1.80
a hundred higher thaJi it was in December.
Shotes that weigh 125 pounds by the time new com is available will reqpaire
about eight bushels of corn, properly supplemented, to bring them to a weight of 225
pounds. On the strength of average figures for the past seven years, these eight
bushels of com would cost 56 cents more on the basis of old corn prices during the
summer than they would under the scale of prices for new corn. On the other hand,
the 225-pound hog would be worth $U.05 more on the September market than he wo"aId on
the December market. The net difference in favor of full feeding spring pigs for an
early market is $3.^9 a hog.
- U -
Wooden Anchor Prevents Braces ?rom Palling Znd Posts O-at Of Ground
^d—
End-post braces may do such a good job of keepirig the posts in an upright
position that they actually push or pull them out of the gro-ond, -ijuiless they are
anchored there, according to A. L. Young, of the farm mechanics department. College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. A suitable anchor that will hold the end
posts of a fence in position can be made by nailing a short piece of two-by-six
across the side of the post and near the lower end.
It is q^oite a comaon sight to see the end post lifted out of the groimd
when it is braced against the next post in line. Where the post is shallowly set
this may in part be due to the heaving action of the frost. Primarily, however, it
is the result of the vertical force exerted by the braces. If the earth is packed
tightly around the anchor it will keep the post down, even when the ground is water
soaked. The anchor should, however, be below the frost line.
If the post tapers and the large end is down, earth tightly packed aro-jnd
it may hold it for some time. This method does not prove as successful in the long
run as the use of the anchor plan.
- M -
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Locate Faults In Apple Marketing In Illinois ' Largest Producing Area
Fourteen recommendations designed to modernize the marketing of apples from
Calhoun County, which now produces about one- third of the state's entire crop without
a railroad or cold storage plant within its borders, are embodied in a new bulletin
just issued by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Entitled "Market-
ing Calhoun County Apples," the new publication is the official report of special
studies of the grading, packing, transporting and selling of apples from the state's
most important producing section.
Despite the fact that there is not a railroad or a cold storage plant with-
in the county's borders, scarcely a packing shed and no marketing organizations, Cal-
houn county's immense apple crop, averaging nearly U00,000 barrels a year, had found
its way into the channels of trade and into the consuming maikets, it is pointed out
by J. W. Lloyd and H. M. Newell, viho conducted the study ajid cocpiled the bulletin
report.
Heading the list of lU recommendations for the improvement of apple market-
ing methods used in the county is the suggestion that new plantings be limited to
standard varieties that are adapted to the region ajid in good demand on the markets.
This is in line with recent plantings and the policy should be continued, the authors
of the bulletin say.
It is further recommended that in^jroved cultural methods favorable to the
production of high grade firoit should be used more widely and that standardized grad-
ing be adopted as a county-wide practice. More general use of shipping point inspec-
tion, greater caxe in packing bushel baskets, use of tub bushels for fruit that is
intended for storage and the use of apple boxes for fancy fmit follow in order among
the recommendations of the investigators.
More packing sheds for the co'unty are strongly urged, while prompt shipping
after picking, better utilization of existing cold storage plants and wider and more
direct distribution likewise are stressed. Making of marketing arrangements before
harvest starts, the establishing of personal contact with the maiketing agency and the
maintenance of satisfactory connections once established are the three final recommen-
dations.
In the 35-year period from ISgg to I92U Calhoun county developed mrach faster
than the rest of the state with reference to apple orchards and apple production, ac-
cording to the bulletin. The number of apple trees of bearing age in Illinois was con-
siderably less in I92U than in I889 , while the number in Calhoun county had been multi-
plied by three. During the same period the production in Calhoun county increased
from 1.2 per cent of the total production of the state to more than lU per cent. As
the younger orchards come into bearing Calhoun county is likely to produce a still
larger percentage of the commercial crop of the state.
- M -
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Oats Prices Among Things That Hark Back To The "Good Old Days"
Oats now being harvested tj- Illinois farmers will "bring but little more than
they did in "the good old days" aJid farmers who still find it desirable to produce
them in large quantities would profit by finding some other method of disposal than
putting them on the market to supply a demand that has largely disappeared, says
Dr. L. J. Norton, of the agricultural economics division, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
notwithstanding recent relative high prices for this grain, oats prices
paid Illinois farmers from 1922 to 1927 averaged only about 6 per cent higher than
they did 15 years ago. In contrast, corn prices averaged about one-fourth higher,
prices of 21 farm products averaged about one-third higher, while the general level
of prices in the United States, including both agricultural and non-agricultural pro-
d\icts, has been more than 50 P^r cent higher, he reported.
Outstanding among the many factors which liave influenced the price of oats
have been the reduced demand for them in the market because of the substitution of
gasoline for oats, and their bulky nature, according to Dr. Norton.
A reduction by about two million head in the number of horses in cities
during the past 20 years has greatly reduced the demand for oats and been the lead-
ing cause of their low price in recent years, he explained. Their cheapness and bulk-
iness makes the cost of marketing them relatively high in comparison to their value,
i thus tending to reduce further the price paid to producers, he added.
"Farmers have met this situation but slowly. Twenty years ago before
horses had begun to be displaced to any great extent, an average of about 3OO million
bushels of oats were marketed annually. Marketings during the past seven years have
javeraged about the same, although during the past two years they have been reduced to
iabout 250 million bushels, chiefly because of smaller crops. These oats have final-
ly been consumed, but the tendency for larger stocks of oats to accumulate most of
'the time in central markets than was formerly the case indicate that supplies gener-
ally were excessive. Prices have been depressed by these large terminal stocks."
- M -
Forty-three Better Herd Associations Now Operating Within Illinois
Another dairy herd improvement association recently started in Winnebago
county makes a total of U3 such associations which are supplying their members with
milk and butterfat records on about 1,050 herds, or approximately l6,000 Illinois
cows, according to J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agri~
culture, University of Illinois. Henry Marlow, Mt. 7emon has been secured as tester
for the new association. Since January eight organizations similar to the one estab-
lished in Winnebago county have been started in Douglas, Clark, Coles, Mar shall-Putnam,
McLean, Piatt, Shelby and Tazewell counties. Members of all these U3 organizations
are in a position to realize higher profits because they are able to use better feed-
ing practices, cull inefficient cows on a business basis and select heifers from the
best cows. All of this information is furnished by the tester who finds the produc-
tion of each cow as well as for the entire herd. He also furnishes the members with
the feeding costs on each animal in the herd.
- M -
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Speedy Warfare Needed To Cope With The Rapid Increase Of Plant Lice
A'bility of one plant louse to multiply into two "billion offspring in a
single season puts a premiiani on vigilance and prompt destruction in the control of
this serious insect pest, it is pointed out hy L. A. Somers, of the horticultural de-
partment, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Furthermore, there are so
many different species of this insect that it has been said, "Every plant has its
louse," he added.
MaJiy times plant lice will make a sudden appearance as a result of winged
types that fly away to establish new colonies. It is in this way that a patch of
cabbages or cucumbers which a few weeks before seemed to be free from plant lice is
suddenly found to be badly infested with them.
Plant lice, or aphids, are sucking insects and therefore can not be con-
trolled 'hy stomach poisons. It is often difficult, however, to use contact insecti-
cides on them because they live on the lower surface of the leaves, causing the
leaves to roll up around them. The tendency of the leaf to roll up around the in-
sects is especially noticeable in elm and apple trees.
Summer control methods consist of the application of insecticides in either
a liquid or dust form. A liquid spray can be made by mixing one-half tablespoonful
of nicotine sulphate to one gallon of water and adding a piece of soap about the size
of a walnut. This solution should be stirred until the soap is in a lather. The
lather will act as a spreader and help make the water and nicotine sulphate stick to
the leaves.
A dust insecticide can be made by mixing five ounces of nicotine sulphate
to six pounds of hydrated lime. This is done by placing the lime in a small keg or
barrel and slowly pouring the nicotine sulphate into it. Several smooth pebbles are
put in the barrel and after it has been closed it should be rolled back and forth for
ten minutes or until the mixture is complete. Only quantities that are to be used at
once should be made up.
Regardless of whether liquid sprays or dusts are used, they must be applied
to the underside of the leaves and must come into direct contact with the bodies of
the aphids before they will give the desired control.
- M -
Calves' Craze Por Pasture Forage Often Works Against Rapid Gains
Calves have a taste for succulent pasture forage that often causes them to
fill up on it to the extent that they eat little grain, a factor that must be over-
come if they are to be fattened, points out E. T. Robbins, livestock extension spe-
cialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
To keep calves from eating too much forage, which promotes growth, and to
make them eat corn in large amo"unts in order to gain weight, it is necessary to keep
them out of the pasture a good share of the time. Pasture, however, is a good place
for calves to spend the night, because they will not overeat and the dew on the grass
will keep their hoofs in good shape. During the day they are kept in the barn away
from the flies and are fed large amounts of corn and hay.
Ij
Usually the little eating that they do during the night will not seriously
"affect their appetite for grain.
- M -
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S. S. Carney, Rock Island Farm Adviser, Loses Life In Auto Collision
Sidney S. Carney, farm adviser of Eock Island county for the past three and
I half years and formerly a menher of the ai^ronomy department staff in the College of
Lgriculture, University of Illinois, was killed instantly the night of July 27 in an
lutomobile collision on the state highway 22 miles south of Eock Island. Glenn M.
Testcott , of Rock Island, an occupant of the car virhich crashed with the Carney ma-
ihine, died shortly after the accident as a result of injuries, while A. D. Lynch and
I, J. Hamilton, "both of the Illinois Agricultural Association, who were riding with
It. Carney, were less seriously injured. They were taken to an Aledo hospital and
iccording to the last reports were almost completely recovered.
According to reports of the accident, Farm Adviser Carney and the other memr-
3ers of his party were on their way to a night comminity meeting after having attended
I district meeting of the Illinois Agricultural Association. A short distance from
|ihe point where he planned to turn off the main highway, Farm Adviser Carney was com-
pelled to swerve to the left side of the pavement in order to avoid two pedestrians
talking near the center of the road. As he did so, the car containing Mr, Wescott and
Iriven by Mont Chambers loomed ahead. Just as Farm Adviser Carney veered sharply to
return to the right side of the road, Mr. Chambers steered to the same side in an
ittempt to pass on the right of the oncoming machine. In the resulting crash, Farm
Idviser Carney's car was turned almost completely around to the right and came to a
istop headed across the left side of the road. He was thrown to the pavement and was
declared dead when picked up.
Funeral services were held July 3O at Bock Island, after which the body was
taken to Eochelle, near Steward, his "birthplace. Following services there on July Jl
,
ourial took place in the cemetery at Greenwood, near Woodstock.
Farm Adviser Carney is survived "by his v/ife, formerly Mildred Ethel Marble.
He was graduated from the College of Agriculture in I92O and in I92U took
liis master of science degree in agronomy. He had been farm adviser of Rock Island
coTJnty from the time he left the staff of the agricultural college, February 1, 1925-
Commenting oh the unfortunate accident, W. H. Smith, state leader of farm
advisers, said, "The passing of Sidney S. Carney has taken one of Illinois' most
promising farm advisers and one of Rock Island's most highly respected citizens. He
was thoroughly trained in agriculture, having grown up and worked on an Illinois farm
and received a bachel.or's and master's degree in agriculture from the University of
Illinois. His work as farm adviser in Rock Island county was of the highest order and
liis pleasing personality, his sound judgment, courageous leadership and strong Chris-
tian character won him a host of admiring friends throughout his county and the state
who will mourn his death."
- M -
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Present Demands Will Make It Prof italjle ?or Dairymen To Show Stock
Big demands from Illinois farmers for piirebred dairy cattle of all treeds
should malce it profitable for breeders to show their hatter animals at fairs this
fall, in the opinion of C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Farmers are "buying both purebred and grade dairy cattle and both females
and bulls, which should make it profitable for breeders to advertise their herds at
fairs. If the animals are of good type and are put in good condition, the winnings
should offset the cost of showing and the advertising value will be very much worth
while.
"Those who are planning to show dairy cattle should select their show herds
at once and start to prepare them for exhibition. If the hair on the cows is long
it is advisable to clip the animals all over at least a month before showing so that
the hair will have a cliance to smooth up again. The quality of the hide and hair can
be improved if after clipping the animal is kept out of the hot sun during the day
and is blanketed during the night. Darkened baxns will keep the flies out and will
bring greater comfort to the show herd.
"G-ood roughage and lots of grain should be fed exhibition cattle. A satis-
factory grain mixture can be made by using ten parts bran, 5 parts oats, 2 parts corn,
and 2 parts oatmeal.
"It is always well to place a neat sign giving the name of the farm and the
owner over the cattle when they are being shown."
- M -
Fumigation Of Stored G-rain Will Save Thousands Of Bushels From Insects
Many thousands of bushels of wheat and oats are destroyed annually by in-
sects which stay in the storage bins from year to year and live on the grain after it
is stored, points out J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist, Illinois State Natural
History Survey. Cleaning, brushing and fumigating bins where infestations are known
will reduce the losses caused by these insects, he pointed out.
Fumigation may be acconiplished by pouring carbon bisulphide over the grain,
or better, on gunny sacks spread over the surface of the grain. The treatment should
be used at the rate of 1 potmd of carbon bisulphide to each 100 cubic feet of space
in the bin. The bin should then be closed as air-tight as possible and left that way
for 2k to 36 hours. It should then be opened to the air for the same length of time
before it is entered. Care should be talcen that the operator does not expose himself
to the fumes or carry an open flame anywhere near as the material is highly imflamma-
ble and poisonous.
During the past year it has been foijmd that grain which is to be kept for
seed only may be protected from insect pests by putting a mixture of hydrated lime
and crude creosote with it. These materials are mixed in the proportion of 1 pound
of hydrated lime to l/h ounce of crude creosote. One o\mce of the mixture is stirred
thoroughly into the grain. This material does not materially affect the germination
of the seed, but the grain must not be sold for human use or for feed.
- M -
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Summer Ve,^eta"ble Crops Now Threatened By Ap-iids , Accordina; To Compton
Despite heavy rains earlier in summer, the catTsage aphids threaten to be a
serious pest during the remainder of the season, according to C. C. Compton, assis-
tant entomologist, Illinois State iTatural History Survey. Besides catbage and cauli-
flower, radishes and turnips are severely injured "by this insect. Plants that are
not killed are stunted and deformed and can not produce edihle products.
"Cabbage aphids can be successfully controlled both in the home garden and
commercial plantings by dusting with a home-made nicotine dust. The dust found to
be most satisfactory contains 2.k per cent actual nicotine and is prepared by mixing
thoroughly 3 pounds of Uo per cent nicotine sulphate with 50 pounds of hydrated lime.
Snaller quantities are mixed at the rate of 1 ounce of nicotine sulphate to 1 pound
of hydrated lime. These materials can be mixed in a home-made barrel mixer, an old
churn, or in a gallon can having a tight fitting lid. Care should be taken when
mixing that none of the fumes are inhaled, for this may cause severe headaches or
nausea. Since this dust is most efficient when it is fresh it is wise to mix only_
the amount that is to be used at that time. It is best applied with a hand duster of
the puff type.
"An excellent opportunity to destroy this insect comes in the late fall
when the aphids fasten eggs to cabbage leaves, cauliflower leaves and stumps. If
these are collected amd burned the number of cabbage aphids that will appear the fol-
lowing spring will be reduced.
"
- M -
Present Hog Prices Will Repay Shippers Well For Few Extra Precautions
Because of high prices being paid for finished hogs and the increased losses
in shipment due to stimmer heat waves, farmers will be well repaid for extreme care in
getting their hogs to market, say members of the swine husbandry division, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Shipping conditions may be improved by hanging
ice in burlap bags from the roof of the cars. This will cool the air and the drip-
pings will provide a cool place for hogs to lie in. Moist sand floors will also keep
the hogs cool and decrease the losses caused by the heat. Eailroad companies are
being asked not to throw cold water on the backs of the hogs after they become over-
heated because many times the shock is severe enough to kill the animals. Overloading
will aggravate the hot weather conditions and should be avoided if the losses are to
be decreased.
- M -
Superior Vegetables For Pall And Winter Harvested From Late Plantings
Vegetable crops which grow quickly during the cool days of spring and reach
edible size before hot weather may be planted late to furnish a supply of high quality
vegetables for fall and winter, a fact which many people neglect in working their gar-
dens, saj's 3. L. Weaver, department of horticulture. College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois. Turnips tlaat are planted late often are superior to those planted
early in the spring. Some of the other vegetables that should be included in the late
plantings are kohl-rabi, spinach, winter radishes and string beans.
- -
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Sanig^mon And DeKalb Counties Divide Honors In State Judging Contest
Three "boys from the Pleasant Plains k-E club of Sangamon county carried off
the championship in the fat stock division, while DeKalh county's entry in the dairy
cattle division repeated its 1927 winning, in the annual state judging contest for
Illinois boys' and girls' club members held August 6 at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, Monday. The Pleasant Plains team, composed of Reuben Corson
and Selmar Lehmann, both of Pleasant Plains, and Homer Mendenhall , of Springfield,
scored a total of 1,3^^+ points. With the victory went the right to represent Illinois
in a national livestock judging contest to be held in connection with the next Chicago
International Livestock Exposition. DeKalb county's winning dairy cattle judging
team, composed of James Hulmes, Clifford Bemis and Stanley Jensen, all of DeKalb,
iscored a total of 2,711 points and earned the right to represent the state in a
ittational dairy cattle judging contest to be held in connection with the coming Nation-
|al Dairy Show at Memphis, Tenn.
Cash prizes totalling $200, together with suitable shields and medals, were
awarded winning teams and individuals in the contest. E. I. Pilchard, boys' club
specialist of the college, was in charge of the contest. Members of the animal
laisbandry and dairy departments scored the placings and reasons of the young judges.
Banking of the teams in the fat stock division of the contest was: Pleasant
Plains, Sangamon county, 1,3^^ points; Atv/ood, Douglas county, l,33l5 Liberty-Dunlap,
IPeoria county, 1,299; Hollo-Waterman, DeKalb county, 1,250; Lanark, Carroll county,
|l,2^3, and Wellington-Milford, Iroquois county, 1,237-
The ten highest scoring individuals in the fat stock division of the contest
urere John Sullivan, Galesburg, Knox county, U75 points; Alfred Kaxnm, Atwood, Douglas
county, U67; Paul Howey, Atwood, Douglas county, U67; Lindsey Owen, Areola, Douglas
:oimty, U65; Harold Doubit , Haama City, Peoria county, U63; Selmar Lehmann, Pleasant
Plains, Sangamon county, U6I; Hirlo Hicks, Dunlap, Peoria coiinty U57; Reuben Corson,
Pleasant Plains, Sangajaon county, U5O; Eli Lower, Lanark, Carroll county, UUS , and
larry Duis, Milford, Iroquois, U42.
The ten ranking teams in the dairy cattle division of the contest were DeKalb
JOunty, 2,711 points; 3oone county, 2,5^9; Bureau county, 2,513; Bloomington, McLean
:ounty, 2,328; Peoria county, 2,300; Vermilion county, 2,2S2; Georgetown, Vermilion
:cunty, 2,213; Armstrong, Vermilion county, 2,111; Pulton county, 2,067, and Douglas
:oxuity, 2,002.
Rank of the individuals in the dairy cattle division of the contest was Stan-
ley Jensen, De^lb, DeKalb county, 99U points; Loren Hoge, Walnut, Bureau coujity, 972;
3. Crawford.;, S|rden Prairie, Boone county, 972; Clifford Bemis, DeKalb, DeKalb county,
300; Keith Ito^ire, Areola, Douglas county, gS3; Vernon Richards, Georgetovm, Vermilion
lounty, 35O; Carl Peterson, Capron, Boone county, 827; James Hulmes, DeKalb, DeKalb
:ounty, S17; Herman Thomas, Georgetown, Vermilion county, 801, and E. Wesson, Capron,
3oone county, 800.
- M -
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Way SoU|gji.t To Head Off Spread Of Arple Disease Known As Measles
Measles, a new apple tree disease, has spread to such an alarming extent
during the past three years in Illinois that it is now the major disease in certain
sections of the state, according to Dr. H, W. Anderson, of the horticixLtural depart-
ment. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The recent increase in the
virulence of the disease has "been such that the search for a remedy can no longer "be
neglected.
At the present no remedy is known that will save the trees already infected.
Experiments are "being carried on at the experiment station of the college of agri-
culture to throw light on the manner in which the disease is transmitted so that some
means to prevent its spreading in the orchard can be found.
Little is known of this malady which manifests itself as njmerous small
blister-like pustules over the surface of the younger twigs. These "pimples" are
reddish in some varieties and are strikingly like measles eruptions. Trees affected
"by this disease are decidedly stunted and all or part of the tree dies after a few
years. Although it has not been definitely established that the disease is trans-
missible the evidence in favor of this is strong. Orchards showing only a few infected
trees a few years ago now show many and the new ones are closely associated with those
that first showed symptoms of the measles.
The theory advanced by the horticultural department of the college is tliat
the disease is caused by a virus which is able to infect new trees probably through
the agency of insects. At one time it was thought that the disease was due to soil
|conditions, but this has been rather definitely disproved. Since spraying is a part
iof regular orcliard practice it is evident that apple measles can not be controlled by
ithis method. Whether or not digging out all of the infected trees would stop the
jmalady is uncertain, but pruning of the diseased limbs has been found to be of little
success.
- M -
Small-Srain Mixtures Will Save Hog Feeders From guying New Com
Farmers who have wheat fields in which they thickened the winter-riddled
stand this spring by drilling in oats or barley now have an early grain crop that can
be used to good advantage for hog feeding, especially if they are short of old corn,
according to E. T. Bobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
The fact that wheat mixed with oats or barley may be threshed long before
the new corn will be ripe is a big advantage this year, Bobbins pointed out. This
nixed grain, when ground, will give good results as a feed for growing pigs or
rattening older hogs. Thus farmers who are short of old corn will not have to haul
tnis small grain to market and in addition will save the cost of buying old corn snd
shipping it in.
Any hog raiser who likes to feed ground oats to his hogs also is pleased with
;he results from a mixture of wheat and oats, according to Bobbins. Wheat itself is
"•ore nutritious than equal weights of either oats or barley. In fact, wheat is very
similar to corn as a feed for fa,ttening aniiiials. The principal objection to wheat is
;hat it needs grinding to prevent waste of undigested whole grain.
- M -
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Intelligent Use Of Herd Records Leads To More Profit Prom Fewer Cows
More profits from fewer cows tecame a reality for Lloyd Johnson, a Ihiteside
County dairyman, after he had joined his cotinty dairy herd iniprovement association and
used the records on his cows as a basis for culling out low producers. In one recent
month he netted $26 more ahove feed costs than he did the same month a year ago, de-
spite the fact that the size of his herd was reduced five cows.
When Johnson joined the association last year he had 17 cows in his herd,
but the records furnished him hy Boh DeYoung, tester in the association, showed him
that his 12 hest cows would be a more profitable investment than the larger herd.
After he culled out the low producers, each of the remaining 12 cows returned $lU,07
over cost of feed, or a total ret\irn of $l62.8U for the month. In contrast, the
total return the same month a year ago, when the five cull cows were still in the
herd, was only $1^2.63, or an average of $3.39 a cow. The in^rovement came about
through more and better feed and care for the cows that were kept.
Another instance in which a dairyman realized more profits by keeping only
the number of cows he could feed properly is cited by Lionel Hieck, tester in the
No. 2 association in DuPage county. A year ago with 10 more cows than he has now,
this dairyman was handicapped by lack of feed and was obliged to turn his cows out
on pasture before there was very much grass. This year with fewer cows he had plenty
of hay and silage with the result that his monthly herd average has been from five to
seven pounds of fat more a cow than it was last year and at the same time the cows
have been maintained in better condition.
Approximately 1,000 members enrolled in the Illinois dairy herd improvement
associations have the necessary information to realize greater profits from their
^^erds and in many cases this can be done with fewer cows, it was pointed out by J. H.
;3rock, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, University of
|Illinois.
- M-
Hew Term, "Soil Colloids," Bidding For Place In Farmers' Speech
Farmers of the future will have to know their "soil colloids" if they keep
abreast of scientific knowledge on soils, according to Dr. L. H. Smith, of the
agronomy department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This new term
is bidding for a place in the vocabulary of the farmer just at a time when such terms
as humus, bacteria and legumes, which not so many years ago sounded strange to the
Farmer, have gradually become every-day expressions in his conversation.
"In soils the colloids consist mainly of organic matter and partially de-
iomposed mineral substances in an extremely finel;?- divided state. Their importance
i-s based upon the fact that they form the seat of action for the soil processes that
lave to do with plant growth. The coarser parts of the soil act merely as a
skeleton for this activity. Such soil properties as water-holding capacities, chem-
-cal transformations and biological activities are determined by the nature of the
jolloids. In the near future no soil description will be considered complete without
50me mention of the amount and nature of the colloids contained.
"
- M -
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Illinois' First Hegional Farm Programs To Be Set Up In Conference
Illinois farmers will take their problems in their orm hands when they Eieet
in a series of district conferences during Octoher and early November to develop the
first regional agricultural prograitis in the history of the state's farming industry,
according to an announcement from the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The conferences, one of v;hich will be held in each of the eight fanning-
type areas of the state, cone as the next step in carrying out the plan recently pro-
posed by Dean H. W. K-iJinford, of the agricultural college, for bringing about needed
adjustments in the farming practices of the state. Announced less than two months
ago, the plan has since been received as a more uniform approach to the solution of
farm problems than any existing measure available to farmers of the state.
Information and data needed to serve as a background for the regional agri-
ciiltural programs will be collected and compiled by the college between now and the
time of the district conferences. It will then be made available for the considera-
tion of representative farmers, teachers of vocational agriculture, and perhaps
others who will be invited to participate in these conferences along with the members
of the staff of the college of agriculture and co'unty farm advisers. Each of the
conferences will be orgaized into committees on field crops, meat animals, poixLtry,
dairying, horticulture, farm organization and management, mechanical equipment,
agricultural cooperation, community development and development of the farm home.
;, Places and dates for the eight district conferences and the counties in-
volved in each are as follows:
Chicago, October IJ and IS, dairying, Boone, Kane, Winnebago, Cook, Lake,
Kendall, DeKalb , DuPage, McHenry and I^ill.
Dixon, October 23 and 2h, mixed livestock, Carroll, Ogle, Stephenson,
JoDaviess, Rock Island, Lee and Fxiiteside.
G-alesburg, October 25 and 26, beef cattle and hogs, Adams, Hancock, Knox,
Peoria, larren. Bureau, Henderson, McDonoTigh, Schuyler, Pulton, Henry, Mercer, and
Stark.
Bloomington, October I5 and 16, grain farming. Champaign, Grundy, LaSalle,
Macon, Tazewell, DeWitt, Iroquois, Livingston, Ifersliall, Piatt, Vermilion, Ford,
Kankakee, Logan, i/IcLean, Putnam, and Woodford.
Mattoon, October S and S, general farming, com. Christian, Crawford, Edgar,
Clark, Cumberland, Koultrie, Coles, Douglas and Shelby.
Jacksonville, October 3O and ^1 , general farming, wheat and corn, Calhoun,
Jersey, Menard, Morgan, Pike, Cass, Macoupin, Sangamon, Brown, Greene, Scott and
Mason.
St. Louis, November 1 and 2, wheat and dairying. Bond, Monroe, Washington,
Fayette, Clinton, Montgomery, Randolph, Madison, St. Clair and Effingliam.
Centralia, October 10 and 11, mixed farming, Alexander, Franklin, Hardin,
Johnson, Massac, Pulaski, Saline, Wayne, Clay, Gallatin, Jackson, Lawrence, Perry,
Bandolph, Union, T/.ite, Edwards, Hamilton, Jefferson, lHarion, Pope, Richland, Wabash
and Williamson.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural ExtensioD Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MoMroBO, Director.v,
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Real "Cream" Of Farm Helief Produced By Illinois' "Orgjanized" Dairy Cows
A farm relief program all their own last j'ear was put across by almost
10,000 cows in 27 dairy herd improvement associations of Illinois when they returned
$2.37 for every dollar's worth of feed they ate, or a total of a half million dollars
mere than was returned "oy a like number of averaj^e cows of the state. This is re-
vealed in figures just worked out from the annual summary of the association records
by J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. The college sponsors the associations and supervises their work.
Incidentally, the association cows put common "bossies" of the state to shame when
they each averaged 73 P^^ cent more milk and butterfat thsoi the state average, accord-
ing to Brock's figures.
Hecords of 3,^12 cows owned by 597 dairymen are included in the summarj'.
Each of these cows averaged 7>600 pounds of milk and 239. 3 pounds of fat, the product
being valued at $1S6.99- This was produced from $7S.9S worth of feed, leaving a
return of $10S.01 above feed cost for each cow. This v/as in contrast to $U8 above
feed cost returned by an average cow in the state. Tlie 9>512 association cows re-
turned $570,720 more above feed cost than a like number of average cows in the state.
The best herds from all the associations each were fed for an average of
only UU cents more than the average herds, because of more economical feeding. How-
ever, the best herds each returned $U6.1S more above feed cost than did the average
herds. The poorest herds were each fed for an average of $22.31 less than the best
herds, but the latter returned an average of $23. 06 more above feed cost than did the
poorest herds.
Jorty-two per cent of all the herds completing a year's work produced in
excess of 3OO pounds of butterfat a cow, which is considered a high standard of pro-
duction.
A herd of purebred Holsteins owned by Melms Brothers, Hampshire, was the
best one for the year in the class for herds of more than 10 cows with an average pro-
d^oction of 13,UU2 pounds of milk and U7g pounds of butterfat for each cow. The best
herd in the class for those of less than 10 cows was owned by Clyde 0. Patterson,
Sullivan. This herd averaged 9jl33 pounds of mdlk and U7O.9 pounds of fat.
- M -
September Meeting To Sujnmarize Three Years Of Parm Business Service
Wiiat expert business counsel iaas done for 200 farmers in four central Illinois
coiinties during the past three years will be reviewed in an all-day meeting to be held
September 5 i»i the auditorium of the State ITormal University, Hormal , it is announced
by Prof. H. C. M. Case, in charge of the farm organization and management department.
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Results obtained by the 200 farmers
enrolled in the farm bureau-farm management service project which the college lias been
sponsoring for the past three years in Livingston, McLean, Tazewell and Woodford
counties will feature the meeting. The project is one of the first and most unique
of its kind in the country in tioat farmers enrolled are paying a part of the cost of
getting expert counsel on their business operations.
The farm bureau-farm raana,gement service project was launched somewhat in the
three counties as an experiment and has met with such unusual success that it promises
to go ahead in an even larger way in the future, Prof. Case said.
- M -
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Winter Killinr:: Of TTneat Defies Any One !^a,?ic Method Of Prevention
Winter killing of wheat, which was unusually severe in Illinois during the
past season, is one of the few remaining things against which there is no ahsolute
"ins;irance," according to H. W. Stark, of the agronoiny department, College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. However, in making plans for next year's crop at
this particular season of the year, farmers can at least partially protect themselves
against winter-killing losses by taking precautions on the hardiness of the variety
30?»n, condition of the seed "bed, fertility of the soil and time of seeding, he said.
"Turkey Hed ajnd the various varieties that have "been derived from it have
proved remarkably resistant to normal winter conditions of Illinois. Less hardy
varieties than these may be used in the southern part of the state.
"DaJiger of winter killing can be lessened if the seed bed is v^ell pulverized
and at the same time si;fficiently compact. If wheat follows small grain or clover,
the field should be disked and plowed as soon as the previous crop has been .removed.
Prior to seeding, the ground should be thoroughly disked and harrowed and compacted
with a corrugated roller if the soil is dry or not solid enotigh. In such a seed bed
the wheat will germinate quickly and make a more rapid early growth. A solid seed
bed also will help prevent heaving in the spring.
"Plenty of plant food in the soil enables the plants to make a vigorous
growth and become well established before winter begins. Fertility of the soil may
be maintained by growing legumes in the rotation and by turning under crop residues
or manure. Such treatment should be supplemented with lime, phosphorus and
potassium as the condition of the soil may require.
"notwithstanding the temptation: to do so, it is unwise to sow wheat before
what are knov/n as the fly-free dates."
- M -
U. Of I. Consigns Tvy-o Pams To Carry On Unique Hecord In National Sale
At the risk of spoiling a perfect string of figures, the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois, is preparing to consign two of the blue-blooded young
sires from its sheep flock to the National Ham Sale at Salt Lake City, Utah, Au:;:ust
27 to 30, it is announced by Prof* W. G. Kajnmlade, in charge of the sheep division.
During the 11 years that the college has consigned sheep to the sale it has sold a
total of 33 rams for an average price of $333-33 a head, according to Prof. Zami-nlade'
s
figures.
One of the two rams which the college is consigning to the sale this year
was the first-prize 3ambouillet ram lamb at the last Chicago International Livestock
Exposition, while the sire which will be sent with him to Salt Lake City v;as shown
with the first-prize winner in the second-place pen of three lambs at the International.
The record of liaving secured the highest price ever paid for a university-
bred animal at the Salt Lake City sale is still held by the agricultural college,
according to Prof. Kamiulade. This was a price of $1,600 brought a few years ago by a
Sambouillet from the college flock. Rams are consigned to the sale from practically
ill of the prominent flocks of the country and in turn are bought for use by breeders
in widely scattered places.
- M -
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I Corn G-rowers Make Profit Only In Three Of Fost-War YearsOnly in three years out of the past eight has corn been a profitable crop
for fanners of east central Illinois, the great grain farming section of the state,
according to cost of production figures collected on farms in that territory "by the
farm organization and management department, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
On the basis of farm prices placed on the corn at the time of husking and
cost of production figures as collected by the college, the three years of 1923}
I92U and 1927 were the only post-war years when the crop showed a profit. In 192^
average profits of $12.20 an acre were realized from the corn crop on those farms
from which the cost of production figures were taken, while 1927 ranked next among
the profitable years with a net profit an acre of $3.91 at the time of husking.
The leanest year between I92O and I928 was I92I when an average loss of
$1^.61 an acre was recorded against the com crop, while eastern central Illinois
farmers who kept cost accounts in I92O suffered losses of $3-97 an acre on their corn.
These have been the two most unprofitable corn years since the war.
During the eight years, the cost of growing corn has not varied far from
$30 an acre as an average for the section. The average cost of producing a bushel of
com on these farms varied from 52 cents in I926 when an average yield of 5^ bushels
an acre was husked to 68 cents in I92U when an average yield of only 3^ bushels an
acre was husked on the same farms.
The land charge was the heaviest item of expense, amounting to from $12 to
$14- an acre for the corn land in the area where the cost of production figures were
taken. Man and horse labor costs made up the next largest item, ranging from $8.67
an acre in I927 to $12.83 in I92O. After the land and labor charges had been taken
care of, the rest of the items in the production of corn amounted to from $5 to $10
an acre.
Wide differences, however, in the cost of growing com appeared from one
farm to the next in any year in the same community, according to R. H. Wilcox, of the
farm management department. This was the result of varying yields, the different
grades of seed and varieties of corn used and the different degrees of soil fertility
and cultural practices used. In 1927 cost figures secured in Champaign and Piatt
counties showed one farm with an average cost of only UU cents a bushel for corn
while the farm with the high cost showed a figure of SI cents a bushel.
Pruited in fuitberance of the Agriculluiul Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mdmford, Director.
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Oriental Fruit Moth Discovered For First Time In Illinois Orchards
Beating the European corn borer to the border line, the Oriental fruit
moth, regarded as a dangerous insect of fruit trees, has invaded Illinois for the
first time this season and already has been found quite abundantly in several of the
peach growing districts of the southern part of the state, W. P. Flint, chief
entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey, today announced at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Because the insect is more a pest
of late peaches than of early varieties, it is believed that it will not be as
serious in southern Illinois as in some of the eastern states where it has caused
light to heavy losses in the few years it has been established, Flint said.
Detailed studies of the insect have been started by the natural history
survey and fruit growers will be kept fully informed of the progress of the insect
and of such measure as may be used for its control, he announced.
Like the European corn borer, the Oriental fruit moth has been expected in
Illinois for some time, Flint said. It was first fo\md in America in the District
of Columbia in I916 and probably was brought to this country several years before
that. From this starting point it has spread until now it is known in practically
every important peach growing area east of the Mississippi river.
Habits of the Oriental fruit moth are much the same as those of that well-
established but also foreign pest, the codling moth, Flint said. However, the fruit
moth does not confine its attack entirely to the fruit, but also bores into the tips
of the twigs on peach trees which it attacks. Its presence in the orchard us'ually
is first evidenced by the wilting and browning of the peach twigs. Five or six
troods of the insect may be expected each season in the latitude of southern Illinois,
according to Flint.
Chicks Reared On YJive Make Unusual Record For Richland Flock Owner
Actually reared on wire and never having touched the ground, 1 ,gUo chicks
hatched this year on the farm of W. D. Householder, Dundas, Richland county, have set
a record not equalled by other farm flocks in the same class, according to a report
to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Only I9U of the l,OUo chicks
were lost during the season, a mortality rate of at least 10 per cent below that of
flocks in the same class, accoi'ding to H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist.
Householder, who is one of the several hundred flock owners in the state
cooperating with the college in a poultry sanitation project, devised the wire method
of raising chicks in an effort to keep them free of infection from parasites and
diseases. Instead of allowing the chicks to run on the ground where they might pick
up infections, he equipped each of his four colony brooder houses with a 10 by 12
foot "porch" floored with heavy wire screen. The chicks have been confined to these
porches and to the brooder houses, and thus protected from the diseases and parasites
which take a heavy toll among babj'- chicks on farms of the state. Feeding and manage-
ment of the chicks have been in accord with the teachings of the college.
- M -
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Illinois Poultrymen To Study "Bi.fi: Business" Block Methods In Indiana
With the idea of "borrowing practical suggestions from the "hig business"
poultrymen of Indiana, approximately Uo Illinois farmers and chicken raisers are ex-
pected to join in an auto tour which the poultry division of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois, is sponsoring to Indiana, Aiigust 29, 30 and 3I , it
is Einnounced "by H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist in charge. Listed on the
itinerary of the tour are ten practical commercial poultry farms in the northwestern
part of the neighbor state. All interested poultrymen have "been invited to join.
Start of the tour will be from here at 1 o'clock the afternoon of August
29 aJid according to schedule the party will arrive in Lafayette, Ind. , in time to
inspect the Purdue University poultry farm that evening.
At 7 o'clock the next morning the first stop will be made at the Fitting
poultry farm, two miles south of Lafayette, where 2,000 hens are kept. From there
the visitors will go to another 2,000-hen farm, the Lafayette poultry farm, one mile
north of the city.
Travelling 35 miles north to Monon, the visitors will inspect the model
plant of the Monon Valley poultry farm with its 2,000 birds. Following lunch at
Winamac, the program will be varied a little with a stop at a truck and duck farm
near that city.
One of the largest flocks of the tour will be visited when the party pro-
ceeds to the White City egg farm, Mentone, ik miles from Rochester. C. L. Manwaring,
the proprietor and president of one of Indiana's poultry marketing organizations,
keeps UjOOO hens.
At the Silver Lake hatchery, 20 miles from Mentone, the Illinois farmers
and their wives will see one of the largest hatcheries in Indiana. The proprietor,
C. I. Bashore, is secretary-treasurer of the Indiana Baby Chick Association.
The final stop of the second day will be made at the Bittersweet poultry
farm, North Manchester, and noted for its well bred commercial stock. The night will
be spent in the vicinity of Silver Lake, one of the beauty spots of Indiana.
Stops will be made the morning of the third day at Mayhill Pine farm, Marion,
where the largest poultry house in Indiana is located and a flock of exhibition
Leghorns kept; the Colonial hatchery and farm, 35 miles from Marion, where five dif-
ferent breeds are kept, and the G. L. Foster farm, Attica, from where the return trip
home will be started.
- M -
Slizabethtown Field Meeting To Show Profits Of G-ood Soil Treatment
How net returns of $19 a ton have been secured from limestone and $22 a ton
from rock phosphate will be explained to farmers of this section in an all-day field
meeting which the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois has scheduled for
August 31 on its soil experiment field near Elizabethtown. Dr. F. C. Bauer, chief of
soil experiment fields, will discuss various methods of soil treatment, while other
staff members of the college will be present to talk on livestock problems. The
meeting will start at 10 o'clock in the morning and farmers in the vicinity of the
field have been invited to bring their families and their dinner and spend the day.
- M -
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State-Wide Check Shows Only Light Infestation Of Hessian Fly
Hessian fly, worst insect pest of Illinois wheat, is now less abiindant in
most sections of the state thaji it was last year and the infestation on the whole is
light, W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of Illinois State Natural History Survey, re-
ported today at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In most counties
early sown wheat prohably will not show a heavy infestation by the fly this fall,
but general early seeding will, of course, pave the way for heavier infestation next
year, he warned. The report on the fly situation is based upon a wheat-insect survey
just completed in 53 coimties in the principal wheat growing areas of the state.
Only in a narrow belt across the south central counties of the state is there a
moderately heavy infestation of the fly this year, Flint reported. This infestation
starts with Wabash and Edgar co\inties on the south and extends northward to Champaign
and Vermilion counties, with the heaviest infestation in Lawrence, Clark, Coles,
DoTi^las and nearby counties.
Date of seeding experiments conducted by the state natural history survey
show that in about eight out of ten years the best dates for seeding wheat in the
various sections of the state to avoid Hessian fly infestation and at the same time
get maximum yield are as follows, Flint announced:
September I7 to 25 - Counties in extreme northern Illinois and for those in
the latitude of LaSalle, Bureau, Heniy, Lee and Whiteside.
September 22 to October 1 - Counties in the latitude of Hancock, McDonough,
Fulton, Peoria, Woodford and Livingston.
September 27 to October 5 - CoTinties in the latitude of Adams, Cass, Menard,
Logan, DeWitt, Chainpaign and Vermilion.
October 1 to 12 - Counties in the latitude of Macoupin, Montgomery, Cumber-
land, Jersey, Fayette and Clark.
October U to 20 - Coianties in the latitude of southern Marion, St. Clair,
Washington, Wayne aJid Wabash.
October 2 to 11 - Counties in the latitude of Randolph, Perry, Jefferson
and White.
October 2 to 12 - Cotmties in the latitude of Jackson, Union, Williamson,
Saline and Gallatin.
October 7 to 10 - Extreme southern Illinois.
- M -
J. Hoss Baird Succeeds C. E. Gates In State Junior Club Work
J. Ross Baird, formerly assistant farm adviser in Fulton county, has taken
up his new position of specialist in junior club work at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. In his Fulton county position, to which he was appointed
immediately after being graduated from the college in 1927, he developed a creditable
program of club work. Baird will continue the work of C. E. Gates, who recently re-
signed from the jianior club staff of the college to take the position of farm adviser
J in LaSalle county.
- M -
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Crop Rotation Effective Method Of Checking Wasteful Lodgin,^
Lodging, which takes a heavy toll from small-grain crops of Illinois, can
be prevented to a marked degree "by proper rotation of crops, it has been discovered
on soil experiment fields maintained "by the College of Agriciilture, University of
Illinois. The rotation that has heen most satisfactory in preventing lodging is one
of corn, corn, oats and wheat, according to A. L. Lang, of the college agronomy de-
partment. Lodging is now most serious on those many acres of Illinois land which
are still so rich in some of the fertilizing elements as to make an unbalanced con-
dition for small grain crops, he explained.
"The four-year rotation of corn, corn, oats and wheat has been highly
satisfactory in preventing lodging at four of the more fertile soil experiment fields
located at Aledo, Hartsburg, Minonk and LaMoille. When limestone was applied where
needed, this rotation has returned more than $Uo an acre a year as an average for the
past four years on these fields. At LaMoille where small grain lodged badly with a
rotation of corn, oats, clover and wheat there has been no evidence of lodging since
the rotation of corn, corn, oats and wheat has been put under way.
"Such a combination of crops meets many requirements. Hubam sweet clover
is seeded with the oats and taken off in the fall for hay just before plowing for
wheat or it may be left and plowed down for maintaining fertility. Common sweet
clover is seeded with the wheat and likewise taken off for hay in the fall or used
for pasture and then plowed down in the spring for corn. Thus in four years with
this rotation four cash grain crops are secured along v;ith two legume crops to fur-
nish fertility, as well as some hay and pasture for a reasonable amount of livestock."
- M -
Onions That Ripen From Neclc Outward Will Zeey Best In Storage
From the neck outward toward the tips of the leaves is the way that onions
for winter storage should ripen, or else their keeping qualities will be very poor,
according to L. H. Strubinger, of the horticultural department, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. When onions ripen downward from the tips of the leaves it is
quite probable that the ripening was caused by some kind of injury, he explained.
"Onions grown for winter use should be pulled just as soon as the fallen-
over tops have browned and withered. As they are pulled, it is a good plan to arrange
them in windrows with the tops overlapping the bulbs next to them like shingles over-
lap each other on a roof. This protects the skin of the onions from the hot sun and
in the case of the lighter colored varieties will prevent the discoloration due to
sun and light. This plan also exposes the tops to the sun and air so that they will
iry out properly. Four to seven days is enough for this part of the curing process,
3ut if rain falls on the onions while they are in the windrows it may take longer
than this. If rained upon, the onions should be stirred.
"When the tops have dried so that they can be powdered in the palm of the
land, the onions have cured sufficiently to put into storage. They may or may not be
topped at this time, although a good many growers prefer to top at this point. The
:;ops should be cut rather than twisted or pulled off so that the flesh of the onion
3ay be protected from injury. The bulbs should either be spread out in a very
5hallov7 layer on a floor to dry or may be placed in slatted crates so that they can
>e piled. The crates should be put in an open shed where there is adequate ventila-
tion without the sun shining directly upon the onions.
"
- M -
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Continuous Testing Of Herds Pushes Dairying Profits Upward
Illinois farmers who had had their herds tested for three or more years in
a dairy herd improvement association realized $25.5^ more ahove feed cost from each
of their cows last year than farmers with only a one-year check on the efficiency of
their animals, according to figures just compiled hy J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy
extension at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. He cites the added
profits as evidence of the "benefits from continuous testing of dairy herds. Even
farmers whose herds had teen tested only for two years in a dairy herd improvement
association pocketed $10. 61 more above feed costs on each of their cows than those
farmers whose herds had been tested for milk and butterfat production only one year,
according to Brock's figures.
Cows in those heivis that had been tested for milk and butterfat yield for
three years or more each averaged 33 pounds more fat for the year than cows in those
herds tested only for one year. Cows tested for two years averaged I9 pounds more
mitterfat for the year than those on which records had been kept only for one year,
"A dairyman who says, 'I have nothing but grades so it won't pay me to
join an association', or 'My herd is not good enough', or 'Isn't large enough',
either is making excuses or does not realize the benefits of and the need for a rega-
lar check on his cows. Dairymen who have large or small herds, have tested for one
or five years, and have purebred, grade or mixed herds get very decided benefits
from their membership and many would not think of dairying without the information
furnished by the association records.
"Approximately 63 per cent of all the cows tested last year were grades or
of -unclassified breeding and 37 per cent were purebreds. Sixty-one per cent of the
total number of cows tested were Holsteins, either purebred or grade. Jerseys com-
prised IS per cent of the total and Guernseys I5 per cent. Brown Swiss and Short-
horns made up about 5 per cent each."
- M -
Cows Differ Up To ^1 Cents A Day In Returns They Pay Owners
Differences as great as 5I cents a day in the returns which different
Illinois dairy cows pay their owners over and above the cost of feed have been dis-
covered by J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, in summarizing the records of U,920 cows tested for milk and
butterfat production in dairy herd improvement associations of the state last year.
Those cows in the highest producing group each averaged U96.I poiinds of fat
for the year and returned their owners $213 above the cost of feed, or 5S cents a
iay a cow. In contrast, cows in the lowest producing group had an average of only
121,4 pounds of butterfat to their credit and paid returns, over and above the cost
3f feed, of only $26.07 each. In other words, they returned just 7 cents a day to be
ised in defraying other expenses of production, such as labor, interest on investment,
Juilding and equipment cost and other miscellaneous items, Brodc pointed out. A
third class of cows about midway between the best and the poorest ones averaged 297*6
rounds of butterfat for the year and ret-umed $113.13 more than their feed cost for
i;he year, or about 3I cents a day. More than 1,100 active members in U6 different
Jairy herd iurprovement associations are now getting accurate information and records
vhich will help them increase the efficiency of their herds and thereby boost their
)rofits, Brock reported,
- M -
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Outlook Favora'ble For Light Feeder Cattle At present Prices
"Shall I feed this year's bumper corn crop or haul it to the elevator?"
That is the question puzzling many corn-belt farmers. If feeder cattle were avail-
able at customary prices there would be less doubt about the outcome, but the demand
for cattle suitable for feeding has boosted the price $2 a hundredweight over that
prevailing a yesir ago, and last year's prices were considered high.
I recently visited the farms of
reEalb and talked with these men about the
total of more than 5,000 cattle last winte
fully as many next winter. Most of these
around cattle feeding as one of the major
their feeding operations little from year
more extensive feeders who handle several
two loads is more often inclined to think
more than 20 feeders in the neighborhood of
ir cattle feeding operations. They fed a
r and, according to present plans, will feed
men have pla,nned their farm operations
enterprises, and they are inclined to vary
to year. This is especially true of th-?
carloads anmially. The man who feeds one or
the risk is too great.
This is not always true, however. For example, interviews with farmers in
linother good feeding section around Charleston show that even the most extensive
feeders of that neighborhood plan to reduce their operations next winter. One man
Tho has fed cattle continuously for 40 years and finished ahout five carloads last
Tinter says that he will not feed a steer this coming winter.
For many of these men it is a question of feeding cattle or selling their
P'ain, Hogs are not available for feeding this year's crop and many of these men have
lOt had enough experience with sheep to warrant going into lamb feeding on an exten-
sive scale. Most of them would like to feed cattle "but there is a general feeling
hat present prices will not be maintained and there is a possibility that losses
iUch as occurred following the war might be sustained. On the basis of all available
tatistics it does not appear likely that there will be a great decline in prices
.uring the next few months. While a few more cattle have been shipped to the country
or feeding purposes during recent weeks thaui were shipped during the same period
iist year, there does not appear to be enough feeder cattle available to cause such
large oversupply as occurred in 1920 and 1921, In fact, the present outlook appears
be favorable for the man who can buy light feeders at present market prices. While
t is likely that the price of finished cattle will decline some, it is also true
hat the feed cost will probably be much less than it was last year and that light
eeders purchased on the basis of the present market quotations can be finished and
old for less money than last year's crop of feeders and still return a profit. - H.
. Rusk, Head, Department of Animal Husbandry, College of Agriculture, University of
llinois.
- M -
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U. S. Investip:ators Seek Wider Uses For Oats In Swine Rations
As a feed for swine in general, oats liave an important place in the rations
of Tsrood sows around farrowing time and during the suckling period and for the young
pigs before, and perhaps shortly after, wesning tine, Oats also are more important
as a swine feed in countries where corn can not "be grown as well as it is grown in
the United States. It is a very common feed in the production of the "bacon hog. How-
ever, the feeding of oats to growing, fattening shotes in this country is still largely
in the experimental stage. A numher of feeding trials have been conducted at various
experiment stations in which the follovdng factors have been considered: the propor-
tion of oats to the rest of the ration, the method of preparation for feeding oats
and the cost of feeding oats. Much of the work is still in progress.
In many districts oats fit very well into the crop rotation and the question
arises, naturally, as to the best means of making use of this crop. If oats are con-
siderably lower in price a ton than corn or barley, the shotes may be fed one-third
cats and two-thirds corn or barley. The ideal way to feed oats to fattening swine is
to have the hulls removed. The removal of the hull is an expensive method and the in-
creased gains resulting from the removal of the hulls hardly warrant the cost of this
operation. Practically no work ha.s been done with the feeding of the hulless varieties
of oats to hogs. It is very likely that these varieties would have about the same
feeding value as dehulled oats. However, that is difficult to say.
Grinding the oats would seem to be the most economical preparation. By the
self-feeding of a mixture of cracked corn or ground barley and ground oats (not more
than one- third of the ration) and a well-balanced protein supplement, also self fed,
free choice, satisfactory gains should be made by the shotes dtiring the early fattening
stage. Towards the end of the fattening period it might be advisable to drop the oats
altogether. Oats are sometimes used more freely in the rations of breeding swine where
nuscle and bone axe wanted rather than excessive fatness.
The disadvantage of feeding the ordinary oat to swine is to be found in its
fiber (hull) content. The oat grain that is plump and that has a low percentage of
mil is more desirable than the grain that has the opposite qualities. - G. E. Hunt,
Division of Swine Husbandry, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
U. of I. Plans Improved Radio Service Under Kew Wave Length
Possibilities for an improved radio broadcasting service of agricultural news
md information from the University of Illinois during the coming year have been opened
ip through a recent development in the reallocation plan of the federal radio comniis-
'ion. Under the new plan, the university station will divide time with the Chicago
'ederation of Labor and Mooseheart, using a wave length of 620 kilocycles or 483.6
leters. The new wave length is considered a far better one than the university has had
•he privilege of using in the past and one which should free the U. of I. station of
iractically all the troublesome interference which made it impossible for the station
rograms to be heard any considerable distance last year. ?lans for a program of agri-
ultiiral radio features which will be a credit to the newly assigned and superior wave
ength are being made by F. J. Keilholz, editor in the agricultural extension service
nd experiment station, and other staff members of the college working in cooperation
1th Josef r. Wright, director of the university station.
- M -
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Lime Requirement Qf Land Is Closely Holated To Type Of Soil
T^ide differences in the amo-juits of lime required to sweeten soils is a
valualDle aid to the farmer in lessening the cost of liming. Effectiveness of the
treatment depends not only on putting on enough limestone but also in not putting on
too much. The cost of the treatment an acre as well as the returns from its use are
determined "by the amount axDplied.
The lime requirement of a soil is one of its characteristics and it is
correlated with the characteristics upon which the separation of soils is "based.
Therefore, a soil map showing soil types in detail is of great assistance in determin-
ing the limestone needs of a region or of anj' given farm. A soil map, however, cannot
tell the whole story "because lime requirement is influenced "by tillage and cropping.
If different systems of tillage and cropping are practiced on two fields which were
originally of the same acidity, the lime requirement of the two fields is likely to "be-
come gradually somewhat different. This fact makes it necessary to test each field in
detail, but a knowledge of the soil types present simplifies the work greatly "by reduc-
ing the num"ber of tests required.
In humid regions, the older the soil, the higher the lime requirement. The
mature soils of southern Illinois require much more lime to fit them for growing sweet
clover than the immature and young soils of northern Illinois. Prairie grass vegeta-
tion protects against the loss of lime "by leaching better than does a forest vegeta-
tion so that the dark-colored soils in the northern two-thirds of Illinois have a
lower lime requirement than the light-colored soils in the same region. There is a
close relationship between topography and lime requirement. In southern Illinois the
lime requirement of the rolling, well drained areas is lower than that of the flat,
poorly drained areas. In central and northern Illinois the opposite is true, except
where the calcareous drift lies close to the surface, or on local alkali or slick
spot areas, - E. A, Norton, Department of Agronomy, College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois.
- M -
First-Class Storage For Harvested Crops Would Save Millions
Millions of dollars wasted each year may be saved by providing first-class
storage for harvested crops. This is true of small grains and forage crops, as well
as of ear corn. This saving would pay a large dividend on the capital invested in
granaries, cribs and barns and, in addition, would save raach of the drudgery of han-
dling the stored products. According to conservative federal estimates the cost of
feeding ovt rodent family exceeds $200,000,000 each year. Losses from exposiore, fire,
insects and birds probably exceed this figure. Tiien, in addition, the loss from spoil-
age is quite heavy and the loss due to unfavorable marketing is great. These losses
are largely borne by the producer. A first-class modern crib on every farm would save
mich of this waste.
The modern crib may be built of either wood, masonry or steel. Eats and
3irds may be built out, spoilage may be prevented by proper ventilation and frequent
landling and the fire menace may be greatly reduced oy first-class construction. The
greatest advantage, however, is a safe storage until a favorable market time. The
steel and masonry cribs are usu?.lly commercial products and may be piorchased from
dealers who do the erection. The wood-concrete crib may be built by farm labor from
)lans. These plans are available for a nominal charge from the farm mechanics depart-
lent, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. - W. A. Foster, Department of
/arm Mechanics, College of Agricultxire , University of Illinois.
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Model Survey Yields Field Daj;a That May Suggest Farm Remedies
Designed as a model for other regions to follow, a producer-consvimer survey
in the Rock Island trade areas has progressed to the stage where a vast amount of
field data and statistics are collected and ready for analysis and interpretation, it
is announced hy officials of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The
study of the data will he aimed at finding out whether there are ways of improving
the marketing of products now produced within the area and whether or not it would pay
to increase the production of any products now sold or to encourage the production of
any new products. Cooperating in the survey are the Moline Association of Commerce,
the Rock Island County Farm Bureau and the Illinois an.d United States Chambers of Com-
merce and the United States Department of Agriculture. The College of Agriculture
has served in an advisory capacity and made available data it has or is securing from
farms in the area.
Twelve questionnaires were used as the hasis for collecting the field data.
Information was collected on consumer trade, wholesaler and retailer business, trn,ns-
portation, roadside and curb markets ?Jid w.arehouse fpxiilities as related to frxm pro-
ducts produced in the area or competing with those produced in the region. Other data
collected dealt with payroll fluctuations as affecting consumption habits, farm whole-
sale and retail prices, availability of supplies and market facilities for farmers,
and sales and purchases by farmers. In view of the background of data already avail-
able at the College of Agriculture, officials of the federal department of agriculture
tiave said that the Rock Islajid survey offered the basis for the most complete study
Df its kind ever undertaken.
-M-
Committees Named for Coming Agricultural Ad.iustment Conferences
Selection of ten committees of farmers and home malcers for each of the
iight agricultural adjustment conferences which the College of Agriculture, University
>f Illinois will sponsor in different sections of the state during the coming month
las been completed as the most recent step in perfecting plans for the meetings. Se-
.ection of members for each of the committees was made on the basis of recommendations
"rom farm and home advisers aind the various departments of the college. For each of
he eight adjustment conferences there will be a committee on field crops, meat ani-
als, poultry, dairying, horticulture, fann organization and management ; mechanical
iquipment , drainage, and buildings; agricultural cooperation, community development,
md development of the farm home. Each county within the eight different districts
rill have a representative on each one of these committees. At each of the adjust-
lent conferences, recommendations and suggestions for fann and home im.provements with-
n the region will be considered under the ten hep.ds for which there are committees.
-M-
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College Gets Detnilod Pacts On Com"binG Porformo-nce in Illinois
This season again saw Illinois f nrriers displaying interest in the com'bined
harvester- thresher. Their experiences will "be of special interest just now in the
light of detailed records which the department of farm organization and mojiagenent of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, sec-ared last year on 77 cor.hines.
Four crops—wheat, oats, "barley and soyheans—made up 93 per cent of the acreage com-
'bined. In general the comhine owner's were satisfied with the results secured. The
harvesting of oats was least satisfactory. Of the minor crops, sweet clover caused
some difficulties,
Kie rate of cutting varied considerahly with the size of machines, the
kind of crop and the cutting conditions. For wheat, oats and "barley, the 8-foot ma-
chines averaged ahout 1.5 acres an hour, the 9-foot size 2.2 acres, the 10-foot size
2.3 acres, the 12-foot size 2.7 acres and the 16-foot size 3.3 acres. 'Very hiornid
conditions in 1927 due to the rainy weather reduced the hours a day when cutting
could 'be done. The average length of cutting day was less than six hours and on many
days during the season cutting was impossi'ble.
The average acreage cut during the season was influenced "by these condi-
tions. For all sizes of machines the tot?J acreage cut ranged from 24 to 29 acres
for each foot of length of cutter 'bar. In good seasons these acreages could douht-
less "be considera'bly increased, especially if there is a vejriety of crops which ma-
ture at different times.
The loss of straw for feed and "bedding was the strongest o'bjection to the
comhine .method of harvesting The solution of this difficulty will make the com"bine
more popular in the livestock sections of the state. - R. C. Ross, Department of
Farm Organization and Management, College of Agriculture, IJniversity of Illinois.
-M-
Limestone Requires Time To Pave ¥av For Success With Clovers
That giving limestone time to work may mean the difference "between success
and failure of legumes was demonstrated this season in a sweet clover field on the
Fredrich Brothers farm in Tazewell county, it is reported "by mem'bers of the a,gronomy
department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This 50-acre field was
tested two years and found to need two tons of limestone to the acre. The 60 tons
was applied two years ago this past spring on corn groixnd "before the corn was pl-anted.
However, the material was spread a little heavier than two tons to the acre and con-
sequently there was enough to lime only 28 acres. Tliis left two acres unlimed along
one side of the field. The following spring limestone was applied to this two-acre
strip at the rate of two tons to the acre at oats sowing tine. Sweet clover was seed-
ed in the oats over the entire 30 acres and this year the field of sweet clover was
used as pasture.
The 28 acres where limestone had "been applied at corn planting time pro-
duced a fine crop of sweet clover which furnished an abundance of pasture. A test
showed that the acidity of this soil had been corrected. The crop on the two-acre
strip where lime had 'been applied just 'before the clover was seeded was a failure.
A, test here showed that the acidity had not 'been corrected. Tlie limestone -applied
to the corn ground not only had the advantage of a longer time to work, hut also
the cultivation of the corn had mixed the limestone thoroughly with the soil.
-M-
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Hogs Can Convert Carefully-Fed Brmaged &rr-in Into Pork Profits
The season's toll of dcxiaged grain ccsi. be converted into profits "bj"- crreful
feeding of the injured wheat , oats, rye or corn to hogs, it is suggested hy George E.
Hunt, of the swine husljandxy division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Good quality wheat, ground, is about equal in value to corn for swine feed-
ing. Shrunken wheat and salvage wheat often are to be had for a low price. If wteat
is not shriinken too badly it may be equal in value to sound wheat or barley. Wheat
damaged in elevator fires, varies in value depending upon the extent of the injury by
smoke and charring. When damaged wheat is being fed the ration should be balanced
Just as is done in the feeding of corn. A protein supplement similar to that f ed
along with corn should be used. Also the wheat should be ground. If the ground wheat
malces too sticky a mass in the pig's mouth, it would be advisable to feed the ground
wheat in the form of a thin slop.
"Unlike damaged wheat, damaged oats must be fed with more precaution to
swine, depending upon the extent of the damage. Damaged oats should not makeup more
than one-third of the ration. Preferably, it should be fed in an even smaller propor-
tion, the extent of feeding depending upon the damage. It is unwise to faed dams-ged
oats to brood sows at farrowing time and during the suckling period. It also i s un-
wise to feed them to suckling pigs. Slightly dojnaged oats can be fed in small prop r-
tions to growing, fattening stock.
"Rye that has been damaged slightly mey be fed to swine, although even good
quality rye has a slightly lower feeding value than wheat, corn or barley. It is best
to feed rye coarsely ground or rolled. It is a rather unpalatable feed and many farm-
ers mix rye with corn or barley to increase its palatability. The rye, of course,
should be supplemented with a protein mixture. Care should be taken to avoid feeding
hogs, especially pregnant sows, rye contaminated with ergot.
"Corn that has been frosted before the grain was mature is a good feed for
swine. Pound for pound, the dry matter in soft corn is equal to that in rriature corn.
The soft corn is used to best advantage in the winter timei'
-M-
Feeding Tip Is Worth $90 A Month To Lee County Dairyman
A $90 increase in the value of product was the accomplishment of the herd
owned by Rocko and Kennedy of Amboy, because the owners utilized the feeding sugges-
tions left by Halsey Miles, tester in the Lee County Dairy Herd Improvement Associa-
tion. During the month before the feeding suggestions were adopted, the herd showed
a loss of $21.75 on the feed eaten. The cows were getting a ration of silage, timo-
thy hay, ground corn and oats. With an improvement in the ration, production the
following month was increased 68 per cent and the cows showed a profit of $65.23 above
the cost of the feed they ate, or a total gain of approximately $90 over the preceding
month. The suggested ration followed in getting the more efficient production was one
I
of equal parts of ground corn, ground oats, linseed oil meal, cottonseed meal and bran
j
fed along with silage and timothy h£ay.
! -M-
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Dean Mumford Completes Service on .Arnerican Study Commission
Having made extensive otservations which cast a new light on agricultural
problems and developments in this state and country, H. W. tfcimford, dean and director
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, has returned from a three
months'- leave of absence spent in Germany. While there he served with nine other
American agriculttiral authorities as a member of the American Study Commission for the
agriculture of that country. A true picture of agricultural developments in Genrisny
and the difficulties of farmers in every section of that country was obtained as a
result of extensive travels which members of the commission made to farms, packing
houses, creameries, stock yards, shipping centers and other key points.
It is probable that the report which the commission submitted to the German
agricultural, industrial and banking interests will be published but until that time
members of the body are not at liberty to discuss the contents of the report or the
results of the study, it was announced. The commission's work consisted of a special
study of the meat and dairy situation in Germany. The final report was made September
17, In all of its work, the commission had the hearty support of German specialists and
agricultural authorities, as well as of the German chambers of agriculture.
Other members of the commission, in addition to Dean Mumford. were: Dr. N. W.
Hepburn, manager of the Peoria Creamery Company, Peoria, and formerly in charge of the
dairy manufactures division at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois; Drs.
P. A. Pearson and H. A. Ross, both professors of marketing at Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y. , and both of whom were formerly associated with the Illinois agricultural
college; C. E. Gray, San Francisco, Cal.; F. B. Morrison, director of the New York Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, Geneva; Dr. G. F. Warren, head of the department of
agricultural economics, Cornell University; E. C. Weld, production manager of the
Chestnut Farms Dairy, Washington, D. C. , and J. Clyde Marquis, director of economic
information in the federal bureau of agricultural economics. Dr. Otto Rahn, formerly
dairy bacteriologist in the Illinois agricultural college but now located at Cornell
University, served as interpreter for the commission.
Dean Miomford's service on the commission marked the third time that he had
participated in studies of agricultural problems in foreign countries. He has gained
recognition as one of the first, if not the first, to see the importance of marketing
studies in experiment station work. Because of his training and interest in this con-
lection he was selected to serve on the National Farmers' Livestock Marketing Committee
3f Fifteen from which evolved the producers' livestock marketing agencies, now acclaim>3d
iS the most successful volxmtary marketing enterprise in the country. More recently he
fas a member of the committee appointed by the American Association of Land Grant
Colleges and Universities to make a special report on the agricultural situation.
- M -
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Illinois Has Its Share Of Mariginal Land Requiring Special Care
Noted for the fertility of its prairies, Illinois nevertheless has much land
from which the returns are discouragingly meager even when selling prices of farm
products are satisfactory, according to Dr. R. S. Smith, of the agronomy department.
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Sometimes the low returns from such
marginal land is the penalty which farmers pay for trying to grow crops not suited to
the land or trying to grow them without taking care of soil deficiencies, he pointed out,
"For instance, a considerable portion of the sandy land in Illinois which is
of little value as now used might he made reasonably productive if rightly cropped and
treated. The coarse sand areas in which dunes and blowouts are common can be made to
produce excellent timber and, if locusts are grown, splendid bluegrass pasture. Alfalfa
also can be grown on most of the sand land if proper soil treatment is applied. This
sand land, of course, can never be made equal to the good black prairie soil, but much
can be done to change it from a liability to a resource.
"Soil treatment is not always the key to the transformation of marginal land.
In south-central Illinois, for instance, there is flat, light-colored soil underlain by
a very dense stratum which practically prevents either downward or upward moisture
movement. The presence of this stratum limits the productivity of this land, throwing
it into the marginal class for general farming. The condition can not be overcome by
treatment and therefore such land should be used for crops which are least affected by
this unfavorable soil condition."
Keeping Baby Chicks On Clean Ground Halves Costly Death Rate
More of the heavy baby chick losses suffered each year by poultry flock owners
:an be wiped out by raising the chicks on clean ground than by any other one thing that
;an be done, it is revealed in a survey of baby chick raising just completed by the
joultry division of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. A total of 188
farms were included in the study. Exactly twice as many chicks were lost on those farms
Jhere the young birds were raised on old ground as was the case where the young flock
fas kept on clean ground, according to the figures obtained. A total of 88,820 chicks
fere reported as having been raised on clean ground with a mortality of 21.4 per cent.
;n contrast, there was a mortality of 42.4 per cent among the 20,878 chicks raised on
lid ground.
What was more surprising to some of the flock owners was the fact that the
dghly recommended and proven practice of raising chicks from stock that had been tested
'or bacillary white diarrhea was nullified when the chicks were raised on old ground,
.mortality of 46.8 per cent was reported for 10,221 chicks raised on old ground but
omihg from stock that had been tested for the dread bacillary white diarrhea. The
eath rate was almost 30 per cent less than this among 26,540 other chicks that likewise
ad come from stock tested for bacillary white diarrhea but raised on clean ground.
Clean ground for the mature flock, as well as the young stock, is one of the
hief planks in the college's plan of poultry sanitation. Ground is considered clean
rom the standpoint of poultry health and sanitation when it has not had chickens on it
or at least a year and has been cropped or cultivated in the meantime, H. H. Alp,
rjOultry extension specialist, explained.
- E-
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Dozen Profit-Prod-gciiiie; Poultry Practices Hevealed Ihirin^ Tour
A dozen practices tliat could be followed with profit by more Illinois chicken
raisers are part of the standard procedure on the seven Indiana corairercial poultry farms
visited during the recent tour sponsored by the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, for the benefit of farm flock owners in this state, according to a s'onEnary of
the trip by H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
"In the first place, every flock owner visited practised strict sanitation.
All of the men were particular to keep the birds off the dropping boards during the day.
For this purpose, some had wire under the roosts, while others had lattice gates that
were dropped down in front of the roosts during the day.
"At the time of the tour all the March and J^ril pullets had been housed in
winter quarters and in a number of instances were laying at the rate of 40 to 50 per
cent production.
"These pullets had been housed in clean houses. This was evidenced by the
freshly whitewashed walls.
"The owners were not anxious to stimulate heavy production too soon after
housing.
"Liberal grain feeding was practiced. In some cases it was being fed in open
hoppers, the object of this being to help maintain a good body weight and a moderate
production.
"Plenty of feed hoppers were provided and in every instance they were homemade.
"The strictly all-mash method of feeding layers was not favored. The con-
sensus of opinion was that there are times in a year when it is profitable to feed grain.
One man stated that grain feeding lowered cost of production.
"They all believed in supplying plenty of fresh drinking water for their birds
and also a means of preventing it from freezing.
"Six of the eight places visited were feeding a home-mixed mash.
"All the houses were of shed-roof type and 20 feet deep. All were equipped
with either board or cement floors,
"Planer shavings were used almost entirely for nesting material.
"There was much evidence that these men have accepted the teachings of their
own state agricultural college."
- M -
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Illinois Station I-faintains Record In G-ettins Out IJew Heport
Issued in record-treaking time
,
last minute reports on approxiraa.tely 25O
pertinent farm and home investigations, ranging from the growing of roses to the bak-
ing of a good loaf of bread, are contained in the annual report of H. 17. Muraford,
director of the experiment station, College of JL=;riculture, University of Illinois.
Covering the forty-first year in the station's history, the report details
in popular style the progress made during the year ended Jvne ^0 , 1923, in working
out better farm and home practices for Illinois. The volume was compiled by P. J.
Keilholz, extension editor of the station, from reports sent to Director Ivrjmford by
department heads and project leaders. The report is issued under the title, "Year's
Progress In Solving Farm Problems of Illinois," and covers 322 pages.
Even greater speed was made in getting this year's experimental results in-
to the hands of fanners and other interested persons than was the case last year,
when a new national record for promptness in getting out such reports was established
by the Illinois station, according to staff officials.
Soundness of information as well as speed in dispatching it are stressed by
Director Lfamford. In his introduction he says, "Now, as never before, are farmers
seeking fact-grounded information to lead them out of their difficulties. Their
search is an earnest one made more urgent by trends of the year. Within this volume
itself are reported studies showing how the returns pocketed by Illinois farmers de-
clined for the third year in succession during I927. 3y that decline can be meas^'ored
the breach in the needed information for farmers. The experiment station has for more
than two score years been the one institution established by the state and cliarged by
it with the responsibility of stadying any and all problems encountered from time to
time by farmers. Thus the information presented here is backed up by U-0 years of ex-
perience and practice.
Soil and crop investigations, including those dealing with land management
and fertilization and the testing aiad iciproving of crop plants, outnumber all others
in the report. There are listed in the report ol different projects, or investiga-
tions, on such subjects. Fifty-nine lines of work are reported as being under way in
connection with livestock production. These deal with swine, horses, beef cattle,
sheep, animal nutrition, poultry, genetics, livestock tiarketing and animal pathology
and hygiene.
Problems in orcharding and other pliases of horticulture are covered in 57
different investigations, while 26 are reported upon in the dairy section, 15 i'n farm
mechanics, 11 in farm organization and management, S in agricultural economics and
1 in administration.
- M -
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Germans Consider Farniini°: Oi:)erations In Li^lit Of World Events
If there is any one outstandinj lesson Anerican agriculture could get
from Germany it is that the faxmers oi" tliat co^jntry have learned to look beyond their
own line fences and study what effect world-wide conditions have upon their present
and future farming operations. This is the conclusion of H. W. Ifomford, dean and
director of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, who has just returned
io the United States after a three months' leave of absence during which he served
with nine other agricultural authorities as a member of the American Study Commission
for the agriculture of Germany.
, "These are days when much is written and said about the farm situation. For
'the American farmer, as well as the German, there no longer is a so-called 'local
situation' which can be considered v/ithout reference to what is happening elsewhere.
"Today the American farmer has the possibility of selling his specialized
product in a market very remote from his farm. All this has been made possible
[through improved transportation by road, rail and water and improved means of communi-
cation, bringing to the farm home the marketing news of the day. Thus has the problem
(of adjusting American farming operations and balancing production been complicated
ither than simplified.
"The proper adjustment of field crops is a case in point. Here indeed is
case where the farmer must study not only local situations but country- and world-
ride conditions as well. He must consider for each of the various crops the long-
|time and short-time trends in acreage, production, yield an acre and prices for the
)rld as a whole, the United States aiid in some cases the principal competing
(countries, the state and his own farming- type area. Likewise, he must know the
(outlets for the product from the feeding and raanijfacturing standpoint, the possibi-
lity of the development of new markets as well as new areas of competition, coraple-
aentary relationships between crops and factors affecting prices."
- M -
Big Four Poultry Special To ?es.ture Better Mianagement Methods
Better business methods and less side-lining with the farm poultry flock
Is the object of a special poultry business management train which will be run
[through nine southern Illinois counties during the week of November 5 to 10 by ^he
Tew York Central Lines cooperating with the College of Agriculture, University of
[llinois, county farm advisers and other interested agencies along the line.
Starting at Olmstead on the morning of November 5? the special will visit
13 towns during the course of its six-day ran, according to a tentative schedule
announced by R. J. plaster, agricijltural agent of the New York Central. The itinerary
includes Olmstead, Vienna and 31dorado, ITovember 5j Harrisburg and Carmi, November 6;
Graj'-ville and Cowling, November 7; Kount Carmel and Lawrenceville , November 2;
Robinson and West Union, November 9j and Marshall and Paris, November 10. The first
stop of each day will be made from S to 12 a.m. and the second from 1:30 to 5 P«ro.
The first day, November 5, is the only three-stop day of the trip, Eldorado being
scheduled for a visit from 7 to 9 P-ra.
How southern Illinois poy.ltrymen could improve their methods and build up
their flocks for bigger profits will be stressed in four cars of educational material
carried as part of the train's equipment.
- M -
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Gets Bifi,°:er Yield And More F rr fit. Sy Thinning C-rapes One-Half
Thinned to about the projper planting distance, UU2 grape vines an acre in
the six-acre vineyard of George l&,ri-oli, ri^uvro, ItaJ).cock county, this past season
produced l,sUl pounds more fi-uit at a toi^al of 'i.^^'r.'^O an acre more profit tlian twice
that many vines in the unthinned portion cf the patch, according to the report of a
demonstration conducted there hy H. s. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. ?Ie cites the case as one of the
season's most striking demonstrations that it pays to observe recommended planting
distances with grapes as well as with all other kinds of fruit.
Lilce most of the other vineyards in the ITauvoo territory, which produces
about 125 carloads of grapes in a good season, the vines in the Ivlarzolf vineyard had
been planted 7 ^y 7 feet. In the thinning demonstration every other vine on the
diagonal was cut out, giving planting distances of 9 feet 10 inches by 9 feet 10 inche?.
In other words, where there had been SSU vines an acre there were only UU2 vines an
acre after the alternate ones had been taken out.
When the yield records were taken it was found that where the vines stood
7 by 7 feet in the unthinned part of the vineyard the yield of grapes was 9,503
I
pounds an acre. In the thinned portion, where the vines stood 9 feet 10 inches, the
'yield was 11,3^^ pounds an acre, a gain of l,sUl pounds an acre with onlj^ one-half
the original number of vines. Conservatively figured, the increased yield at the
rate of two cents a pound would give added profits of $3'^'82 an acre. It costs about
four cents a vine in labor to prune, tie and remove the brash. On this basis, with
only UU2 vines left out of SoU vines an acre, Marzolf will save $17- 6S, bringing his
increase in returns up to $5'+. 50 an acre. In addition he will save one-third of his
spray material cost. His spray v/ill be applied more thoroughly and his fruit will
i ripen more evenly, as the vines in the thinned block are more open and free from
i dense foliage growth.
Grapes should not be planted closer than S by 10 feet in order that there
'may be a balance between wood growth and fruit production, Marsh explained. Wlien
the vines are planted as close as 7 ^y 7 feet severe pruning is necessary to keep
ithem within bounds. This heavy pruning removes much of the fruit producing wood
I
and stimulates vigorous growth at the expense of fnait production.
- M -
Spoilage Hits Soys Stored With More Than 16 Per Cent Moisture
With thousands of bushels of newly-harvested soybeans going into storage at
this time of the year, J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, warns that they must contain less th-an I5 or 16
per cent of moisture to be safe from spoilage. This is the maximum moisture per-
centage, as determined by research and experience, under which soybeans can be stored
with safety. Soybeans that are cut too green or with too high a moisture content will
go off condition quickly and be cut severely in grade,
"In addition to moistiire content, farmers can control three other factors
which determine the grade of soybeans. These are condition and appearance, broken
or split beans, and foreign materia,l. As for condition and appearance, soj^eans,
like corn, should 'look good', that is, be free of mold, have no insect injury and
as far as possible should be clean and show marketability. They must be cool, a
point which is directly correlated with the question of moisture content."
- M -
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Scabby Barley Crop Of Central States Mav Malce Cattle Feed
Hopeful results have come out of feeding tests being made by the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois to help farmers cope with the critical situation
which now prevails with respect to scab infection of barley throughout the Mississippi
valley, it is reported by Prof. H. P. Rusk, head of the animal husbandry department.
Cattle fed the scab-damaged baxley have, during the first month of the test,
made gains as high as any that can be remembered in local feeding tests, it was an-
nounced. Barley fed to them carried about 50 per cent scab infection. As yet, how-
ever, the investigators have met with little siKscess in getting hogs to eat scab-
infected barley without harmful results.
Barley throughout the Mississippi valley this year was hit by one of the
worst scab devastations in history. Hogs, which ordinarily are the chief consumers
of the barley crop, refuse to eat the scab-infected grain unless starved into doing
so, in which case the resulting sickness is serious and sometimes fatal. Unconfirmed
reports have come from Ohio that even cattle have died from eating the damaged barley,
while one case is reported from northwestern Illinois in which horses were killed by it.
So serious did the situation become that Germany placed an embargo on all
barley from America, while both the agronomy and animal husbandry departments of the
agricultural college have since harvest time been flooded with letters from anxious
farmers wanting to know how to feed the damaged grain without serious livestock losses.
Announcement of the results of the local feeding tests was made in connec-
tion with the recent visit of H. P. English, of the Chicago grain inspection division
of the federal department of agriculture, who came here to confer with staff officials
of the college on their success in feeding the damaged grain to swine and cattle. Fed-
3ral authorities first learned of the critical situation which prevails with regard to
the barley crop throughout this paxt of the Mississippi vailley during a previous visit
to the college. Since that time they have been following closely the resxilts of the
J. of I, investigations and developments within the state in general.
I
Barley that is no more badly injured than that used in the feeding tests
'lere is apparently all right for cattle. Prof, Rusk recommended. However, scab- in-
fected barley should be withheld from hogs he says.
The fastest gain made during the first month by any of the cattle in the
hcabby-barley feeding tests was 5.35 pounds a head a day. This was made by a lot of
I
steers getting a ration composed of one-half Chanroaign county barley and one-half corn,
:
together with cottonseed meal, corn silage and alfalfa hay. Chanipaign county barley
ilone gave good results after being supplemented with cottonseed meal, corn silage and
ilfalfa hay, as did also a mlxt-ore of one-half shelled corn, one-fourth Champaign coun-
y barley and one-fourth oats. Satisfactory gains were made by a lot of cattle that
/ere fed Chan^iaign county barley and cottonseed meal on pasture.
- M -
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Harvesting Small Grains ffith Combine Costs About $2 An Acre
Combined harvester- threshers, the big dual-purpose machines from the far
West which gradually have "been winning their way into the machinery equipment of the
Illinois farmers, cut small grains in this state at a total average cost slightly under
$2 an acre, according to figiires collected on 77 machines by the farm organization and
management department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This fig-
ure includes the current operating expenses of labor, power, fuel and lubrication and
repairs, as well as the fixed overhead expenses of dejjieciation, interest and shelter,
Individusil operators showed considerable variation in their costs, because of acreages
cut, harvesting conditions and skill in operating the machine.
Prom the cost standpoint, harvesting with combines differs from that with
binders and threshers in that the binder and thresher method entails a high charge for
labor and a rather low expense for farm-owned machinery, while the combine reduces the
labor needed, but greatly increases the farm's investment in machinery and power, it
was explained by E. C. Ross, of the department,
"Costs of harvesting with combines have been calculated in two parts because
of the large investments represented. Tlie first part of the costs covers the current
operating expenses of labor, power, fuel and lubrication and repairs. For wheat these
costs varied from 96 cents to $1.14 an acre with an average cost of $1,02. Oats costs
ranged from 76 cents an acre to $1,07 with an average of 96 cents. The costs for bar-
ley varied from 80 cents an acre to $1.16 with an average of $1,05.
"The second part of the costs includes the fixed overhead expenses of depre-
ciation, interest and shelter. These costs were figured on an average life of nine
years for the combines. On the basis of last year's cutting the overhead cost for the
&-foot machines was $158 or 81 cents an acre; for the 9-foot size $239 or 83 cents an
acre; for the 10-foot size of the power take-off type $169 or 57 cents an acre and
$224 or 79 cents an acre for the motor-mounted type; for the 12-foot size $325 or
$1.01 an acre, and for the 16-foot size $342 or 75 cents an acre. Cutting a larger
acreage than that indicated would reduce the overhead cost on each acre, while a smal-
ler acreage would increase it. For most machines of all sizes the overhead cost fell
between 75 cents and $1.25 an acre,
- M -
Special Train To Feature Sanitation Plan Of More Flock Profits
A model layout of the poultry sanitation system which has changed loss to
profit for scores of Illinois flock owners will be one of the exhibit features of the
Big Four poultry business management special which will be operated through nine coun-
ties of this area during the week of November 5 to 10 in cooperation with the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois, county farm advisers and other interested
agencies. The importance of sanitation in controlling chicken diseases and parasites
and thereby boosting the poultryman's profits will be further stressed in a talk which
H, H, Alp, poultry extension specialist of the college, will give at each of the stops.
The schediile is: Olmstead, Vienna and Eldorado, November 5; Harrisburg and Carmi,
November 6; Grayville and Cowling, November 7; Mount Cai'mel and Lawrenceville, Novem-
ber 8; Robinson and West Union, November 9, and Marshall and Paris, November 10. The
first stop each day will be made from 8 to 12 in the morning and the second from 1:30
to 5 in the afternoon, Eldorado, the only night stop of the trip, will be made from
7 to 9 on the evening of the first da^'.
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Modern Fruit Cellar Credited With Life-Prolonging Qualities
If "an apple a day keeps the doctor av7ay" then the modern fruit cellar mast
go down as one of the things that prolongs life, according to W. A. Foster, of the
I'arm mechanics department, College of Agricultiire, University of Illinois. From such
a fruit cellar, sound, juicy, home-grown apples may "be olitained as late in the season
as April and May, he says. An added advantage of such a fruit room is that many of
-he home-grown vegetahles may "be stored in it.
"This cellsir may he a part of the hasement insulated from the heating plant
and sun-exposed walls or it may he a cave-like structure huilt of "brick or concrete
in the sidehill. Fruit shrinkage, so common in the average fruit room, can he avoided
if the storage room has plenty of h-umidification in addition to "being well ventilated.
"A fruit room huilt at the foot of the hasement stair under the side or en-
trance porch is easily reaxihed and is well adapted to insulation, ventilation and hu-
midification. A masonry wall lined with two or more inches of cork-hoard insulation
and covered over with cement plaster makes a sanitary construction. The outside walls
above grade are easily shaded with shruhhery. Ventilation may he secured hy install-
ing an outlet flue extending upward through the house wall with an outlet through the
roof. Fresh air may he admitted through a lone window preferahly placed in the north
wall. A dirt floor in parts of the room usually will provide enough moisture to keep
the fruit sound and plump.
"When the fruit is placed in the storage it should he cooled down gradually
to a temperature a few degrees ahove freezing and held there without fluctuation.
Moisture may he added hy a spray in the air inlet or permitting the fresh air to pass
over a pan of water instead of the earth floor which is more or less unsanitary and
often open to rats hurrowing under the walls.
"A close-fitting door made of two-ply tongue and groove hoards or hetter,
two doors, one on each side is preferahle. It usually is desirahle to have a douhle
sash to prevent freezing in extreme weather. The joist space ahove should he filled
with shavings or some other insulation."
- M -
Moultrie Dairymen Prove Value Of Steady Drive Against Poor Cows
Prom only one herd in 1926 that averaged 400 pounds of hutterfat a cow to
twelve that hit this high production during the past year is the state record claimed
for the Moultrie County Dairj^ Herd Iniprovement Association from which 25 farmers and
dairymen have heen getting accurate records on their cows for the past three years.
This record numher of high producing herds was not an accident hut came ahout through
continuous improvement of cows helonging to memhers of the association, it was pointed
out hy J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension at the College of AgTicuLture, Uni-
versity of Illinois, where the work of these associations is stgpervised. The average
for all cows in the association for the year was 7,559 pounds of milk and 392.5 pounds
of hutterfat. Such results demonstrate that a few good cows will produce more fat
than a lot of poor ones. It would take 411 average Illinois cows to produce the
70,336 pounds of fat which was the total for the 179 cows in the Moultrie association.
It would take 243 cows in an average association to equal the production of this state-
record group.
- M -
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U. of I. Stock Judges Continue Winnings In National Events
Winning first place in national intercollegiate judging contests seems to
have become a habit for Illinois teams composed of students from the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. Most recent of the squads to turn the trick was the
dairy cattle judging team which prof. W. W. Yapp coached to a national championship in
a field of 27 college and university teams at the National Dairy Cattle Show held at
Memphis, Tenn.
Thus for the third time in less than a year has a judging team from the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois won first place for Illinois in major
judging contests for college and university teams. The college's poultry judges
started the string of victories when they took first place as a team in the annual
midwest intercollegiate poultry judging contest held at Chicago early in December of
the past year. The second victory of the string was hung up a little more than a month
ago Trfien the swine judging team captured first place in the contest at the National
Swine Show in Peoria.
Illinois' victory at the National Dairy Show marked the Illini team as one
of the most consistent in the competition, for it had taken second place in the con-
test at the Ijairy Cattle Congress, Waterloo, la., just previous to the Memphis show.
Incidentally, the contest at the National this year was the second largest in the his-
tory of the event.
Arthur Johnson, Millington, carried off one of the choice prizes of the con-
test when he won the ^kOO graduate scholarship offered by the national Holstein-Priesiar.
Association to the contestant finishing first in the judging of that breed. Johnson
also was the highest-scoring individual in the field of 81 contestants. J. C. Acker-
man, Morton, was tenth in the rank of contestants. In the contest at the Dairy Cattle
Congress, Johnson was third high individual. Earl M. Eughes, Woodstock, and H. W.
Gaulrapp, Rock Falls, were the other members of the team.
In the midwest poultry judging contest, M. 0. North, El Paso, was the best
all-around judge and was rewarded with a $100 graduate scholarship. E. Booker, Tolono,
was first in production judging in this contest and tied for first place in the written
exsunination on the standard of perfection for poultry. H. R. Ringler, Normal, was the
third member. Members of the team from the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois monopolized the first three places in the Peoria national swine judging contest.
H. G. Russell, Neponset, led the field, followed in order by L. E. Hatch, Tiraewell, and
i C. G. Jones, Salem. Lyle F. Shoot, Tuscola, and John W. Ferguson, Winslow, were the
other two members of the victories swine judging team.
Students interested in livestock judging are now working out daily at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois in an effort to land places on the team
which the institution will enter in a contest at the American Royal Livestock Show,
Kansas City, Mo. , the middle of November. Following that will be another national con-
test in connection with the Chicago International Livestock Exposition, the first week
in December.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural ExteuaioD Act approved by Congresa May 8, I9H. H. W. Mdmfobo, Director,
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Corn Plea Beetle Is Responsible For Strange Damage To Wheat
A strange type of daiiiage being reported from many central Illinois wheat
nB«jlds this fall is being caused by the corn flea beetle, which is thicker in numbers
raan usual this year, according to advice to the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois by W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History
Survey. The damage occurs along the sides of the wheat field, usually on the side
near a com field, a fence row or bushy roadside.
A little green, almost black, j-umping beetle about the size of the head of
an ordinary pin is the beetle that is doing the damage. Warm weather during the first
part of October has kept these beetles active later tlian usual in the season with the
resiJlt that the tender green wheat is making an attractive food plant for the little
pests. With continued warm weather the beetles will scatter over the field.
Much of the damage caused by these beetles can be prevented by going over
the wheat with a brush harrov?, according to Flint. If the pests are very thick and
really killing off the wheat, their ravages can be checked by dusting the plants with
arsenate of lead, applying the dust at the rate of about eight to ten pounds an acre.
With the first real cold snap these beetles will stop feeding and hibernate
along fence rows and hedge rows, where in normal years they usually are hidden away by
this time. Here they shelter around the base of grass stems, sleeping away the winter
and coming out to attack growing plants in the spring.
Since the beetles are thicker than usual this year they may cause consider-
able damage to early planted corn next spring, if the weather continues favorable to
them, Flint warned. It will help in keeping them down, as well as lessen damage by
other insect pests, if hedge rows and fence rows, weedy or grassy ditch banks and
field margins are burned over some time during the late fall and winter, taking advan-
tage of a dry weather to do the job.
- M -
Corn Improvement Too Often Lags At End Of Normal Season
Com iinprovement gets a setback in years such as this when com matures nor-
mally, because farmers are likely to slight the matter of caref-ul field selection of
seed for next year's croiD, according to Dr. George E. D-ongan, assistant chief of crop
production at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Field selection,
the recognized method of improving corn, wanes in popularity in a normal season like
this because it may be an easy matter to get seed that v/ill grow from the wagon at
husking time or out of the crib in the spring, he explained. However, when field se-
lection is neglected even for one year, the improvement attained by former years of
selection is partially lost, he warned.
"Field selection practiced as late as husking time is better than picking
the seed corn out of the wagon at gathering time or out of the crib in the spring.
The reason is that field selection is a breeding process. If proper pains are taken
with it, field selected seed will produce more vigorous seedlings, more erect plants,
greater disease resistance and higher yield.
"
- M -
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Ifany Market s Used By Illinois
,
The Leading G-.rain Shipper
Illinois' grain shipments, which exceed those of any other state, move to
many widely scattered points through Chicago, St. Loiiis and Peoria, the three princi-
pal marketing centers of the state, it is revealed in a new bulletin, "Ivlarket Destina-
tions of Illinois Grain," just released hy the experiment station of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. The new publication concludes a three years'
study which C. L. Stewart, L. J. Norton and L. F. Rickey made of the problems connect-
ed with the market destinations of grain from this state.
An estimated total of 215 million bushels of corn, oats and wheat were
shipped out of Illinois as the annual average for the five years I922 to I926, accord-
ing to the bulletin. During the same years, Iowa shipped out 90 per cent as imich as
Illinois, Kansas 60 per cent, Nebraska Uy per cent, ITorth Dakota U5 per cent, Minne-
sota U2 per cent, Indiana 37 per cent, South Dakota 33 P^r cent, Ohio J>0 per cent and
Oklahoma 23 per cent.
"Two major channels are shovm for the movement of corn, one to the north
and east, largely though not entirely through Chicago, and one to local milling cities.
An outlet of less importance was toward the south. Tv/o important m.ovements of oats are
indicated, one to the north and east, largely through Chicago, the other to the south
in part through intermediate markets of which St. Louis is most important. Hard wheat
went chiefly to Chicago, while soft wheat moved toward the south. From the northern
part of the state Chicago was the leading market, from the southern part, St. Louis,
and from the western, Peoria.
- M -
Size Of Next Spring' s Pig Crop Determined By Sov/ ' s Care
Swine breeders may not be able to "count their chickens before they are
hatched," but they can influence the number of pigs farrowed next spring by talcing
proper care of their brood sows before and during the breeding season now at hand, it
is pointed out by Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. A sow in thrifty condition and gaining rapidly a
short time before she is bred will produce larger litters than a sow in thin condition,
he explained.
"Because of this it is desirable to feed sows a full feed of a well-balanced
ration for a week or ten days before they are bred. If the breeding is delayed until
pasture is gone, it will be well to include in the ration some good quality alfalfa
hay, either as alfalfa meal or fed whole in a rack.
"Protein supplements also are necessary at this time of the year. If skimr-
milk or buttermilk are available a gallon of either of these daily for each sow, to-
gether with a ration of corn or barley or a mixture of corn and oats or com, oats and
barley, will give excellent results. If skimmilk is not to be had, a mixture of 2
parts tankage, 1 part linseed meal and 1 part alfalfa meal will make a fine substitute.
The sows probably will eat about one-half to three-fourths of a iDound of this supple-
ment in addition to a full feed of corn. Water, of course, should be available at all
times. Where soybeans are available it is possible also to supplement the ration with
these. The sows probably will eat about a pound of the beans daily a head. In case
the soybeans are fed, a mineral mixture should be allowed. This can be made of 2 parts
ground limestone, 2 parts steamed bone meal and 1 part salt. After the sows are bred
the ration can be reduced in order to avoid getting them overfat for farrowing."
- M -
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Corn , Oats And Baxley Are "Feeds Of The Hour " For Dairymen
A plentiful supply of corn, oats and "barley at relatively low prices makes
it advisa"ble for dairymen to use these feeds as extensively as possible in dairy
rations this winter, it is recommended "by C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. When fed to good dairy cows
these farm feeds will "bring much more than they will if sold at market prices, he
said.
"While these farm grains should make up the "bulk of the dairy ration, they
are relatively low in protein. Consequently, on the average farm it will "be neces-
sary to supplement then with such feeds as soy'beans, linseed oil meal, cottonseed
meal, bran or gluten feed. One or more of the feeds in this class should "be mixed
with the availa'ble farm grains in such proportions that will make a "balanced ration.
The amounts of each feed to use in the grain mixture will depend upon the kind and
quality of roughage availa"ble. For example, the farmer who has a good supply of
nice green alfalfa hay will need to "buy less high protein feeds than the dairyman
who has mixed hay to feed.
""When deciding upon the kinds of feeds to purchase, one should know which
of the availa'ble feeds will furnish the cheapest source of digesti"ble protein. The
physical effect of the feeds on the cows is another factor to consider. At present
prices, figuring corn at 70 cents a "bushel, digesti"ble protein can "be o"btained for
5.4 cents a pound from soy"beans, for 6,4 cents from choice cottonseed meal, for 8.7
cents from linseed oil meal, 12.4 cents from "bran and 8.1 cents from gluten feed.
This is on the "basis of $1.35 a "bushel for soy"beans, $55 a ton for cottonseed meal,
$60 a ton for linseed oil meal, $35 a ton for "bran and $45 a ton for gluten feed.
"A good grain ration to use when the roughage is partly legume and partly
non-legume is conrposed of 500 pounds of corn and co"b meal or "barley, 300 pounds of
oats, 100 pounds of cottonseed meal and 50 pounds of soy'beans. Another good one for
this same kind of roughage is 500 pounds of corn and coh meal or "barley, 300 pounds
of oats, 100 pounds of "bran and 125 pounds of linseed oil meal or soy"beans. These
mixtures should "be fed at the rate of 2g- pounds for each gallon of milk produced.
"When no legume hays are fed a good grain ration is 350 pounds of corn and
co"b meal or "barley, 175 pounds of oats, 350 pounds of oil meal or soy"beans and 150
pounds of gluten meal. A second one of this kind is 225 pounds of corn and co"b meal
or "barley, 250 pooinds of oats, 300 pounds of "bran, 150 pounds of soy'bean oil meal or
cottonseed meal and 75 pounds of linseed oil meal or soy'beans. These should "be fed
at the rate of 2^ to 3 pounds of grain for each gallon of milk.
"TJhen the roughage is legumes only, a good grain ration is 500 pounds of
corn and co"b meal or "bsirley, 400 pounds of oats, and 75 pounds of linseed oil meal
or soy"beans. A second is 700 pounds of corn and co"b meal or "barley, 200 pounds of
"bran and 100 pounds of gluten feed. These should "be fed at the rate of oo pounds of
grain for each gallon of milk produced,"
- M -
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Special Poultry Train To CaiGj^ign Against " Water Soaked" Air
Those three gallons of wr.ter tli8,t are poored into the hen-house air eveiy
24 hours "by the natural Lroathin.^ ox every 100 hens kept there will furnish the theme
for some pointed lessons on good housing '=/hen the Big I'Vcj: povLltry "business manage-
ment special makes its visit to nine sout'n.-vestern Illinois counties during the week
of Novemher 5 to 10, The train is "being Jperated in cooperation with the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, county fanm advisers and other interested agen-
cies along the line.
"Too many hen houses are overcrc^ded to the point where the hens are easy
victims for colds, roups and low-irei ]-'roduction, and all hocause flock owners do not
allow for the peculiai-
-yaQf in which ''..ne hei'. functions,-' H, H, fi-lp, poultry extension
specialist of the agricultva'&l college, e-tclaincd, ''Breathing is the principal way
the hen has of giving off excess rioir^Vir'e ivo.-n her hody. Consequently 100 hens will
give off ahout three gallons of fi'al"-er evecy S4 hours, Natura]. ly, if the house is
crowded the air conditions are gciTjg to 'Ic ncist. This ma'<:es the hen work douhle in
breathing to get rid of the exes?-:, m'lislure of her hod/. This lowers her vitality
and resistance to disease and maxrec^-iy cuts down her production. That is why mod-
ern poultry house construction provides tiiat every hen shall have four square feet
of floor space."
In order to show fa"^mers along the route what a modern poultry house should
"be like, a model of the Illinois shed-roof tj-pe of laying house will be carried on
a flat car as part of the trair's equijj^'ent^ Tor one thing, this modern house, de-
signed by specialists of the agriculli.-rc,l college, is 20 feet deep - deep enough to
be ventilated properly withotit chilling the hens. It also he,s a relatively low ceil-
ing - 7-g- feet high in front and 4.;.7 fo-:t in the rear - thas m-J:cing it warmer than the
high-ceiling poultry houces so often io-.ir.d en fariiis cf th? statec It is further at-
tractive from the stajidpoint of beiag eaeil;/ buxlt. The cc'^t of it can be kept down
to $1,50 to $2 a hen, depending vj[)on the kinds of materis.l chat axe used and the lo-
cality in which it is built. Tlie concr'='te foundation, concrete floor, knock-down
type of nests, dropping boards V-udar the looses and other feacures of the house pro-
mote sanitation and thereby guard the health of the flock.
- M -
Dwelling Houses Of Farmers Dignified By Half Million Value
Humble though some of them may be, dwelling houses on Illinois farms have
an estimated value of something in exje<;s of 3^0 million dollars, or almost half the
total capital sum in all farm buil6i..f3S m the state, according to figures compiled
by the division of agricultural e::or.-,.ui.vcs
,
College of A^Ticulture , University of
Illinois. As homes, these dwelJings ha"r3 a total yearly use value of between 20 and
30 million dollars, while the overhoad e.rj'iense on them for insurance, repairs and de-
preciation likewise runs into milli.-.ns, T;he estimates show. In southern Illinois,
farm dwellings represent between 55 and 60 per cent of the value of all farm build-
ings, in central Illinois about 50 per cent, in western Illinois between 45 and 50
per cent and in northern Illinois between 40 and 45 per cent. Since 1920 the value
of Illinois farm dwellings has increased from about 5 per cent of the value of all
farm r^al estate in the state to more than 8 per cent in 1928, according to the fig-
ures tabulated by the agricultural economists.
Some farms of the state are without dwellings of any kind, it was found in
the study. In fact, 3.3 per cent of all Illinois farms reported in the 1900 census
were entirely without dwellings. On the other hand, some farms have more than one
dwelling. Of 72 Chanipaign county farms, for instance, ten, or 14 per cent, had one
or more tenant houses in addition to the main dwelling.
- M -
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Field-Selected Seed Corn Hastes Awav Under Careless Storagn
Seed corn that has "been selected "hy the modern and superior method of field
selection presents a special storage pro"blem, Dr. G-eorge H. Dungan, assistant chief
in crop production at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, is warning
farmers, now that freezing weather is at hand. All the careful field selection of
seed corn that farmers of the state have "been doing during the past few weeks will he
more than lost unless such ears are stored right so that they will not freeze or
spoil, he added.
Field-selected oars, when picked at the right time, contain from SO to 43
per cent water when they are taken from the stalk, he explained. This is far more
than is carried in seed ears that are selected from the wagon at the time it is heing
\inloaded at the crih. Consequently field-selected corn needs to "be dried out with
special care. If it is not dried out properly it will freeze during cold weather
and mold during warm weather, either of which injui-y would main it for seed purposes.
"Ears that have "been field-selected at the proper time - in the well-dented
stage - should he stored on a rack or hanger in such a way that there is a free air
space around each ear. If very many filled racks or hangers are in one room, special
attention must "be given to the ventilation. Unless there are several windorzs on two
opposite sides of the room providing air interchange at the top and hottom, there
ought to he a ventilator put into the top of the room and a fan installed to forcp
the exchange of air.
"A little heat in the room will hasten drying, hut it is hazardous to use
much heat unless there is forced ventilation. The reason for all this is that the
moisture that is in the corn passes out into the air immediately surrounding the ears
and unless the damp air is removed promptly molds will start. If the air is warm
the molds will develop much faster than if it is cool. With adequate ventilation
the temperature of the room may he as high as 110 degrees Fahrenheit, though it is
seldom advisahle to use that high a temperature under average farm conditions.
"When the moisture content of the grain has heen reduced to 12 or 14 per
cent, the curing process is completed. The dry ears may he stored in hulk in an ^xn.-
heated room with safety. Cxired seed corn, however, should always he protected from
the weather and dust, and its appearance will he much hetter preserved if it is not
exposed to the light."
About four times as much seed corn should he stored as the farmer thinks
he will need. After thorough curing, the ears should he culled thoroughly. More
than half the ears ought to he discarded in this process.
- M -
Meat s Judging Team Claims Place With Other Championship Squads
Chaiiroionships have come so thick and fast to judging teams of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois during the past year that an official score
sheet has hecome a necessity in keeping track of the winnings. Memory no longer ca,n
"be depended upon in this connection. In the Messenger of Octoher 24 it was inadver-
tently stated that three times in less than a year has a judging team from the col-
lege won first place for Illinois in major judging contests for state college and
university teams. It has since heen recalled that the meats judging team coached
"by Fred C. Olson in reality started a string of four victories for the institution's
judging teams when it captured first place last Novemher in the contest at the Araer-
ican Royal Livestock Show. Illinois is again to he represented hy s-ach a team this
year. Along with the fat stock judging team, Coach Olson's meat judging squad will
enter the competition at the Royal and then go on to enter the contest at the Chicago
International Livestock Exposition.
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Finds Dust Treatment For Seed Oats TT-iich Beats Formaldehyde
A dust treatment for seed oats whic;! pronises to be considerably superior
to the standard formaldehyde method of oats disease control during the past 3O years
has been found after four years of research by Dr. Benjamin Koehler, assistant chief
in crop production at the College of Agricult^jre
, University of Illinois, it is an-
nounced. Discovery of the new method comes as the latest scientific development in
the more efficient production of a crop which this year was grown on approximately
U, 100,000 acres of Illinois farm land.
Added yields nearly/' twice as great as those from the standard formaldeli^rde
treatment have been obtained with the dust treatment, according to Dr. Koehler. The
dust is an ethyl-mercury-chloride compound. The superior yields from the dust treat-
ment are attributed to the fact that the new compo'ond not only gave perfect smut con-
trol but also checked other diseases which beset the oat plant, such as seedling dis-
eases caused by infection from the soil.
Seed oats can be treated with the new dust method for a cost of only about
10 cents a bushel for materials, Dr. Koehler said. The conpound is being manufactured
by one of the commercial organizations ijinder the trade name of Ceresan. In the exper-
iments three ounces of the dust were used on each bushel of grain. As in tlie case of
all dust treatments, thorough mixing of the dust with the grain in a good homemade
barrel- tj'pe m.ixer or commercial mixer is necessary.
Chemical treatments for the protection of seeds of farm crops against dis-
ease long have attracted the interest of scientists, because such treatments are more
convenient and fool proof than liquid treatments. Previous to the conclusion of Dr.
Koehler' s experiments, successful dust treatments Imd been available for wheat and
corn, but these same treatments had failed as a remedy for oats smut.
Dr. Koehler soon found dusts giving just as good control of smut as could
be obtained with the old standard formaldehyde treatment, but the ingredients were
relatively expensive. It has only been within the past two seasons that the ethyl-
mercury- chloride compoxmd was found. In one experiment comprising ten replications
with 60-Da7 oats, the yield under the new dust treatment was increased an avera-ge of
14-. 2 bushels an acre over what it was without treatment. In another experiment in-
volving ten replications vdth Big Four oats there was an average increase of 19.1
bushels an acre.
- M -
ConiTiission Change s Recently Announced Assignment For W H M
Further developments in the reallocation of wa,ve lengths and power assign-
ments to radio stations of the country by the federal radio commission have modified
the recently announced plan whereby TTKi, the University of Illinois station, was to
divide time with the stations of the Chica^^o Federation of Labor aiid Mooseheart, At
the present time another wave length and power assignment are under consideration for
I
tke> university station.
Piiiittd in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved l.y Congress Mav 8, 191-I H. W. McmFubd, Director.
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'^B- Says Proning: Of Apple Trees Should Be Tempered With Reason
^^M Apple growers should have a good reason for every cut which they make on
l^^neir yoiing trees, according to pruning season pointers outlined "by H. S. Marsh, hor-
ticulture extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
He points out that the pruning of young tearing apple trees should he light, a recom-
mendation which is supported hy experimental evidence from Illinois and several other
states.
"On the other hand, some pruning during the first two or three years of the
orchard's life can he done with profit. During this period the wise grower will cut
out all lateral twigs which have an angle of less tlian U5 degrees with the central
leader, providing such twigs have enough growth that they may become part of the pri-
mary scaffold work. Only four or five twigs that liave wide angles with the central
leader should he left. These twigs should he selected six to eight inches from each
other and should he arranged around the leader so as to give balanced scaffolding.
If all the other tv/igs are cut back to shorter lengths, these four or five selected
ones caJi be kept dominant for two or three years so that they will make a priraary
scaffold. No cutting back should be done on the selected twigs unless they tend to
dominate the central leader. The thicker the central part of a young tree develops
the greater will be the spread of the primary scaffold, since shade from a thick
center will cause the branches to grow out horizontally to get the sunlight."
- M -
Freezing Of Parsnips Is Scouted As Another Mistaken Notion
Parsnips and salsify, or "vegetable oyster", are not the "hard boiled"
garden crops that many people think they are, it is revealed by B. L. Weaver, exten-
sion specialist in vegetable gardening at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Contrary to a mistaken notion, it is not true that these two vegetables
are good to eat only after they have been frozen, or siibjected to a sort of third
degree, he said. They may be dug and stored with beets, carrots, winter radishes
and turnips in a cool basement, a storage cellar or a storage pit, he said. If they
are left in the garden to freeze they are available for use only when the ground is
not frozen.
"As a matter of fact there are a dozen crops that should be available from
the good farm garden for storage and use throughout the winter. For the successful
storage of root crops and Irish potatoes, low tenqperatures and moist air are required.
Pumpkins, squashes and sweet potatoes, on the other hand, keep best a.t higher temper-
atures, require dry air and should be placed on shelves or in slatted containers.
The furnace room in the basement often is the best place available for the storage of
such crops. Cabbage may be kept in the garden until spring by pulling the heads be-
fore they freeze up, placing them upside down in long, narrow piles and covering them
with dirt. A layer of straw scattered over them before the dirt is put on facilitates
their removal when the ground is frozen. Onions keep best in a cool, dry place A¥here
air circulates freely about them. Often an attic room in which freezing is prevented
by a stove pipe or chimney will be the best place to keep onions. Varieties which
keep well may be placed in baskets or slatted crates. The thin-sliinned varieties of
the Bermuda type are harder to keep. The best method with these sorts for home use
is to tie their tops together, making small bumches, and hang them up."
- 1* -
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Limestone Converts Sandy Farm Land Into Veritable "Oasis "
Tiiere are, even in the fertile state of Illinois, thoLisands of acres of
sandy land, some of which are fanned at a very .^ood profit, others at a loss, and
many acres of which are abandoned. A large area of this sort, includin~ several
townships, is located in Winnebago county. Llany of the fields are prod^acing I5 to
20 bushels of corn, and 25 to 30 bushels of oats to the acre, v;ith the low returns
and loss which mast accompany such yields. Most of these farmers have given up the
growing of clover of any sort. Timothy is seeded 02^ them for hay and pasture, but it
is soon run out by sheep sorrel. As a last resort corn fodder, millet, and s-jgar
cane are grovm for roughage. However, almost like an oasis in a desert, is an occa-
sional farm producing good yields of grain, and naving thriving fields of clover,
alfalfa, and sweet clover. One of these more successful farmers, a man of about bO
years, told us the story of the change, brought about in a few years, which made his
farm stand out above his neighbors'.
His son liad taken agriculture in high school and there learned the meaning
and the result of soil acidity. The father, stubborn at first to the idea of "new
fangled" farming, would not listen, though he liad liad repeated clover failures. Jin-
ally, one day in early August, while his father was not at home, the boy, still in
high school, prepared a small field near the bam, put on some limestone, and seeded
alfalfa. The weather was favorable and a fair stand resulted, producing such fine
hay that, in the farmer's own words, "we ordered our first carload of limestone".
Sweet clover for pasture was being recommended by farm papers and was said to be a
stepping stone toward alfalfa. The limestone was put on corn stalks early in the
winter of 1922, and the following spring the ground was disked and seeded to oats
with a seeding of sweet clover. The limestone was applied at the rate of three to
four tons an acre, with a strip left unlimed through tlie center of the field. The
sweet clover made an excellent stand except on the lontreated strip where it all died
out. During its second year the clover was pastured, and in the late summer a large
growth was plowed down for corn. This crop, the farmer said, was the thing which
really convinced him of the value of limestone and sweet clover. The yield was double
that of his untreated fields, and those of ..is neighbors, and the quality of the corn
was also lauch better.
With this experience inside his own fence rows, the farmer h^s gone on uiitil
now his entire farm lias been limed, and the last field is producing a good growth of
sweet clover which will add needed organic matter to the rundcTn sandy soil. After
a good crop of sweet clover, he has found it easy to get a stand of alfalfa, and now
sows either alfalfa or sweet clover with all grain crops. He said, "so-,7ing clover
seed used to be like throwing one's money away", but now he's almost sure it will make
a crop whenever seeded on his farm.
Timothy hay, corn fodder, and millet, once the regular diet of his "red"
cows, has been replaced by alfalfa which is fed to a high producing herd of Holsteins.
Com and small grain yields are on the increase, and in spite of recent hard times
generally, we find his hom.e equipped with running water, electricity, steam heat, and
radio.
This is but one of those "oasis-like" farms, of which there should be many
more, in this "desert" of soil acidity. A certain amount of energy rmist be spent to
begin such a cliange as this farmer has rap.de, but it is surely well spent. He says,
"We don't mind liauling limestone when we're sure it will bring us a good stand of
clover and a big corn crop". - L. B. Killer, Assistant in Soil Experiment Fields,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Growings: Population And Food Demaxid Restoring Middle West Farming
Now is not the time to lose faith in agriculture, unless the signs of the
eco'nomic zodiac are quite the reverse of what they seem to be. Changes in popula-
tion and food demand have been such as to build a new foundation under the agricul-
ture of the Middle West since the Tsre-war -oeriod.
During the 15 years now ending, the total population in
increased 25 per cent. Production of all crops increased 15 per c
tion per hundred people decreased 8 per cent. Even the feed crop
was 7 per cent less. The corn acreage per hundred persons decline
the pre-war figure. Consideration of changes in livestock numbers
impression that our farm plant has not expanded to keep pace with
The number of milk cows per hundred persons is 85 per cent of pre
than milk cows, 74 per cent; hogs, 70 per cent; and sheep, 65 per
the United States
ent. Crop produc-
per hujidred people
d to three-fourths
gives the same
the population,
war; cattle other
cent.
If our exports of meat and meat products continue to decline as during the
period, 1919 to 1927, the year 1934 should see them extinguished, and if exports of
grains and grain products continue to decline as from 1921 to 1927, they should cease
to be a factor by 1933. Back now to pre-war volumes of exports in the case of meat
I and meat products, nearly back in the case of dairy products and returning even in
I
the case of grain products, one influence of the growth of American population is
clear.
As a nation we are domesticating and urbanizing the market for our farm
food products. One reason why we are urbanizing this market so rapidly is that for-
eign markets for our farm food products liave been higlily competitive and foreign
purchasing power curtailed. The low prices thus prevailing for food products in the
wholesale market abroad have been reflected in still lower prices in our country
shipping points. These low prices have encouraged growth of American cities both by
causing people to leave the farms and by enabling city people to receive their whole-
sale food supplies at prices advanced less than the general price level had advanced
since pre-war and to receive their retail food supplies at prices advanced less than
their weekly earnings.
Extraordinarily low prices for farm food products cannot be expected to
continue more than a few years. It is probable that the average price that farm
food products will command during the next 15 years can be more favorable for Ameri-
can consumers only by such a process of stabilization as will shorten the period of
low prices now prevailing. Otherwise, prices so adverse to producers as to over-
stimulate the tendencies toward urbanization and domestication of the market for
their products cannot be expected to lead to anything except unusual acuteness in
the shortages as they come in increasing numbers, -Charles L, Stewart, Agric-olt^oral
Economics, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approvt'd by Congress May 8, 19H, H. "VV. IMumfobd, DirectoT.
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bruits and Vegetables Becoming More Important In American Diet
Use of fruits and vegetables has increased markedly diaring the past few
years, according to J. W. Lloyd, chief in olericiilture at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, fhat is more, he adds, in the light of present knowledge re-
garding the importance of fruits and vegetables from the health standpoint and in
view of the wonderfully developed transportation facilities available for bringing
these products from every clime, it seems probable that the per capita consumption of
these delectable foods will increase rather than diminish as time goes on. Normal
increases in population will still further increase the demand for these products.
Illinois is in an especially advantageous place to take advantage of the
consequent increased demand for fruits and vegetables, in view of the fact that fa-
vorable combinations of climatic, soil and marketing conditions for the profitable
production of these crops can be found in every county in the state, he pointed out.
"Climatic conditions throughout Illinois are favorable to the production
of many kinds of vegetables. Except for the frost hazard, the climate also is fa-
vorable to most fruits of the temperate zone. The predominating types of soil in
the central and northern part's of the state are especially desirable for vegetable
production, while certain soils of the southern section are well adapted to particu-
lar crops. Suitable sites for the growing of fruit can be found in most parts of
the state, but larger and more consistent yields are obtained in certain, well-
defined regions.
"Marketing facilit;ies are favorable for Illinois prod^icts. The industrial
and trading centers throughout the corn and livestock areas of the state afford good
markets for locally grown fruits and vegetables. Concrete highways have greatly ex-
tended the possibilities of marketing by trucks- Distances by rail from the princi-
pal commercial fruit areas of Illinois to many important markets are less than from
most other producing regions, and in most instances the transportation rates are
correspondingly favorable."
- M -
Late Fall Is Hot Too Early To Begin Preparing For Another G-arden
Some telling licks against insects, diseases and weeds can now be landed
by gardeners who realize that it is not too early to begin thinking about next year's
garden, it is pointed out by L. H. Strubinger, of the horticulture department, Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Late fall is the best time to clean up and burn all the rubbish which has
accumulated dtiring the past growing season. Burning of such rubbish may destroy
certain insects as well as their eggs or larvae, thus helping to get rid of some
serious pests. Also burning the refuse may aid in ridding the garden of certain
kinds of diseases which may cause rather large losses. If weeds have been allowed
to grow during the latter part of the season, many of the seeds produced will be de-
stroyed in the burning of the trash."
- M -
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All Corn And No Protein For Brood Sows Will Make Small . Weak Pigs
All corn and no protein supplements for "brood sows during the winter makes
small, weak pigs in the spring farrow, according to resTilts of experiments cited "by
George E. Hunt, of the swine division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Studies have shown that sows fed corn alone during the winter farrow smaller and
weaker pigs than those fed tankage and alfalfa hay or clover hay along with the corn,
he reported. Farmers who wish to have large, strong pigs in their spring litters
therefore will find it to their advantage to supplement their grain with protein-
rich feeds d\aring the coming months, he pointed out.
"Important as it is to feed a well-halanced ration to orook sows, it is
just as important to see that the sows are not overfed. Should the sow he excessive-
ly fat at farrowing time, she is likely to have weak pigs, may kill them through heing
clumsy and in all prohahility he a poor milker. However, neither can a sow he too
thin. A happy medium is desired,
"During the gestation period the sow should gain from 75 to 85 pounds in
weight. This is where the experience of the successful hog raiser can he used to
great advantage. He knows when to increase or decrease the amount of the sow's ra-
tion in order to have her at the right weight at farrowing time. Ordinarily, about
eight-tenths to one pound of concentrates daily for each 100 pounds of live weight
is enough during the first 10 or 12 weeks and from 1.2 to 1.3 pounds during the last
four to six weeks of the gestation period.
"The comhination of grain, legume hay and dairy hy-products, or other feeds
of animal origin, makes an ideal winter ration for brood sows. If the grain that is
used is corn it should by all means be yellow. If wheat middlings, wheat bran and
linseed meal are being fed along with the grain it will still be necessary to feed
legume hay, tankage or milk by-products.
"If the alfalfa hay is choice and leafy, the sows generally will eat enough
without its being cut. The hay may be placed in a slatted rack. Clover hay usually
is cut and so is alfalfa when the sows fail to eat enough of the uncut product. If
skimmilk or buttermilk is available, from four to 6 pounds of either of these supple-
ments for each sow daily may be fed along with the grain and the legume hay. It may
be wise to feed some bran or linseed meal for laxative purposes just previous to far-
rowing time.
- M -
Soil Improvement , Better Seed Stocks and Crop Rotation Big Needs
From the soils and crops standpoint, the three most important needs in
agricultxire at the present are: soil maintenance and improvement, improved seed
stocks and crop rotations, in the opinion of J. C. Hackleman, crops extension spe-
cialist of the College of Agricultixre
, University of Illinois. Things necessary to
supplying these needs are finances to start a soil building program, encouraging
farmers to be optimistic instead of pessimistic as to the future of their business,
and convincing the landlord that the maintenance and improvement of his soil is
chiefly his problem, but that he can get the active support and assistance of the
better gra^e of tenants provided he will finance the program and give them an oppor-
tunity to enjoy the returns through longer leases.
- M -
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Explains Crop "Insurance" Which Pays Dividends Bigger Than Premiums
Life insurance used to he about the only kind there was, but now there is
almost no event or condition which can not be covered by a policy of some sort or
other. Automobile insurance is a good example of recent developments in this field.
For years it has been possible to insure a day against rain, and this is often used
by fair-managers, in connection with athletic events, and in such cases where receipts
are to be large and may be greatly reduced by rain, A new development of this kind
in the form of a general insurance to cover the hazards of crop failure, which the
farmer always must expect, has recently been suggested. This protection for the
farmer is, of necessity, rather expensive, but may be justified when the stake is a
very valuable crop.
Fortunately for the general corn belt farmer, there is another type of in-
surance available. If a salesman should call and produce a policy which guaranteed
a dividend, greater each year than the premium charged, one would immediately say
such a policy is impossible. However, a good crop rotation, handled systematically
and reinforced with mineral and organic fertilizers as needed, results in just such
an insurance policy. Many yeaxs of croptjing on Illinois farms, and on the University
of Illinois soil experiment fields of the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois, have shown that in the average or normal season, farming of this sort pays very
well; that is, the annual dividend is greater than the premium paid. 'When this un-
favorable season comes along the insurance prevents disaster and hardship in much
the same way that fire or theft insurance do when a loss is suffered, but unlike these
policies, the soil fertility policy has been more thaxi paying its way as it went
along. True enough, there are extreme conditions and occasional crop failures in
spite of the best practices known, but the odds are greatly in favor of the well man-
aged, well fertilized farm. During the extreme weather of the past winter, there was
a remarkable demonstration of this principle on the Joliet experiment field. TOieat
and alfalfa were almost entirely winter-killed except on plots which were properly
treated. Plants on these plots were so hardy, as a result of fertilization, that
they came through the winter in almost normal condition and produced good yields.
During a favorable season a good crop is easily grown and markets are often
upset in this way. The weather is, of cour-ee, a highly variable factor in production,
but the soil experiment fields demonstrate very clearly the value of rotation and
permanent fertility practices in offsetting this variable. liThenever a corn belt
farmer begins applying needed limestone and growing legumes in his regular rotation,
he is not only guaranteeing a higher average yield in the succeeding grain crops, but
he is also dodging, in a large measure, the bad weather jinx. On the experiment
fields we find that yields on the poorly treated plots fluctuate greatly with seasons
while well treated land shows this tendency to a much less degree. - L. 3. Iv'iller,
Assistant in Soil Experiment Fields, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Printed in furtherance of the Acricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfobd, Director.
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Two mini Judging Teams First and Second in Kansas City Contests
First place in livestock judging and second place in meats judging is the
record of the two teams which represented Illinois and the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, in national intercollegiate judging contests held in connec-
tion with the recent American Royal Livestock Show at Kansas City, Mo.
Q?he livestock judging team was required to come through a record field of
16 teams to win first place in its contest. The Illinois hoys scored first in the
Judging of horses, second in cattle and fifth in sheep. J. W. Ferguson, Winslow,
was the ranking man of the Illinois team, standing fourth among all individuals com-
peting. H. G. Russell, Neponset , was ninth. Other members of the team were L. E.
Hatch, Timewell; 0. G. Jones, Salem; L. F. Shoot, Tuscola, and G. D. Wright, Brad-
ford, and L. M. Null, Macomh, alternates.
Illinois' first-place Kansas City team was the same one which won the
national intercollegiate swine judging contest held in connection with the national
Swine Show, Peoria, this fall. The squad is now preparing for the intercollegiate
livestock judging contest at the Chicago International Livestock Exposition the
first week in Decemher. Prof. J. L. Edmonds, chief in horse husbandry, assisted
by other members of the animal husbandry department, is coach.
Illinois' meats judging team, composed of Leslie Wright, Bradford; Robert
Iftinneke, Chicago; L. J. Bratzler, Barrington, and James R. Stewart, Hinckley, alter-
r^te, took second place in the meats judging contest by scoring second in beef, fourth
in pork and first in lamb. Wright was fourth among all individuals competing in the
contest and Itoineke was fifth. Fred C. Olson, who coached the Illini to a first-
place victory in the Kansas City meats judging contest last year, again trained the
squad this year, assisted by other members of the animal husbandry staff. Like the
livestock judging team, the meats team is getting ready for an intercollegiate con-
test to be held in connection with the Chicago International.
-M-
Maintains Home Beauty Is Being Neglected for Automobile Stream Lines
People today are seeking those stream lines and attractive colors in buy-
ing the family car and forgetting the proportion of lines and mass in building the
family home, in the opinion of W. A. Foster, architect in the farm mechanics depart-
Bent at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Appearance in bijildings
is far more inrportant than beautiful lines and harmonizing colors in the 1929 model
car, he believes. He reasons that the C3x may be wrecked tomorrow and at the latest
be worn out ajid relegated to the dump in a few years, vdiile the buildings will stand
for generations.
"Distressing" is the way he describes the experience of traveling an entire
day over the country's winding highways through scenic valleys, across beautiful
bridges and looking upon beautiful landscapes marred by unsightly, ugly, ill-painted
buildings. Indian svmmer greens, reds and golds are spoiled by unsiglitly colors
when a fitting color or combination would have been a gem in a rich setting. The
line and mass also are often misplaxied. They should either echo or be a direct con-
trast to the setting. "A little care, a bit of forethought and a lot of common
sense may prevent an ugly, unsightly structure and add a rare thing of beauty to
nature's blessing".
-M-
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Oriental Fruit Moth Settles Controversy Over Pruning of Peach Trees
Entry of the oriental fruit moth into the southern Illinois peach producing
areas has eliminated the controversy "between the so-called "California long type"
pruning and the modified heading hack system. This is true hecause the oriental fruit
moth, in its injury to growing twig ends on yoiing peach trees, produces the same lat-
eral shoot growth that one gets hy lightly cutting hack or tipping of the stronger
growing shoots which are being developed for the permanent framework of the tree.
Dr. W. A. Ruth, of the department of horticulture, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois , discusses the training of a young peach tree as follows.
"The young trees, when set, should he headed at 18 to 24 inches. To pro-
duce relatively vigorous growth just hack of the cut, which is necessary to get good
framework branches, weak or injured trees will need to he headed lower than more vig-
orous trees. All lateral shoots should he cut off with the pruning shears, without
removing the huds at the hase of the laterals. A growth at these points will often
help in forming a new head.
"Itoring the first summer no pruning should he done, hut in the succeeding
dormant season three or four lateral shoots should he left for framework branches.
The laterals left shoiild be spaced, if possible, at equal intervals around the trunk
and, as far as possible, branches of equal vigor should be selected. Branches with
the wider angle are strongest at the crotch and other things being equal should be
given preference. If spacing up and down the trunk can be done with branches select-
ed, so much the better.
"In the succeeding dormant season, the second after planting, vigorous
misplaced branches should be removed with the purpose of sending growth in the proper
direction and limiting the number of secondary framework branches. At this time each
framework branch can be pruned to leave one or two strong branches for the permanent
secondary framework, preferably arising 18 inches or morp from the trunk. The less
vigorous interior shoots can be thinned, but not all of them shouould be removed, he-
cause they add to the total growth of the tree and it is upon these growths that the
first fruit is borne.
"In the next dormant season, the third after planting, the same general
procedure as in the preceding dormant season can be followed, removing misplaced vig-
orous shoots and thinning the interior shoots, if necessary, but not removing all of
them. If, due to poor growth in the first season after setting, secondary framework
branches have not been selected, such a selection can be made at this time.
"On the other hand, if growth has been very vigorous it ma^^ be necessary
to start heading back the most vigorous framework branches to vigorous laterals tak-
ing a more horizontal direction. Owing to the rapid growth of the peach tree, it
soon gets out of the young tree stage into a stage demanding treatment more like that
given the mature tree."
In summarizing, growers should attempt to develop a strong, balanced frame-
work in peach trees. The general appearance of the tree should be spreading and
bowl-shaped, so that high color fruit can be produced. Peach trees must be planted
25 to 27 feet apart if the trees are to be allowed enough space for the ideal spread-
ing open center tree. Like the apple tree, too much prxming will result in small
sized trees and will delay the tree in coming into production. - E. S. Marsh, Horti-
culture Extension Specialist, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
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Thirty- Seven State Ghanpions Ilamed For Annual U-H Cluli Conp:ress
Selected as state champions of the year in a field of approximately 1'5,000
boys' and ^^irls' U-H club members, 20 Illinois farm boys and I7 girls will be
treated to free trips to the Chicago International Livestock Exposition. On the
basis of outstanding work done during the past year in their respective club projects,
they are named by Miss Mary E. McKee and E. I. Pilchard, club specialists at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, as Illinois official delegates to the
annual boys' and girls' club congress, one of the features of the Chicago ejrposition.
While there they will celebrate their new honors with hundreds of chainpion
club members from practically everj"- other state, coimete in selected classes tliat
have been especially arranged for them and see the sights of the exposition and
Chicago. A full round of banquets, sightseeing trips and special entertainment is on
the prograin for them.
The 15 charnpions in girls' club work are iviary Louise Duke, Monmouth, second
year clothing club work; Alelia Siegrist, ITiota, bread coking; Mildred Head, Fairfield,
meal planning; Lucille Wilson, Mount Zion, baking; Esther Hieland, Ursa, canning;
Mabel Newburn , Hoopeston , first year clothing club; Edith Metcalf , Ellery, room im-
provement; Sarah. Snell, Auburn, third year clothing club; Pearl Reinking and fcrgaret
Seilkopf, members of Kane County's state championship ^/irls' demonstration team;
Edith Lee Jones and Mary 3oyer, members of Hamilton County's state championship cloth-
ing judging team; Vera ITofitz, of Ciiampaign County, state style show winner; Mcirioel
Eldred, Macoupin County, state health contest v/inner, and Sybil Herring, Fulton Coimty,
state winner on girls' club outfit.
In addition to these I5 girls, two invaded the ranks of the opposite sex to
win the state championship in boys' club projects. They are Mary Switzer, Adams, state
champion in first year sheep club work, and Arlene Scheidenhelm, Mendota, state
champion poultry club member.
The 20 state champions in the remaining boys' club projects are Ferdinand
3asting, Bloomington, dairy calf; Edwin Hansen, Cordova, corn; Carl Duis, Milford,
second year sheep; Edwin Jolinson, Assiimption, dairy heifer; Raymond Long, Orion, fat
; aarrow; William. Brown III, Canton, sow and litter; Kenneth Kissinger, Chenoa , beef;
: Donald Kennel, Minier, gilt; John Sullivan, Galesburg, livestock judging; Alexander
f
3ollebrusco , Langleyville, garden; Clark Hewitt, Chenoa, potato; Homer Mendenhall,
; Springfield; Slemar Lehmann, Pleasant Plains; Paul Archer, Pavmee , members of Sanga-
I non county's state cliampionship livestock judging team; Ja,mes Hulmes, Stanley Jensen
i ind Clifford Bernis, all of DeKalb and members of DeKalb county's state cliampionship
^iry cattle judging team; and Arden Rains and Leslie Rutledge, members of Crawford
> county's state championship boys' club demonstration team. Clarence Ropp , Normal, the
H'emaining boy to win a free trip to the Internatiorial , will be a speaker at the Illinoir
' Agricultural Association banquet for Illinois club members on December 5 at which time
f 16 will relate his experiences at the national club CcVq^ held this past summer in
I Tashington, D.C.
'' The Chicago Association of Commerce, railroads, packers and the Illinois
l;5tate Fair are financing the trips of the 37 Illinois club members to Chicago.
'
Printed in ftntherance of Ihe Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 19H, H. W, Mdmforu, Direitor.
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Slceptics Praise "IJew Fan^-led" Hitches After Giving Them A Trial
Skepticism over so-called "new-fangled" waj's of hitching horses has given
way to widespread adoption of those methods by Illinois farmers, as a result of 29
demonstrations of "big-team hitches which the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois held this past season in 22 counties with a total attendance of 5?S37 farmers,
it is reported hy E. T. Rohhins , livestock extension specialist.
The hitches, v/hich increase the efficiency "both of man and horse lahor hy
combining five, six, eight and even as many as twelve horses in one team, have i^roved
highly successful with Illinois farmers, according to Hohhins. He cites the case
of one farmer v^ho attended a demonstration near Princeville in Peoria county early
last spring. This farmer had heen especially skeptical ahout the "new-fangled" ways
of hitching horses, hut after he saw the demonstration he decided to try some of the
hitches himself with a gentle team. He reported tliat the tying-in and hucking-back
plan of driving was a big success from the start. "Sov he uses it with any of his
horses and can drive a number in one team easily with one pair of lines.
Other counties besides Peoria in which the big-team hitches were held were
Adams, Soone-^.hampaign . Christiaxi, Fulton, Greene, Henry, Iroquois, Jo Daviess, Znox,
Lake, MacouT^n, McLean, Mason, Morgan, Piatt, Pike, Stark, Tazewell, Warren and
Woodford.
On several occasions horses from three or four different farms were brought
together ajid combined in one team of eight to twelve liorses. In all cases they were
; driven right off by one man with only one pair of lines. Usually some fanner or farm
hand was persuaded to drive, only to be surprised to find how simply a big outfit
could be controlled and guided when it was correctly "hitched up".
Some of the big teams pulled three- and four-bottom plows and tandem disks
[with harrows attached. A popular outfit was a common ^ang plow with a section of
;harrow attached and pulled by six horses hitched t'lree in front of the other three.
Such aji outfit can plow and double harrow six acres a. day, according to Robbins. fcch
of the plowing on the agricultural college farm '-/as done with such an outfit this year.
- M -
U. of I. Station, WILL, Now Broadcasting Daily Farm Feature
A daily agricultural feature for farmers and other interested persons is
3ne of the regular parts of the programs now being broadcast by the University of
Illinois station, WILL, under its new assignment of power and wave length. The
Jniversity station is on the air from 5 to 6 p.m. and from 7*-30 ^° ^ p.m. daily, ex-
cept on Saturdays and Sundays and on the occasion of sx^ecial events. The agricultural
'eature comes at 7:^0 each evening.
Tentative plans for the feature are to have it include short talks on timely
'arm and home subjects by staff members of the College of Agriculture, news of the
.5,000 boys* and girls' club members in the state, reports on the activities of farm
md home advisers in various parts of the state, questions from farmers and answers
>y agricultural college staff merabers and other ty^oes of interesting information.
Under its new assignment of wave length the University station is broad-
lasting on 330 kilocycles or 33^-9 meters.
- M -
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Orcharding; Hazardous On Soils In Flat Re,s;ions Of Southern Illinois
"Is nsy soil adapted to orcharding?" Several factors relating to soil
characteristics should be taken into consideration before attempting to decide this
often-asked question.
Sliallovmess of surface soil, highly impervious subsoil, and poor drainage
are inter-related factors which check vegetative growth, reduce yields, quality and
grade of fruit, favor irreg'olar bearing, and lead to numerous diseases, the treatment
of which is difficult. These detrimental factors are cl:iaracteristic of most of the
soils located in the flat regions in southern Illinois.
Most all of the flat soils in southern Illinois are classed as light-
colored soils. Thej"- usually have a shallow surface soil which is generally low in
organic-matter and nitrogen content. These conditions can be improved but it is
generally easier to modify these conditions of the surface soil than it is to modify
the conditions of the subsoil. The subsoil must be taken largely as it is fo'ond.
Consequently in selecting an orchard site, the subsoil should be given careful con-
sideration, particularly as regards its physical condition.
The stratum of tight clay which is found underlying most of the flat soils
in southern Illinois influences the productivity of that soil more tlian any other one
factor. The presence of this tight clay and the flat topography usually associated
with it prevents both underdrainage and surface drainage, which results in a super-
saturated soil during periods of rainfall. This supersaturated condition of the soil
is not only detrimental to the factors that are responsible for the liberation of the
plant food so that it can be utilized by the tree, but it also hinders the cultural
practices of the soil. The tight clay interferes not only v.'itxi the downivard movement
of the water but it also prevents the upward movement. Zven thougia water is abund.ant
below, it is not available because the tree roots do not readily penetrate this
stratum and capillary movement through it is so extremely slow that it furnishes but
a scanty supplj- of moisture with the result that trees are seriously affected by
drouth.
The depth of root penetration depends upon the character of the subsoil. It
has been proven by orchardists that tree roots do not readily penetrate the stratum of
tight clay. The depth of the tight clay on the normal flat soils in southern Illinois
varies in depth from 16 to 30 inches, but it is usually found at a depth of approxim-
ately 18 inches. This limits the feeding range of the tree to a relatively sliallow
iepth compared to eight or nine feet which the tree roots would penetrate under favor-
able subsoil conditions. Restricting the trees to this shallow depth of rooting, which
is about one-fifth the feeding range under favorable conditions of subsoil, seriously
affects the productiveness of the orcl^iard. Trees growing under these conditions are
stunted or devitalized and do not liave the resistance to disease v/hich vigorously
growing trees have. It was also noted that following the severe winter of 1S17-12
trees growing on the flat, poorly drained soils in southern Illinois were more serious-
ly injured by winter-killing than those growing on the higher, better drained soils.
This injury could probably be traced to the detrimental effect of the highly impervious
tight clay subsoil.
Tlie soils classed as reddish yellow-:^ra5' silt loam which are found in southerr
[llinois are particularly adapted to orcliarding. The surface soil is fairly deep and
'ertile. The topograpliy is sloping enough to furnish adeq-'oate air and surface drain-
ige, altho'ogh it does not slope enough to cause serious trouble by erosion. The sub-
soil is friable, allowing adequate underdrair^ge , a deep penetration of the root
system and conditions favorable for a healthy growth of the tree. D. G. Maxwell,
liUsistant in Soil S-orvey Mapping, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Dairy Feeds Hot Irnproved By Expensive Fermenting Or "Converting"
Fermenting, or "converting", feeds like hay, corn stover and straw "by
different methods now being advertised to Illinois farmers not only is an expensive
process but also apoarently does not improve their feeding value, according to dairy
cattle feeding authorities at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Because of the claims made for it, the idea has caught the attention of Illinois feed-
ers of dairy cattle and other classes of livestock. Briefly, the metnod consists of
moistening the roughage with warm water to which a "converter" has been added and
allowing the mass to ferment for a period of 48 to 72 hours before feeding. Roughage
in whole form may be used, but it is usually cut or coarsely ground to facilitate
handling.
In discussing the merits of the processing idea, the authorities cite the
published results of dairy cattle feeding experiments made by the Canadian Department
of Agriculture. One of the fermentation processes of preparing feed now being
advertised in Illinois was compared with an ordinary ration containing corn silage.
No better results were obtained from the processed feed than from the corn
silage. Furthermore, cows fed dry, unprocessed rouiihage gave as much milk and
butterfat as those fed roughage of the same character but treated by the "converter"
process. The drj^ roughage was equally palatable. In each case, the processed feed
was decidedly more expensive-
Investigations showed that the "converter" consisted of common salt, 73 to
75 per cent; slaked lime, 21 to 23 per cent, and vegetable matter, 2 to 6 per cent.
The manufacturers recommend the use of 10 pounds of "converter" for each 800 pounds
of dry roughage. Yae investigators found that fully as good results in fermenting
feed were obtained by the use of warm water, with or without the addition of salt, as
when the "converter" was used. Fermentation resulted in a loss of dry matter of the
feed, similar to that which occurs in the silo. It was found further that the
additional labor needed in processing the feed was an objectionable feature.
State Horticultural Society To Hear Five U. of I- Staff Members
Five staff meubers of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois,
are on the program for the annual meeting of the Illinois State Horticultural Society
which is scheduled for Urbana, December 12, 13 and 14. Dr. H. W. Anderson will re-
port on the fruit disease situation for 1928 and discuss the results of spra^/mg
experiments for disease control during the past year; Dr. A. S. Colby will speak on
"The Illinois Gra-oe Situation"; R. L. McHunn on "Bridge Grafting aiid Top Wor.cing ;
H. H. Newell on "Some Observations on the Handling of Perishables for Shipment", and
W. p. Flint, on "Developments in Orchard Insect Control in 1928".
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approvttl by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfobd, Director.
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Bureau County Team Sets ITew State Pij.llir.fi- Record For Lif^lit Fairs
Tugred at "by 86 different tea:ns, the state :ulling record of two years'
standing for lightweight teams of horses and riules has finally been 'broken, Imt the
one year's record for heav;/ teams will stand for another year, according to the final
.and official figures just annouiiced ty E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist,
on 12 horse and niule pulling contests which the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois, staged during the past season at different county fairs.
The new state record for light teams was set in the c-.ntest at Henry when
a 2,880 pouiid pair of grade Percherons owned "by August Pierson, a cattle feeder
living near Princeton, lifted a weight of 2,550 pounds on the agricultural college
dynamometer and carried it the official distance of 27-^ feet. Tlie former state
record for teams weighing less than 5,000 pounds was 2,475 carried the official
distance of 27-3- feet, a mark which was set in 1926 by a pair of 2,930-pound grade
Clydesdales owned by C. P. Paber , Lalv^oille.
The dynamometer is a patented device for measuring the pulling power of
horses and males, thus making it possible to study their conformation, tsmperment
,
training aiid harnessing in relation to their pulling power.
Althovigh failing to produce a new state record for teams in the heavy class,
the Henry contest did develop the highest record of the year for teams weighing 3,000
pounds or more, according to Eobbins. A pair of 3,325 pound grade Percherons belong-
ing to 7. Pierson, Princeton, lifted 2,700 pounds and carried it the required 27-^
feet. This record was equalled but not excelled a few days later at the Aledo con-
test by a 3,160-pound pair of grade Percherons belonging to W. J. Hudson a farmer
living near Joy. This la.tter team won a total of $215 in cash prizes and liarness in
the Aledo contest.
The 1928 record of a 2,700-pound lift lacks 300 pounds of equalling the
state record set last year by the 3,770-pound pair of grade Percherons owned by S. 3.
Reeves, Korris.
An estimated crowd of 42,400 people witnessed the pulling contests at the 12
fairs, according to Eobbins. A total of 144 teams conpeted in the 12 contests, 86 of
these being entered in the class for teams weighing less than 3,000 pounds and the
remainder in the class for teams weighing 3,000 pounds or more. Contests were held
at Urbana, Mason City, Decatur, Atlanta, Martinsville, Knoxville, Princeton, Q'J-incy,
Peoria, Tuscola, Eenry, and Aledo.
iCew Industrial Markets For Farm Products Discussed I:: Circular
Possibilities of developing new industrial markets for farm products , as
seen by aii economist and scientist in the industrial field, are discussed in the most
recent circular from the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. It is a re-
' )roduction of a:i address delivered before the faculty of the college by Rudolf A.
Jlemen, assistant director of Armour's Livestock Bureau, Chicago.
Industrial decentralization and chemical revolution may go far toward meet-
ing the difficulties tloat vex the American farmer, the author of the paper believes,
"he agricultural regions of the United States are the sources of many industrial raw
laterials. Svery year the industrial chemist is finding new industrial uses for the
aste products and main products of Aiiierican farms, he points out.
- M -
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Cheni s^tj^Jft slaVn^^I^^s^J^cli Wni_Control_J;!y_r.ter^ of Soil Changes
^^
The i-tiportance of knowing the chemistry of the soil has long heen recog-
l^fcized, "but soil sciantists are still groping about, trying to find just what kind of
l^fcaeniical information will be most useful.
I^P ITot many years ago it was a general practice of soil chemists to determine
'^^he "acid- soluble" constituents of the soil, with the idea that the material ex-
tracted by acids of certain strength might represent, in a general way, that portion
of the soil that would be available as food for growing plaiits. After much in-
vestigation, however, the acid extraction method has been generally discarded as
furnishing no reliable measure of the natural xaroductivity of the soil nor indication
of its fertilizer needs.
The method of analysis in which the total quantities of the several plant
food elements are determined, seemed to promise greater usefulness. This method
does not pretend to discriminate between the available and the insoluble plant food,
but it does furnish an inventory of the total stocks of plant food preser.t in the
soil that could possibly, under any conditions, be drawn upon.
Such analyses reveal exceedingly wide variations among soil types. In the
Illinois soil survey, as low as 130 pounds of nitrogen have been found in the plowed
surface of an acre, while in another soil type, 35,000 pounds were found. Other con-
stituents vary in like manner.
It is obvious that in such extreme cases, the chemical analysis is of great
significance as furnishing direct information which would g^aide the farmer in his
plans for soil improvement. But such extreme cases seldom occur and there are the
great middle classes in which the composition varies so little that it gives no clue
whatever as to the effect of a particular fertilizer treatment.
Thus we must look upon this kind of chemical analysis as furnishing
diagnostic evidence, so to speak. In some cases, the analysis alone carried the key
to the solution of the problem, in other cases it forms only one link in a chain of
evidential facts.
The limitations of this style of soil chemistry is based upon the fact tha,t
the soil is not an inert thing like the rocks from which it arose. Action and re-
action are constantly going on - both biological and mineralogical. Under the con-
tinual changing of temperature and moisture, internal conditions of the soil are never
quite the same today as they were yesterday, a:id those of tomorrow will differ slightly
from those of today. In other words equilibrium is never quite reached.
Tor this reason, the soil scientist is seeking some kind of chemical
measurements that will take into account thsse changes. If we want to laiow wlia.t is
in his mind, we may turn to the present day scil science literature and here we find
the great preponderance of disciisaion cen'oered a'.'oi:_r;d sixch topics as "soil acidity"
and "base exchange" - phenomena having to do directly v-ixth the life activity and
mineralogical changes going on in the soil. The sooner the irvstei ies of these changes
are unravelled in the laboratory, the sooner we shall be in control of them on the
farm. - L. H. Smith, Chief in charge of publications of soil survey, College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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7?hite Comity Farmer Sets New Fork Record 7ith Eijgilit Ton Litters
Illinois once more has liog raisers of tiie coiintry taking off their hats to
the prairie state as the resiilt of a feat just ace onrpli shed by Mark E. Miller, a
southern Illinois farmer living near Enfield, Tnite county, it is reported by W. E.
Smith, of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, and state leader of the
ton-litter contest.
Hot content with doing the rather uncommon thing of producing a ton of pork
from a single litter of pigs at the age of six months, Miller did it with ei^ht of
the nine litters farrowed on his farm this past season. Illinois has produced its
share of world's record-weight litters since the now popiilar ton-litter idea was first
introduced into pork making, but it has remained for the southern Illinois farmer to
produce a record which has not been approached, mic'si less equalled, so far as is
known, in other states, according to Smith.
'iVhat makes the feat all the more iinusual is the fact that it was accoinplished
in a section of the state which ordinarily is not thought of as a hog producing area.
Nor is Miller an extensive swine feeder with unlimited means for expensive equipment
and fancy feeding. The nine sows and a boar were all the hogs he had on his l60-acre
fsOTn last sprin." ai:id for the past four or five years he has had verj"- few hogs.
His unusual record in economical and profitable pork production this year
is attributed to the fact that he used stock with good blood lines and followed the
recommendations of the agricultural college with respect to sanitation and feeding.
Although his ninth litter failed to make the required weight of a ton at
six months of age, it fell short only by a few hundred pounds. A total of 93 pi&s
were raised in the nine litters and fed to a total weight of 20,6lO pounds, or more
than ten tons of ;oork, an average of 2,290 pounds for each of the nine litters. Re-
ceipts on the nine litters amounted to approximatelj^ $2,^2^.11.
- M -
Sin5:le Corn G-enr.ination School Will Be lield December 17 to 21
But one corn germination school will be held by the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, this j^ear for corn project leaders and it is scheduled for
December IJ to 21, inclusive, it is announced again by J. C. Hackleman, crops exten-
sion specialist, in charge of the, school. A special effort will be made this year to
bring all the work in the old diseases, as well as in the new ones, up to date, while
the last two days of the school are to be devoted to the identification of unknowns.
The final day v/ill be spent primarily in a review of all the work that has gone before.
The final two days have been s^oggested as the best ones for those men who liave attended
one or more of these schools in the past and wish to return in order to get a brief re-
view of the work. At that time the regular class will be working, on unknowns. It is
felt, therefore, that that period will be a good one for bringing in the questions
raised by the men who liave liad one or iTiore years of ^ork reading germinators.
PriDted in fuitherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914, H. W. MUMFoao, Director.
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New Findings On Insect Habits Aid 7inter QrchaJd Sanitation
Hecent discoveries with regard to the life habits of the codling moth and
er serious fruit pests give orchardists a valuable clue for more effective winter
orchard sanitation and a consequent reduction of insect daiTiage the following season,
S. C. Chandler, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey,
has just reported to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
In studies which Chandler made during the past two winters he found tliat
worms of the codling moth much preferred to spin their cocoons on such man-made
articles as old boards, fertilizer sacks, old papers, corrugated cardboard cushions
and old picking crates left scattered around under trees, rather than spin them on
old prunings and pieces of bark.
Studies just begun with the oriental fnj.it moth indicate that the state's
newest peach pest has acquired similar habits, Chandler reported. In a tree caged
for experimental purposes, three-fourths of the worms chose a single mailing tube
left on the ground. One hundred twenty of the worms were found cocooned in and
through the tube.
"For the orchardist this carries a striking lesson that trash of all kinds
in the orcliard should be picked up and burned. Thus, dxiring the winter while the
many orchard pests sleep, the grower can take advantage of their inactivity by re-
moving many from the orchard and rendering others liarmless.
"In this connection it lias been noticed that codling moth infestation is
worse around packing sheds. Hence an important preventive measure with this insect
is to screen such buildings if their construction makes this possible. What liappens
in packing sheds is that the worms crawl out of the discarded cull finiit and find
quite agreeable quarters in cardboard pads, crevices of baskets, barrels, the corners
of the building and other tight places. If when they emerge in the spring, the
moths are confined inside a screened packing house, they soon die without laj'^ing eggs
for the first generation of worms.
- M -
llany Cattle Feeders G-ettinjC: IJew Pointers At Count.v Meetings
Illinois cattlemen are keen to get the latest facts about their business,
as shown by big turnouts at recent meetings which have been held for them in differ-
ent parts of the state by the extension service of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois, says E. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist. Hecent
meetings in G-reene and Sangamon counties proved to be big county attractions, he re-
ported.
Previous to these two tours and meetings, similar events had been sponsored
by the agricultural college in Boone and Lake counties. In December cattle feeders'
days will be held in Warren, Bureau, Carroll, Rock Island, Hancock, Morgan and
Winnebago counties. In January there will be similar meetings in DeKalb , Kane and
LaSalle counties.
At the G-reene co^onty m.eeting in Carrollton, 25O cattle feeders crowded a big
hall for an evening banquet. Hoast beef, group singing and a discussion of feeders'
problems furnished the attractions. The next day the Sangamon county group assembled
for a tour of feedlots and a noon banquet. In the morning they saw the fat cattle of
Prank Thornton, Brown Hitt and Garrett Tolan. Late in the afternoon they visited the
farm of Sd. Hall, famous for the blue ribbon carloads of fat cattle which he has sent
to Chicago. Feed lots on all three of the farms were full of prime steers from which
Carload lots had been sent to the Interuntionr.l Livestock deposition at Chicago.
m
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Completed Farm Accounts Ifey Se Worth $500 To $2,000 To Farmer
At least two Illinois farmers out of every 100 started accotmt 'books on
.eir farm business for 192S. This mas one new year's resolution that it will pay to
carry to the end of the year. During times when margins of profit are as small as
they are on farms today, no business, whether it is in town or in the country, can
afford to be without suitable accounts.
To be of the most value, accounts, however, must be completed and care-
fully analyzed. A farm or other business account is a map of the year's operations.
If it is well classified and analyzed, it makes the year's finajicial experience
stand out as a well marked road with signs which say, "This is a bad detour and mast
be avoided in the future," or "This is a good smooth short cut and will save time and
money. " Most farmers without such records will have to travel the bad detours and
smooth short cuts more than once before they learn to recognize them. The year's
travels are so long and tortuous as to be confusing and the bad weather of farm de-
pression lias left many impassible detours on the road to farm profits.
Unfortunately some farmers as well as other business men start out with an
outline map in the form of an account book, intending to chart their way, but they
get so occupied with the job of driving and steering the business that they forget the
map and struggle through without it. When they get through at the end of the year
they heave a sigh of relief and begin to think about how helpful it would be to liave
a map to guide them as they start on the next year's venture.
In many cases the accoimt that has been neglected can still be completed
accurately enough to be a much better guide than no record. Most farmers toda^^ pay
all but the smallest expenses by check, and they usually can remember what each
cancelled check was for. In many cases some form of record was made of income. Milk
checks were saved or the sales sheet from the livestock commission company was kept.
Possibly duplicate deposit slips were made out and kept when grain was sold. These
records of expense and income, together with the inventory which was taken in start-
ing the year's account, furnish the materials for constmcting the year's records.
The more regularly these accounts have been kept up to date the more accurately the
year's course can be charted, but a map with a few small errors in it is better than
no map at all.
The year 1928 will soon be a matter of past experience, but how useful
that experience will be depends upon how completely it was recorded and how clearly
it was analyzed. It will profit every farm operator who started an account for 192S
to chart in the record of income and expense, and take the closing inventory at the
end of the year. Finally, it will pay to so analyze this record that it will give a
clear and permanent picture of the year's ventures.
For tliirteen years the department of farm organization and management of
the College of agriculture, University of Illinois, lias been analyzing the accounts
of Illinois farmers wlio enroll in their farm accounting project. In recent years
more tlian a thousand accounts liave been analyzed each year. Many of the farm
operators who have taken part in this project have added from $500 to $2,000 to their
annual net incomes, by avoiding the business mud-holes and keeping to the shortest
and best trails to the universal goal of business profits. Robert R. Hudelson, Ex-
tension specialist in Farm Organization and Management, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
- M -
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Illinois Lands High In Colle|g;e Circles At Intematio'iial Exposition
Singular honors for its staff members and students and a full share
championships and other prizes for its "blooded livestoci: contrihuted toward putting
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois well to front among the many stat
agricultural colleges and universities represented in the competition at the recent
Chicago International Livestock Exposition, it is shovm hy a survey of the final rec-
ords from the show.
Distinction was accorded the Illinois institution early in the exposition
when H. W. Mumford, dean and director of the college, and his brother, Frederick B.
,
who holds a similar position at the University of Missouri, were selected as the two
' guests for the annual honorary "banquet event of the American Society of Animal Produc-
tion. Eugene Davenport, dean and professor emeritus of the Illinois agricultioral col-
lege, was principal speaker.
Following upon the heels of this honor, it was anno\inced that Emmett 3-. Fru-
ij in, a McLean county farm hoy and senior in the Illinois college of agricult'ure, has
written the first-prize gold medal essay in the annual contest of the Saddle ajid Sir-
loin club. ^7. S. Henderson, Fowler, Ind. , and a junior classroate of Fruin's gave
I
Illinois a monopoly on the major honors of the contest when his essay was selected as
the second-prize silver medal one.
Dr. 17. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry, added to the honors of the
school when he was elected secretary-treasurer of the American Society of Ani:iTal Pro-
duction for the coming year.
Four championships topped a list of 5O awards captured by 60 animals bred and
developed by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and shown by the insti-
tution at the International. Livestock men viewed this record as doubly impressive in
view of the fact that the Illinois agricultural college entries iiad all been bred and
developed by animal husbandrymen of the school, Illinois' agricultural college is one
of those which follows the policy of entering no animals in the Chicago exposition
which have been bought or presented to the school.
The leading prize-winners which the college had in the exposition were the
champion Shorthorn steers of all ages, the champion Hanibouillet wether of all ages,
the reserve champion Eambouillet ewe and the reserve jimior champion Percheron mare.
The 50 awards vsiiich went to the college stock also included seven first prizes and blue
ribbons in addition to many lesser awards. The first prizes taken by the college stock
were won on Shorthorn steer calved between Jantiary 1 and Kay 3I, 1927? group of three
Shorthorn steers, yearling Uambouillet ewe, pen 01 three Bambouillet wether lambs, year-
::11 ling Percheron mfiire in both the open and futurity classes, and Percheron stallion and
' three mares under three years of age and bred by exhibitor.
In the first wool show ever held at the International, the college tool: a
second and third prize, while the meats judging team composed of three students from
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois finished first in the judging of
-aiUD. Printed in furtherance of lb« Agricultural Eitension Act approved by Congress May S, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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garni And Home Interests Of State To Center At U^ Of I^ , Jan. lU-lg
With interests of tlie state's liomemaicers given added importance, the annual
Farmers' Weer: at the Colleee of Agriculture, University of Illinois this year vail be-
corae Farm and Horae Week, it is announced by Dean and Director H. W. I^umford. Dates
for the event are Januarj'' 1^ to IS.
Presentation of master farm homeraaker awards to the group of Illinois farm
women selected hy the Farmer's Wife and an Illinois committee which is cooperating
with it will again feature the home side of the program. In addition there will he a
state conference of home economics extension workers and a "business session of the
Illinois Home Bureau Federation. One of the four evening sessions of the week is to
be devoted to home interests.
For the state's farm interests, the program of the week will be centered
chiefly in marketing, legumes, soils, insects, diseases and agricultural adjustments
as stressed in the eight regional agricultural adjustment conferences which the col-
lege recently held in different parts of the state.
"Corn king" honors of the state will again be contested in the anniial Illi-
nois Seed 3-rain Show, which opens the first afternoon. The college's blooded live-
stock will be put on dress parade and numerous educational exhibits displayed at the
"Little International" to be staged the second afternoon and evening by students and
faculty members. The guest of honor this year will be E. P. Hall, Sangamon coimty
cattle feeder and farmer living near Mechanic sburg, who has won the premier awaxd on
carload lots of fat cattle for nine tines at the Chicago International Livestoclc Ex-
position.
Members of the Illinois Crop Improvement Association will hold their annual
banquet and business meeting on Tuesday evening, January I5.
- M -
More T echni cal ly Trained Men Needed For Developing Dairy Industry
3apid development of the dairy industry r^as created a need for large numbers
of technically'' trained men to operate the many dairy manufacturing plants located
throughout the coiontry according to P. H. Tracy, in charge of the dairj"- raanufactiires
division of the College of Agricult'cre, University of Illinois.
As one means of supplying such training to those unable to enroll in the
re;^ular agricultural college courses, the institution annually holds a dairy laanufac-
tures short co"Uj:se. Althougii planned primarily for those who have had some practical
training, the course is not restricted to those with eroerience. Dates for the next
one are January 2 to 25 , he announced.
All pliases of the dairy manufacturing industry, including the making of but-
ter
, ice creasu, soft cheese, cultured milk drinl<:s and market milk are covered in the
course. Instr^-iction also is given in the testing of milk products a:id in dairy bac-
teriology. A modem agricultural college creamer:/ makes it possible for the students
to try out practical aDplications of their classroom lectures in a com-nercial labora-
tory. Varied tjTpes of modern rna-chinery used in the manufacture of dairy products are
included in the equipment of the building, wliich is a $225,000 structure.
For the convenience of the students, the course to be given January 2 to 25
will be divided into four sections on the basis of subject matter presented. The dif-
ferent sections will vary from tliree and one-half to six days in length. Prospective
students may register for whatever section they wish.
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Swine jrovvers lamed Af:;ainst "Two Sins " In Wiriter Rations Of Sows
Pro'ba.'bly the tro greatest sins against t".ie 'brood sow from tlie standpoir.t of
her winter ration are allowing her too little protein and not including a so-j.rce of
vitamin D in her ration, in the opii.ion of Dr. 7. U. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry
at the College of AgrictdttLre, University of Illinois,
"To force her to rob her own body, as she will, to get enough protein for
her developing litter depletes her own system of its supply of protein. This handi-
caps her milk production after the litter is farrowed and in turn reduces the gains
niade by the pigs. It may also, in extreme cases, ag-^ravate the pig-eating habit of
sows.
"Three satisfactory, yet handy, sources of protein for supplementing corn in
the brood sow ration are: (l) skir^milh or buttermilh, (2) tanlcage or a mixture of
tankage and linseed oil meal and alfalfa or otner legTijne hay of good quality, and (3)
soybeaiis, in r.hich case a simjjle mineral mixture should be fed.
"If skimmilk or buttermilk are used they should be supplied at the rate of
about a gallon r. head daily. Straight tankage or the nhxture of tanlcage and linseed
oil meal sljO'old be fed at the rate of one-half to three-fourths of a pourid a head dai-
ly with the alfalfa or other legume hay in a rack. If soybeans are selected as the
protein supplement for the brood sow's ration the.-r should be fed at the rate of tlxree-
fourths to one Dound dailj' for each aniiTial. Unthreshed soybeans may be fed to good
advantage vvnen legvne liay is not available.
"Lack of vitamin D prevents a sow from utilizing the lime in her ration and
may result in posterior paralysis or 'going down in the back' , although this frequently
occurs after a sow has suckled a litter. Liberal use of alfalfa iiay or possibly other
legume hay prevents this trouble.
"If oats are as cheap, pound for pound, as corn they can be used in almost
any proportion v.lth that grain. Tiirnether they sh.oula be ground for brood sows 1ms not
been definitely determined, but certainly it v/ill not pay to grind them fine. X'-eat
middlings .na-<e a fine addition to the v/inter ration. Unless they are as cheap, pound
for pound, as oats, however, it will pay to use the home ground oats. Pregnant sows
can be fed as successfully and with somewhat less labor on a dry ration as they can by
being slopped.
"3rood sows should be given the opport'onity, and if necessary should be
forced, to tal:e a reasonable amount of exercise. They can be encouraged to exercise if
they are fed seme distance from their sleeping quarters. Oats scattered thinly on a
clean feeding floor or on clean snow requires the sov;s to exercise, as does alfalfa Iiay
^ed in a rack. If a field is available where corn and soybeans have been grown the
sows will get plenty of exercise cleaning up the feed in such a place. They may, in
fact, need little else dviring the first few weeks.
"Shelter need not be elaborate, but it should provide a dry bed free from
drafts. Tnere should be ample room, so as not to encourage tl'ic piling up of the sows,
as this may i-esult in the development of pne'omonia. Undue crowding also may res'.ilt in
injury to so:.'.e of the sows. A shed open to the sun and closed on the side of the pre-
vailing winds, if kept dry with plenty of bedding, iraJces excellent winter shelter for
a herd of pregnant sows. They should not, however, be expected to talce pot luck in a
yard full of cows and horses. In this case, as in all others involving the care of
livestock, success is not a matter of luck, but comes as a result of attention to de-
' tails and the synipathetic watcl'-fulness of the 'eye of the master.'"
- M -
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Early Seeding Brings Ba.ck Hessian Fly To Endanger State' s Wheat Crop
Prematurely early seeding which was done in many Illinois wheat fields this
past fall has put the Hessian fly, wheat's most destructive insect pest, in a position
to do considerable damage to the crop next spring if weather conditions are favorable,
W, P. Flint, chief entomolrgist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey, has re-
ported to the College of Agriciiltuxa, University of Illinois.
For the past three years the state's wheat crop has escaped with but little
damage from the fly as a result of farmers generally frllowing the recommended maxi-
mum-yield dates of seeding the crop, Flint said. Slfirly seeding in many fields this
fall, however, has given the insect a fine chance to stage a comeback and it apparent-
j
ly is making the most of the opportunity, he reported. The danger of early seeding
I
lies in the fact that the young plants come up before the flies in the fall generation
i
have laid their eggs and perished, thus exposing such wheat to infestation.
Fear that the fly will do considerable damage to Illinois wheat next spring
if weather conditions are favorable for the pest is based upon examinations recently
made in a nu-nber of fields in several of the central and northern counties.
j
"In the west central pairt of the state in Greene, Jersey, Madison, Montgom-
i ery and Christian counties the infestation of fly varied from nothing to 74 per cent
]
of the wheat plants. The average of 20 fields selected at random showed 35 per cent
cf the plants infested. The infestation was largely confined to the early- sown wheat.
"In southern Illinois examinations made in Marion county showed the early-
sown grain wheat to have from 11 to 63 per cent of the plants infested, while the
later- sown grain showed no infestation. In Randolph county, wheat sown before October
6 had from 10 to 58 per cent of the plants infested, while that sown after that date
had practically no infestation.
"In the extrane southern part of the state in Pulaski county, wheat sown
before October 8 had from 36 to 76 per cent of the plants infested, while grain seed-
ed after that date had no infestations of consequence. Other examinations in the
southern part of the state have shown approximately the same condition."
- M -
Dairy Herd Ovrner Doubles Butter fat Yield By Following Feeding Tip
Four months is all that it took one Kane county farmer to double the butter-
fat yield of his cows after he had put into practice the pointers on improved feeding
which he secured from the newly-organized dairy herd improvement association of which
he is a member, according to a report to the College of Igriculture, University of
Illinois, which sponsors these associations. He recently reported to his tester, Wen-
dell Starkweather, that the benefits realized from the first four months of membership
were enough to pay his dues for the entire year.
- M -
Printed in {urtherance of the Agricultural Esteiuioa Act approved by Conisresa May 8, li)14. H, W. Mumfobo, Director.
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Legximes To Get Call As Adjustment Aids Diiring Farm and Heme Week
Legume crops, noted both as soil builders and feed producers, will be up
for consideration as aids to needed agricultural adjustments, when Illinois farmers
and their wives gather for the annual Farm and Home Week at the College of A^rical-
ture. University of Illinois, January 14 to 18. The "big three" of the legume world -
alfalfa, sweet clover, and soybeans - are scheduled for major attention from the
standpoint of agricultural adjustments. This is in keeping with the plan to make
farm adjustments one of the main themes of the week. The whole of the morning ses-
sion on Taesday, January 15, is to be given over to these three legumes.
Winterkilling this past season took a heavy toll in Illinois alfalfa fields
and so one of the first subjects which will be discussed in connection with this le-
gume will be, "Malcing Illinois Alfalfa Production More Satisfactory." The speaker
will be Dr. W. L. Burlis^n, head of the agronomy department. In a talk on sweet clo-
ver, 0. H. Sears, assistant chief in soil biology, will explain how to make the most
'^ut of a crop which is noted for its soil-building powers on Illinois farms.
Soybeans, the Illinois acreage of v/hich has increased from only a few
thousand acres prior to 1916 to about 415,000 acres grown alone in 1928, will be cov-
ered in a talk by J. C. Hackleman, crops extension specialist, on the subject, "Soy-
beans are Making a Place for Themselves in Illinois." Costs of producing alfalfa,
sweet clover and soybeans as determined by careful studies in the farm organization
and msinageraent department will be reported to farmers by H. C. Eoss, a nember of that
depsirtment. The place of legumes in livestock farming will be discussed in the light
of the latest facts by H. P. Rusk, head of the animal husbandry depsu-tment. W. B.
llevens, assistant chief in dairy cattle feeding, will point cut the importance of
legujues in dairy cattle feeding.
- M -
Svery Apple Tells Story Of Orchardist' s Pruning And Spraying Methods
Beauty is more than skin deep in the case of the apple, for the size, color
end condition of the fruit tell whether or not the orchardist' s methods of pruning,
Sj^raying and fertilizing were correct during the season, according to R. S. Marsh,
horticulture extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois. This, therefore, is a good time of the year for the orchardist to tal-ze an in-
ventory and analyze the kind of fruit he harvested to the end that he can improve his
niethods and increase his profits during the coming season, he said.
"Small-sized apples with poor color and limb-rub injury certainly mean that
the trees were not pruned eno-ugh nor the fruit thinned in accordance with the amount
of fertilizer applied. Scab, blotch, bitter rot, black rot and cedar rust diseases
in excessive amounts on the fruit show exactly where apple growers were negligent in
their method of spraying or in the use of the wrong spray materials. The same is true
of excessive codling moth and curculio injury.
"After this fruit inventory, the gi-ower will profit by careful study of the
trees and their condition. Have the trees made sufficient growth during the past
season so as to be vigorous enough to carry a normal crop next year? Is the fruit
bud development of ample quantity to insure a crop for the next season? What are the
[iiseases and insects that are damaging the trees? What is the status of the orchard
3oil as to erosion, organic matter and drainage? These are some of the questions
fhich should be considered in making an inventory of the trees in the orchard."
- M -
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Womsin Points Wav To Rebuilding Of Illinois ' Declining Turkey Business
Holiday diners have a woman to thank for showing- the way to the successful
and profitable rebuilding of the declining turkey raising business in Illinois, ac-
cording to H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
During the past five years the production of this holiday bird has slumped
as a result of the toll taken by diseases and parasites ur^der the old system of al-
lowing the birds free range. It remained for a Clay county woman, Mrs. C. T. Kibler,
trying the system for her first time, to demonstrate this past season that turkeys
could be raised successfully and profitably by keepirig them confined. Scores cf
prospective producers have been convinced by her methods and many of them have said
that they would try out her plan this coming year. Estimated profits cf $200 will be
realized on her flock by Mrs. Kibler, despite the fact that causes other than disease
riddled her stock. A recent meeting held on her farm to acquaint interested farmers
and poultrymen with her demonstration of successful turkey raising attracted a group
of 75 people.
Her success sounds another Icnell over the old idea that turkeys can be
raised only under free range, a system which the College of Agr i cul tui" e , University
rf Illinois has long recommended should be replaced by confinaaent and sanitation.
Locating her brooder house on ground which was considered free from blackhead and
worms was the first precaution which Mrs. Kibler took against diseases and parasites.
!I!he young birds were let out in small yards about 10 by 50 feet, being kept in each
yard about ten days to two weeks and then moved to the next one to escape any worm
or disease infestations which might have developed in the yard after that time. By
the time they had been in the fourth yard for about two weeks they were old enough to
be moved to a rearing range of about one ajid a half acres. This range was divided in-
to four sections, each being used about one month at a time. A cheap roosting shelter
, was provided and all the feed, both grain and mash, fed in hoppers. Feeds used in-
cluded a standard baby chick starter, a growing mash and a grain mixture.
From one breeding pen of 10 yearling hens and one torn, Mrs. Kibler hatched
318 turkeys. All hatching was done with chicken hens, which ordinarily is hazardous
because chicken hens are the big source of danger from the dread disease cf blaclchead.
Only 29 of the young turkeys were lost because of disease and many of these probably
could have been saved had it not been for the fact that one of the rearing yards was
overrun with surface drainage from the ground around the hen house.
- M -
Farmer Still Profiting From $6 Soil Treatment Long Since Paid For
After boosting his wheat profits $13 an acre when first used three years
ago, a soil treatment of rock phosphate costing only $6 an acre is still producing
results for Jake Hermann, an Sffingham county farmer, according to a report by C. M.
Jinsley, assistant professor in soils extension at the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois,
Hermann first used the material in the fall of 1325. He applied it at the
'ate of 800 pounds an acre on half of a five-acre field that was to be sown to wheat.
;?he rock phosphate was applied on top of the plowed ground and worked in with the
forking down of the seed bed. The phosphated half threshed out 55 bushels to the acre
'hile the untreated half yielded only 20 bushels to the acre. This increase of 15
,)ushels an acre was worth about $19, leaving a net profit of aroiond $13 an acre when
iihe cost of the treatment, $6 an acre, was deducted. Benefits of the treatment did
;iot stop there, however, for the wheat crop had used only a small part of the phos-
j)llorus in the 800 pounds an acre of rock phosphate.
- M "
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Hindrances To Rural Progress To Draw First Fire At Farm And Home Week
Barriers to progress in the various lines of farming and farm homemaking
will draw first fire of the state's farm and home interests gathered for the annual
Farm and Home Week at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, January
14 to 18. Consideration of these problems will occupy the whole of the first after-
noon' s program.
F ' Following the opening address "by Dean and Director H. W. Muraford on the
subject, "Agricultural Adjustments and Farm Progress", crops problems as sifted out
at the eight regional agricultural adjustment conferences will be discussed by J. C.
Hackleman, crops extension specialist, and soils problems by C. M. Linsley, assis-
tant in soils extension.
Livestock problems of the state will be reviewed by E. T. Robbins, live-
stock extension specialist; dairying by C- S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist;
poultry bj- H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist; farm organization and management
by R. R. Hudelson, extension specialist in that line of work; mechanical equipment
by R. I. Shawl, acting head of the farm mechanics department; agricultural coopera-
tion by L. J. Norton, of the agricultural economics division; community development
by J, D. Bilsborrow, assistant state leader of farm advisers, and development of the
farm home by Mrs. Kathryn V. Burns.
Eugene Davenport, dean and professor emeritus of the agricultural college,
will be the evening speaker of the first day's program.
For one whole afternoon, Tuesday , January 15, soils of the state are to be
discussed in the light of needed agricultural adjustments. How a knowledge of soil
types can be used as an aid in deciding the adaptability of land for different uses
will be explained by E. A. Norton, assistant chief of soil survey mapping, while
H. P. Rusk, head of the animal husbandry department, will show why the animal indus-
try is essential to the most economical use of the land. Utilization of so-called
"marginal" lands for forestry puiTjoses will be up for consideration in an address by
C. J. Telford, extension forester, on the subject "What Lands Should Be in Forest?"
How soil and crop behavior point the way to economical land utilization
will be explained by F. C. Bauer, chief of soil experiment fields and of soils exten-
sion work. Making unused Isind useful through the practice of erosion control will
be described by R. I. Shawl, acting head of the farm mechanics department. J. R.
Bent, director of the lime stone-phosphate department of the Illinois Agricultural
tssociation, is billed to tell the farmers something about the sources and character
3f limestone available for use on soils of the state. What the farm bureau-farm
nanagement service project in McLean, Tazewell, Woodford and Livingston counties has
iivulged about the importance of the soil in efficient and profitable farming will
explained by M. L, Mosher, in charge of the field work on the project and a member
the farm organization and management department.
- M -
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Five Master Fsirm HomemaJcers Again To Be Selected From Illinois Women
All the laiotty problems of the field, feed lot and orchard mill he shelved
during the annual Farm and Home Week at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois while the farm wife and mother is duly honored in special ceremonies sched-
uled for Wednesday afternoon, January 16. What the family, the community, the state
and society in general owe to the farm wife will he puhlicly acknowledged in the
presentation of Itlaster Farm Homemaker awards to five Illinois farm women selected hy
The Farmer's Wife, national farm women's magazine of Minneapolis, Minn,, in cooper-
ation with the home economics extension service of the agricultural college. Miss
Bess Rowe, a representative of the magazine, will males the awards.
The custom of selecting Master Farm Homemakers was inaugurated last year
and has now hecome national in scope. Five Illinois farm wives were in the honored
group last year.
Presiding at the special ceremonies will "be Mrs. Kathryn Van Aken Burns,
state leader of home advisers. Preceding the presentation of the awaxds Miss Ruth
A. Wardall, head of the home economics department of the agricultural college, will
deliver an address on the subject, "The University's Interest in Master Farm Home-
makers. "
Two other addresses hy women speakers are on the afternoon program. Mrs.
Jean l,fuir Dorsey, chairman of the homemalcer's section of the American Home Economics
Association, will speak on, "Recognition of Homemaking," and President L. R. Marsten,
of Greenville College, will speak on, "Understanding the Child."
Judge Mary M. Bartleme, of the Cook co\inty juvenile court, is schedoiled
for an evening address to round out the special homemalcer's program of the day.
- M -
First Of Tractor Short Courses To Open Soon At Ar?icultural College
Sixty- six of the farmers who own the 70,000 tractors now estimated to be
in use on Illinois farms will have a chance to brush up on the care and operation of
these m.achines in two tractor and gas engine short courses which the farm mechanics
department of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is holding during
the latter part of this month. The first of the two courses, which will be alike,
is sched'oled for the week of Jan'oary 21 to 2S, immediately following the annual Farm
and Home Week at the college, and the second the week of January 28 to February 2.
Facilities for giving the work offered in the courses make it necessary to
limit the enrollment and consequently the first 66 tractor and gas engine owners and
operators to apply will be the ones who will get the training, it was announced by
R. I. Shawl, acting head of the farm mechanics department.
Ten popular makes of tractors, 12 gas engines mounted on frames, 35 farm
gas engines and a representative assortment of magnetos, carburetors, air cleaners
and engine parts will be at the disposal of the short cotirse students in the labora-
tory work which will occupy four to five hoijirs a day. Engine construction, tractor
construction, engine timing, make and break ignition, high tension ignition, carbu-
retor study and adjustment, tractor and gas engine trouble work and tractor operation
will be covered in this part of the coiirse. There will be three hours of lecture
work daily.
A small fee to cover the cost of materials used is charged for enrollment
in the courses.
- M -
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Balanced Rations Need No "Sugar Coating" With Mineral SupTjlements
Good plain farm feeds for the dairy cow need no sugar coating in the form
9f extra mineral supplements if the rations fed the cows contain literal amounts of
ffell-cured legume hay and a grain mixture of protein feeds high in phosphorus, judg-
ing from the results of experiments just reported in the latest "bulletin from the
jxperiment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. It is en-
Jitled, "An Experiment in the Free-Choice Feeding of Mineral Supplements to Dairy
Jattle."
Widespread interest in the needs of dairy cattle for minerals has "been
70used through investigations which have shown that the production of large amounts
of milk may cause dairy cows to lose mineral elements from their bodies. Aside from
sodium and chlorine, which are supplied in common salt, the mineral element most
likely to he deficient in rations for milk production is calci"um, with phosphorus
sometimes also lacking.
In the experiments by Dr. W. B. Nevens, assistant chief in dairy cattle
feeding at the experiment station, it was shown that there is not likely to he a de-
ficiency of either of these two minerals in rations containing liberal amounts of
well-cured legume hay, which is high in lime content and therefore supplies calcium,
and a well-balanced grain mixture containing protein supplements high in phosphorus.
It was the object of the experiments to see whether cattle kept under ordinary herd
conditions in barn and dry lot would voluntairily supplement their rations with miner-
als if given an opportunity. The ration fed consisted of corn silage, a legume hay
either of alfalfa, soybeans or red clover, and a grain mixtiore composed of ground
shelled corn, ground oats, wheat bran and a second protein supplement. This second
protein supplement was either corn gluten feed, soybean oil meal or linseed oil meal.
«
No particular craving or desire for mineral supplements other than common
salt was shown by the cattle used in the test. It was found, however, that feeding
common salt at the rate of 1 per cent of the grain mixture was not enough to satisfy
the desires of the cattle for this compound. Quite large amounts were consumed when
additional salt was supplied in feed boxes in the exercising yards.
- M -
Thirty- Seven Illinois Dairymen Qualify Cows For 500-Pound Fat Club
Thirty-seven Illinois dairymen in 18 different counties have won the
coveted gold medal award of the Illinois 500-Pound Butterfat Cow Club by feeding one
or more of their cows for a production of at least 500 pounds of fat during the past
year, it is announced by C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, in charge of the project. The awards announced
today are on the basis of records for the first 11 months and when the final compila-
tion is made other owners are expected to land cows in the select group.
Owners of the gold medal winners, by cotmties, are: Rock River Farms and
Ralph R. Thomas, both of Ogle county; C. Schaefer & Snow, and Palmer and Lee Longworth,
McLean county; R. F. Bayne , Lewis Wheeler, W. F. Farrell, C. 0. Patterson and Paul H.
Wilson, Moultrie county; Silver Glen Farm and Harry Cochran, Kane county; MayT^ood
Farm, Turner & Winn, W. H. Gardner, and L. C. Magee, McHenry county; Mrs. Chauncey
McCormick and J. K. Rathbun, DuPage county; Ray Folgate and W. T. Rawleigh Company,
Stephenson county; Carl Armstrong and Howard Smith, Kendall county; Kohl Brothers and
E, W. Sass, Iroquois county; Albert Hayes and Bert Potter, Peoria county; J. M. Haz-
zard; W. W. Pflug and Phil Goodwin, Will county; C. J. Hitchings and Sumner G. Wilson,
Montgomery county; Fred Oilman, Cook county; Roy A. Palmer, Henry coujity; Leon Tripp,
Boone county; Lawrence Kaufman, Carroll county; K. B. Sm.ith, McDonough county, and
Marcellus Hartman, Monroe county.
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Costs And Marf;ins Of I)istri"butin:g: Milk Reported In New Bulletin
farmers and dairjTnen in the Chicago inilk oarket , who are now involved in
a price controversy with the distributors in that district, got approxiiiiately Uo
cents to cover hoth their expenses and profit out of the average consumer's dollar
spent for milk during the tvro years 19^5 and 1926, according to findings in a two-
year investigation announced today by the experiment station of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. Out of the reiTiaining 50-32 cents v\hich went large-
ly to cover purchasing, receiving, processing, selling, delivery and administration,
the dealers realized net profits of 3''^^ cents in ever;' consumer's dollar.
Findings nade in the study are released in official bulletin form under
'the title, "Costs and Margins and Other Related Factors in the Distribution of Fluid
Milk in Four Illinois Markets." C. A. Brown, associate in dairy economy, who con-
ducted the study, is author. St. Louis, Peoria and Qulncy were the other Illinois-
supplied markets besides Chicago which were surveyed during the study.
Figures based on approximately one-fifth of the total distribution show
that the Chicago dealers received a net income of .Uy of a cent of the approximate
il2.9 cents a quart paid for milk sold in the form of milk and milk products to the
regular retail trade. Farmers and jobbers received 5*3 cents of the 12.9 cents,
while 7-1 cents went to defray the expense of marketing. This 1.1 cents was divided
I into 2.2 cents to meet the expenses of purchasing, receiving and processing, U.6
cents for selling and delivery and .3I of a cent for general administrative expense.
I
The consumer's dollar in the St. Louis market during the tliree years from
'192^ to 1926 was split into 5I.UU cents for cost of product, U3.UU for cost of mar-
keting and 5-1 cents net profit to the dealer. In Peoria, during the sajne years,
jb5.S7 cents of the consumer's dollar went for cost of product and 32-39 cents to meet
I
the expense of marketing, leaving the dealer a net profit of 1.7^ cents. In Qjuincy
during the four years from 192U to 1927? 69. 18 cents of the consumer's dollar went
for cost of product and 23. 06 cents for marketing erqjense, leaving the dealer a net
profit of 2.76 cents.
By means of a system of cost accounting taicing into account various units
of meas-iore of milk and milk products, it was found that quarts were sold at a profit
of
.75 of a cent and pints at a loss of 1.5b cents during I92U. The ratio of pints
to quarts in retail sales was found to be 1 to 5-62 in the Chicago maricet, 1 to o.ll
in St. Louis and 1 to 5-9 in Peoria. Profit on creair. was larger than on milk.
Two economic changes of far-reaching consequence to Illinois dairjTnen were
I revealed by the investigation to be under way at the present time, according to Brown.
These are decentralization in production, brought about by recent improvements in
T.ilk transportation, and centralization in distribution, as a result of pressure for
greater efficiency in milk marketing.
- M -
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Thirteenth Year Of Farm AccountiniS; Holds Luck For Somg Farmers
Thirteen will be a lucky number this year and there's one man waiting un-
til the end of the season to prove it. He is R. R. Hudelson, extension specialist
in farm organization and management at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
That is, it will be a lucky number for farmers who start a system of sim-
ple farm accounts, Hudelson believes. This will be the thirteenth year that such
accounts Imve been pushed by the college and in the past they have helped different
farmers add all the way from $500 to $2,000 to their annual net incomes, he explained.
At the present time about 1,500 farmers in different parts of the state are profiting
from keeping accounts as advocated by the college, he said.
In order to make this thirteenth year of the accounting project a lucky one
for many other farmers, a series of schools is now being held in 85 counties of the
state. Hudelson or some other representative of the farm organization and management
department of the college will be present at each of these schools to assist the lo-
cal county farm adviser in helping new account keepers get started right with their
records. At the end of the year all those farmers who have completed their business
records for the season will have an opportunity to have them analyzed by the college
so that they can study the weak and strong points of their farms.
There is at least one group of farmers in the state who have found the ac-
counts so valuable that they have conpleted them and had them anal^'^zed every year
for 12 years, according to Hudelson.
"Farming has changed from an art in grandfather's day to a business now,
and one of the first steps toward making it a better-paying business is the keeping
of suitable acco^onts. Accounts will tell definitely vdiether or not the farm is ac-
complishing its purpose of making money so that the operator may be able to bij;/- the
many things which modern ways of living demand. If the farm is not measuring up,
the accotuits will indicate the changes which should be made in the way of doing
business. It pays better to strengthen the business at its weakest point than to add
strength at the strongest points."
- M -
Combine Used With Su.ccess To Harvest pop Corn In Sangamon County
Successful use of a combined harvester-thresher to harvest pop corn in
Illinois has opened up the way to the prod'uction of this crop on a large scale in
this state, in the opinion of B. L. Weaver, of the horticulture department. College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The successful trial was made this fall on
the farm of John L. Taylor, near Farmingdale, about ten miles west of Springfield.
Possibilities for profit in the large-scale growing of pop corn are indicated by the
fact that average yields of 2,000 pounds an acre have been reported while the whole-
sale price this fall v/as aroiond seven cents a pound, Weaver explained.
A 12-foot combine was used and by putting in four rows of concave teeth it
was a simple matter to shell all the corn from the cob. As pop corn is heavy for its
size, it was possible to use a lot of wind and eliminate practically all of the for-
eign material in the shelled grain. A long period of wet weather had preceded har-
vest, but a sample of the corn ta>:en direct from the grain tank contained only lU per
cent moisture. This corn popped with practically no kernels failing to open. This
'Was not surprising, however, since the optimum moisture content for the best popping
qtiality has been fo"und to be about 12 per cent. Frani: Hanson, formerly farm mechanics
extension specialist of the agricaltural college and now a representative of a tractor
company, was in charge of the demonstration.
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Insect? And Diseases ?o 3e Tarp:et Of Study At Farm And Home Week
Tighter defense lines against insects and diseases, ever a menace to the
farmer's prosperity, will "be soia^ht in some of the sessions of the anniial Farm and
Home Week, Jan-uary lU-lg , at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it
is indicated hy the final program of the event. Most threatening of the pests which
will be discussed will be the European corn borer, but many other enemies of the
farmer's crops and livestock will not escape attention.
Plant diseases and insects will provide the theme for a general session on
Wednesday morning, January 16 , while animal diseases will be taken care of in a gen-
eral session Thursday afternoon, January I7.
The question of whether or not a greater legume acreage will increase the
insect hazard will be answered in the first of the Wednesday mornir:g addresses by
J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State ITatural History Survey.
Benjamin ICoehler, crop pathologist of the agricultural college, will report the
facts about the scab disease that ruined the 1923 barley crop and C. M. Woodworth, in
charge of plant breeding, will explain the breeding of grain crops for resistance to
disease.
Disease resistant strains of vegetables and fruits will be discussed by
H. W. Anderson, associate chief of pomological pathology; field and physical selec-
tion of seed corn by G. H. Dungan, assistant chief of crop production, and the Euro-
pean corn borer sitiiation in I92S by W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois
State ITatural History Survey.
Maintaining the health of Illinois sheep will be the first of the Thursday
morning topics on animal diseases. R. L. Hectorne, of the animal pathology and hy-
giene division, wall liandle this subject. Prevention of cattle diseases will be ex-
plained by Hobert G-raliam, chief of the division; control of swine diseases by James
McDonald, of the state department of agriculture, Springfield, and the combatin^'"-3 of
poultry diseases and parasites by Frank Tnorp, Jr., a member of the animal pathology
and hygiene division. In the closing tallc of the sessions on disease questions,
J. Howard Beard, universitj^ health officer, will explain the relation of rural hygiene
and sanitation to public health.
- M -
Livestock Production To Provide Features For Annual Extension School
Six different phases of livestock production will provide the special fea-
tures for the annual agricultural extension school being held this year in connection
with the thirty-second annual Farm and Home Weelc of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois, January lU to IS, for the benefit of farm advisers of the state.
These are livestock adjustments, minerals in livestock feeding, problems in animal
pathology, protein concentrates vs. mixed feeds, vitamins and marketing costs - truck
vs. rail.
Sessions at which these topics \iill be discussed v/ill taJce up the whole of
the T/ednesda;^, Thursday and Friday morning programs of the school. The rest of the
program this year has been arranged to allow farm advisers ample time for individtial
conferences with staff members and to attend special features of the Farm and Home
Week program.
A joint session of farm and home advisers will be held Tuesday morning,
while the farm advisers will hold their semi-annual association dinner Tuesday/ noon.
The regular business meeting of the association will follow this dinner.
n)aia H-3V M3U
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Recoiimendations Made For Highting Long Igeglect Of Illinois Pastures
Long neglected and probatly least productive of all the state's farm soils,
Illinois' extensive pasture lands were up for improvement in a sectional meeting on
pasture management and agricultural adjustment at the thirty-second annual Farm and
Home Week of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Pastures, which now occupy seven million acres, or nearly 25 percent, of
the thirty-two million acres of farm land in the state, can "be improved the same as
grain crops by good soil treatment and management, C. M. Linsley, assistant in soils
extension, pointed out in the first of a series of talks on the pasture problem. As
it is now, pasture not only is often the poorest land on the farm, but both the land
and the pasture usually get less care and attention than any other field, he declared.
li^fiprovement of permanent bluegrass pasture constitutes one of the major
farm problems in Illinois, in Linsley's opinion. Building up the fertility of pas-
ture soils and avoiding overgrazing will solve the problem, he said.
"nitrogen, the one element of plant food which seems to be needed on most
soils for a maximum growth of bluegrass, can be supplied at little cost throu.gh the
growing of such legumes as sweet clover or red, alsike or white clover. Seeding sweet
clover in old bluegrass pasture will increase the carrying power of the land two to
four times.
"Overgrazing is responsible for many of the unproductive pastures in the
[state. Although it may not be practical to avoid pasturing bluegrass until after it
;is mature, the damage can be greatly lessened by using a temporary pasture such as
sweet clover for early spring pasture and allowing the bluegrass as much time as pos-
[sible for storing up plant food in its roots."
If Illinois livestock raisers sustain a loss from poisonous pasture plants
jnly one-fifth as great as in western regions, it woiild amcont nevertheless to three
ind one-half million dollars annually, J. J. Pieper, assistant chief in crop produc-
tion, reported in discussing this phase of the pasture problem.
Three recommendations which he gave for reducing present losses from plant
JOisoning of livestock were; Eradicate plants known to be poisonous, avoid areas
Jontaining poisonous plants during the dangerous seasons of early spring and droi\:;hty
jeriods in s'ioiiaT.er and early fall, and pasture with care, so that animals are not
lempted to eat poisonous plants.
Growing of sweet clover on the millions of acres of untillable Illinois land
lOw devoted almost exclusively to permanent bluegrass pasture was recomiBended by
r. J. Fraser, dairy farming specialist of the a^'ricultural college. Some farmers in
'he state who have limed their pastu-res and dislced sweet clover into the bluegrass
lave more than doubled the production of feed, he reported. Before this reinforcing
if bluegrass with sweet clover can be a success, hov/evcr, stod^ must be kept off until
bhe sweet clover has a good start, the first s-nring after it is seeded, farmers were
If
. . PrinteJ in furtherance o£ Tlie Agricultural ENtensiou Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. \V. MumpOrd, Director.
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Timljer Crops Recommended As Best For One-Seventh T'ae Area Of Illinois
Witli the end of virgin timber supplies in sight 20 years hence, forests
wotild be the best crop for fully one-seventh the total area of Illinois, C. J. Tel-
ford, extension forester of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, told
farmers attending the thirty- second annual Farm and Home Week.
Markets now exist for all the timber that can be produced and economic
trends indicate that the wood crop will go to a higher competitive level as the na-
tional supplies diminish, he pointed out.
A single Illinois coujity has 70)00*^ acres of dune sand land for the greater
part of which pine timber is the logical crop, Telford reported. There is an aggre-
gate of 5jOOO,000 acres of land in Illinois unsuited to ordinary crops and in addi-
tion a vast area of marginal crop lands which should be withdrawn from crop production
and used for timber, he added,
"Land thus planted to timber will return about 30 tim.es the money actually
spent in planting and taxes, averaging $7 an acre yearly over the 50-year period re-
quired to 2;row merchantable pine. This holds for existing market conditions with ITo.
1 common viiite pine retailing at $55 a thousand board feet. Fifty years ago this
grade retailed at $12 a thousand board feet and 50 years hence it will reach $100 if
past trends continue.
"Illinois offers unusually good markets for timiber products. Her coal
mines use nearly 15,000 carloads of mine timber annually, and her railroads 18,000
carloads of ties. !Toi"mally 23,000 carloads of ties, mine timbers, posts and pilings
are imported into Illinois. These are all products readily pi'oduced on the farm wood-
lot. Markets also exist for logs and l^amber.
"Keener loiowledge of the actual values of woodlot products will give the
woodland owner a more favorable appreciation of forestry as a form of land use.
A stick of white oak piling \nhich costs the consumer $1S is commonly bought from the
landowner for less than $2. This lack of knowledge of airounts and values of standing-
timber explains why one farmer sold $l6,000 worth of timber for $l,2Uo. In another
instance the owner was offered $^50 for the black walnut on his farm. He was foiir
years getting his price but sold for $1,950) thus raising the original bid better than
four fold."
- M -
Illinois Investigators Secure Striking Re sul t
s
With Disease Resistance
Fighting diseases of fniits and vegetables through development of disease-
resistant strains has been used nlth especially telling effect to the benefit of
growers in Illinois as a, result of research and investigational work done by tie ex-
periment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Detailed re-
ports to this effect were ma,de by Dr. H. W. Anderson, associate chief in ponological
pathology, before the insect an.d disease control sessions of the thirty-second amraal
Faim and Home Week of the college.
Excellent res-'olts obtained against tomato wilt, a soil-borne disease, were
cited as strilcing. Recently some results have been obtained by the experiment station
jworkers in the development of wilt-resistant watermelons, Dr. Anderson reported. This
Hatter work has not progressed to tne point, however, where the strains can be recom-
Imended from a coi-nmercial standpoint. A peach strain resistant to the destructive
bacterial spot also is being tested, he added.
- M -
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Corn Borer Reported Still Uo Or ^2 Miles Prom Eastern Illinois Line
A rather small spread made "by the insect during the past season has left
the dread European corn "borer still UO or U5 miles awa" from the eastern Illinois
line, W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State ITatiiral History Survey,
reported today at the thirty-second annual Farm and Home Week of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
Spread of the insect this year from the known infested territory to ne?; re-
gions averaged ahout 30 miles in most of the infested states, including Michigan,
Ohio, and Indiana, he said.
Research and experimental work carried on in the infested territory this
past year yielded additional evidence that thorough cleanup of corn residues offers
the most effective control now knovm for the horer, Elint told the farmers. The past
season's work further emphasized the fact tiiat this method of control is practicable,
he added.
"Large scale tests of the effect of plowing under com stalks were carried
on in the vicinity of Toledo. Cages an acre in extent were used in some of these
tests. Prom the resiilts of this work it was again demonstrated that thorough clean
plowing under of cornstalks will give better than $6 per cent kill of all borers in
the field and that plowing is just as effective if done in the spring as if done in
the fall."
I
Comparatively light damage by the insect in 192S was reported by Flint.
lAfew fields along the northern border of Ohio suffered a loss of 5 to 15 per cent of
the crop and the same was true of a few fields in Michigan, he said. On the other
hand, no commercial damage occurred in Indiana, which h^s been infested for three
years, he added. In New York and Pennsylvania slight damage occurred in one or two
'of the lake counties only.
Great improvement in the corn borer situation in Canada was reported. This,
1 Flint said, was due largely to the determined organized fight against the insect in
that part of Ontario where it has been most destructive. Some farmers in the heaviest
infested and most seriously damaged areas two years ago produced a very good crori of
corn in 192S, he said.
Strong indications that it may be possible to develop varieties of corn
which will Avithstand moderate borer attack and still produce a good yield have come
out of experim.ents made in the infested territory during the past season with varie-
ties of corn developed by the experiment station of the Illinois agricultural college,
according to Flint.
He added that the work with parasites is being pushed actively in Illinois
and seems very promising at the present time. Likewise, the federal government is
:ontinuing and enlarging its work with parasites, diseases and resistant varieties
ind energetically pushing its studies of the insect in Europe and the Orient.
- M -
Big Increase In Production Proves Soybeans "Have Arrived " in Illinois
j
More than three million bushels of soybeans produced on Illinois farms dur-
j.ng the past season, as compared to Uo,000 bushels ten years ago, measures the extent
l;o which this crop has m^de good with farmers of this state, it is reported by J. C.
jiackleman , crops extension specialist of the College of Agricult-are , University of
jillinois.
j
- M -
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New Chemical Dust 3est Seed Treatment For Destructive Barley Scab
Seed treatment for control of the scab disease which ruined the 1928 "barley
crop can be most effectively done with "Ceresan" , a new chemical dust treatment, ac-
cording to Dr. Benjamin Koehler, crop pathologist of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
Several peculiarities of the gibberella disease which caused the scab were
explained by Dr. Koehler. Like most plant diseases, it is caused by a fungus, but
it differs from most of them in that it occ\irs on a large nxiraber of crops, especially
the cereals, including corn and small grains, and its development is very dependent
on weather conditions. A severe outbreak tnerefore occurs only occasionally.
"When it attacks corn, the disease causes gibberella ear and stalk rots,
but on small grains it causes scab of the heads. This reduces the yield and quality
of the grain. When infected seed is planted, whether corn or small grains, consider-
able seedling blight is very likely to occur."
Most of the scab infection, according to good evidence, comes from the gib-
berella spores that have developed on diseased cornstalks left on top of the soil
from the previous season, Dr. Koehler said. Elimination of such material by thorough
turning under or some other method should help in controlling the disease. The next
best step is to keep wheat and barley crops at some distance from this corn refuse,
at least not to plant these crops right in a previous corn field where corn refuse
is left on the surface, he recommended.
"It would be advisable not to sow badly scabbed seed if good wheat or bar-
ley of a desirable variety and relatively free from scab can be secured for seed pur-
poses. However, as the scab epidemic occurred over a wide area, it probably will be
advisable to use the better class of the home-grown grain or seed.
"Infected seed should be fanned unusually hard. Badly infected grains are
light and most of them can be removed in this way. Many infected grains will, how-
ever, still be present in the seed. Seeding somewhat thicker than normal will be an
additional help in overcoming losses due to seed infection.
"A repetition of the head blight, or scab, is not caused by seed infection.
The disease does not come up through the stalk from infected seed. The head blight
is caused by spores carried in the wind and these spores are produced on old diseased
cornstalks as already explained."
- M -
I'liiiteJ In rurtherance of the Agiicultuial Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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iTorthern Illinoi s True.-: Growers. To Qret_ ITew ?act s In Tnree Schools
"School days" will be revived next week for northern Illinois vegetable
growers through the mediiira of three truck growers' schools to be held in that sec-
tion of the state by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Latest de-
velopments in the growing and marketing of vegetables will be featiired.
The first of the schools, a two-day session, will get "onder way tomorrow
morning at St. Mathews School, four miles east of Des Plaines on state route 21. On
!7ednesday, the second of the thi'ee schools is to be held in the Masonic temple at
LaGrange , while the final school in the series will be held Th^arsday and Friday in
Eagle's Hall, Blue Island.
Appearing at each of the three schools will be Dr. J. W. Lloyd, chief in
olericultui'e at the college of agriculture; E. P. Lewis, in charge of the college's
Cook county experiments in vegetable grovYing, and B. L. TTeaver, extension specialist
in vegetable gardening at the college. In addition, C. C. Compton, assistant ento-
mologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey, will be at the first and third
schools in the series.
Remaining speakers for the thjree schools will be drafted from the ranks of
growers and commercial authorities. At the St. Mathews school this group will in-
clude Augast Geweke and Louis Wetterman, both DesPlaines growers; 0. G. Barrett, Cook
county farm adviser; H. F. Hall, of a coiiaercial soup manufacturing company; Frank
Van Laten, Blue Island grower, and J. T. O'pizzi and Ben Frett, both representatives
of the South Water street market of Chicago.
These same speakers with the exception of Geweke, Barrett, Hall, Van Laten
and Frett will appear at the LaGrange school. Fred Bestman, Des Plaines grower, will
[
"be an added speaker for this second school.
The Blue Island school will feature the same spealcers as appeared at the
first school with the exception of Van Laten, O'Pizzi and Frett. Bestman, one of
the speakers at the second school, will appear in addition.
- M -
Plans For Illinois A<gricultural Outlook Report Be ing Laid This Week
A state agricultural outlook report designed to help Illinois fanners bal-
ance their production of the forthcoming season with the probable demand at harvest
time will be dram up by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois following
a Washington, D. C. , conference which two representatives of the institution are at-
tending this week. Dr. L. J, Norton, assistant chief in agricultural economics, and
Prof, H. C. M. Case, in charge of the farm organization and management department,
are the college's representatives.
Officials from 45 state agricultui^al colleges are me^^ting in the confer-
ence with economists of the federal department of agriculture. The Illinois outlook
report which is to be issued follomng the Washington meeting will be used in the
February outlook conferences which the College of Agriculture plans to hold through-
out the state in f-ortherance of its agricultural adjustment project. Tlie federal
outlook report growing out of the present Washington conference will be issued Janu-
ary 28. Dates and places for the February conferences follow: Champaign, February
18; Kankakee, February 22; Kacomb, February 25; Galesburg, February 26;
Princeton, February 27; Freeport , February 23; Geneva, March 1; Mat toon, Febru-
\ axy 25; Hillsboro, Februai'y 26; Jacksonville, February 27; Bloomington, Febru-
ary 28; Belleville, February 25; Marion, February 25; Mt. Vernon, Febr-aary 27;
Olney, February 28.
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Illinois Has 900 Cooperatives Do in.? Annual Business of $154,000,000
Development of agricultiire ' s "business organizations is following the trail
blazed "by industry and commerce. Daring the past 40 years small "business enterprises
whether owned individually or Jointly ty a number of individuals, have heen over-
shadowed "by the formation of large corporations.
Similarly cooperative marketing was at first a local movement. These as-
sociations performed and are still performing valuable and necessary services. Evenl
have demonstrated, however, that local associations cannot give their members comple-
marketing service. Thus the trend at the present time is toward the federation and
consolidation of existing associations and toward the undertaking of more complete
and, therefore, more complex marketing services.
An understanding of this important development in cooperative marketing is
necessary in considering the influence ef the movement on the marketing of farm pro-
ducts. It is also necessary to appreciate the present extent of the movement. There
are in round numbers some 12,500 farmers organizations in the United States which ma;,
be classed as cooperative and which are engaged in marketing farm products or pur-
chasing farm supplies. Approximately 2,000,000 farmers are members of these associa-
tions and f.o.b, value of products sold and supplies purchased by them during 1928
will probably be found to exceed $2,500,000,000.
The Department of Agriculture has a record of 900 such associations in
Illinois. Their business with Illinois farmers for 1927-28 totalled more than
$154,000,000. Included in the 900 Illinois associations are 43 marketing dairy pro-
ducts, 25 marketing fruits and vegetables, 440 grain and 350 livestock. Grain and
livestock associations account for $141,710,000 of the cooperative business trans-
acted in the state, according to the department's records, during 1927-28.
The figure of $154,000,000 already mentioned does not include the total
business of cooperative associations located in the state. Four terminal livestock
commission associations located at Chicago and East St. Louis transacted a total
business exceeding $92,000,000, in 1927, and their 1928 business rzill be even greatei
However, a part of this business originated from shipping associations in other
states and in the department's records is credited to those states so far as possiblt
These figures are given merely to show the large development of cooperative marketin;
in Illinois and in the United States.
Cooperative associations have influenced the marketing of agricultural pro-
ducts because they represent the producer. They have brought the producer's point oi
view into marketing and, on the other hand, they have brought a knowledge of market
demands back to the producer.
Attempts to conform to market demand are manifested chiefly in inrprovementf
in the grading and handling of farm products. An excellent example is the success
of Land O'Lalces Creameries, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., in improving and standardizing
the quality of butter manufactured by the 425 local creameries which are members of
the federation. During 1927, approximately 72 per cent of the total output was sweet
cream butter, 93-score or better, an increase of more than 25 per cent in three yearc
Cooperative associations are able to improve and maintain quality because
their system of pooling sales returns by grades brings back to the members market
premiums for superior products.
Not only have associations effected improvements in grading and handling
farm products, but they have brought about also definite improvements in production.
This is an almost insvitable result of the tie-up between production and marketing
which these organizations have made possible.
-C. L. Christensen, in charge, Division
of Cooperative Marketing, U.S. Dept. of Agricultirre , before the 32nd annual Farm and
Home Week of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
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Trucking Threatens Shi-pping; Associations Unless put To Pro;oer Use
Already an "increasingly acute" problem, livestock trucking is something
which Illinois cooperative livestock shipping associations must learn how and when to
use or else face as a destructive conrpetitor, it is reported in a new circular just
released "by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Experiences of the
16 cooperative shipping associations of the state which liave used trucking are re-
ported in the circular, entitled, "Livestock Tracking by Illinois Shipping Associa-
tions," H. C. Ashhy, associate chief in livestock marketing, who made the study, is
the author.
Although often a difficult prohlem, rapid development of truck transporta-
tion of livestock may in the end he a benefit to those livestock shipping associations
that learn how and when to use the method, it was concluded in the study.
Having made itself felt as far hack as three years ago, truck competition
has eliminated shipping associations from some 15 Illinois counties and destroyed or
weakened 22 per cent of the associations in a neighooring state duxing the three
years of 1925, 1926 and 1927, Ashhy reports in the circular. Only a few associations
are not visibly affected by the new form of competition, he added.
Of the 16 Illinois associations that have used trucking, three were unsuc-
cessful in trying to render this kind of service, eight reported success, while the
other five have only recently begun to use trucks, it was found. Only where it has
been supplied at very reasonable rates, Ashby reports, has association trucking
proved successful.
Mot one of the associations has attempted to own and operate its own trucks,
according to the report of the study. It developed during the investigation that a
distinction should be made between a trucking service operated by association managers
as a private business and that actually arranged for by associations. Terminal mar-
keting costs usually were found to be higher on trucked-in stock than on rail ship-
ments. The increase amounted to from 10 to 20 cents a head on cattle, 5 to 14 cents
on calves and 5 to 17 cents on hogs. Contrary to the general opinion, however, it was
found that shrinkage on truck shipments, as generally handled, is about as great as
by rail. It also was found that losses in transit do occur by truck. To the expense
of trucking, therefore, must be added coverage for losses and slirinkage, it was con-
cluded.
"Tracking affords definite advantages and may well be used whenever, after
careful study of facts and even trial, it is apparent that greater efficiency and
econoraj'- will result," Ashby reported. "The real test of leadership and managerial
ability is in meeting new problems and in solving them successfully. Conditions in
: the transportation field, particularly in trucking, are changing rapidly. Successful
associations should study such changes and modify their methods as necessitj^ requires."
The 16 associations involved in the trucking study were in the coujities of
Iroquois, Macoupin, Clay, Livingston, Knox, Jersey, Lawrence, Putnam, LaSalle, Mont-
jgomery, Champaign, Richland, Randolph, DeXalb, Marshall and Scott.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. \V, Mumpokd, Director.
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Farmers Sacri ficing Chea'o ?eed 3,v Stamijeding From Barley - Rickey
7armers are sacrificing cheap feed, and thereby missing a chance to cut
their costs of finishing or carrying livestock, "by allOFing themselves to he scared
out hy the -puhlicity given scahhy harley this year, it is pointed out hy L. 7\ Rickey,
grain marketing specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Mar^y feeders have disposed of barley which thoy had grown and replaced it with other
grains or have refused to buy barley which could be h^d at bargain prices, he said.
"Sheep feeding tests just completed hero at the college show that scabby
barlej'' of the kind produced in Illinois this year is all right for sheep. Other
tests have indicated that barley, even when heavily infested with scab, is a suitable
feed for cattle. It is true that a straight diet of scabby barley has caused diges-
tive disturbances in hogs this year, although it is not entirely clear that the scab
or the organism causing scab is directly to blame. Uhole barley may be used advan-
tageously in scratch mixtures for poultry.
"On the basis of present prices, cash corn and oats at Chicago are selling
for approximately one and a half cents a pound, while the best feed bai'ley is selling
at one and a quarter cents a pound. This corresponds to prices of $30 and $25 a ton,
respectively, a difference of $5, or 16 2/3 per cent, in favor of barley over corn
and oats. These same differences would be reflected in the local prices in mariy sec-
tions throughout the central west. Barley suitable for pearling or malting, of
course, commands a somewhat higher price.
"About 15 per cent of the barley kernel is made up of hull, while oats will
average about 30 per cent hull. Hence, a pound of bai-ley contains more of the diges-
tible part of the kernel than does a pound of oats.
"Feeding tests h^ve shown that barley fed alone usually is of slightly less
feeding value than the other grains, but when fed in mixtures will often produce bet-
ter gains than will any of the grains fed alone. It may be mixed with corn, oats or
feed wheat with excellent results. The Danes consider a course-ground mixt-are of 1
part barley and 2 parts oats as one of their best available feeds. Barley should not
be finely ground for stock feed. It may be fed whole, either dry or soaked, but the
best results usually are obtained by rolling or coarse grinding."
- M -
Illinois
,
TTith Doubled Tonnage
, Could Go Farther In Grape Growing
Tons and tons of grapes, twice as many as during the previous year, were
grown in Illinois during 1923 as a result of a gradual increase in the production of
this crop, it is reported by Dr. A. S. Colby, associate chief of pomolos^ at the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The state tonnage in 1928 was 6,800 as
compared with 3,440 tons in 1927 and a ten-year average of 4,745 tons.
Despite this increase, grape growing in Illinois can stand further expan-
sion, provided qi^ality varieties are grown and quality care is given from blossoming
to marketing, Dr. Colby believes. He points out that this state has the natural ad-
vantages of site and soil for grape growing, especially in the southern third and
along the Mississippi river in the western portion.
One thing which indicates that grape production would stand further expan-
sion in Illinois is the fact that grapes from this state are not found to ar^ extent
on the Chicago market at the present time, according to Dr. Colby. The consensus of
opinion among dealers is that Chicago could use more Illinois grapes if they were at-
tractively packed and came in between the Missouri and Michigan crops. Illinois
would have the advantage of Arkansas and Missouri in the way of transportation charges.
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Farmer Hot Likely To Get Much Profit 7rom Business Under $5 . OOP
Any Illinois farmer who has a gross income of less than $3,000 a year is
probably doing too small a "business to be financially successful, no matter how care-
fully he is operating, says E. R. Hudelson, extension specialist in farm organisation
and management at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. To put his
business on a paying basis, such a farmer must swell his voliune of sales, he recom-
mended.
"In many cases this does not mean that more acres must be farmed. The other
alternative is to increase the income per acre.
"One farm for which seven years of financial records are available more
than doubled its gross income chiefly by developing more productive livestock and
poultry enterprises. This line of endeavor offers as much opportunity to the large
as to the small farmer. Increasing crop yields is another opportunity of similar
nature.
"The small volume of income on many farms is a result of not raalcing full
use of all available resources. On others it is the result of poor combination of
enterprises. Beef cattle or wheat may be well suited to the mediiam-sized or large
farm but are totally unsuited to the small farm of less than 100 acres. Parms of
this size are best suited to intensive enterprises which bring in a larger income an
acre.
Among the intensive enterprises that have enabled man;'' small farms to
realize a good volume of income are dairying, poultry raising, seed production, fruit
growing or vegetable growing.
"Among the most profitable of the field crops commonly grown in Illinois
are corn and alfalfa. Sweet clover m.ight be added as a pastijire crop. These are feed
crops and on the small farm should be converted into the vnore valuable livestock
products to which they are adapted."
- M -
ITew Half-Ton Calf Club Record Set By 16-Year- Old Boys ' Club Member
To a 16-year-old boys' club member, Wayne Gates, living near Tuscola in
Douglas county, goes the honor of feeding a calf for the heaviest weight ever record-
ed in Illinois half-ton calf club circles and wliat is believed to be a national
record in similar competition, according to an announcement by E. I. Pilchard, boys'
club specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Officially
nominated for the Illinois Half--Ton Calf Club, V!ayne^s entry, a white Shorthorn bull
calf by the name of 7?hitehall Supreme, came under the wire with 140 pounds to spare
when he tipped the scales at 1,140 pounds at the allotted age of one year.
The best previous weight for a half-ton calf club entry in Illinois was
1,120 pounds, the official weight of the first calf to meet the requirements. This
calf was bred and fed by H. L. Gates & Son, Tuscola, 13X1016 and cousin, respectively,
of Wayne, the new record holder. Wayne is not a newcomer to the ranirs of half-ton
calf feeders, for he and his brother, Gaylord, had previously put across an earlier
winner. Wayne's calf is the eighth one out of 14 entries in the state to meet the
requirements of the club since it was inaug-arated by the college in 1924. The new
record holder, like the seven other winners, carried out the objects of the club by
demonstrating that good breeding, proper feeding and the right kind of care and man-
i agement pave the way to economical and profitable beef production by putting calves
j
in shape for market at an early age. Only home grown feeds, supplemented by a little
j
oil meal, were fed to the calf. In addition, it was allowed to nurse its mother
thruout the entire feeding period. The total cost of its gain was $10.68 per cwt.
!AI
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Farmers ' Sncouragement ?or 1929 Lies Mostly In Livestock Pros-pects
Most of the encouragement which the present 1929 outlook holds for the
Illinois farmer is to he found in favorable prospects for livestock and livestock
products, according to the annual outlook report for the state's agriciilture Just
released hy the College of Agric-'jlture
, University of Illinois,
IP As if to help along the movement for improving agriculture ty finding new
uses for its products, Dean H. W. I/fumford this year had the report published on
paper manufactured from Illinois cornstalks. Information contained in the report
: is designed to aid farmers of the state in making adjustments to meet changing mar-
ket conditions. Preparation of the report follows a Washington, D, C. conference
. in which two representatives of the Illinois agricultural college discussed indi-
I cated production figures and market demands with officials from 44 other state insti-
tutions and economists of the federal department of agriculture.
Prices of 19-29 feed crops, which with wheat occupy 95 per cent of the crop
land of the state, Did fair to he held down in the face of present ample supplies
and an indicated reduced demand, even if yields are no more than average, the report
anticipates. I/iarketing of such crops in the form of livestock and livestock pro-
ducts therefore is recommended to farmers of the state as a means of oolstering
their returns, provided they do not overpay for purchased livestock.
Discussing the prohahle demand for Illinois farm products during the com-
ing year, the report indicates that improved business conditions will continue to
the benefit of agriculture during at least the early part of 1929 and that, as a
whole, foreign demand for United States farm products will likely be a little better
than during 1928.
Corn from the 1929 crop probably will be in less demand than that from
the 1928 harvest, because of a com.bination of reasons, the report points out. These
include a reduced demand from Europe and the southern states, fewer hogs on feed, a
reduction in the nimber of sows bred for spring farrow and the continued reduction
in the number of horses and mules. The supply of corn throughout the eastern corn
belt appears to be larger than last year, it is reported.
For oats the long time miarket outlook is unfavorable, the future demand
for barley does not appear to be strong, while high prices for hay will probably
continue until a new crop becomes available, according to the report. High freight
rates and a shortage of protein feeds make a large production of legume hays advis-
able, the report says.
More favorable world conditions will exist for the marketing of the 1929
wheat crop than was the case with the 1928 crop and premiums on soft red winter wheat
are likely to continue, it is believed.
(Continued on Page 2)
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumpord, Director.
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?Iog markets are expected to average better in 1929 than in 1928 iritli the
prices continuing the seasonal advance new in progress "OJitil the peak: of the spring
rice is reached some time in L'arch or early April, according to the report. Siis
prohahly vdll he followed hy a normal seasonal decline which usually comes in Y^y
and J^one when the hulk of the fall pig crop of the previous yesir is marketed.
Tlie higher level of cattle prices which has prevailed during the past IS
months is likely to continue for at least another year, according to the report,
tut prices prooahly will vary widely as they have during the past year. Favorahle
business conditions, it is pointed out, have helped the market for "ooth lamhs and
wool during the past year and good husiness conditions are expected to continue at
least into the second half of the year. There are more lambs on feed, however, than
was the case a year ago, the report warns. All indications are that the prices of
horses and mules should continue upward during the next fev? years.
Prices of dairy products should continue as favorable as in recent years
until lower profits from beef cattle lead to the mdlking of more cows, according to
the report.
Low prices for fruits marketed through the usual wholesale charxnels may be
expected if seasons are favorable over the United States as a whole, the report ssQ/s.
Truck-load b-u-^ers are providing an increased outlet during the seasons of high -oro-
duction.
Every Ma.jor Livestock Disease To 3e Attacked In Veterinary lie eting
ITor: acute after smouldering within the state for the past 30 years, a miala-
;
dy of fowls known as infectious bronchitis will be one of the newer diseases to draw
jthe fire of modern science when the tenth annual conference for Illinois' 700 graduate
!
veterinarians convenes at the College of AgricuLt-'jre , University of Illinois, Febru-
ary 11, 12 and 13.
Search for a control of the disease has been made by the college animal
pathology;' and h^'-giene division through the mediiim of more than 2,000 experimental
chickens and other agencies. Results of these tests will be reported upon, sonie of
them for the first time, by Dr. Robert Graham, chief of the division, when the veter-
inarians meet here.
^ith thjree days instead of the customary two set aside for the conference,
not a single important livestock disease of the state will pass unnoticed in the dis-
cussions, it was arjiounced. National a^^thorities as well as state leaders in live-
stock disease work are on the program.
That certain phases of human health hinge upon their work will be brought
aome to the veterinarians in the discussions on contagious abortion, most serious of
all cattle diseases. Undulant fever in man, which recent investigations indicate is
'elated to the abortion malady in cattle and which may be transmitted to h-j^ans throiigh
:he milk of infected cows, was reported more prevalent in Iowa last year than t^.'phoid
Tever and h-as reached the state in Illinois where a state coirimittee is now at work on
'he various aspects of the problem. 7ork of the comzaittee will be reported upon by
Jr. Thomas J. Hull, chief bacteriologist in the state departm.ent of health, Spring-
field. The relation of contagious abortion to undulant fever and the progress which
;he agricultural college, veterinarians and breeders are voluntarily making in stamp-
.ng out the disease will cor.e up in the discussions of the college's experimental
>rojects on disease control problems. In this connection the plan of issuing abortion-
'ree accredited certificates to herd owners by the state department of agriculture will
)e explained.
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Yoxmg pi.^s Host Neglected In The Sixteen ?feeks Before Being: Farro'^ed
Sixteen weeks before the young "oig is ever born connrise the most neglected
and yet one of the most important periods in its life, according to Dr. !7. 3. Carroll,
chief in swine husbandry at the College of Asricultixre, University of Illinois,
To have fewer dead "pigs at spring farroT?7ing and more pigs with enough pep to keep
them out of trouble he recommended that farmers give their pregnant brood sows plenty
of exercise and feed them the right amounts of a well balanced ration based on corn,
oats, legume hay and a good protein supplement.
"Protein and minerals are the two needs most frequently lacking in corn
belt brood sow rations. This is the result of too liberal use of corn or corn and
oats. Protein may be obtained from several practical sources. On fsrras where skim-
milk or buttermilk are available all the protein needs of the brood sow can be met b;-
feeding a gallon to a gallon and a half of either to each sow daily. The so-called
'trinity' mixture composed of 2 parts of tankage by weight mixed with 1 'jsrt linseed
meal and 1 part alfalfa meal or chop->oed alfalfa hay will give just as good results es
skiramilk or buttermilk. A somewhat better plan is to use a mixture of 2 parts tar>aj;e
and 1 part linseed meal and feed good quality alfalfa hay in a rack. Two-thirds to
three-fourths of a pound a head daily will be enough of the tanta.ge-linseed mixt-'ore.
Any of these rations contain eno^'ogh mineral matter for the brood sow,
"From three-fourths to one pound of soybeans a sow daily will sup ily the
necessary :)rotein, but such a ration will require minerals in addition. A good mix-
ture is 2 parts ground limestone, 2 parts steamed bone meal and 1 part salt, v/ith 2
ounces of potassixim iodide being added to each 100 pounds of the mineral mixture in
goitrous areas. Alfalfa hay, and possibly other legume hays also, fed in a rack in
the brood sow lot will prevent any troubles which night arise from a lack of vitamdn
D in the ration. Any legume ha^/ of good quality is a practical source of vitamin A,
a necessity which is lacking in white corn rations."
-M-
Heaviest Limestone Users Have Few Failures Tnen Simple Rules A"0'.3lied
Illinois farmers, the country's heaviest users of agricultural limestone,
have had few so-called limestone failures that could not have been avoided by a little
plajining and simple precautions, it is reported by John Lamb, associate in soil ex-
periment fields at the College of Agricult-ore , University of Illinois.
"Before liming, of course, the first thing is to test the soil thoroughly bl-
ithe method advocated by the soils extension division of the college, 'rnen, especially
I in the tight subsoil sections of southern Illinois, there should be used a good system
of surface drainage
,
good plowing and cultivation of land in order to avoid water
I
pockets that are so destructive to clover stands. In general, the effectiveness of
limestone depends upon how easily the clover plant, especially during the seedling
stage, can reach the limestone. This, in turn, depends upon how thoroughly the lime-
stone is mixed with the soil. Any procedure that helps to accomplish this is importan'
"Recent investigations favor a medium finely-ground limestone one-eighth
inch mill run or better. If possible, the limestone should be aoplied in the dry state
An old reliable method for applying limestone is to summer plow, harrow once, put on
the limestone and work it in during the preparation of the seedbed for a fall sown
grain. Another satisfactory way is ahead of or after corn planting. Cultivation of
the corn and the discing in preparation for the following grain crop aids in the dis-
tribution of the limestone, leaving it near the surface for the first clover seeding,"
-M-
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Four Precautions Needed In Plant in,°: Scab-Infected Seed Of Spring: Wheat
Spring wheat, as well as that from the vrinter varieties, was hard hit by
the scab disease in 1928, and farmers who use it for seed stock this spring without
practicin.5 certain definite precautions will be running the risk of poor stands, weak
plants and heavily reduced yields, according to a warning issued by Dr. Benjamin
Koehler, crop pathologist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Four precautions were outlined viiereby farmers could use infected spring
wheat for seed purposes with fairly good results. First, the grain should be fanned
thoroughly, as this will eliminate much of the worst infected seed. Dr. Koehler said.
Second, planting should be done early, as the seed will sprout in soil that is too
: cold for the fungus that causes the scab disease. Planting infected seed late vdll
I
le sure to give a poor weak stand, the warning said. Third, planting should be done
I
a little thicker than normal, since the germination percentage of infected seed is
!
not very high. Fourth, if a mixing machine is available, the infected seed should be
I
treated ?dth copper carbonate. This is the standard treatment against stinking smut,
I it is cheap and has been found to increase both the germination and vigor of scab-
j
infected wheat. Dr. Koehler said.
I
"As barley is susceptible to the same scab disease, practically all the
1 recommendations for spring wheat apply also to barley with the exception of the seed
j
treatment. Ceresan should be used for barley in place of copper carbonate.
"Scab-infected spring wheat can be identified as whitish and sometimes as
pinkish kernels with the good grain. Many of the white kernels are dead, but others
will gerraiiiate. Even many of the kernels that appear sound carry the disease. Al-
though these germinate, the disease attacks the seedlings, weakens them and they die.
"While seed infection with the scab disease causes poor stands and weak:
plants, it has nothing to do with a repetition of the scab on the heads of the new
crop. This is caused by wind-blown spores from old corn stalks when weather condi-
tions are right. Fnen wheat scab does occur, it is always considerably worse where
the grain follows com in the rotation, especially when some of the corn refuse is
still on the ground. For this reason corn should either be thoroughly plowed under
in the fall or else wheat should not follow corn in the rotation."
- M -
I
Forty-First County Soil Report Shows Wide Range Of Soils In Henry Co^JJity
Ranging all the way from drifting sand to stiff clay, a great diversity of
jmore than 30 different soil tjrpes liave been identified in Henry county, it is revealed
lin the forty-first county report of the Illinois soil survey being conducted by the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Release of the report by Dr. L. H.
Smith, chief in charge of publications of the survey, marks another step in the inven-
tory of the state's soils, held to be her richest resource.
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfoed, Director.
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Fifteen Meetings Scheduled For Distributin,'; Farm Outlook Information
^^ To help Illinois farmers take some of the guesswork out of their I929 plans,
a series of I5 outlook meetings has "been scheduled oy the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois for strategic points in the state during the last two weeks in
February. Facts and information wMch farmers of the state will need in making the
tear's
plans will be reported upon and discussed in the meetings.
I Serving as the magnet \'\iiich will bring farmers together in the series of
Bctional meetings will be the annual Illinois agricultural outlook report, just re-
leased by Dean and Director H. ¥. Mumford.
II Holding of the outlook conferences is another step in the development of the
state agricaltural adjustment project, launched this past fall by the agricultural
college. Attendance at the February conferences will be made up of those who sat in
on the eight regional conferences when the adjustment project was launched this past
fall. This will include a committee of ten farm men and women from each county in the
state, in addition to farm and home advisers. Each of the I5 meetings also will be
attended by four staff members from the agricultural college representing field crops,
livestock, dairy, agricultural economics, farm management and home economics. Horti-
culture will be represented in those areas where it is most important. Follovdng the
15 district meetings, county outlook meetings will be held by farm and home advisers
to give wider distribution to the facts and information contained in the outlook re-
iport.
Dates and places for the I5 outlook meetings are: Champaign, February IS;
iKankakee, Febmary 22; Macomb, Mattoon and Belleville, February 25; Galesburg, Hills-
boro, and Marion, February 2b; Princeton, Jacksonville and Mt. Vernon, February 27;
Freeport, 31oomington and Olney, February 2S, and Geneva, March 1,
I
- M -
Counting Chickens Before They Are Hat ched Is Advised For poultrymen
Obeying the proverb, "Do not count your chickens before they are hatched,"
only gets the present-day farmer and xDOultryman into trouble later in the season, in
the opinion of H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture,
lUniversity of Illinois. Without tailing stock of his baby chick crop before it is
hatched or bought, the flock owner is likely to discover later to his loss and incon-
venience that he has neither the equipment, time nor feed to mature the birds at a
profit, he explained.
"If the farmer figures that he will need 100 pullets next fall to replace
111 or part of the old flock, he would have little reason to buy more than UOO chicks
3r to incubate more than 6OO eggs, figuring, of course, on reasonably good success
(lith incubation and brooding.
IIP
"Every spring heavy chick losses result from the fact that flock owners at-
tempt to raise more chicks than they have equipment to do it with. Another of the
iiuestions to be decided in considering the number of chicks to buy or hatch is whether
br not there will be help available to mix feed and clean houses next July, August and
September.
!
"Unthrifty pullets in the fall quite often are the result of a shortage of
jfeed during the growing period. It tal:es approximately 1,200 pounds of feed to carry
LOO chicks to broiler age and this should be taken into consideration when a decision
Is being made as to the number of chicks to liatch or buy. Because of present heavy
Losses in poultry from diseases and intestinal parasites, it is highly important tliat
:hicks be raised on clean ground away from the hens. By clean ground is meant groimd
ihat was not used to any extent for poultry the year before.
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3arle.y Still Outranks Oats
,
Even Thou.^h 192g Crop ^as given Setback
Even tho-ugh the 192S "barley crop was poorer than cortmon both in yield and
quality, it will be good business for Illinois farmers to keep on growing this ci'op
as a substitute for low-profit oats, in the opinion of Dr. George H. Dungan, assis-
tant chief in crop production at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The serious scab epidemc which riddled the 1923 crop may not be repeated again in a
century, although it might recur this coming suminer, he said. This will depend upon
the weather at the time the barley is in bloom and for about a week thereafter, he
explained.
"'The velvet barleys yielded just as well in I92S as the rough-bearded varie-
ties, such as Wisconsin Pedigree 1 and Oderbrucker. This is borne out in question-
naires filled out by barley growers as well as by data from the experimental fields at
DeKalb and Urbana. At DeKalb the 192S average yield of Wisconsin Pedigree 1 and Sil-
ver King was Uo,2 bushels an acre, while Minnesota Velvet, growing in adjoining plots
made U7.S bushels an acre. At Urbana the average of Wisconsin Pedigree 1 and Silver
King was '4'+. 3 bushels an acre and that of Minnesota Velvet, Wisconsin Velvet (Wiscon-
sin Pedigree 37) and Spartan, all three velvet varieties, was UU.9 bushels an acre,
fith an eq;aal producing capacity and the added advantage of having smooth beards, the
velvet barleys stand a good chance of being grovm more extensively."
- M -
High "Infant Mortality" Claims One-third Of All Baby Pigs Farrowed
So high is the "infant mortality" among baby pigs that one out of every
i
three farrowed dies, while on some farms as many as lialf the pigs are lost, according
to Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the College of Agriculture, Univer-
isity of Illinois. If the lUo pounds of feed required to farrow a pig were visualized
las each dead one is disposed of during the farrowing season, the thought of such waste
would be so startling to farmers that prompt measures would be taken to reduce it, he
believes.
"More pigs are mashed by the sow than die from any other single cause.
Uuard rails on the pen walls will, of course, save many from this fate, but the sows
themselves are frequently at fault, A sow may be deaf or blind or excessively heavy
and lazy or even downright careless. Those with any of these defects should be re-
placed in' the interest of saving pigs.
"DaiTp, drafty pens likewise take a heavy toll of pigs during a cold farrow-
ing season.
"For warding off necrotic enteritis, bull nose and other filth-borne infec-
^Sons and preventing the rather large losses due to round wonns there is nothing su-
jerior to the swine sanitation system which the college and county farm advisers have
idvocated throughout the state for a number of years.
("Another important factor in the well being of sucking pigs is the ration
the sow. A few days before each sow is expected to farrow she should be put in her
ten in order that she may get acquainted with it before the pigs are bom. At this
Ime her ration should be reduced and made more lajcative to correspond with her less-
med activity. This can be done by substituting wheat bran for about one-third to
;'ne-half , by measure, of her customary ration. For 12 hours before and 12 hours after
arrowing the sow needs no feed. Water should be allowed freely and in cold weather
t should be warmed to remove the chill. If the sow gets restless and seems hungry
he may be fed a double handful of bran in a thin, warm slop.
- M -
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Sa^ests Treaties To Prevent Expansion In Acrea;';e Of International Crops
A new form of international treaty, desi,5ned to hold down expansion in the
acreage devoted to crops having international markets, was suggested "before the annu-
al meeting of the Illinois Farmers' Institute "by Dr. Charles L. Stewart, in charge
of agricultural economics at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, pro-
visions such as wiould he set up in treaties of this kind should he included in any
comprehensive ]Jolic5" adopted for the agriculture of the United States, he said.
It remains to he seen, he said, whether or not any progress can he made
with this idea at the International Agricultural Congress to he held at Sucharest
this coming June. In any event, he added, the United States should stand ready to
join in international conference with other countries producing exportable farm sta-
ples to the end that some restraints he applied concertedly in matters of reclaiTiation
and land settlement. Canada, the Argentine Repuhlic, Australia and other expanding
countries may need such restraining influence even more than does the United States,
in Dr. Stewart's opinion.
Turning to the proposed special session of Congress, Dr. Stewart said that
if it should devote itself to a comprehensive agricultural policy for the United
States it could find much tliat should he suggestive in the experience of England,
France, and G-ejrmany, as well as in several comitries of the }Iew World. This eiqperi-
ence, according to Dr. Stewart, points to a possible combination of what might he
called "rim-fire" and "center-fire" methods and might put more emphasis upon land
policies than has been given in some of the countries.
Grermany was cited as an example of a countrj^ in which the "rim-fire" method
has been used most effectively. The "center-fire" method of handling exportable sur-
pluses has been used somewhat in Hu.ssia and some other European countries but mth
main emphasis in countries of the ITew World, in Australia, Hew Zealand and the South
American countries, it was reported. "In Germany exportable grains and legumes have
been given the benefit of export bounty action by means of the so-called tariff-credit
device and -within the past few m-onths hogs and pork products likewise have been in-
cluded. The premium takes the form not of cash appropriated from the treasury but of
the privilege to replace the exports with dutiable products brought in with the duty
officially waived.
"The same idea has at one time or another been applied to the raw or pro-
cessed materials, or both, in the case of grains, legumes and fibers. France, Ger-
laany, Czechoslovakia and Sweden have been using the tariff-credit idea mainly on
grain and grain products. In none of these countries, however, lias the use of tariff
credits been extended over so large a list or at such high rates per unit as to les-
sen the effectiveness of any of the existing iiiiport duties. In fact, it is only as
such duties are effective and made more effective by the use of tariff credits tliat
they have been put into effect at all. The contrasting "center-fire' method of loand-
ling exportable surpluses req-oires the attention of national boards representi •\^ the
I
comnodities and in some cases boards with authority to make compulsory levies for the
benefit of the industry concerned. " _
j^j
Primted in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MuuroRO, Director.
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Soring Wheat Success Hinges On Adapted Varieties Sown ijn Seasonaole Time
Severe weather of the current season and the consequent possibility of much
winter wheat being killed out has again brought spring wheat to the front as a substi-
tute crop for Illinois farmers, according to R. TT* Stark, of the agronomy department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Spring wheat last year was grown with considerable success even in the
southern part of the state, as a result of damage to winter wheat, he reported. While
this might not work again in 1929, spring wheat may be grovm successfully on the fer-
tile, well-drained soils of northern Illinois and generally throughout the central
section, provided adapted varieties are sown in seasonable time, he said.
On the college's DeKalb crop experiment field, in northern Illinois, the
most productive varieties of spring wheat have averaged 38.1 bushel an acre during
the past three years, it was reported. Central Illinois yields recorded on the test
plots here at Urbana averaged 51.4 bushels an acre.
Early seeding is the chief requirement for success, because, Stark ex-
plained, spring wheat thrives during cool weather and will vathstand freezing if the
temperature does not drop too low. At Urbana the college has obtained the best re-
sults by seeding the first week in Liarch. The general recommendation for the state
is to sow just as early in the spring as the condition of the weather and soil will
permit. Last year the seeding was done on the college test plots while there was
still frost in the ground. In fact. Stark said, it us'aally t,».111 be advisable to sac-
rifice condition of seed bed in order to seed early,
"Such varieties as Illinois ITo, 1, Blue Ribbon and Progress have given
very satisfactory results. Marquis apparently is more susceptible to scab and there-
fore less well adapted to this state.
"The correct amount to sow is about two bu-shels an acre. It is preferable
to drill the seed, but in order to get it so'wn early, it may be necessary to broad-
cast and cover it with a disk and iiarrow, even though the ground is somewhat wet.
"Thorough cleaning of the seed will remove trash, weed seeds and light dis-
eased kernels. If the seed is infected with bunt it should be treated with copper
carbonate dust at the rate of three ounces to the bushel. This same treatment also
will materially decrease the amount of seedling blight, if the seed is scabby."
- M -
Soybeans Proving To 3e Good Balance For Corn In Rations Fed Brood Sows
In its search for the best combination of feeds for brood sows suckling
litters, the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois is finding that soybeans,
popular Illinois legumie crop, are a successful protein supplement to corn in the ra-
tions of such anim.als, it is announced by Dr. W. S. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry.
If beans are used for this purpose, however, the sows should be given a mineral mix-
ture such as 2 parts ground limestone, 2 parts steamed bone meal or spent bone black
and 1 part salt.
"Although corn can make up the major part of the ration for brood sows
suckling pigs, some protein supplement such as soybeans must be used for balance.
Dairy products liberally used will do it. Practically equal in value to skimmilk is
a mixture of equal parts by weight of tankage, linseed meal and alfalfa meal. It will
bake a gallon and a half of skimmilk or buttermilk or three-fourths of a pound of the
nixed supplement to balance the ration. Regardless of what protein supplement is
ised, alfalfa hay should be a part of the ration of all brood sows suckling litters
mtil they are put on pasture, Feeding this hay will prevent the sows from 'going
ioiffn in the back',"
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Field Tests Ivlade ?or Ltan.-,' Years Single Out 3est Oats Varieties For State
Field tests of from four to eight years staiidin^ show that the highest
yielding varieties of oats which Illinois farmers cam sow this spring are lowar, in
northern Illinois; Gopher, in the central section, and Burt, in the southern part of
the state, according to G-. PI. Dungan, assistant chief in crop production at the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. These varieties stand high Tiitli grain
farmers Decause they have yielded reasonably well ever^' year and ranked at or near
the top during l"^lf of the seasons in which they were grown.
lowar, the recoinmended variety for the northern part of the state, has "been
grown on the DeKalh experinent field for eight years. Its average yield for the
eight years is 71.7 bushels an acre. Varieties ranking next to it in yield are Io"ra
103, 6S.1 "bushels; Silvernine 68.6 bushels; Iowa 105, 68.2 bushels; Kanota 67.3 hush-
els; Silverrr.ine- 6-403, 57.5 bushels; logren 65.9 bushels; Schoenen 56.7 bushels, and
Great American 56.7 bushels.
Gopher, the highest yielding variet" for the central section of the state,
is an early, white oat with stiff straw that was developed by the Minnesota Agricul-
tural Experiment Station. It has been on the Urbana test plots of the experiment
station for four years, beginning in 1325. Its averag3 yield over the four-year
period is 59.8 bushels an acre. Varieties next to it at Urbana are Kanota 57.5 bush-
els, Minota 57.5 bushels, TFisconsin 7, 55.5 bushels; Sixty lay 55.2 b-j.shels; Iowa 103,
54.7 bushels; lowar 54.3 bushels, Cornellian 54.2 bushels, and Uova 53.9 bushels.
Biirt , the highest yielding variety for southern Illinois has been grown six
years on the Alhambra experLtient field in tests rith from six to nine other varieties.
Other high yielding varieties of oats on this field have been Iowa, Silverr.ine, Iowa
I 103, Sixty Da^s Victory and Big Four.
- If.
-
Fo-.7er Of Farm Lands Co produce C-ood Yields Bein^: Sh-riveled By Old Age
Old age already,' hias left its inark upon the soils of southern Illinois and
it is only a q'oestion of time until it will have overtaken the young, but rich, high-
ly productive soils in the central and northern part of the state, according to
E. A. ITorton, assistant chief in soil s-jjrvey nap'Ding at the College of Agricult-jre
,
University of Illinois. 7ith old ago, those highly fertile soils in the corn belt
1
section of the state vail be as poor as those in southern Illinois are today, he ex-
plained.
"Southern Illinois soils are said to be in the old age stage because their
characteristics are almost in equilibri-':jr; ^ith the prevailing weathering forces. That
is, continued expos'ure to the same envirorjaent th^t h^s produced these soils will,
from noYT on, cause relatively slow changes. Soils in the northern part of the state
are said to be young because they are subject to great ciiange "oy further -weathering.
The rate of aging of these young soils nat^urally is slower than was the case in the
southern part of the state because the rain-fall is less and the soil is locked up oy
frost for a longer period during the winter.
"Aside from these natural conditions, there are tTi-o things which man can do
and is doing to slow up the aging of these northern soils. One of these is the in-
stallation of underdi'ainage, thus largely preventing the formation of clac' pan and
decreasing the depth of leaching. Tr.e other is the addition of limestone, wnich like-
wise greatly retards the formation of cla;,^ pan and the leaching of orgaiiic matter.
Limestone, together with the fertilizing material which can be added, replaces the
elements of plant food leached from the soil during the aging process.
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New Schene Of Cleaning Dairy Utensils Can Hot Utilize Certain Chemicals
Wot all chemical conpounds known as disinfectants or sterilizers are fit to
te used in the new scheme of chemical sterilization for dairy utensils, says Dr. H. J.
Prucha, chief in dairy hacteriology, in a new circular just issued for interested
farmers and dairjTuen by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. That group
of compounds known as chlorine sterilizers is "best suited for cleansing dairy equipment
it is recommended in the circular, which is entitled, "Chemical Sterilization of Dairy
Utensils".
Their poisonous nature or the "bad odor v/hich thej'- impart make some chemical
compounds unfit for sterilization of dairy equipment, it is explained in the circular.
Ho chemical sterilizer of any kind should ever he used for treating the milk itself, as
this will impart undesirable flavors and will not "be effective in hindering the growth
of "bacteria in the milk, it is warned in the circular,
"In using chlorine compounds for sterilization of dairy utensils there is an
advantage in selecting a compound which h^as in it a guaranteed amount of chlorin and
which will hold its strength.
"A solution containing 5O to 100 parts of active chlorin in 1 million parts
of water is recommended when it is to "be used for rinsing or for pumping through large
equipment. A solution containing 70 to 100 parts of active clilorin in 1 million parts
of water is recommended for dipping, and a solution of a'bout 200 parts of active chlorin
to 1 million of water for spraying." Directions for preparing solutions of these
different strengths are given in the circular.
"Chemical sterilizers generally are intended to "be used with cold or lukewarm
water hut their effectiveness increases in warmer water. It is not advisable, however,
to use water liaviiig a temperature of more than 120 degrees Fahrenheit,
"The sterilizing solution should be applied preferably just before the
utensils are to be used. The solution must come into contact vrLth all surfaces for 10
seconds or longer to kill the bacteria,
"Chemical sterilizers are effective only on utensils that are absolutely clear
smd free from all traces of milk and grease or otiier dirt. A solution should not be
used a second time for dairy utensils but it can be used for other purposes less exact-
ing. "
- M -
Providing G-ood Eguipment For Farm Flock HcI-qs Eee-p Egg Baskets Full
Hens will repay with man^-- full egg baskets the flock ovmer who will see to it
that they h^ve plenty of suitable equipment in the form of po-oltry house fixtures, ac-
cording to a new circular, "Poultry Fan-a Equipment", just published by the College of
agriculture. University of Illinois, for Illinois poultrymen and other interested
persons. Pictures and dra^vings are used almost exclusively in the circular. It was
prepared by E. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist.
Most of the equipment needed about the poultry farm can be made readily at
iiome. Models and types portrayed in this circular are recommended chiefly because they
[ire more or less simple in construction, have proved satisfactory in use and serve to
i-llustrate some of the principles tliat should be observed in building equipment for the
iiOTiltry farm. Illustrations and bills of materials are given for indoor and outdoor
jioppers, baby chick feeders, chick roosts, chick hurdles, catching hook and net, catch-
•ng crate, nests, drinking equipment, water heaters, fattening crates and broody coops,
^lustrations also are included on satisfactory models of such miscellaneous equipment
s spray pucips, scales, egg candlers and pedigree bags and baskets,
- M -
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Widely-C-rown Soybeans Are Winning Sostonian Jame For State Of Illinois
TOiat "baked beans did for Boston, soybeans are doing for Illinois - mking her
famous, according to J. C. Hackleraan, crops extension specialist of the College of
Agric-ulture, University of Illinois. Because of the v,i.despread reputation of Illinois
as a soybean producing center, Hackleraan recently received v/ithin the short space of a
few days inquiries regarding soybean seed or the commercial utilization of the crop from
eight states and one foreign country.
Incidentally, he considers the letters as additional evidence that an even
brighter day is dawning for soybeans. IThat popularity the crop already has gained in
this state is indicated by the fa'ct that Illinois last year produced slightly more than
three million bushels of soybeans, which ^vas more than any other two states and about a
third of the production for the entire co-ontry.
The recent inquiries which the college has received about the crop came from
Montana, Nebraska, Indiana, Missouri, Wisconsin, Ohio, Arkansas, Texas and Porto Rico.
Hiding high on the 7ra,ve of soybean popularity now sweeping Illinois is the
mini variety, a new high yielder developed by plant breeders in the experiment sta-
tion of the U. of I. College of Agric^alture. This past year it again proved superior
to all other varieties grown at the experiment station and produced the highest yield
ever recorded for a soybean variety on the station plots. This vvas 4-2.5 bushels an
acre in a rotation grown on rich soil. In a rotation grown on rather light soil it
made J,0,5 bushels an acre.
Seed from the new variety is gradually being distributed ever the state,
farmers in 3I counties growing it this past year. Reports from these farmers indicated
that the new varietj'- averaged 25 bushels an acre, or about 5 bushels an acre more than
the average for all other varieties. Superiority of the Illini variety as a seed pro-
ducer is especially marked on the more fertile soils of the central and north-central
portions of the state, according to Hackleman.
- M -
Illinois Experts Authors Of Hew Book On Destructive And Usef'ol Insects
Not all insects are as bad as they have been painted, judging by the title of
11 new book, "Destructive and Useful Insects," by Prof . C. L. Metcalf, head of the de-
partment of entomology at the University of Illinois, and W. P. Flint, chief entomolo-
ast of the Illinois State ilatural History Survey. Just recently off the press, the
30ok already has been praised by one authority as "an up-to-the-minute manual of applied
Bntomologj"- useful to the scientist, student, practical farmer, gardener or horticul-
;urist."
The book is the outgrowth of 25 years of practical work in combating de-
itructive insects on the part of Flint and I5 years experience in teaching entomology
'0 large classes of university students by Prof. Lletcalf
.
"Written in a pleasing langioage which any reader can understand and contain-
-ng some 9OO pages of text besides an exiiaustive index, this book is destined to be-
••one a leading American text book on economic entomology," T. H. Frison, systematic
entomologist of the State I-Iat-'oral History Survey, said. "It is replete with excellent
'igures illustrating most of the more common and important insect pests, the kind of
njury they cause and other subjects discussed in 23 chapters. It is dedicated to
Stephen Alfred Forbes, dean of American economic entomologists, and Herbert Osborn,
Laster teacher of entomologists'. Osborn is a staff member of Ohio State University."
- M -
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Shift In Livestock Prod-uction Would Improve Illinois Farmer ' s Position
Shifting part of the livestock population from the western to the eastern
side of the state is revealed by farm records as one thing needed to put the Illinois
farmer in a "better position, according to H. C. M. Case, in charge of the farm orga-
nization and management department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Illinois farmers would "be "better off, the records indicate, if some of those in the
western part produced a little less livestock and those in the eastern section pro-
duced more livestock, according to Case. Such a shift would at least save considera-
"ble freight on grain and feed, he pointed out. Higher freight rates make it desirable,
he explained, that farms feeding livestock also grow the necessary crops for "balanced
feeding.
"Farm "business records secured last year from farmers in the livestock sec-
tions of western Illinois show that many of them had low incomes partly at least "be-
cause of having to "buy large quantities of feed, Tlae 1927 crop yields, of corn es-
pecially, were "below average, and those farmers ?mo had more livestock than they could
feed with an average crop found it necessary to "buy much feed. Records from a large
number of farms in northwestern Illinois show that in three years out of five the bill
for feed exceeds the value of the crops sold.
"In contrast, many farmers in eastern Illinois get most of their income from
the sale of grain. Not enough livestock is kept on some farms even to use waste feed
and low grade grain to advantage. Especially in years when grain prices are low as
compared with livestock prices, these farms are at a serious disadvantage. After 100
years of farming, the soil of this part of Illinois needs more attention. Livestock
and a larger acreage of legumes should play a large part in a plan of soil iiiiprove-
ment. At present, livestock prices are more favorable than grain prices.
"Records from hundreds of farms during the past 12 years show that, in gen-
eral, farms with considerable livestock have made more profits tlian those with little
livestock. There are farms, hov/ever, that have gone to extremes, making it necessary
for them to buy large quantities of feed every year. As a result they have not been
the most profitable. On the other hand, there are many farms that have low earnings
because of too little livestock, making it necessary for them to suffer discounts on
lov; grade marketed crops which might better have been fed to livestock. Also imich
cheap roughage goes to waste on su.ch farms. There is the added advantage of livestock
that it helps to make farming an all-year job in which labor, power and equipment are
utilized for the most gain,"
Record Number Of Cows To Compete For Honors In ^00-Pound Butt erfat Club
With a record number of 715 cows entered, the race for gold medal honors in
the Illinois 500-Pound Butt erfat Cow club this year promises to be the stiff est one
since the club was launched four years ago, according to C. S. Rhode, dairy extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, in charge of the club
Printed in furtherance of the Aericulttiral Extension Act approved by Congress May S, 1914. H. W. Mum ford. Director.
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Fros'oects ?or Hi sing Hog Prices Put Prerniu^ On Better Care Of pi^s
Prices for hogs should "be better during 1929 than they were during the year
just past, according to the annual agricultural outlook report just issued "by the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Increasing the size of their spring
pig crops to take advantage of the promised rise in prices is not out of the question
for fanners and hog raisers ; despite the fact tliat the "breeding season is now past,
^according to Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry.
An unnecessarily large nuraher of pigs die from a variety of causes during
he first week or two of life, he explained. Any hog raiser who really wants to
cost the size of his pork crop can do so by exercising suitable care to save these
igs during the early days after farrowing, he added. Unless the outlook report is
entirely wrong, those v/ho make this effort will be amply rewarded, he believes.
•
"Some of the heavy losses of pigs during the first week or two of life can
be prevented by feeding the brood sows a suitable ration durizig the latter part of
the gestation period. Extra care during the early days after farrov/ing, a guard rail
in the farrowing pens to prevent pigs from being mashed by the sow and suitable ra-
tions for the sow after farrowing also will save a large number of pigs that other-
wise might be lost.
"Pigs make cheaper gains while they are suckling than at any other time.
This is another opportunity to bolster pork profits by giving special attention to
the ration fed the young pigs. Peed shoiild be provided in a creep as soon as the pigs
begin to eat, which is at about three weeks of age. Por dry lot feeding, a ration of
shelled corn fed free choice with a mixed supplement coniposed of 2 parts tankage, 1
part linseed meal and 1 part alfalfa meal or chopped alfalfa hay gives excellent re-
sults. "
- M -
Barberry Campaign Casts School Boys And &irls In Role Of "G-iant Killers "
School boys and girls of Illinois are being counted upon to solve one of
the most difficult problems in the eradication of common barberry and the consequent
saving of untold losses which grain groy/ers of the state are now suffering from black
stem rust, it is announced by Robert W. Bills, state leader of barberry eradication.
This problem is the finding of common barberry bushes so that they may be
killed to prevent spread of the stem rust. Every school boy or girl in the state who
reports the location of a common barberry bush and sends in a twig for identification
will receive the badge and medal signifying honorary membership in the National Rust
Busters' Club sponsored by the Rust Prevention Association of Minneapolis, Minn. The
aim of members of this club is: "To look for common barberries, report them and tell
everyone ho\v they spread black stem rust." Two Illinois boys, Carl Hackbarth and
Lester Reecher, both of Sterling, already are members of the national Rust Busters'
Club, according to Bills.
The destructive black stem rust, vdiich is harbored and spread by common bar-
[berry bushes, is the worst disease of wheat, oats, barley and rye, Bills pointed out.
Ravages of the diseases take an annual toll of more than $50,000,000 from the grain
growers in the north central states. In an effort to redu.ce the Illinois farmers'
share of these losses, a barberry eradication canpaign has been carried on during the
past 11 years in cooperation with the College of Agriciilture , University of Illinois
and other interested agencies. During tliat time a total of 2 ,^S2 ,kGS bushes on 1^,911
different properties liave been destroyed. This past year alone, 2] men working in
different parts of the state found and destroyed 9j59S bushes and seedlings on 120
properties, Bills reported.
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Diseases And Parasites Can 3e Kept Do-m By Keepin.^ Ba"by Chicks Confined
One of the newer schemes of rearing "baty chicks , that of keeping them con-
fined to houses and outdoor yards even to rraturity, has worked out well for Illinois
poultryraen who have tried it in the past, according to reports teing sent flock own-
ers of the state hy K. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. TJhile it will not he necessary for this practice to
be generally adopted "by all poultrymen, it does liave its advantages for the man with
permanent houses and limited range area, he added. If properly carried out it should
largely prevent outbreaks of coccidiosis and infestation of round worms and tape worms.
"Under this plan a siTiall pen or yard is generally huilt in front of the
brooder house. The size depends somewhat on the number of chicks to a house and the
size of the house. Assuming tliat 35^ chicks are to be started in a 10 by 12 foot col-
ony brooder house, a yard or pen 6 by 10 feet might be used.
"A solid floor is sometimes used for the pen, but a wire floor is to be pre-
ferred. One-laalf inch hardware cloth which is sold in 2U-, 3O- send. 36-inch widths
makes very satisfactory floor material. A floor of this type for a 6 by 10 pen would
cost in the neighborhood of $U.50. The foundation may be made of 2 by U lumber set on
edge.
"One-inch chicken wire maj'' be used for the sides and tops of the pen, al-
though some people prefer fly screen. The sides of the pen usually are made as high
as the T/idth of the wire used, which ordinarily is J)0 to 3^ inches.
"Provision should be made for cleaning beneath the floor. This can be easi-
ly done by not fastening the pen permanently to the brooder house or the pen may be
made in sections.
"Perhaps the biggest problem in rearing chicks under this system will be
cannibalism. This may be prevented by not overcrowding the house, encouraging early
roosting, keeping the chicks active and darkening the house to a certain extent. Lib-
eral feeding of green feed also will help. Ho extraordinary feed or feeding method
is required. For early brooding it is advisable to put some cod liver oil in the ra-
tion. With most cod liver oils it will taice about two pounds, ;diich equals about one
quart, to every 100 pounds of feed."
- M -
Following Four Steps Saves Both Dollars And G-rief For Farm Home Builders
Many dollars and much grief in the building of the farm home can be saved
by following four steps, says ¥. A. Foster, of the farm mechanics department. College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
These four steps are: (l) A thorough analysis of the family requirements and
needs and a careful inventory of the family assets; (2) a set of plans, conforming to
these needs and resources and made by a reliable architect; (3) a well-executed con-
tract with a trustworthy builder, and (U) a thorough inspection during the constznic-
tion period to see tliat the intent of the contract is carried out.
"Following these four steps will insure a comfortable, convenient house
which is cheerful, home-like and attractive. The house will be a joy to the family,
as well as a pride to the comm-anity, becavise it fits the family and lias individuality,
something which all houses should liave. Even the best household would have its com.-
fort and efficiency hampered by a poorly constructed, ill-plamied house. On the other
hand, a convenient, coitJortable, attractive house will maize a poor family better."
I^
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Records Show Three-Fifths Of Illinois Farui Horses Are Past Their Prime
No less than 60 per cent of Illinois farm horses have passed their prime
and are now definitely on the decline, it is revealed in a study just conipleted on
1,193 farms ty the farm organization and management department of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. Colts "being raised on farms of the state will re-
place less than half the seven horses a farm now in use.
"These facts and the strengthening prices for horses would indicate that
farmers of the state should not delay longer in taking stock of their needs during
the next few years. There is now ample justification for considering means of produc-
ing colts to replace the old horses found on almost every farm," R. C. Ross, of the
department
, said.
The present situation with regard to the ages of Illinois farm horses is a
marked advance from the situation three years ago, according to Ross. At tloat time
records from a large proportion of the same farms showed 5I per cent of the horses as
9 years or older. Then there were more S- and 9-year-old horses than of any other
ages, with an average age for all horses in the state of slightly more than 9 years.
How the 9- J 10- and 11-year-olds predominate, with an average of nearly 10 years*
"Farmers will have to write off increasing amounts of depreciation on old
work stock during the next few years. One-sixth of the farm work stock are now more
than 15 years of age. Under these conditions a high death rate is to be expected.
City demand for horses has practically disappeared, hence there is little opportionity
to pass the depreciation on to other users.
"It is true that on many Illinois farms, liorses furnish only part of the
power needed. Of the farms studied three years ago, 52 per cent had tractors. In the
recent study this proportion had increased to 61 per cent. It is to te expected that
mechanical power will be used even more largely in the future. However, a considera-
tle proportion of farms in Illinois are unable to use mechanical types of power eco-
nomically. Only rarely under Illinois conditions can horses be replaced entirely.
To provide for these needs five years hence should be the present plan.
"
- M -
Herd Improvement Plan ITow Being Used On 20,000 Illinois Dairy Cows
More than 1,200 Illinois farmers and dairymen are now having approximately
20,000 of their cows tested regularly for efficiency of production in the 52 dairy
herd improvement associations operating within the state, according to a report by
J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agricultiire, University of
Illinois. Work of the associations is supervised as part of the college dairy exten-
sion work. The Macoupin-Madison county association, organized by dairymen in the vi-
cinity of Bunker Hill, is the most recent one to take up the work. Officers elected
were; Pres.
, H. F. Doubleday, Bunker Hill; V.Pres. , Herbert ICuethe, Porsey, and sec-
retary-treas. , Albert Barnes, Bunker Hill. C. L. Teters and Charles Fries, both of
Bunker Hill, were elected as, directoTSv and H, ,E^ Taub#, Anna, msene^ tester
- Pnntcd In furiherancc or the ^p-iculturaT Extension Act approved by Congress May S^ ISTH. H. \\ . Mum KMn.'-Uireclor.
for the association.
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School Days Prove Solden Profit Days For 1,000 Dairymen In Uo Co-iinties
Going back to school for a day put -untold thousands of dollars into the
pockets of the 1,000 or more dairymen and farmers who attended dairy cattle feeding
schools staged in Uo counties of the state during the past winter hy the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is estimated by C. S. Bhode, dairy extension
specialist. New pointers which they picked up at the schools made it possible for
some of the dairymen to improve their feeding and management practices to the extent
of as much as $75 a month, he reported.
Those attending the schools not only were taught how to balance rations for
their herds but also were shown how to figure the cost of digestible protein in the
various feeds. They also were shown the in^jortance of observing such practices as
feeding according to production, keeping the cost of the ration as low as possible
and taking proper care of the dry cow.
Among the most common inprovements that have been made by the various dairy-
men as a result of what they learned at the schools are the feeding of a better bal-
anced ration and the use of less grain, Hhode reported, Mauay of those who were at
the schools reported that sifter balancing their grain rations to suit their own con-
ditions and feeding according to production they got more milk with less feed. Pete
Zlauss, Pesottun, for instance, got an increase of 11 pounds of milk daily from four
cows and saved 26 pounds of grain a day. This was practically 50 per cent of the
total amount he was feeding. Majoy other reports of similar or even greater chaiiges
have come in, Bhode said.
Another improvement being made quite commonly in the wake of the schools is
the change from an expensive to a cheaper ration. H. W. Bradshaw, Albion, reported
that he cheapened his ration and increased his milk flow by reducing the high protein
feed in his grain ration. He had been overfeeding on protein.
- M -
Plundering By Rats Mounts With Their Seasonal Crave Por Change In Diet
A destructive craving for a change in diet comes over the common brown rat
about this time of the year, much to the loss of the poultry raiser and farmer, ac-
cording to a warning by G. C. Odeikirk, rodent specialist of the federal biological
survey, who is cooperating with the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. As many as ^400 baby chicks destroyed
by rats on one farm within three nights has been reported and it is not unusual to
hear of 50 chicks being destroyed in a night raid on a brooder house, he said. De-
struction of stored food, grain and other property, as well as poultry, adds to the
enormous losses which farmers of the state suffer every year because of rats, he
pointed out.
"Plundering by rats can be halted now by cleaning up aJid burning miscellan-
e*us refuse in and about buildings, piling lumber off the ground and eliminating as
far as possible other harbors for the pest. Following a cleanup of the premises, the
poison known as powdered red squill should be used mixed with foods such as hamburger,
caimed salmon and fresh or smoked fish. Red squill is relatively harmless to all aoii-
nals other than rats because of its action as an emetic when taken in dangerous quan-
tities. A detailed description of the use of red squill, as well as other practical
methods of controlling rats, is contained in a publication issued by the federal de-
partment of agriculture. This may be obtained from any farm adviser or from the
State Natural History Survey.
"
- M -
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Predicts Swine Sanitation ^ill 3e Bi|p:ger Money Maker Than Ever Thi s Year
Always a money maker, swine sanitation will be doubly profitable for farm-
ers this year because of the better prices now in prospect for hogs, according to
Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. Under the sanitation plan, fewer pigs are lost because of round worms
and associated troubles, there are fewer runts, the pigs are thriftier and can be
marketed about seven weeks earlier tha,n would otherwise be possible and less feed is
required to grow them out , he explained.
"So simple is the sanitation system that it can be carried out on any farm
where a fairly definite system of crop rotation is followed. All that need be done
is to have the pigs farrowed in clean pens by clean sows and kept on clean ground un-
til they are at least four months of age.
"Pens can be cleaned by scrabbing them with boiling hot lye water contain-
ing one can of ordinary household lye to each 30 gallons of water. As it is the hot
water v;hich destroys the round worm eggs it should be applied liberally and the floor
and walls of the pen scrubbed thorotighly. A wire broom is best for this as the lye
softens fibre brooms. When the pen is dry, it is bedded with clean straw and the
whole sprayed with some good disinfectant as a precaution against necrotic infection
and other filth-borne diseases.
"Scrubbing the sow with soap and warm water will remove any worm eggs that
may be clinging to her body. She should then be put directly into the clean pen with-
out being allowed to come in contact with worm- infected ground.
"Wlien the pasture is ready, the pigs and sows shoiold be hauled, not driven,
to the clean grovmd. A pasture is considered clean from the standpoint of the sani-
tation plan if it has not had pigs on it for a year and has been cultivated in the
meantime. The pigs should be left on the clean pasture until they are at least four
months old. If handled this way and properly fed they will reach narket weight by
the time they are six months of age.
"
Spring-Sovm Sweet Clover Will Check Ann-ual Shortage Of Dairy Pastures
Now is the time for farmers to take steps so that nine-tenths of the dairy
cows in this general section of the country will not suffer as usual from shortage of
feed when bluegrass pastures are dried out by midsummer drouth, it is recalled by
W. J. Praser, dairy farming specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Sweet clover, seeded in a small grain crop in the spring, is the pasture
crop that will furnish enough feed for stock throughout the entire summer and will
feed them from much less land than is usually allowed when bluegrass is pastured, he
said.
"When seeded in the small grain crop in the spring, sweet clover is ready
for pasture in the autumn when about I5 inches high. This usually will be by the
!
first of September. This affords about two months' fall pasture in the latitude of
central Illinois. The following spring the crop starts early and when about four or
five inches high it is ready to be turned onto, generally two weeks earlier than blue-
grass. There is another way of using sweet clover and that is for reenforcing perma-
nent bluegrass pasture on untillable land. In this case the sweet clover is disl-ied in.
Regardless of whether the farmer grows sweet clover separately or disks it into the
bluegrass, he should plan some way of making use of its great worth for really feeding
his stock during the entire pasture season."
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY
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Recommends Both Day And Hight Sprayinis; In Warfare On Orchard Insects
Both day and night operation of spraying rigs is being recommended "by
R. S. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of the College of Agricultiire , Univer-
sity of Illinois, as one means whereby fruit growers of the state can overcome the
handicap of too little spray machinery, under which most of them are operating. Along
with two crews of sprayers. Marsh recommends the use of spray material conveyors to
furnish ready-mixed sprays to the rigs in the orchard.
Advantages of the plan, he says, are that it would enable fruit growers to
more nearly get their money out of their spray rigs, costing from $400 to $600, and
at the same time would make spraying more effective.
"About 90 to 140 hours a year is all that the average spray rig is now
used. Working day and night crews on each rig and using a spray material conveyor
would increase the season's total operating hours for each rig and thus lower the
overhead costs in spray machinery,
"Spraying at night with rigs equipped with acetylene lights often is better
than daytime spraying. There is little or no breeze at night and summer temperatures
at night are more comfortable for work. Proper acetylene light equipment on the rigs
gives fine light for spraying.
"Illinois has one orchardist, W, S. Perrine, Central ia, who has saved at
least one-half on his overhead and labor costs of spraying by using a 600-gallon con-
veyor to fiarnish mixed spray material to the rigs in the orchard. 3y doing this his
spray operations are discontinued only three minutes for refilling. Such a system
doubles the actual spra^'ing time on each rig and keeps the crew busy.
"Many sprays are almost wasted because they are applied too early or too
.
late, when the right period for application may be only 48 hours in duration. Ap-
ple scab sprays, for instance, should be applied within 48 hours following a spring
rain which occurs when the small apple flower buds and young leaves are showing.
With a working period of only two days, orchardist s should spray their scab- suscepti-
ble varieties first, use spray material conveyors and work both day and night crews,
particularly in those many orchards that are under-equipped with spray machinery."
- M -
Testing Of Seed Oats Urged As Samples From Farmers Germinate Poorly
Samples of seed oats obtained from Illinois farmers this spring show a sur-
prising variation in germination, according to a report by L. P. Rickey, grain mar-
keting specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. He believes
that it will be wise for farmers to test the germination of all oats they intend to
use for seed this year. "Q^iite a few oats were 'bin-burned' in storage last fall
and the heat so generated was sufficient to destroy the life of a large part of the
oats. Samples tested at the college have germinated as low as 9 per cent. It is not
definitely known just how widespread this condition is, but testing of all seed oats
Will TJa^St'^il in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfobd, Director.
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Congnon Practice Of " Spur Pruning" G-rapes Is Condemned As In.lurious
Illinois grape growers are slashing the producing power of their vines and
cutting down on their yields hy the all too common practice of spur pruning, accord-
ing to Dr. A. S. Colhy, associate chief of pomology'' at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Under this system every cane of the previous yeax is cut hack
to a short spur, leaving "ouds which are largely non-productive, he said. Eight years
of grape pruning experiments at the college have shown that the four-cane Kniffin sys-
tem is superior to the spur system, according to Dr. Colty.
"In studies on the fruiting pattern of the Moore Early and Concord grapes,
it was found that under the soil and clima-tic conditionL: at the college, the most
productive shoot of the Moore Early grows aoout five to six feet long. On the Con-
cord, the most productive shoot makes very little lateral growth in an ordinary sea-
son. Up to ten feet, however, it may he longer than that of the Moore, since the
Concord is inherently more vigorous.
"After these shoots develop into canes of medium size, up to ahout seven-
sixteenths of an inch in diameter, the large healthy huds horne beyond the fifty node
and out to at least the twelfth node produce more fruit clusters a hud than do those
closer in to the trurik. Such huds are found only on well developed nodes. uTne indi-
vidual clusters also are larger. Where spur pruning is practiced, most of these high-
producing huds are removed and the yield accordingly reduced. The four-cane Kniffen
I
system, on the other hand, preserves these huds.
"The experiments with the four-cane Kniffen system, have shown that the best
way to tell how severe to make the spring pruning is hy studying the growth made hy
the vines during the previous season, provided it was a normal year. If the vines
produced a high percentage of very vigorous shoots the previous season, it is an indi-
cation that they were pruned too heavily the spring before and more buds therefore
ishould be left at pruning time this year. On the other hand, if the vines produced
! a high percentage of shoots of low vigor, fewer buds should be left thig year. If the
vines produced a high percentage of shoots of medrom vigor the past season, the same
number of buds should be left in the spring pruning this year as was the case last
year.
"W "Where the vines are vigorous and the soil is very fertile and otherwise
adapted to grape growing, the grower probably can increase production up to 50 per
cent by using the six-cane Kniffin system of training, so that the nucaber of buds a
fine ma^' be increased. This is especially true if the vines were originally planted
too close for profitable use of the four-cane system."
IP' It was worth $21.75 a month for one Champaign county dairyman with onlyfour cows to attend the recent one-day dairy cattle feeding school put on in this
county by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, according to a report
by C. S. Ehode, dairy extension specialist. On the strength of what he learned about
improved feeding, the dairyman changed the grain mixture which he was using from one
5f corn and cob meal and oats to one with more protein in it and subsequently reduced
the amount of grain being fed. The result was an increase of 11 pounds in the amount
5f milk produced daily by the four cows. Instead of having to feed 56 pounds of
^ain mixture, as was the case with the old ration, he was able to supply the needs
)f his cows with 26 pounds of grain feed a da;^. Many Illinois farmers axe feeding ra-
tions low in protein and could get restdts like those of the Champaign dairyman with
'he proper adjustments in their ration.
- M -
Day In School Turns Out To Be Worth $21 A Month For Chamoaiign Dairyman
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Jover crops Foxtnd Lacking For Tru.ck Crop Soils Oil Southern Illinois
Attempts to offset the threatened shortage of manure hy using cover crops
either as a substitute or supplementary fertilizer treatment in the growing of south-
ern Illinois truck crops have "been unsuccessful. This and other results of six-year
experiments in that section are reported in a new bulletin, "Fertilizer Experiments
With Truck Crops in Southern Illinois," just issued "by the experiment station of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. J. ¥. Lloyd, chief in olericulture,
who was in charge of the experiments, is author of the new bulletin.
The tests were confined to melons, tomatoes and sweet potatoes, since these
are the three most important anniial crops generally grown in the territory. Shipments
of these products from Union co-anty alone amounted to 382 carloads a year as an aver-
age for the four-year period, 1924 to 1927, inclusive. The growing of truck crops for
shipment to northern markets has been an important phase of farming in certain locali-
ties of southern Illinois for the past 60 or 70 years.
With all three of the crops, manure proved of special importance for ferti-
lizing the soil. Cover crops of vetch and rye were not adequate substitutes. Al-
though good stands of these cover crops usually were secured and large amounts of
herbage were plowed under each spring, the yields from plots on which cover crops were
substituted for manure were very much less than those from the plots receiving manure.
Even as supplements to manure, the cover crops had little favorable influence upon the
.yields of melons, tomatoes and sweet potatoes.
A good fertilizer treatment for the three truck crops, when grown vinder
conditions similar to those of the experiments, would be a combination of manure, lime-
stone and raw rock phosphate, or steamed bone meal, it was reported.
- M -
Soil Bacteria Hailed As Busy Friends . ITot Enemies . Of Every Farmer
Bacteria are nature's workmen and an old adage might well be changed to,
"busy as bacteria." They neither demand an eight-hour day nor a five-day week. In
fact, they are at work 24 hours a day, seven days a week, during a large portion of
the year.
IB So much is being said about "germs" in their relation to disease that it is
easy to get the impression that all bacteria are harmfiil rather than beneficial. For-
tunately, this is not the case, for were it not for micro-organisms there would be no
decay. Every dead plant and animal would remain upon the earth. Through the activity
of the micro-organisms, these plant and animal materials are simplified so that they
may be of use to other plants which may in turn be eaten by other animals. It is
Iclear, therefore, that in this respect bacteria are the friends and not the foe of us
all.
tTo the farmer, perhaps, more than te any other group of folks, the activity
bacteria is of the greatest importance. The soil upon which the farmer is dependent
for all his crops is a complex material teeming with life. Even a spoonful of soil
may have a n-umber of soil organisms greater than the population of the United States.
TJhen one considers that it may require 200 times this amount of soil to weigh a pound,
it is evident that even a pint of soil contains more than 25 billion organisms. An
acre of soil taken to a depth of seven inches will weigh about two million pounds and
the number of living organisms is therefore more than 50,000,000,000,000,000 an acre.
It is evident such a population can be of great importance in determining
the processes which take place on the land. It is for this reason that information
liconcerning the activities of soil micro-organisms is of great value in practical soil
inanagement.-Uo. 1 of a series of six by 0. H. Sears, assistant chief, soil biology,
3ollege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
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Distinctive Farm Business Service Is Reorj-i^anized On Aii Extended Basis
Having made aoney for its mern'oers during a trial period of four years, the
only farm business service of its kind in the country is now operating on a new
three-year "basis in east central Illinois with UOO farmers - more than ever "before -
enrolled. The service is a cooperative one hetween the farm organization and manage-
ment department of the College of Agricolture
, University of Illinois, and the farm
bureaus of Livingston, McLean, Tazewell and Woodford counties. As such the project
is known as a farm bureau-farm majiagement service.
The fact that there are nearly twice as nany cooperators now as there were
four years ago when the project began is proof that the service has won the approval
of farmers, according to M. L. Mosher, a member of the department. The four coun-
ties have about equal representation in the groiqj of UOO farmers enrolled for the
new three-year term.
The service has attracted wide attention throughout the country because of
being the first undertaking of its kind in which farmers have stood part of the bill
of getting expert counsel on their business operations. It is estimated that farm-
,
ers enrolled in the project during the first four years of its existence averaged
I about 2 per cent bigger annual incomes than their neighbors with no such service to
aid them.
The service itself is a development of farm management work carried on in
the four counties for many years by the agricultural college. As such it is designed
to aid farmers in studying and analyzing their business. Complete records are kept
on each farm. At the end of the year each cooperator gets an analysis of the year's
business which shows him how profitably his farm was operated as compared with the
average of the other farms being studied. He learns, too, how successfully each of
the iniportant parts of his farm business have been conducted. In addition to these
things, he learns what methods and plans are followed by the farmers who are most
("ccessful in each line of farm work.
Total cost of the service is about $35 annually a farm. About one-half of
e cost is paid by the cooperators in the form of fees which vary with the size of
the farms. A little is paid by some of the cooperating farm bureaus. Approximately
one-half is paid by the agricultural college because of the value of the records in
.eaching and extension work.
Bulletin Reports Studies On Inheritance Of Sweet Com Kernel Arrangement
Several years of experimental work on the inheritance of kernel arrangement
in sweet com, a problem which is of particular interest to breeders of Countrj"- Gentle-
man sweet com, are reported upon in a new bulletin just issued by the experiment
station of the College of Agriciolture, University of Illinois. W. A. Huelsen and
M. C. Gillis, of the division of olericulture, who conducted the experiments, are
authors of the new publication, entitled, "Inheritance of Kernel Arrangement in Sweet
^°^^"'
Printed in furtherance of the Agriculttual Extension Act approved by Congress May 8. 1914. H.
W. MtTMFORD. Director.
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Lake County Study Shows Low Returns Of Dairy Farmers In 3hi cag:o Area
All that representative farmers in the dairy region around Chicago got last
year to pay than for the use of their capital and their mariaging ability was an
average return of 1.5^ P^r cent on their total farm investment, according to a study
of 100 Lake county farms made hy the farm organization and management department of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Allowing them only 1 per cent on
the total farm investment for managing ability , which would be about $300? would have
left them only a little more than one-half of 1 per cent on the farm investment, ac-
cording to H, C. M. Case, in charge of the department.
Had they been allowed the standard rate of 5 per cent interest on their in-
vestment they would have Iticked an average of $306 of getting anytliing for their own
labor and management, it was pointed out by Case,
Each of the farms represented an average investment of $29,669, about two-
thirds of which was represented in the value of land and the remainder divided between
farm improvements, machinery, livestock, feed and other supplies, Case reported. The
farms averaged I5I acres and were valued at an average of $125 ^.n acre, considered a
conservative figure even before the war,
Seturns secured by the farmers in 1928 were slightly below what they had
been in the previous two years, as shown by records kept by a good many farmers in
that area, according to Case. The lower earnings in I92S were attributed to a poor
crop year in 1927; which made it necessary to buy considerable feed before the I92S
harvest, and the fact that the cost of feed advanced over the previous year while the
price of milk did not change with the cost. Furthermore, Case pointed out, the
selling of many cattle, as a result of tuberculosis testing, reduced the herds on s'jme
farms and thus lowered the volume of business of some farmers.
Cost of operating farms, especially in the vicinity of Chicago, has increased
:
greatly as compared with conditions a number of years back. Case explained. This is ti
the result, he said, of the higher cost of labor and of things which the farmer must
I buy. Farm earnings consequently have been kept at a low level, despite the fact that
the price which the farmer gets for Ms products may appear to be good when conjiared
with pre-war figures, he said.
[
- M -
Farmers Can Have Private Nitrogen-Fixing Plants Sight On Thei r Own Farms
Strange as it may seem, the crops of Illinois grow in a sea of air nitrogen.
Hence, yields are reduced by a laclc of this element. Above every acre of land there
is enough nitrogen to produce 69 million bushels of com. In spite of this, the corn
yields on most Illinois soils are limited by a deficiency of available nitrogen. Just
as one shipwrecked on the ocean may die of thirst, so may plants siiffer from nitrogen
starvation when bathed by this element. Such a condition is due to the fact tliat crop
plants cein not use free nitrogen in their body building processes. It is only when
nitrogen is combined with some other element, preferably oxygen, that it may function
directly. This process, whereby the element nitrogen is combined with another element
such as oxygen or hydrogen, is known as nitrogen-fixation.
In addition to the commercial nitrogen-fixing plants, farmers may have their
3wn private nitrogen-fixing factories in the form of nodules on the roots of legumes,
rheir workmen are the microscopic bacteria that live within the nodules. It is these
bacteria that live ^vithin the nodules. It is these bacteria that have the jot of con-
certing the raw nitrogen of the air into a form that plants can use. When supplied
ifith these nodule bacteria, the legume is said to be inoculated. - No. 2 in a series
5y 0. H. Sears, assistant chief, soil biology, College of Agriciilture, University of
I Illinois,
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proper Selection Of Varieties Sn.p-jlies Peas From Iviay To Kiddle Of July
Pea varieties vary so widely in withstanding extremes of temperatiire and
moisture that the gardener who chooses his varieties wiselj^ and plants each variety
at its proper time can have a succession of harvests from late May ujitil mid-July,
according to Lee A. Somers, of the horticulture department, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. The smooth-seeded varieties may be planted and will germiriate
and grow when the soil is so cold and wet that the wrinkled-seeded varieties would
rot in the ground. On the other hand, the longer and fleshier podded and larger seed-
ed varieties will grow and stay sweet and tender after the soil has become too dry
and the temperature too 'Afarm for the ordinary wrinkled varieties, he explained.
"The most common and perhaps the best of the smooth-seeded varieties is the
Alaska. This variety may be planted in central Illinois about March 25 to 3O. It
has a 26- to 2S-inch vine with 2g--inch pods filled with medium-sized, round, smooth
seeds which reach their edible state from 60 to 65 days after planting. The quality
is only fair,
"The second, or regular, planting should be made April 5 to I5 and should
be made with one of the sweet, high quality, wriiikled- seeded varieties. Little Marvel
is one of the best of these. It lias an IS- to 20-inch vine with 3-iiich bluntly-ended
pods filled 7/ith nearly square, medium- si zed, light green seeds of remarkable sweet-
ness and quality. These reach their edible maturity from 62 to 65 days after planting.
"The third ajid final planting, about April 20 to 25, should consist of an-
other planting of Little Marvels and at the same time a planting of one of the long,
thick-podded, large-seeded varieties. Dwarf Telephone is one of the best of these.
Peas of this variety reach edible maturity in 72 to 75 (Jays after planting. The
qoality is good."
Balmy Air Of Spring Complicates Farm Problem Of Producing 'Quality Milk
With the coming of spring and warmer weather, production of quality milk no
longer is the simple task for the com belt dairy farmer that it vras in zero weather,
it is pointed out by S. L. Tuckey, of the dairy manufactures division, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. In zero weather, the air is cold enough to keep
down bacterial growth in dairy utensils and also to cool milk in the can soon enough
I
to slow up bacterial growth so that there will be relatively few in number, he ex-
plained,
"How with warmer weather, the easiest and most satisfactory way to produce
high quality milk is to use sterile utensils for milking and then cool the milk
immediately and keep it cold. Milking utensils on the farm are the worst source of
bacterial contamination. Unless they have been made sterile with the use of boiling
water or a chemical sterilizer, it is hard to produce milk with a low bacterial count,
which, in turn, is a measure of quality.
"Eapidity with which the milk is cooled and the tenrperature at which it is
held after milking also axe important factors influencing the flavor and length of time
milk will stay sweet. Unless milk is cooled in water very soon after milking to a
ten^jerature of 60 degrees or below the bacteria will commence to increase in number,
the rate, of course, deiDcnding upon the temperature. The higher the temperature the
more rapid will be the increase. The food which bacteria use while growing is
primarily the milk sugar or lactose. Lactic acid is formed as a waste product of their
metabolism. Lactic acid so made is the cause of sourness in sour milk.
"Another flavor which may be described as 'cowy* comes from slow or inprop-
|er cooling of milk."
1^
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Mineral Fertilizers Only One Of Five Essential s In Soil Management
Moxmting production costs and f irially failure await the farmer who gives
exclusive attention to mineral fertilizers alone in his soil management program, ac-
cording to a caution just issued by the agronomj^ department of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. Dr. 1. L. Burlison, head of the department,
announced that the statement vias prompted by the fact that the puzzling question of
mineral fertilizers this spring has "been prominently in evidence to the confusion of
farmers of the state.
Use of mineral plant food elements is only one of five essential practices
for success in producing the general farm crops of Illinois, according to the state-
ment. The four other essential practices, according to the annoiincement , are:
"(1) drainage (2) liming if necessary; (3) a good cropping system utilizing legumes
for soil ir[5)rovement , and (h) maintenance of active organic matter in the soil "by
returning green and animal manure and crop residues.
"In connection with the use of mineral fertilizers, consideration must "be
'given not only to the needs of the soil and of the crops to "be grown but also to the
economy with which the various materials produce crop increases and to the time in-
volved in getting returns from one's fertilizer investment."
Mineral fertilizers are used for their effects upon qua.lity, maturity and
yield of individual crops, for offsetting the ill effects of unfavorable seasons and
for raising the general level of production of the soil, the statement explains. On
the other hand, these fertilizers cannot be considered a substitute for limestone to
insure the growth of clovers, except to a limited extent and temporarily, on soils
which are only slightly acid.
"The wide differences in soils and in the response of crops to treatment
are matters of common knowledge. Seasonal conditions also ir-fluence the effects of
various fertilizer treatments. Por these reasons it is impossible to make general
recommendations covering the use of fertilizing materials on all soils. This is true
for the carriers of single elements, such as rock phosphate, superphosphate, potash
salts, sind nitrogen carriers, as well as for mixed fertilizers. It should be kept in
mind that the continued use of these fertilizers without following up with the other
fundamentals would likely result in ultimate failure."
- M -
Latest Eints On Dairy Cattle Feeding Included In Eevi_3ed Circular
Latest l^irjks on the better feeding of cows, one of the easiest vays to make
iairying more profitable, are included in a revised edition of the circular entitled,
"Feeding the Dairy Herd," just issued by the College of Agriculture, University of
iillinois, for the benefit of dairymen and other interested persons. Covering 50 pages,
the circular is a corjplete handbook on the feeding of all animals in the dairy herd.
Special stress is laid on feeding for milk prodtiction. Copies of the revised publica-
tion may„ be, secured upon request, to the college. n „, „ . n- ,
•'Printed in iurtherance-'or tie AgncuTtural Extenaon Act approved by Concress May 8, 1914. H. W. MvuroUD, Director.
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rarg^rs Planting Inbentions Indica.te Biit Scial ] Cban£'ss In Acreagres
Illinois farmfirs will rr^ize "but snxill chi^nges in the acreages of their
principal crops thi-j J'^.v, according to their planting inteuticns en March 1 a.s re-
ported to the College of Ag;r:l c'altiii-e , r'ni varsity of Illinois, hy the federal d«r-rartmer.t
of agriculture. The nati'.-nal figures on intentions to plant are basid upon reports
from about ^0,000 fa:i3eis and are not a forecast of the acreage tliat ac;;ually will be
planted, the department poinvsd out.
Intended acraagos of crops in Illinois reflect chiefly the fact that the
winter wheat and hay crops apparently carae through the winter better than in 1^28
,
according to Dr. L. J, Norton, of the college agricialtural economics division. &ag-
gested Illinois acreages of the four cereals, corn, wheat, oats and barley, together
with that of hay, total nearly U00,000 acres more than in I92S. This indicates a more
complete utilization of the crop land and less room for other crops such as soybeans
if the intentions are carried out. Dr. ITorton said.
Com, the state's principal grain crop, will have its acre?,ge cut about 5 per
cent, or nearly half a million acres, in Illinois this year, if f.^rmurs carry out their
plans of March 1. Practically no change in the acreage for the coimtiy as a whole is
indicated in the figures, although a decrease of about 1 per cent in the corn belt was
in prospect in the reported intentions to plant.
Oats acreage in Illinois will be reduced about 7 per cent, or about 3OO5OOO
acres, about 1 per cent in the country as a whole and about 3 V^- cent in the corn
belt, if the reported intentions are carried out. General incr&ases are suggested in
oats acreages for all parts of the country except the north central states. This will
operate to reduce the demand for Illinois oats, it was pointed out "by Dr. lJorton»
The indicated increases in tiay acreage of 3 per cent for the country as a
whole, 1 per cent in the north central states and 6 per cent or 200,000 acres, in
Illinois reflect the better condition of seedlings this spring, according to Dr. Norton.
Por the country as a whole farmers are again planning to increase barley
acreages by about 6 per cent, but in Illinois the acreage will be reduced 22 per cent,
)r 150,000 acres, on the basis of reported intentions to plants
If the same acreage of winter wheat is abandoned this year as was the average
'or the past 10 years, the acreage of winter wheat harvested in 1929 will be about two
aillion acres larger than last year for the country as a whole and about one million
.arger in Illinois. The acreage of spring wheat, other than durian will be decreased
ibout ik per cent, or about 50,000 acres, in Illinois and increased about S per cent
.n the country as a whole,
- M -
Growing Of More Legumes This S.easqn Wcvold Pill Snring Psed Shortage
Etrpty haymows have left many Illinois dairy farmers with a feed shoi-tage this
tipring, forcing them eitr.er to buy high-priced feeds to keep up the milk flew of their
tows or else let th^m ran down in flesh and drop off in pr;jdiicti.->n. This nesd not
appen eigain next ye-ar if fanae.vs will p'J.an now to grow plenty cf good leg:jne ha,y tMs
eason, say dairymen at the College of Agriculture, University cf Illincis. I'armors
an count on a good pnducing ccw eating about l.| tons of h-^-y, elk to 3,1 tons of silage
nd 1 to 1-3- tons of gram during the year, in addition to the pacture consimied, ac-
ording to C. S. Hliode, dairy extension specialist. If no siiyge is fed the hay con-
UBiption will be nearly doubled. The farmer with dairy cattle has a large part of
is feeding problem solved when he has an abian'i;?,uce of gooi. alfalfa, soybean, coiTpea
.r clover hay to last through the winter and until pasture time, Lhode said.
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j^B New Illini Variety Scores As YaliiF'bl.e Soyoean For Illinois Conditions
'^^ Success which 73 i"aruiers in 3I diffeixnt co'onties of the state had last year
in growing the Illini soyl)ean, the new high yielder developed hy plant breeders at the
College of Agriciilturej University of Illinois, larks tMs new hean as a valuable
addition to the list of varieties suited to Illinois, according to Dr. C. M. Woodworth,
in charge of plant "breeding.
Yields as high as ^^ "bushels an acre were reported "by the 73 famers who
replied to the questiorinaire mailed out last fall to all Illini growers who could be
reached. Other qualities besides high yield which were emphasized by the growers were
earliness, erectness, ability to hold seeds well, ease of harvesting and threshing and
excellent quality of the seed, A few growers spoke of the Illini as an all-purpose,
or dual purpose, soybean. One grower felt, however, that it mas too coarse for hay
and another preferred Sable as a hay bean.
The Illini strain was developed from a single plant selection made from the
A. K. variety. Early in the tests which were made of it it demonstrated its high
jdelding ability as a seed type. In central Illinois the Illini matures relatively
early. Every year it has stopped growing before a killing frost, according to Dr.
Woodworth. If seeded by or before May 25, it usiially can be harvested in time to get
the field ready for seeding winter wheat. The Illini can be classed as a 105-day
soybean. The variety holds its seed well after ripening and mottles very little or
not at all under the soil and climatic conditions at the college farm.
The new soybean seems to be best adapted to the central part of the state,
although it does fairly well in the south central part. It seems to do best on a
soil which is in a fair state of fertility.
- M -
Cooperation Between Leisumes and Bacteria Enriches The Parmer ' 3 Soil
One of the most successful cooperative enterprises that has yet existed may
affect every Illinois farmer. Bacteria and legume plants liave cooperated for centuries
to enrich the soil. Incctilated legume plants furnish "room and board" for the millions
of bacteria, or "germs" which live in the root nodules, or tubercles, and the bacteria,
in turn, pay for these privileges by supplying to the legume combined nitrogen wliich
they gather from the inexhaustible supply of the air. A portion of this nitrogen may
then be left in the soil for the use of subsequent crops. Thus, it may truly be said
of these bacteria that "the good they do lives after them".
That the successful growing of legumes may be dependent upon such a coopera-
tive effort is well illustrated by the alfalfa crop. Previous to I9OO, many different
farmers had tried to grow this legume in various sections of Illinois, but in most
cases, it had been pronounced a failure. Later e:cperiments showed that this condition
was due, not to an unfavorable climate, but to tlie fact th3.t alfalfa bacteria are not
usixally present in Illinois soil. Consequently, the alfalfa crop was dependent upon
the supply of soil nitrogen which is not adeqiiate for maxinrum alfalfa yields even on
the fertile prairie soil of Illinois. IThile alfalfa and sweet clover are likely to be
complete failures wibhout inoculation, other legumes may produce fair crops even though
not inoculated, the soybeaji being a good exairtple„ As a re^iult, many farmers have
neglected to supply the nodule bacteria which are so essential for the greatest suc-
cess. Other farmers have encouraged cooperation between the soybean and its nodule
"germs" and have been well repaid by larger crop yields which are also superior in
quality. - Ho. 3 i^ 3- series by 0. H. Sears, assistant chief, soil biology. College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Use Of Mulch Paper Por Crops Is Not Yet Safe For Recommendatiop.
Use of mulch paper in the growing of ^rden crops is in the experimental
stage and no safe recommendations can be made from the data now available, accord-
ing to B. L. Weaver, of the horticulture department, College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. Other outstanding facts from the data now available are that
the increased yields on many crops are not sufficient to pay for the material, dis-
posal of crop residues and of the mulch itself presents difficulties, and in wet,
cloudy seasons the only advantage is weed control, he said.
Lively interest in mulch paper has been aroused among market gardeners,
truck growers and people with home gardens as a result of recent magazine articles
and other publicity given the matter. Weaver said. Trials in various parts of the
United States have indicated that mulching with paper will usually increase yields
and advance maturity in addition to controlling weeds.
"The increase in yields seems to be related to the proportion of surface
covered, maximum increases coming with complete covering of the ground with the
paper. At the price quoted by one of the paper companies offering mulch paper last
year, the paper to cover one acre would cost $96. Covering only one-half the area
would cost $Hg an acre. The item of expense alone should nake any grower study the
problem seriously before investing heavily in mulch paper.
•s: "In addition to expense there are other difficulties which present them-
selves. One frequently reported is the problem of holding the paper down. Tun^hg
a furrow onto the edges of the paper has proven satisfactory in some instances.
Other problems which present themselves are methods of laying the paper, what kind
of paper to use, the best way to plant the crop, ^^lat crops are of sufficient possible
value to justify the expense involved and what disposal is to be made of the paper
following its use."
- M -
Barberry Campaign gradually Eradicating Harboring Place Of Stem Rus|
Designed to control a pest which has cost Illinois 55j501jOOO bushels of
small grain during the past lU years, the state campaign for the eradication of common
barberry has resulted in the destruction of 386,602 bushes and 2,175 jS60 seedlings on
lU,911 properties since I9IS, according to a progress report of the drive by Robert
T. Bills, state leader of barberry eradication. Eradication of the bushes is being
pushed because they are the harboring places for the destructive black stem rust
of wheat and other small grains. Last year, the eleventh one in the Illinois cam-
paign, saw 1,022 bushes on II5 different properties destroyed, according to the re-
port. The Illinois drive is being conducted by the federal and state departments of
agriculture in cooperation with the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
and other interested agencies.
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 19M. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Dairyman Solves Feed Prob l em In First Trial With Crop Tenant Feared
Making Ms first attempt with, a new crop, D. T. Smiley, a McHenry county
dairyman, has shown other herd owners of the state how to avoid the costly winter
feed shortages rrhich anniaally take such a heavy toll in profits on farms of the state.
Last spring, according to the story as tc]d hy Dr. W. B. Nevens, assistant chief in
dairy cattle feeding at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Smiley
was faced with the prohlem of getting a good emergency hay crop that would feed his
cows through the following winter and until another pa-store season. Being a landlord
who takes an active interest in the management of his farms, he called at the college
to get suggestions on the growing of soybeans. He was given directions for planting
"based upon investigations conducted at the institution.
More than 3O tons of excellent soybean hay from 12 acres was his reward.
He had enough good soybean hay to feed his herd until this spring and reported that
if he cared to do so he could sell some 20 to 25 tons of valuable alfalfa hay which
the farm produced last year but which was not needed.
One of the interesting sidelights in the case was that the soybeans almost
had to be planted over the protest of Smiley' s tenant. The crop had been tried by a
few of the neighbors and been unsuccessful. Consequently it vjas only after a good
deal of urging that the tenant was persuaded to plant the beans. Smiley was present
to see that the directions he had received were followed as closely as possible. A
good seed bed was prepared and the beans were seeded broadcast with a grain drill.
Before being planted, the beans were carefully inoculated with a bacterial culture
prepared for this purpose. Seeding was done at the rate of 2 to 2 l/U bushels an
acre, which is considerably heavier than the ordir^ary rate of seeding. Smiley had
the field cultivated several times T^ile the beans were growing, Not having a
rotary hoe, which is commonly used for this purpose, he used an ordinary spike tooth
harrow with good results. The crop was cut after the seed was well developed but
before the leaves had begun to fall. The tenant was so skeptical about stock eating
the crop that before the first lot of hay was ready for the barn he carried some of
it to the cows. They stopped eating everything else to get to the soybean hay.
- M -
Poison Oats Recommended For Checking Destructive Ground Squirrels
Ground squirrels infesting the northern two-thirds of Illinois may do
serious spring and summer damage to corn and other crops if they become numerous
enough, according to G. C. Oderkirk, of the federal biological survey, who is cooper-
ating with the Illinois State Natural History Survey and the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, in rodent control work in this state.
Strychnine-coated whole oats bait is recommended as a means of destroying
the pests. The bait may be used by scattering a tablespoonful on bare ground near
the ground squirrel burrow or it may be scattered thinly along the edges of com
fields where protection is needed. Directions for preparing the poison bait may be
obtained from county farm advisers or from the State Natural History Sui'vey here at
Urbana.
Poisoned oats bait for the control of these pests may be used without fear
of poisoning beneficial wild life. Song birds will rarely feed upon whole oats,
while domestic chickens, quail, pheasants and prairie chickens are imravme to
I
strychnine poisoning. Ground squirrels feed upon the poisoned oats readily at any
time of the year, although it is preferable to use the bait as early as possible in
the spring.
- M -
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Best Hen House For All Conditions Uot Yet Foiind , New Circular Says
Better housing is one of the big needs of Illinois farm poultry flocks,
"but there is no such thing as a one best house for all conditions, according to a
new circiilar, "Housing Farm Poultry," just issued by the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, for the benefit of poultrymen and other interested persons.
Most of the essential requirements of a good poultry house can be provided
in more than one way, so that there is an opportunity for the flock owner to
exercise his personal preference and choice in various respects without seriously
affecting the practicability of the house, according to the authors of the circular.
They are W. A. Foster, assistant professor of rural architecture, and H. H. Alp,
poultry extension specialist. The circular gives plans for houses that have been
tried out under practical conditions and hence are known to be reasonably successful.
Plans and specifications for houses of the shed-roof , strawloft and two-
story type are given in the circular. Hints on the remodelling of old houses also
are given, along with plans for a sunmer shelter for growing pullets. Details of
constnaction are illustrated both with pictures and drawings.
"The inportance of adequate sanitation can not be too strongly emphasized.
To insure sanitation poultry houses should be arranged in such a way that the
surrounding land can be cultivated and cropped, A double yarding system can then be
provided without excessive expense so that half the range area may be in crops every
year. This will reduce losses from parasites and disease."
The new circular is No. 337 a-J^cL may be secured on request by writing the
~ M -
Two Highly Specialized "Microbes " Hold The Key To Soil Fertility
Soil bacteria have many characteristics which are not unlike those of
humans. Some soil microorganisms apparently are "jack of all trades" whereas others
are highly specialized in their activity. In fact, long before the idea of
specialization had been conceived as the kejoiote of efficiency, it had reached a
high degree of perfection ajnong certain bacteria.
Of all the soil organisms, none is of greater importance to the farmer than
the nitrate forming bacteria and none more highly specialized in their functions.
One kind of "germ" and one only changes ammonia nitrogen into nitrites and still
another organism, and again one only, changes the nitrite into nitrate. (The latter
is the kind of nitrogen which most plants reqxiire for their growth.) It is apparent
then that the preparation of suitable food material for higher plants, particularly
non-legumes, is dependent upon the cooperative action of two highly specialized soil
microorganisms.
When young corn plants look yellow in a cool, wet spring, and particularly
if the lower portion of the field is more yellow than the hillsides, the soil
"doctor" would probably pronounce this ailment a result of nitrate hunger. Such a
condition is not necessarily a result of a lack of nitrogen itself in the soil, but
is due to the unfavorable conditions for the nitrifying bacteria which manufacture
the finished product, nitrates, from the raw prod-uct, organic nitrogen. These orga-
nisms function most effectively in well drained land which has a good supply of de-
caying organic matter and an adequate amount of lime materials. - No. 4 in a series
by 0. H. Sears, assistant chief, soil biology, College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
- M -
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Overworked Bucket Is Target Of State Contest For More Water Systems
And now the water bucket must go J
This utensil, which has made many a round trip between the farm kitchen
and the well, is to he special target of a statewide contest to he la\inched soon for
the purpose of eventually putting running water in every farm aoid small-town home.
The contest, which will get under way during the latter part of this month, is "being
started hy the Illinois Home Bureau Federation in cooperation with the extension
service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. From 50 to 80 coun-
ties of the state are expected to he represented in the contest with from 20 to 200
entries each during the first year of the event. It is plemned for the contest to
continue over four or five years. Cash prizes and other awards have heen arranged
for hoth individuals and counties entered in the contest.
Members of the home bureau's state committee on the contest are Mrs. Pearl
M. Reifsteck, Urbana, chairman; Mrs. Inex M. Staggs, Avon, and Mrs. George Holliday,
Harrisburg. Representing the college in the contest will be Miss M. A,ttie Souder,
home management extension specialist, and Glenn Hoover, farm mechanics extension
speciailist.
The full purpose of the contest is to encourage the installation or im-
provement of water supplies and of water and seweige systems in every home on the
farms emd in the small towns of Illinois, according to the announcement. Cooperat-
ing with the college and the home bureau in the project will be the Illinois Master
Plumbers' Association, Plumbing and Heating Industry Bureau, Illinois Federation of
Women's Clubs, Illinois State Board of Health, Illinois Household Science Clubs and
the Illinois State Board of Vocational Education.
For purposes of ecjualizing the competition, the state has been divided in-
to eight sections on the basis of types of farming. Competition will be further
divided into five classes within each district. Class 1 is for the greatest improve-
ment in a rented farm home, the cost not to exceed $100 exclusive of labor. Class 2
is for the greatest improvement in an owned farm home, the cost not to exceed $100
exclusive of labor. Class 3 is for the greatest improvement in a small-town home,
the cost not to exceed $100 exclusive of labor; Class 4 for the greatest improvement
for the money expended in a small-town home, the expenditure not to exceed $100.
All homes entered in the contest will be scored before and after the improvements
have been made and the awards made accordingly.
For the winning individual in each county the first three classes carrj' an
award of $5 in cash or $10 in plumbing material or a 5 per cent discount on any plumb-
ling equifpment bought during the following year. The fourth and fifth classes carry
an award of $10 cash or $20 in plumbing material or a 5 per cent discount on any
plumbing equipment bought during the following year. A public drinking fountain to
be placed at the county seat will be awarded to the county within each district hav-
ing the most homes entered in the contest and making the highest total score. This,
jlike the other state awards, will 'be presented by the Illinois Master Plumbers' Asso-
jCiatlOI^inted in furtherance of the Agricultural ExteHsion Act approved by Congresi May 8, 19IH. H. W. MuMrow), Director.
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Baby Pig Vaccination Has Yet To EstaDlisn Wortn In Field Tests
l Baty pigs are still "being immunized successfully against cholera in testst the College of Agricultiire , University of Illinois, hut the place of this prac-
tice under farm conditions remains to he estahlished hy field results over a period
of years, according to Dr. Robert Graham, chief in animal pathology and hygiene. The
practice is not generally recommended hy veterinarians to replace immunization fol-
lowing weaning, he said.
If it can he successfully done, immunization of hahy pigs at one month of
age would reduce the costs of labor and serum required after weaning, it was explainer'
During the past six years, 3,020 baby pigs have been treated in studies
made by the laboratory of animal pathology and hygiene on the immunization of baby
pigs. Most of the pigs were treated at four weeks of age v;ith 15 cubic centimeters
of clear concentrated serum and 3 cubic centimeters of virus. Baby pigs treated with
potent serum an.d virus and kept free from other diseases retained their immunity to
cholera until market age in a high percentage of cases, it was reported.
"With no discredit to the value of potent serum and virus in suppressing
outbreaks of hog cholera, it is believed that other diseases are a common cociplicat-
ing factor of growing importance. In fact, it is evident from the studies tliat the
maximum advantages in the control of hog cholera by immunization may be obtained only
when potent serum and virus are properly used in conjunction with the correct diag-
nosis and treatment of other diseases. Difficulties involved in the differential
diagnosis of swine diseases may be hopefully dispatched with the aid of competent
veterinary service supported by laboratory assistance.
"Hesults of the studies made thus far put a premium on the more carefiil
distribution and cautious use of virus in herds suffering from diseases other than
cholera, as well as in apparently healthy herds."
- M -
Septic Tank Is Easiest Solution Of Farm Sewage Disposal Problem
Neither hard nor expensive to build, the septic tank is the answer to the
farmer's perplexing problem of sewage disposal, says a new circular, Uo. 335, "Sew-
age Disposal for the Farm Home", just issued by the College of Agriculture, Universi-
ty of Illinois, for free distribution to farmers and other interested persons.
Recommendations made in the circular are based upon extended studies made
for the purpose of ironing out the many differences of opinion held by authorities on
septic tank construction. In these tests the experiment station of the agricultural
college had the cooperation of the Illinois State Water Survey. Both the efficiency
and design of simple tanks were studied, R. C. Kelleher, formerly a member of the
farm mechanics department, and E. W. Lehmann, head of the department, are authors of
the new circular. The two-chamber septic tank is recommended for best results and
might well be considered for all conditions, according to the circular. It is a lit-
tle more expensive to build than the single-chamber, but its more efficient operation
and the fact that it needs cleaning less often are points worth considering. Tor the
ordinary two-chamber tank the materials cost about $30 as compared with about $20 for
the single-chamber. The tile in either case would cost about $15 more in addition.
The prices do not include labor.
Jimong the points discussed and illustrated in the circular are location of
the septic tank and tile line, the size of tank needed for the average farm, construc-
.tion of a two-chamber tank, laying of the tile between the house and the tank, putting
the system into operation, maintaining the septic tanlc, construction of a single-
chamber tank and the construction and use of colla'osible septic tank forms.
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Bacteria Are "Keys " To Natures Storeliouse Of Plant ?ood Eleirents
Bacteria are the "keys" v.'hich tmlock natiire's storehouse and liberate
plant food for the production of good crops. Intermingled with the mineral portions
of the soil is the organic matter upon which the microscopic organisms live. Kere
they produce changes v>Mch gradually make plant foods available for the crops growing
on the land.
Microorganisms are not only present in the soil in extremely large numbers
but in addition many different kinds are there. Some organisms are capable of doing
nian;^' kinds of work, wliereas others are highly specialized in their activities; some
cam use food from several sources while others prefer a selected diet. Consequently,
! the farmer ma^' influence the productivity of his soil to a great extent by the kind
of food he feeds his soil bacteria.
It is recognized generally that clovers tend to improve the productive ca-
pacity of the soil, whereas farmers frcqiiently rafer to timothy as a crop which is
I-iard on the land, TThile it is probable that more than one condition is responsible
for the opposite effects produced by these two crops, their influence upon the germ
life of the soil is an important factor contributing to this difference. Tae clover
encourages "germ" growth which results in the accumulation of available nitrogen;
rliereas the timothy stimulates organisms which feed upon the soil nitrates and in
that way compete with the growing crop for these materials.
Althout^h well rotted man^ore contains a sn'ialler percentage of essential ele-
ments and considerably less organic matter than an equal ajnount of dry oats straw,
yet the manure will ordinarily have a beneficial effect upon a corn crop which is
planted soon eifter the manure is plowed under. Wlien used in a similar manner the
straw is likely to have an unfavorable effect upon the corn yields. Such results are
due to the different tj-pes of soil organisms which the straw and the manure encourage
which in turn influence the amount of materials available for the crop plants.
- M—
Im-^ro-ijer Feeds Used To Excess Are Heavy Drain On Dairyman's Profits
Thousands of dollars are being lost every year by Illinois farmers and
dairymen through feeding too much of a poorly balanced grain mixture to their cows,
it is estimated by C. S. Ehode, dairy extension specialist of the College of Agri-
cult-ore, University of Illinois.
TTith plenty of corn and corn products, along with oats and possibly barley,
all of which are low in protein, there is a tendency for the average farmer to feed
rations that are low in protein, he said. Under these conditions there is also a
tendency to overfeed many of the cows on these feeds that are low in protein, the re-
sult being that the amo^ont of grain fed is too large and the production too low.
Farmers who have fallen into this trouble find that they cam save a lot of grain and
get more milk by feeding a well balanced ration according to production, Hhode said.
One farmer reported that he added enougli soybeans and cottonseed meal to
balsmce his ration and saved $1 to $1.50 a week on his feed bill. Another farmer re-
ported that he cut the anount of grain fed each cow daily from six to ten pounds af-
ter he fed a balanced ration. The m.ilk flow was increased -uxider this system of feed-
ing, "Tlie farmer should get dependable information concerning the amount of protein
he sho'dld have in his grain mixture and then sho-old feed the mixture according to
production. Usually 1 pound of grain dail^.^ for each 2-| pounds of milk produced will
be about right for Jerseys and Guernseys, while 1 pound of grain for each 3| pounds
of milk should be fed to Eolsteins and cows of the other large breeds."
- M -
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"Patent " Medicines For Corn Bet-urn 1 ,000 Per Cent Net On Investment
"Sick" com now has a line of patent medicines all of its own and the for-
tunate thing about it for the farmer is that these medicines actually have produced
net returns at the rate of about 1,000 per cent on the investraent, according to ITo
Benjamin Koehler, crop pathologist at the College of Agricul'^ujre, University of Illi-
nois. This the treatments have done by checking prof ifc- destroying seed-borne diseases
of the corn crop , he explained.
The "patent medicines" are nothing more than the recently developed chemical
dust treatments for seed com, severa.1 of which are now on the TQP.r'zeZ under trade
nsimes. In cooperative tests made last year by tlae college experimer.t station aiid the
federal department of agriculture, the better of these seed treatments paid for the
cost of treatment, labor of applying and labor of huslcing the eztra corn and still
gave a net return of 1,000 per cent on the investment, on the basis of present com
prices.
"Regardless of whether one is prejudiced for or against patent medicines, it
is now evident tliat proper treatment of seed com is well worth while and should be
applied for the sa-me reason that an antiseptic sKish is used on the eyes of every new-
bom baby," stated Dr. Koehler, who has been one of the leaders in the development and
testing of seed corn treatments since the work was first undertaken about nine years
ago.
Seed corn samples were selected at random from more thsn 200 farmers as the
basis for tlie I92S tescs of seed treatments made by the college experiment station and
the federal department of agri.cal':ur2. These sa.rxles were treated with the different
chemical dusts then on the marker, and later were planted in several parts of the state.
The better treatments gave an average increase of three bushels an acre over no treat-
ment, or 120 bushels e:ctra on a UO-acre field.
V' There are at least five serious and destructive seed corn diseases, and no
seed com of which there is eno'-jgh for farm use is en'iirely free from all of them, Dr.
Koehler said in explaining the inportance of seed treatment. Without seed treatment,
these diseases operate to reduce the stand of corn or wealcen some of the plants that
do come up, thereby cutting yields.
" All of the chemical dust treatments now on the market are applied to the
dry, shelled com at the ra.te of about two ounces to the bushel of seed. The chief
requirement is tliat mixing of the dust and seed must be so thorough tliat it can not be
done with a shovel, but must be performed either with a home-made or commercial mixing
machine.
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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I
-^ Holding Early Pigs For Nevv Corn Finish. Has ITot Paid Per Many Years
Unless this year is different from any since the vrar, it v/ill not pay to
hold back March-farrov/ed pigs in order to finish thea on supposedly cheap, new corn
in the fall, according to fi^uves worked cat "by Dr. \1. E. (jarroll, chief in swine hus-
bandry at the College of Agricult-ore, University of Illinois, Hog receipts at the
principal markets are heaviest in irovember, December and Jan-oary and the swine grower
who is out to laake the most money therefore will push his liarch pigs to narket sooner
than these months, he explained.
Too many March-farrowed pigs fail to make the more profitable fall market
because their owners think com is too high to justify their feeding them a full ra-
tion d-uring the summer. They choose rather to grow pigs slowly on oats and pasture
and put the last 100 pounds on them with new com.
"This was especially tr-ae last summer, much to the expense of many hog
raisers. In fact, there has never been a year since the war when conditions Justi-
fied holding early-farrowed pigs for finishing on new corn„ Last year there was a
good corn crop in prospect that promised to be ready early, while shammer corn was
scarce and high and not of extra good quality. Oats, on the other hand, were plenti-
ful and available at a price whicii encouraged their use. It seemed very siniple to
feed the pigs cheap oats with a little corn and make them get the most out of pasture
during the time they were waiting for clieap corn to mature.
"As a matter of fact, new corn was about 15 cents a bushel cheaper than old
com had been during the sunmer. On the basis of this price difference, there was a
saving of about $1.20 a head on the ration used by a 225-pound light-fed hog over the
cost of a full old-corn ration fed pigs th^at were pushed for an early narket. How-
ever, a 225-pound hog was worth $9.5^ more in Septanber than in December. Thus here
Tvas a net difference of $8,3^ ^^ profit per head, in favor of the pig that was produced
entirely on old com and marfceted in September,"
- M -
May Be Hecessary To_ "Peed" Soil Q-erms Pirst In Order To "Peed " Crops
A spring tonic is no longer a human necessity. Improved living conditions
have eliminated such a need. ITatiirally the invisible living things of the soil like-
wise are affected by their conditions of life. Portunately, with one or two excep-
tions, the farmer need not be concerned about adding the right kind of bacteria to
his soil to get the best resixLts - they are there already-. Bather his task is to
create conditions in the soil which will stimulate the growth of the beneficial micro-
organisms and which will be unfavorable for the activity of those that are harmful.
Ttto of the conditions i/^iich are important for many of the beneficial "gems" are fresh
air and a warm soiln Good drainage is an aid in securing both of these and thus helps
the crop on the land by improving soil conditions. This in turn favors ilie develop-
ment of bacteria.
The use of limestone also aids in creating a health;v'- place for soil "germs".
The bacteria which capt-are the free nitrogen of the air and those ^aich manufacture
nitrates from the yrganic matter of the soil can not work efficiently in extremely
"soui-" soils. In fact, soi.ie of these "germs" are so sensitive to soil acidity that
the need for lime on a given soil may be determined by the absence or presence of
these organisms,
Tlie aprjlication of manure, the plowing under of green manure and the use of
phosphate and potash - all these contribute to tlie development of the 'onscer. life of
the soil. Thus, in order to feed our crop plants, it may be desirable or even neces-
sary to feed the soil :;erms first.
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Explains Eow More Kay En.ip.v The Del^.cacy Of Siffeet Corn At _It s. Best
Relatively few people tiave ever tasted swsfct corn at its best, despite the
fact that this is one of the mo«t popular vegetables, accord.ing to Lee A. Somers, of
the liorticultare department, College of A g':-iculture, Unjvero.vty of Illinois, To he
at its best, sweet corn mast be harvested at jusb the rlgM. degcoc of laatuxity and
that period extends over only one or t-ivo days, he eicplained. Fiurthermore, Just as
soon as the corn is hs-rvested a rapid chemical reaction sets in with the result that
corn harvested more than 2U hours has lost most of its sweetness.
# "The home gardener can, by careful planning, provide his table with the
highest quality sweet corn ircm mid-July until the fall frosts. There are two ways
in viiiich he nay do tiiis. He may take any variety of which he is particularly fond
and make weekly plantings of small blocks of this variety. In central Illinois the
first plantings will be made about May 1 to 5 sjid generally the last planting about
July 10 to 15.
"The second and perhaps best way for the home gardener to have high quality
sweet com is through the cartful choice of tliree or fo\ir varieties which, if planted
at the same time, will mature their crops in close succession. If the gardener pre-
fers yellow varieties, he may take Golden Sunshine, a 65- t,q 70-day corn; Golden Ban-
tam, a 72- to 76-day corn, and Whipples Early Yellow, which is an 80- to SU-day corn.
If these three varieties are planted May 5 "to 10 they v/ill provide successive harvests
from July 10 or I5 to mid-August. Other plantings of these varieties may be made
about June 5 to 10 and July 5 "to 10 to provide a continuous supply until mid-October,
which is the usual season of eai-ly fall frosts. If white vari.eties are preferred,
the ^rdener may use the Mammoth Fnite Cory, Hoffling itob and Stowells Evergreen, all
of which are of good q-oality and 70-day, 7S-day a.nd 25-day varieties, respectively,
''A long single row of corn should be avoided in making small plantings.
Each variety should be planted in a small block to make sure of con^jlete pollination."
- M -
Farmer Can Get 100 Per Cent Return On $32 Invested In Right Tools
Twelve dollars spent for the right tools will return 100 per cent or more
on the original investment d'oring a year's time on any farm, it is estimated by D. A.
Milligan, of the farm mechanics department. College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. Eive hours lost with a four-horse team or four hours lost with a tractor,
the operator's time being counted in each case, will bay all the tools needed on any
farm for farm ma,chinery and tractor repairs. The same is true of a loss cf I3 man
tiours. Proper tools will save more time tlian this on any farm, by saving time in do-
ing repair work and by eliminating breakdowns in the field.
"Twelve dollars v^ill buy a metal tool kit, ten doubls-end wrenches from
4 to ij inches, a 6- and 10-inch crescent wrench, a pair of pliers, screw driver,
cold chisel, hack saw, ball pein hammer, punches, files and a socket wrench set, con-
sisting of a racket, long and short extension bars, long and short speeders, univer-
sal, angle handle and I9 hexagon socket wrenches from ^/iG to 1^ inches.
"The most important item in this set is the metal tool kit. This kit
should contain a removable tray in which should be carried a snail assortment of nuts,
bolts, cotter keys and washers. All the tools, witli the exception of the socket
wrench set, should be carried to the field where they will be available when needed."
- M -
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Pake Hemedy Business Drains Millions From Pockets Of Mid-West Farmers
Running trp into millions of dollars, the "q-uack" and falce remedy iDusiness
is one of tlie heaviest drains upon the livestock industry of the middle west, ac-
cording to Dr. Robert Graham, chief in animal pathology and hygiene at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Stock ovmers could save money and at the same
time keep their ajiimals healthier if 90 per cent of the so-called wonder-working
remedies were discarded and replaced with common sense and veterinary care, he bel-iftveE-,,
Worthless remedies would get many more millions of farmers' money were it
not for the work of the federal food, drug and insecticide administration, it was
pointed out. The constant vigilance maintained in this work protects farmers from
many of the worthless concoctions flooding the market and holding out impossible hopes
for the cure and prevention of every sort of animal disease. Active and persistent
prosecution, for instance, has practicallj'- rid the market of alleged hog cholera and
contagious abortion cures. Nevertheless, farmers are still spending millions of
dollars for cure-all remedies as \70rthless as these.
"Veterinary science is prepared to give more satisfa.ctory, humane and
economical treatment than can be secured with so-called cure-all remedies for the
reason that successful treatment can only follow correct diagnosis. In this connec-
tion it is surprising to note that mauiy people least qijalified by training and ex-
I
perience to diagnose diseases and prescribe remedies are .uost prone to attempt the
] cure of incurable diseases. Some of the wonder-vrorking , cure-all remedies are known
to cause pain and needless suffering of animals. The administration of animal
medicines, exclusive of first-aid treatments, is a type of work which requires skill
aind training such as the veterinary profession is best equipped by training and ex-
perience to give.
"Notwithstanding the unusual claims which may be made for certain 'cures'
there are no known di-"ug remedies for contagious abortion in cattle, hog cholera,
influenza of hogs, horses and other animals, tuberculosis of cattle and poultry,
distemper of dogs, cats and foxes, heaves of horses, bacillary white diarrhea of
chickens, fowl cholera, roup or diptheria, chicken pox and blacldiead of turkeys."
- M -
Tenant Farmers Install Simple Water System At Small Cost Of Only $30
What $30 did toward modernizing the rented farm home of a young Kane county
tenant farmer and his wife has come to light in connection with the present state
canrpaign and contest for running water in every Illinois farm home. The project re-
cently was launched by the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois and the lilinois Home Bureau Federation, cooperating. In the Kane county
case, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Ej'gabrood put a simple T.ater system in the kitchen of their
rented farm home at a cost" of only 1 2/3 cents a day for the period of their five-year
lease. Their experiences are cited as evidence that home owners and operators of mod-
est means can enter the state contest and modernize tlieir homes without the expendi-
rnnfea' ^ furtncrance of tae *Agncultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
iu.
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Heavy Set Of At)pl e s Thi s Yeo.r TTill Pot Pr-e:ziu:j On Carefi^I Thinning
Ah-undant 'bloom on apple trees throu{;hout Illinois indicates a heavy set of
fruit and it therefore shoiild pay growers to do scmo thinning tliis year, according
to R. S. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of the College of Jigriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. Thinning not only v.ill add to the quality of the crop and thus
insure that it will profitably meet competition in the ca-rlot markets "but also will
help the trees to come "back next year with a crop, he pointed out.
"Thinning is especially important on varieties which tend to produce small
fruits on old trees. Such varieties among those grown commei-cially in Illinois are
Transparent, Winesap, Delicious and Ingram. The thinning should "be done during tlie
last week in May and the first two weeks in June, The jo"b is "best done by using a
small shear to cut off the fruits rathsr than pulling them off. Fruits should be
left one to the spur and distributed througliout th-e tree so that they are eight to
ten inches apart. One investigator suggests that each apple needs 30 to Uo leaves to
get food for its normal development.
"Strong evidence that thinning is essential on old Transparent apple trees
if good sized fruits are to be produced was secured in preliminary experimental work
done last season in Johnson and Calhoun counties. Trees used in these tests were
v/ell pruned by the detail method and fertilized with varying amounts of a qu-ickly
available nitrogenous fertilizer. In Johiison county some of the trees were given a
straw mulch, Eainfall during June was much heavier than normal, so at no time was
iroisture a limiting factor.
"Where thinning had not been done the fruit was set in clusters of two to
six apples on a spur and hence these fruits were small and undesirable when har\'ested.
However, where these clusters had been broken up by thinning out all but one fi^it on
each lateral spur and two on the terminals, the frmt matured with good size.
"Many growers are carefoolly pruning their trees and using plenty of ferti-
liser, but are failing to finish a good job of production by omitting thinning on
certain varieties which run to anall sizes on old trees."
ITew Pest Is Established In All Peach-G-rowing Sections of Illinois
Oriental fruit moth, a serious pest of the peach and other fruits, has be-
come established in all the principal peach-producing sections of Illinois, but to
date has caused severe dams.ge to peaches only in polaski county. This is reported in.
a new circular, entitled, "Oriental Fruit Moth Invades Illinois," just issued by the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois as an aid to growers in combating the
pest. It was first found in Illinois in the winter of 1927-2g in Pulaski county.
Facts about the life history and control measures for the new insect are
given in the publication. It was written by W. P. Flint, chief entomologist of the
Illinois State Natural History Survey, and S. C. Chandler, assistant entomologist.
Illustrations are included showing the nature of the damage done by the insect and
important stages in its life history.
Studies in Ohio, viiere the moth has been present for several years, indi-
cate that in the peachr-growing regions of Illinois there will be at least four broods
of the insect.
- M -
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Says Illinois Fa."mers Heel Hot Give Alf^J.fa "SEare Hpom" Pgnrpering
Alfalfa no longer need be considered, a "stranger within the farmer's gates,"
kept in his "spa.re room," or btst field, and other7»ise paoered, according to P. C-.
Gault, assistant in soil ejcperimsnt fields at tho College of Agri cJ. fiire , University
of Illinois. Instead, it can he grown in the reg^.lLar rotation as a hiennia^l legume,
provided the soil is well drained, adapted to alfali'a and properly limed if need he,
hie said.
"In the semi-arid regions farther west where the rainfall is comparatively
light and where weeds are easily controlled it is common practice to let alfalfa oc-
cupy a field from five to ten years or even longer hefore plowing it up. Atteinpts
have heen made to follow this same method of gzowing alfalfa in Illinois. However,
the more h-umid climate and the accompanying plant diseases have shortened the life of
the plants, thinning the stand and permitting weed ajid grass to over-run the field.
"Now, many of the hest farmers in the state are beginning to consider al-
falfa as a biennial, rather than as a perennial which must occupy a particular field
outside the regular rotation until it is destroyed by disease or smothered by grass
and weeds. To maintain this definite place in the cropping system, alfalfa as a bi-
ennial legimie must be Just as, or more, efficient than its natural competitors. These
are red clover as a biennial legume and alfalfa itself as a perennial.
"Results from many trials made on the soil e.-cperiaent fields thro"ug?iOut the
state show that securing a stand is less of a ha'^aJd with alfalfa tlian with red clo-
ver. When seeded with spring grain crops, alfalfa made a successful stand in S4 per-
cent of the cases as compared to 6U percent for red clover. Yields of alfalfa were
approximately Uo percent higher than those of red clover.
"Alfalfa as a biennial legume also conpares favorably with itself as a per-
ennial. Yields for the first year are about the same as those for the older crop.
Furthermore, disease l.azards are not as great during the first two years as they are
after the crop gets older. Bacterial wilt, for instance, idiich is one of the most
serious of alfalfa diseases, rarely develops before the plants are two years old and
therefore is not a threat where alfalfa is grown as a biennial legume."
Clean Cul tivation Hailed As Telling T7ea-pon Against Orchard Insects
Clean cultivation of orchards is now recognized as one of the most effec-
tive weapons fruit growers can use against certain insects and diseases, according to
E. S. Ifersh, horticulture extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. On the other hand, cvitivation has certain disadvantages which
orchardists will want to weigh against the advantages before they decide upon a defi-
nite plan of orchard soil management this spring, he added.
"Balanced against the advantages of clean cultivation are four or five defi-
nite disadvantages. A soil management program of clean cultivation and cover crops
is more expensive than one of a legume sod mulchv Clean cultivation also burns out
the organic matter content of the soil and too often this is replaced only partly by
"barnyard manure and cover crops. Fui'thermore, cultivation is not advisable on slopes
where the soil erodos, unless terraces are used„ Cultivation ma-y injure the tree's
root system if improperly done. Trees in a cultivated orchard need more careful de-
tailed pruning so'' that fruit of the red varieties will develop enough color. Nitroge-
nous fertilizers which are quickly available give more response when ^plied in sod
mulch orchards than they do when used in cultivated orchards."
- M -
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Plenty Of G-ood Pasture Hailed As Premier Trp-oble Saver For Saving Eaiser
Nothing will solve as many problems of the pork producer as will plenty of
good pasture, despite the fact that s-uch forage crops are not absolutely essential
to profitable swine raising, says Dr. W. S. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Pigs of all classes respond to good forage. It is especially valuable in
the ration of young, rapidly growing pigs. It supplies them with many of the highly
essential constituents of their ration more easily than can be done with any other
form of feed. Sanitation also is very much more easily followed on pasture than in
any other way. This in itself is a great contribution to final profits.
"There is no single crop or even combination of crops tliat is better tha:i
alfalfa for hog pasture, when soil and climatic conditions are suited to this legume.
Next in value to alfalfa come the various common clovers. Hed clover has the advan-
tage of already being a part of the rotation on many corn belt farms. Sweet clover
is not as palatable as red clover or alfalfa, but it provides plenty of forage and
will grow under conditions distinctly unfavorable to alfalfa.
"Bluegrass probably is used more frequently as a hog pasture than any other
forage crop. It is better than no forage, of course, but there are many crops that
will yield higher returns when grazed by hogs. Of Ihe non-legumes, rape is the best
forage crop for hogs where it can be grown successfully.
"Frequently some gaick growing crop must be substituted on a winterkilled
clover or alfalfa field that had been set aside for hog pasture. For this purpose a
mixtxire of oats, peas and rape often gives fine results. If the rape catches well
and is not over-pastured it may carry the pigs well into the fall. Another mixture
that has been used successfully is a mixture of two bushels of oats and two pounds
each of sweet clover, red clover, alsike clover, timothy and rape. Sudan grass has
been used successfully as a hog pasture on the agricultural college farm.
"An acre of good forage usvially can be depended upon to carry from 1,000
to 2,000 pounds of hogs. Either the grain ration sl-jould be increased or some of the
pigs taken off at the first sign of overgrazing if best results are to be secured
from feeding on forage.
"
- M -
Vegetable Research And Investigation May Yet Purge The Onion Of Odor
Odorless onions liave not yet been acliieved by vegetable plant breeders, but
there is still hope that even such a miraculous product as this nay come out of the
research and investigatio:ial work now in progress, according to W. A. Euelsen, of the
horticulture department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. So promising
has this work already been tliat in the future many existing vegetables may be improved
beyond recognition and out-of-season kinds, which are now expensive, made available to
the public at reasonable prices, he predicted.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Gives ?our Methods Cf Eliruinatin^ llislcs Paused E^ Loose Machinery I^Tuts
Loose nuts again are endangering lives and causing other less serious
risks, now that farm machinery is once more getting heavy duty. ITo nut should ever
be put on without using one of four methods to secure it, according to D. A. Milli-
gan, of the farm mechanics department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The four methods are locli washers, cotter keys, star waahers and douhle nuts, he ex-
plained.
"Lock washers should he applied so that the raised part of the washer points
in the direction in which the nut is turned when it is tightened. Siere a positive
locking of the nut is necessary, the lock washer will not do, since it depends vpo-n
tension and friction to hold the nut and the nut may loosen if the tension in the
washer weakens.
"For positive locking of nuts, cotter keys and star washers are used. The
star washer is a thin, flat waslier which fits in the key way of the shaft. Tlae
points of the outside of the washer are "bent over the nut and over the casting alter-
nately. This is the only method of locking nuts on the center of the shaft vvithout
drilling a hole in the shaft.
"When cotter keys are used they should he placed in the castellation, that
is, the slot in the nut, ajid the head of the key driven into the slot with the flat
edge of the key parallel to the side of the bolt. The top half of the cotter key
should be drawn directly and tightly back over the head of the bolt. The lower half
of the cotter key should be bent around the nut itself. If it is impossible to
tighten a castellated nut so that the hole in the bolt aligns with the castellation
in the nut, the latter should be removed and the face filed so that it will align
when replaced.
"In the absence of some other means, two nuts placed on the bolt will pre-
vent loosening. The two nuts should be put on and removed separately, as the threads
of the bolt may be damaged when an attempt is made to work both together."
- M -
Dairymen Swell Profits By Taking All G-uesswork Out Of Feeding Methods
"Before I fed my cows according to their production, I used to take a load
of grain to tovm. every week to have it ground, but now a load lasts me almost two
weeks", Sam Pfister, a member of the Peoria County Dairy Herd Improvement Association,
recently reported to Otto Loseness, tester for the organization. March herd records
of the association showed that pfister' s cows were producing as well on the right
amount of feed as they formerly did with a costly grain bill charged against them.
This is only one of many examples of how the 1,200 members of Illinois dairy
herd improvement associations are putting their herds on a better paying basis by fol-
lowing the feeding recommendations of their testers, according to J. H. Brock, assis-
tant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, which
.sponsors these organizations.
Arthur Heltsley, Kansas, is another of the many dairj^nen of the state who
has profited by feeding his cows according to their production. Recently in a single
month he increased his returns above feed cost by the sum of $17-35 through following
the suggestions of his tester, J. Robert Thompson.
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White County Farmer Makes 19 Tons Of Porl: In One Year Tfith Only 2, Sows
Some tiling of a record in turning out pork chops is 'oeing claimed for Mark
E. Miller, a southern Illinois farmer near Enfield, Wliitc county.
From each of the nine sows on his place he laas averaged better than two
tons of pork during the past year, according to his records as announced by the ex-
tension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Eighty-six
pigs farrowed last fall by these nine sows recently were sold at the top of the
St. Louis market weigliing a total of 12,005 pounds, or an average of a little tetter
than a ton a litter. Last spring these same nine sows produced 93 spring pigs ifnixPa
reached a total weight of 20,6lO poimds by the time they were six months of age.
Eight of these nine litters made the Illinois Ton Litter club sponsored by the col-
lege extension service.
Miller's feat explodes the belief of some farmers tmt sows can not prodioce
two litters of pigs a year successfully. It also dispels the old idea that fall pigs
cannot be grown smd fattened as satisfactorily as spring pigs, according to W. H.
Smith, state leader of the ton litter contest.
One of the striking things about Miller's success is that White cotinty or-
dinarily is not thought of as a hog-producing area. Nor is Miller an extensive swine
feeder with unlimited means for expensive equipment and fancy feeding. The nine sows
and a boar are all the mature stock he had on his loO-acre farm last year and for the
past four or five years he has had few hogs. He did, however, use good blood lines
and follow the recommendations of the agric^oltural college with respect to sanitation
and feeding.
Impressed by Miller's success, dozens of Fnite county farmers are now fol-
lowing the recommended system of swine sanitation, according to Farm Adviser F. A.
Simpson. They even have gone so far as to wash off their sows before putting them
into the farrowing pens, a recommendation vihich they were a little skeptical about
previous to Miller's success.
- M -
Muskmelons Fitted For Different Uses By Variations In Size And Color
Smaller-sized mua'anelons, usually called cantaloupes, usually are preferred
for shipment because they are more easily packed and crated for long-distance hauling,
according to L. H. Strubinger, of the horticulture department. College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. I'elons of this type also usually set more freely than the
larger varieties grown principally for the local market or for the home table, he said.
In the natter of color, the appeiarance of the salmon-fleshed melons is more attractive,
but the flavor is less appealing to most persons than that of the green varieties.
It is best to use more than one variety in order to lengthen the season as
nruch as possible. Of the green-fleshed melons, the Early Knight is a high quality,
early-maturing melon of small size which might be followed either by the Pollock No.
10-25 or Ohio Sugar. The Ho. 10-25 is a crate size melon of good sliipping quality,
while the Ohio ST:igar is a large melon especially adapted to home use. In the salmon-
fleshed group, the Golden Cliamplain is a fine quality, early vexiety of the small
type and is especially adapted to the home or market garden. This might be followed
by Hale's Best, Early Osage and Tip Top which ripens in about the order mentioned.
Hale's best is one of the smaller types, while the Early Osage and Tip Top are both
of the larger sorts. Hale's best is an excellent shipping melon as well as being
adapted to the home garden.
F - M -
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Six Recommendations Made In Uew Bull et in On Rural -Urban Trade Area Study
Six recommendations, tempered ty the assurance that no changes are needed
in the general type of farming, liave been made in the development study just comr-
pleted for the rural-urban trade area centering in Moline and Rock Island. The study,
which is believed to be the first of its kind ever made, was directed by the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois with the cooperation of a number of interested
agencies. An SO-page experiment station bulletin soon to be released will give final
results of the study. The authors are Dean H. W. Mumford, C. L. Stewart, H. C. M.
Case, and P. E. Johnston, of the college staff.
The study, which was in progress throughout the latter part of last year,
was an outgrowth of the desire of the Moline Association of Commerce to do what it
could, from a city angle, to assist in improving farm conditions in the area in which
it is sit-uated. Cooperating with the college in carrying out the project were the
Bock Island county farm and home bureaus, the Moline Association of Commerce, the
Rock Island Chamber of Commerce, the federal department of agriculture and the state
and national chambers of commerce. The Moline Association of Commerce helped make
the undertaking possible by meeting the field expenses of collecting information in
the local community.
While the first recommendation suggests that no radical change be made in
the general type of farming in the area, it does point out that the production of
fruits, vegetables, milk, poultry gind eggs should be adjusted so as to more nearly
meet local demands.
Recommendations which follow this one are:
"That consumer education in regard to desirable food habits and the pur-
chase of foods on the basis of quality be undertaken.
"That producers be instructed in the grading and packing of food commodities
so that local farm products will come to market in condition to attract the discrimi-
nating buyer and successfully compete with shipped-in products.
"That the cooperation of dealers be secured in order to expedite efforts to
infonn producers and consumers with reference to the advantages of graded produce,
"That local and state projects looking to more efficient and better balanced
farm production be extended so as to reach more producers, and that every encourage-
ment be given to U-H club work and to agriciilture arjl home economics instruction in
high schools as among the most promising long-time activities for iniprovement of farm-
ing and farm life.
"That a joint committee be created from local fann, business and civic or-
ganizations to formulate and put into effect a local development program in harmony
with the foregoing recommendations and that any assistance available from the agricul-
tural college be utilized, both in the formulation of plans and in putting them into
effect."
Printed in fiirtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumforo, Director.
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Fruit Growers Warned Against Dropping Proven Sprays For Untried Materials
A warning to fruit growers against dropping proven sprays for several new
nd iintried materials recently introduced is contained in a statement on the present
ruit insect and disease sit-uation just issued by the horticultural department of
fshe College of Agriculture, University of Illinois and the Illinois State Natural
Istory Survey. The new sprays which have catight the interest and attention of grow-
ers should "be tried out only on an acre or two rather than used instead of the older
established sprays for the entire orchard, the warning suggests.
There is a heavy primary infestation of apple scab fungus on trees that are
susceptible to this serious disease and it therefore will he necessary to spray thor-
oughly, using a fungicide in all the cover sprays following petal fall and up to and
including the "three-weeks' spray", applied three weeks after the calyx spray, the
statement says. This is particularly necessary on varieties susceptible to scab.
For this spray, lime sulphur should be used at the rate of 1 gallon of the commercial
concentrate to each 5O gallons of spray, or U pounds of dry lime sulphur to each 5O
gallons of spray, it is recommended.
"Apple blotch, from all indications, is developing early this year and
growers should apply their first blotch control sprays three weeks after petal fall
on blotch-susceptible varieties. Bordeaux mixture irade up to the formiila of 3-^-50
where stone lime is used or 3-6-5O with hydrated lime is the material to use in spray-
ing for control of blotch. However, if the weather is cool and cloudy, lime sulphur
can be used on this three-weeks' spray instead of Bordeaux mixture.
"Past weather conditions will make it advisable, for peach scab control, to
use a fungicide in the peach spray which is applied two or three weeks after petal
fall.
"Present indications are that the codling moth will be a little more abun-
dant this season. Special care will need to be given to the three-weeks' application
and a five-weeks' spray may be necessary. Notice of the time of emergence of late
first brood and later broods of the codling moth will be sent to those who request it.
"Pl-um curculio so far has been found only in moderate numbers, but it is
serious enough to cause fully the normal amount of damage. Activities of the insect
up to the present time do not call for any special changes in the regular spray sched-
ule on peaches. Special attention, however, should be paid to the three-weelss ' spray
for the control of this insect this year."
- M -
Potato Growers Will Profit By Si;raying Or Dusting For Destructive "Hoppers"
Enough potato leafhoppers, one of the destructive insects of this crop, sur-r
vived the winter to prod-uce large numbers by the time potatoes are out of the ground
this year, C. C. Compton, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History
Survey, reports to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Injury can be
prevented by spraying or dusting with Bordeaux nuxture. This paid even last year,
which was not a bad leafhopper season, he said.
"The Bordeaux spray, made xcp to the formula of U-6-5O) should be applied to
the plants with a sprayer that will develop I5O pounds pressure. The first treafaaent
is given when the plants are about six inches out of the ground or when the leai"hop-
pers are first noticed. Subsequent applications are made at weekly intervals until
four or five have been put on. Spraying with Bordeaijx mixture will give slightly
larger increases in yield, but dusting with dry Bordeaux will give good commercial
control.
M
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"TraTyping "
,
Which Should Be Started Soon , Effective Control For Codling Moth
The "trapping season" is at hand for the codling moth, that insect which
every year piles -up destruction in orchards of the state ty causing woirmy apples,
3. C. Chandler, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey,
aas reported to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The "traps"
themselves are nothing more than hands of paper placed about the tnmlcs of the trees.
Po catch the most worms, hands should he in place hy the first of June in southern
Illinois and hy the middle of the month in the central part of the state. Chandler
said. Trapping is highly effective in control of the codling moth "because when it
is in the vrorm stage, the insect instinctively searches out some hiding place on the
trunk of the tree in which to change to the moth stage. Chandler explained.
"No banding, however, will be effective unless it is preceded by a good job
of scraping. The rough outer bark should be scraped off from the ground line up to
and including the main crotch or even farther up where possible. Then the worms that
crawl down the tree trunk and those that drop with wormy apples and crawl up the
tmink will not find any good hiding place until they reach the band.
"The paper bands are about six inches wide and are put on about half way
between the crotch and the ground and secured by a single bill-poster tack or roofing
nail. The bands will have to be examined and the irorms killed every ten days until
ivigust 15 or else some of them will emerge as moths and escape, thus defeating the
purpose of the bands."
- M -
Tests Reveal False Economy In Old Idea Still Held By Some Swine Feeders
The most careful tests that can be made have never yet backed up those
practical feeders who still contend tliat "it costs too much, to feed pigs a protein
, supplement" , according to Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the College
!of Agriculture, University of Illinois. As a matter of fact, s'uch tests show that at
least one protein STjpplement - tankage - is worth all the way from $6.22 to $g a hun-
dred pounds, whereas it costs only from $3 'to $^ 3- hundred, he reported. Still the
chief argument advanced by practical feeders against the heavier feeding of protein
supplements is the price.
"Skimmilk or buttermilk rank higher than does tankage as a supplement to
com for fattening pigs. Unfortunately, skimmilk is not available on all farms. Con-
densed and dried milks are fine feeds, but usually they are too high in price to be
fed profitably to fattening hogs. Semi-solid buttermilk has been found by experiments
to be worth only from one-third to two-thirds as much as tankage.
"The soft carcasses which are produced are still the worst liandicap in feed-
ing soybeans as a supplement for fattening pigs.
"Investigators at various agricultural experiment stations have succeeded
in mixing a supplement which comes close to equalling skimmilk when fed to lighter
pigs in the dry lot. This iinproved supplement is composed of 2 parts by weight of
tankage, 1 part of linseed meal and 1 part of alfalfa meal or chopped alfalfa hay.
This mixed supplement fed free choice with com in a series of ten tests produced
about 20 per cent faster gains than a ration of corn and tankage and did it at less
cost. Wisconsin investigators, who first came out with this sxipplement , report that
in several trials it excelled even skimmilk in the dry-lot ration of very light pigs
weighing between 5O ^'^'^ 60 pounds."
- M -
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Hew Bulletin Traces Time Of Grain Market in.g;
Just wiien Illinois' ann-oal crop of 215 million Dusnels of grain goes to
market has been traced dovm and reported upon for the benefit of producers, dealers
and consumers alike in a new bulletin, "Seasoiial features of Illinois Grain Klarket-
ing," just released by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. In the
three years studied it was found that 70 per cent of the wheat shipped annually by
Illinois elevators goes to market within three months 2i"ter harvest. In contrast,
only UU per cent of the corn is shipped within the four months after harvest and on-
ly 3^ psr cent of the oats within three months.
Illinois farmers market s^ach a large proportion of the corn, oats and wheat
sold in the United States that the time of the year when these grains move from the
country is iiroortant to consumers, producers and all who handle grain shipments, it
is pointed out by the investigators and authors of the new bulletin. They are L. J.
Norton and C. L. Stewart, of the agricultural economics division in the college e:cper-
iment station.
Previous to the release of the bulletin the only sources of information on
the time that grain is marketed were the estimates of the federal department of agri-
culture as to the percentage of different crops marketed by farmers during different
months and the trade reports of grain received at the larger primary markets. The
new publication reports actual figures as to the season of the year when local Illi-
nois dealers shipped grain during the crop years of 1923 > 192^ a,nd 1925) inclusive.
Not all parts of the state shipped the three grains, corn, v/heat and oats,
during the same seasons, it was revealed in the study. Elevators in southern Illinois,
for instance, have been shipping tlieir wheat more uniformly than do those in the cen-
tral and eastern parts of the state, it was found. Shipments of com from the south-
em half of the state liave been concentrated at harvest time more than in the rest of
the state. Shipments of oats from the northern and eastern sections of the state have
been more uniformly distributed throughout the year than from the southern and western
sections.
Seasonal changes in grain shipments and in grain prices, the effect of stor-
age facilities and of credit on time of shipment, variations in shipments from farmers'
elevators and from private elevators, storage capacity of Illinois co^ontry elevators,
farm storage, and season of purchase coE5)ared with season of shipment are other points
reported upon in the bulletin.
Some of the practices of Illinois farmers and grain dealers relative to
season of marketing grain, shown in the publication, represent general practices car-
ried out year after year, while others indicate merely reactions to the conditions of
the partic^olar period. The data suggest that farmers regulate the time of imrketing
to some extent according to price situation. The new bulletin is Ko. 315 and may be
secured upon request from the college.
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mvmford^ Director.
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"Biddy " Carries Ont. Ov.r. Jn.rm P.el ief prog-ram
(
Taking her cue fron congress, the Illinois fare hen is speeding up a farm
relief program all her ovm, according to H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
i Always a mainstay on i^any an Illinois farm, pout try had a tetter year in
192s than in 1927 and right now prospects are particularly promising in several re-
' spects, he said.
;
How much "better 192S was than 192? as a poultry year is indicated hy a sxixa-
mary just made of the yearly records kept hy 261 farmers in all parts of the state
who are cooperating with the college extension service in a flock record project.
Average profits a hen were $1.07 in IS'^S as against only So cents in 1927. The aver-
age sellir.g price for market eggs v&s 3I cents a dozen in 1923, U cents atove the
1927 figure.
Prospects for the sale of good pullets and eggs this fall seem to "be par-
ticularly promising at this time, according to Alp. mtches have "been both later and
poorer than last year, he explained. This pro'ba'bly will mean late maturing pullets
and a scarcity of fall and early winter eggs. The hint in this for the vdse poultrj'-
man, he said, is to plan for eggs in October ''oy feeding and taking proper care of pvl-
lets.
Wide differences were found in the profits paid ""cy the 26I record flocks
during 192S. 'raile the average return for all the flocks was $1.07 a- hen, the best
one-third of the group paid profits of $2.^5 a hen. In contrast, the poorest third
of the flocks lost, an average of 32 cents a hen for their owners. In all, 20 per
cent of the flocks lost money for their owners.
Seasons for their failure were traced to low egg production, high mortality,
too high an investment and unbalanced poultry ""cusiness. Unwarranted expenditures
likewise took their toll of profits. One flock owner, for instance, spent more than
$30 for poultry medicine, 5y way of contrast, one of the best records was made by a
farmer wlio had very little money with which to work and wiio necessarily 'noA to v.se
whatever material was available,
- li -
Illinois To Have Locust Sie,';e But Ho Pajciine
This will be a locust year in Illinois but it will not be followed by fam-
ine and suffering such as was the case following locust years of biblical times,
W. P. Plint, chief entomologist of the Illinois State natural History Survey, has re-
ported to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The 17-year locust, or
cicada, which is due for an appearance in the state, will not cause any serious dam-
age, as it feeds only to a lii-iited extent on the sap of the su^cci'lent growth of vari-
ous trees, he said. The insect v.lll appear above the ground for a few weeks starting
about the last of lib,y and continuing until a little after the middle of Jvme, accord-
ing to Jlint,
IVhat little damage the 17-year locust, or cicada, does is caused largely by
the female. She lays her eggs in slits ctit by her sliarp ovipositer on the undersides
of the leaves. This often caiises considerable breaking; of tlie twig tips and a conse-
quent wilting and dyin.3 of bimches of leaves on these broken tips. Occasionally in
orchards this damage is s^iificient to cause some loss. It makes shade trees -an-
sightly for one or two months, but results in very little perm-anent damage. The 17-
year locust does not feed on any of the grain crops and is not injurious in any \vay
oxcept for its in.i-arj' to trees.
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Hew Kink ?i:t s Greater PremiEi On Farm Marvuxe
A new kink which gives farm manure an inestiiaible value on poor land has
been demonstrated in field trials by the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois, it is reported by John Lamb, associate in soil exoeriraent fields. It vras fo'ond
that a top dressing of four to six tons of manure an acre applied either before or
afte.r the sweet c.'.over seeding on limed lamd insured a good stand the first seeding.
Ordinarily on sucn soils good stands are secured only after about the second or third
trial follov.'ing liming, he said.
Many of the upland timber and prairie soils of southern Illinois, as well
as some sand soils along the Wabash river, have been so depleted of fertility tl:!at it
is hard to get a stand of sweet clover the first trial after liming, according to
Lamb. The us\'»al history on these soils is a few scattering plants to a fourth of a
stand with the first trial after limestone has been put on. The second trial after
liming usually brings about a third to a half stand and after that good stands are se-
cured.
On some thoroughly depleted sand soils of Lawrence and Crawford co\"'iities,
it was found that a top dressing of manure applied either before or after the clover
seeding or even to the preceding crop usually means a good stand the first seeding.
On a thin upland tL-nber soil of Jasper county a fo"ar-ton application of limestone was
put on the corn ground in the fall. Part of the field had been mamired for the corn
crop. Sweet clover was seeded with the oats in the spring. Only a few scattering
plants came up on the unmanured area, while a good stand was secured where manure iiad
been applied. Manure without limestone, however, bad no effect on the clover stand.
Value of naniire as an agent in getting good stands of sweet clover the
first time can be judged by the fact that the first good stand of sweet clover iias
been proven to be the tunning point toward profitable production, Lamb e.rplaiued. Af-
ter the first good stand there is little difficulty in getting stands later on. Al-
though only a small amoiuit of manure may be produced on the farm, if it is used in
this way it will be of inestimable value, he pointed out.
Record Apple gloom Eas Set Only A Li,^ht Crop
Despite one of the heaviest apple blooms in the past six years, Illinois
probably will have not more than one-half the apple crop this year that it had in
192s, it is reported by R. 3. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of the Colle,5e
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Because of cold weather and rain during the
blooming season and for two weeks follovang bloom, there has been a very light set of
apples, he said.
The Duchess variety in general shows the best set of f rait , while the 7ine-
sap, Delicious and Staj/man varieties show the lightest set, he reported.
Prospects for peaches in Illinois are still good and it looks now as if
Illinois vrill produce as many as were shipped in I926 , a record year, Marsh said.
The cool season with heavy rainfall has caused a rather heavy prii^ary infes-
tation of scab on susceptible apple varieties. On tiie other band, the cool weather
has delayed emergence of codling moth at least a week or ten days in central and wes-
tern Illinois.
- M -
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Illinois Fruit In Little Danger From New Pest
Illinois need not be alarmed over the recent finding, for the first time,
the destructive Mediterranean fruit fly in the United States, according to a
statement to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois by W. P. Flint, chief
entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey. Publicity given to the
recent finding of the insect in Florida raised some question as to whether or not it
might be of importance as a pest in Illinois, he said.
There is very little likelihood that the insect could survive the winters
;here, even in the extreme southern part of the state, and no indication that it would
|be a pest of any importance to Illinois agricultiire, Flint reported.
Reports that the fly had been found in Florida caused imusual concern be-
cause it was the first record of its appearance on the continent of North America.
Its damage, however, is limited to the warmer parts of the world and it is not thought
that the fly can exist outside the cotton belt. It is not a pest of importance even
in the colder parts of the cotton-growing areas of the world.
In the tropical and semi-tropical parts of the world the fly is a very
I
serious pest of nearly all fruits, including the apple, pear, peach, plum, grape,
practically all citrus fruits and many tropical fruits. It also attacks melons,
squashes, tomatoes, peppers and some other vegetables.
In its full grown stage it is a fly about the size of the house fly, but
differs very strikingly in color, being brilliantly marked with brown, yellow, black
and white bands and splotches. The insect lays its eggs in the flesh of the frait
which it attacks and these eggs hatch into maggots which feed on the pulp of the
fruit. On becoming full grown the maggots drop to the ground where they change in
a brown case to the full grown fly. In the warmer parts of the world where the fly
is a serious pest it multiples rapidly, there being 15 to 16 generations a year in
Hawaii. Hie insect is generally distributed throughout the world, being fo-ond in
Africa, Australia, South America, the Azores and the Bermuda Islands.
- M -
Spring Meetings Scheduled on Six Soil Fields
Packed with much new interest, six of the soil experiment fields operated
in the southern part of the state by the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois will be the scene of special field meetings for neighboring farmers diu-ing
early June, according to an anno-uncement just received from the college.
The schedule for the six meetings is: Odin, June 3; Sparta, June 4; Ewing,
'Jime 5; Enfield, June 6; Unionville, June 7 and Elizabethtown, June 8. Each of the
meetings v/ill start at 1:30 in the afternoon. Work and results on these soil experi-
ment fields grow more valuable and interesting each year and this season is no excep-
tion, according to Dr. F. C. Bauer, chief of soil experiment fields.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. \V. Mi/mfoud, Director.

Will Pay To Sroou P-gJ-lets With Care This Year
Illinois farmers and poultrj-men are facing highly promising prospects for
the sale of eggs this fall and winter, in the opinion of K. H. Alp, poultry exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agricult -ore, University of Illinois. Hatches this
past spring have been both later and poorer than last year. This probably will mean
late matiiring pullets and a scarcity of fall and early winter eggs. It therefore
shonld pay well this year to feed and properly take care of p-allets, he believes.
Neglect in developing pullets is the biggest reason for the failure to get
fall and winter eggs, according to Alp. Pullets which haven't had feed and attention
during the growing period, particularly during July and August, have little chance to
lay early.
"It is a too conmon idea that pullets can pick up much of what they need
in the way of feed. However, the cheapest system is to feed them well while they are
growing. Good feeding, among other things, helps to build up resistance to disease.
"While undeveloped pullets are one of the chief reasons for failure to get
fall and winter eggs, there are other factors which cut profits. Among these are
disease, worms and other parasites, late housing, overcrowded houses, poor houses and,
in some instances, skimpy feeding in the fall and vyinter.
"The importance of high egg production is revealed in the summary which has
just been made of records kept last year by 261 flock owners in all parts of the state
who cooperated with the college in the flock record project. The average for all
these flocks was 123 eggs a hen. In contrast, the poorest one-third averaged only
111 eggs a hen, or 15 less than the best.
"This was reflected in the profits, for all the flocks, the average profit
on each hen was $1.07. However, the best one-third of the flocks paid profits of
$2.45 a hen, while the poorest one-third lost an average of 32 cents a hen."
- M -
Name Additional Club Members For Eastern Trips
Rewarded for their outstanding records, two farm boys and one girl have
been picked from the 15,000 boys' and girls' cliib members of the state to be Illinois'
official representatives at two national 4-H club events to be held in the east this
sijmmer, it is announced by club officials of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
Homer Mendenhall, 19 years old, Springfield, and Casper Mast, Jr., 19, 0^-lncy,
have been named by E. I. Pilchard, boys' club specialist, as the state's official boy
delegates to the third national boys' and girls' club caiup to be held in Washington,
Jme 19 to 25.
Miss Mabel Mohr, 22 years old, Normal, has been selected by Miss Mary McKee,
girls' cl-ub specialist, to represent Illinois at the Camp Vail 4-H leaders' training
school, Springfield, Mass., September 8 to 21.
Expenses of the club members will be paid on the trips, which will include a
full roimd of sightseeing and recreation as well as instruction. Mendenhall and Mast
will join Mildred Srosboll, 19, Petersburg, and Lucile G-ochanour, 16, Hansom, pz-evious-
ly named by Miss McKee to represent the state's girls' club members at the national
club camp. The state delegate for the Camp Vail school has yet to be selected from
the boys' club members.
- M -
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Old Excuse No. Good For Reduced Yields Of Milk
riies and hot weather no longer can be 'blaraed for the sharp midsimmer drop
( in the milk yield of Illinois dairy cows, according to Dr. W. B. Sevens, assistant
chief in dairy cattle feeding at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Experiments have traced the chief cause of the slump in production to a lack of feed
and particularly a lack of enough protein in the feed, he said.
"G-ood pasture grass is the best food for milk produrtinn., l/ut 2Vlct^lre alone
is not enough for cows giving large amoTmts of milk. Hence if they are not snppliod
with some grains, such cows are likely to lose weight fast. Early in the spring, gr^irss
is high in protein, but as it ripens the proportion of protein becomes less.
"Good feeders therefore supply their best cows with grain throughout the
pasture season. In early spring, a mixture of gro\md com and oats is satisfactory,
but as soon as the grass begins to ripen, a mixture containing from 14 to 16 percent
total protein is necessary. If there is no clover, alfalfa or other legume in the
pasture, then still more protein is necessary when the grass becomes fully ripe. At
this stage the grain mixture must contain 16 to 20 percent total protein.
"A simple mixture containing about 15 percent total protein may consist of
150 pounds linseed oil meal or ground soybeans, 450 pounds of ground corn and 400
pounds of ground oats. A similar mixture might be 200 pounds linseed oil meal or
ground soybeans, 600 pounds com-and-cob meal and 200 pounds wheat bran.
"A mixture containing about 20 percent protein may be made up from 400
pounds linseed oil meal or a mixture of linseed oil meal and ground soybeans, 400
po^ands of ground corn and 200 pounds of ground corn.
"Liberal feeding dioring the pasture season helps not only to maintain the
milk flow at a high level but also to keep the cows in much better fl&sh so that they
are in good condition to produce milk when the bam feeding season begins."
- M -
Special Spray Heeded To Control Codling Moth
Peculiar spring weather has so delayed the codling moth that apple growers
of the state will have to give their trees a special spray before J^jne 1 or shortly
thereafter in order to control this serious pest, according to a warning sent to 3,000
growers by the horticulture department of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois and the Illinois State Natural History Survey,
Normally the cover spray put on three weeks after petal fall controls the
first brood codling moth worms, but this year with the insect delayed a week to ten
days it will be necessary to make a spraying four or five weeks after petal fall,
the warning explains.
Starting as far back as May 21, a large hatch of worms will take place
before June 1 or thereabouts, according to the statement.
The spray to be put on before the end of that period should be made up at
the rate of 2 pounds of arsenate of lead and 4 po-onds of hydrated lime to each 50
gallons of spray. In addition, a fungicide should be included in the spray to con-
trol blotch and late scab infection. If the temperature is high at the tine of appli-
cation, Bordeaux should be used, while if cool weather prevails a sulphur fungicide
is advisable.
j
- M -
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Poisonous Weeds Cause Mysterious Cattle Deaths
Recent mysterious death of several head of valuable cattle on a Sangamon
:ounty farm has "been traced to poisonoxis weeds growing in the pasture where the
:attle grazed, it is announced by Dr. Robert Grahajn, chief in animal pathology and
nygiene at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The owner did not know
that there was a single poisonous plant on the farm and had fed cattle in the infested
pasture for more than 20 years.
j
Loss of the Sangamon county cattle comes as the season's first warning
'against the heavy toll taken each summer by poisonous plants and weeds growing in
Illinois pasture fields, Dr. Graham said.
When specimens from the Sangamon county herd were brought to the college
laboratories it was at first suspected that the deaths were caused by a fatal proto-
zoan disease found on the western ranges. The cattle had been shipped from the west.
Extensive and painstaking tests failed, however, to reveal the western disease.
Attention was then turned to vegetation growing in the pasture. Samples of 13 dif-
ferent weeds growing in the field were found to contain three that are poisonous to
cattle. These were the cursed crowfoot, the poisonous ground ivy and wild parsnip.
The cattle were removed from the pasture and the losses subsided. One mildly af-
fected animal recovered.
There are at least eight poisonous plants that run up the total of live-
stock losses every summer in Illinois, according to Dr. Graham. Of these white snake-
root is the most common, although even this deadly plant sometimes grows in fields
and pastures unbeknown to the owner. In addition to white snakeroot , wild parsnip,
deadly nightshade, bracken or fern, crowfoot and ground ivy, have been incriminated
in livestock losses coming to the attention of the college laboratory. Jack-in-the-
pulpit and Jimson weed also are offenders that must be guarded against.
Heaviest losses from poisoning occur late in the summer when vegetation is
short. Enough cases occur in early summer, however, to justify a warning. Dr. Graham
said. It is more satisfactory to prevent plant poisoning than it is to cure animals
that are affected. Some of the plants contain poisons which paralyze the nerve
centers and destroy the blood cells. Eliminative treatment, together with stimulants,
give best results in the hands of local veterinarians. Unfortunately animals that
have eaten letlial doses of poisonous plants do not respond readily to treatment.
Pastures where poisonous plants are known to exist should be used very cautiously if
loss is to be avoided.
- M -
Dates Anno-unced For Hine More Soil Field Meets
Dates for nine soil experiment field meetings to be held the latter part of
June have been announced by Dr. F. C. Bauer, chief of soil experiment fields, College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. They are: Carlinville, June 17; Joliet and
Newton, June 18; Mt. Morris and West Salem, June 19; Kewanee and Toledo, June 20;
Clayton and Oblong, June 21, All meetings will start at 1:30 in the afternoon.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfokd, Director.
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"Handsomest Old Rooster" Martyr For Quality Ei^fis
The "handsomest" old rooster in all of Clay county has "been selected, tut
he never lived to crow atout it. Along with hundreds of his less "beautiful brothers
he gave up his life in the interests of higher quality summer eggs, according to a
report "by H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. Given the axe along with the handsomest old rooster was the
n^lJest one, the one with the longest spurs, the smallest one, the heaviest one, and
the ST/ifteGt running one.
All this was the result of a movement started ty Farm Adviser C. T. Kitler
to improve the quality of summer eggs produced "by farmers and flock owners of the
county. Fertile eggs in warm weather nave little chance of getting to the cons'amer
in tip top shape. As soon as the hatching season was over, therefore, Farm Adviser
Kibler launched a campaign to rid farm flocks of all male tirds. Town merchants
joined in the crusade, with the result that som-e novel methods were developed for
inducing farmers and flock owners to sell their roosters.
A whole series of events with $35 in cash prizes was lined up and four
town groceries advertised that they would buy roosters for a whole week preceding the
series. There was a prize of $5 for the person selling the most pounds of old
roosters during the week and one of like amount for the person selling the heaviest
old rooster. Prizes of $2 each were offered to the person selling the smallest old
rooster, the handsomest, the ugliest, the one with the longest spurs and the
swiftest running one. To determine this last prize a rooster race was staged on the
court house lawn.
Six old roosters were thrown from the roof of a building on the court
house square to become the property of whoever could catch them. Later in the after-
noon five old roosters were turned loose on the square and a prize of $1 given for
each rooster caught.
Sound Warning Against Threatened Cutworm Damage
Farmers and gardeners are being warned to be on the lookout for cutworms,
for it is likely that this destructive insect will be moderately abundant this year.
In some areas, especially river bottoms, the black cutworm may be thick following
the wet weather prevailing this spring, according to a statement to the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, by J. H. Bigger, field entomologist of the
Illinois State Natural History Survey.
Poison bait made of bran, paris green, molasses and water will control many
of the cutworms, Bigger recommended. His directions for making the bait are: "Stir
1 pound of paris green into 25 pounds of bran until the two are thoroughly mixed.
Then into about 3 gallons of water stir 2 quarts of molasses. Pour this latter mix-
ture over the bran mixture and stir the two until each particle of bran is wet with
the solution. The mixture should be wet enough to ball up in the hand but dry enough
to crumble easily. Either bran or water, as needed, can be added until the desired
consistency is obtained. It is best to use a cheap, strong molasses, as the odor is
valuable.
"In small gardens where only small amounts of the bait are needed, it may
be mixed at this rate: 5 pounds of bran, 3/4 pints of molasses, 2 quarts of water and
3-g ounces of paris green. The mixture should be scattered thinly over the infested
area at the rate of 8 to 10 pounds an acre in the late afternoon. It is very effec-
tive with most cutworms. The black cutworm is exceedingly hard to kill and for this
reason it may be necessary to repeat the application of poisoned bait."
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Frames "Safety First" Code For Farm Machinery
A code of nine "safety-first" principles which it is "believed would prevent
many of the injuries, permanent disabilities and deaths occurring annually around
farm machinery has "been set up "by D. A. Milligan, of the farm mechanics department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Stressing the hazards of farm machinery operation, Milligan said, "The
farmer gets no compensation or paid medical attention while incapacitated. Ke oper-
ates his mnr-hinery with his movements hampered "by coats, often with insecure footing,
tihnn.iinc; on slippery, uneven ground, or around sticks and corn cobs over which he may
trip. No law requires that his machinery have safeguards such as shields, covers
and safety releases. Consequently his equipment usually has the minimum safety de-
vices.
The list of safety-first principles follows:
"Don't walk behind horses when they are pulling hard. A single tree, trace
or double tree might break and strike the driver.
"Don't place yourself in such a position when working on machinery that you
would be injured if the horses moved. The most trusted horse might take a step.
Only a second is required to drop the traces.
"Don't rely on clutches while working on or around implements which are
attached to or are driven by a tractor. Place the gear shift lever in neutral so if
the clutch should engage no harm is done.
"Don't attempt to make adjustments on tractors while they are moving. You
might lose your balance or slip.
"Don't reach around moving power machinery wearing gloves with large cuffs
or with jacket or coat unbuttoned.
"Don't reach across a moving saw or work around one with refuse lying under
your feet.
"Don't stand in the line of movement of pulleys, wheels, etc. A wheel or
belt might break or an attachment might loosen and be thrown.
"Don't operate high-speed emery wheels without a shield over the emery
wheel. Keep your eyes above the work being ground and wear goggles.
"Don't stand beside or hold wire while it is being stretched. It might
break.
"
- M -
Silo Profits Being Passed Up By Many Farmers
Many farmers are overlooking the big returns they could get on a:i invest-
ment in a silo, in the opinion of W. A. Foster, of the farm mechanics department,
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. He suggests, however, that any
farmers planning to build silos this season should do it early. This avoids the late
season rush, allows for choice, insures a more careful job and gives time for getting
bids for the piorpose of keeping the price down to the minimum, he pointed out.
"There are many types or kinds of silos built of wood, masonry and metal.
Each has advantages as well as disadvantages. While one may blow over or burn, it
has cidvantages to offset these shortcomings. A little care ordinarily will prevent
the silo from blowing down.
"Among the essentials of a good silo are a strong wall so that it will not
burst, a smooth wall so that the silage will settle freely and a tight wall which
will not leak silage juices or allow air to filter through and spoil the ensilage.
In addition, the silo should be attractive. Some other features that are not essen-
tial but desirable are durability, frost, wind and fire resistance, low cost of con-
struction Sold maintenance, and siniple construction."
AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY
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Thinning Urged To Insure Qaality Of Record Peach Crop
Palling off at least half the green peaches now left on trees in orchards
of the state is "being recommended "by the Collage of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois, in the face of prospects for a record commercial peach crop this year. Only "by
proper thinning can growers of the state produce peaches of a size and quality that
will not be a drug on the market, it is being pointed out.
Size of the 1929 crop will reach 3,700 carloads, according to present esti-
mates. Even this record crop will not hurt the market, if No. 1 fruit is packed on a
minimum basis of 2-^ to 2^ inches, according to R. S. Marsh, horticulture extension
specialist. However, in order to develop fruits of this size by market time, it will
be necessary for growers to thin out about half the green fruit remaining on trees
after the "June drop", now past in all peach growing sections of the state, he said.
A campaign this year is to be carried on to advertise Illinois peaches to
Illinois consumers and it therefore is doubly important that growers produce a fine
quality fruit in order to gain and hold trade in their most profitable market. Marsh
I pointed out.
"Evidence that peach thinning can be started at the end of the 'June drop'
and continued over a longer period than was recommended in older horticultural
literature has been obtained in experimental work here at the college of agriculture.
Good results have been obtained by thinning up to a period of three weeks before the
crop was harvested. Furthermore, it does not seem necessary for growers to stop
thinning when the peach pits harden.
"On vigorous trees where there is a heavy and healthy leaf development, fraiv
can be thinned so that they are four or five inches apart. On slow-growing older
trees or where the foliage or leaf development is sparse the fruits should be thinned
so that they are eight or ten inches apart. In case the peaches are bunched in one
part of the tree the clusters of fmits should be thinned out so that the remaining
fruits do not touch one another. All defective and imperfect fruits should, of course,
be removed at the time of thinning."
- M -
Record Number of Illinois Farmers Finish 1928 Accounts
Record use of systematic accounts and related good business methods by Illi-
nois farmers during 1928 is reflected in the fact that 1,400 of them checked in their
1928 accounts to be analyzed by the farm organization and management department of
the College of Agric\ilture
, University of Illinois. This is the largest number of
farm account books ever received for analysis in Illinois or any other state, accord-
ing to R. R. Hudelson, extension specialist in farm organization and management. The
year 1928 was the thirteenth one in which an accounting service was provided for Illi-
nois farmers through the agricultural college extension service. Gradually there has
tieen an i^^^^e in the number of farmers served and this past year the work was
^'ii«)5i^>^\j£i.a*Amties^ - M -
Primted in fnrtherance of the Ajriculturil Exteasion Act approved by Congretl May 8, 19M. H. W. Mcurois. Director.
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Oats. Properly Fed, Will Put Gains On Fattening Shotes
"Oats for shotes" is one way of relieving the surplus protlem with this im-
portant corn-belt cereal, according to George F. Hunt, of the swine division, College
of Jigriculture, University of Illinois.
Oats are an importaJit swine feed in countries which can not grow com as
well as the United States, he said. Taking their cue from this, the Illinois agri-
cultural college and a number of experiment stations in this country have launched
tests to work out the best methods of feeding oats to growing, fattening shotes. It
already has been established that if oats are as cheap per ton as corn or barley,
shotes may be fed one-third oats and two-thirds corn or barley.
"The ideal way to feed oats to fattening swine is to have the hulls removed.
However, this is expensive and the increased gains resulting from the hulling hardly
warrant the cost. Practically no work has been done as yet with the feeding of
hulless varieties of oats. It is likely that these would have about the same feeding
value as hulled oats.
"Grinding the oats is the most economical method of preparation on the
basis of test results to date. Self-feeding cracked corn or ground barley combined
with ground oats should put good gains on shotes during the early part of the fatten-
ing period. The oats should make up not more than one-third of the ration. A well-
balanced supplement, also self-fed, free choice, should, of course, be fed along with
the grain ration. Toward the end of the fattening period it might be advisable to
drop the oats altogether. Oats are sometimes used more freely in the rations of
breeding swine where muscle and bone are wanted rather than excessive fatness.
"The chief disadvantage of feeding ordinary oats to swine is its fiber, or
hull. It takes more feed for 100 pounds gain when there is fiber in the swine ration.
The oats grain that is plump and that has a low percentage of hull is more desirable
than the grain that has the reverse qualities."
- M -
Dread Barberry Bushes Sought By Band Of Trained Sleuths
Trained sleuths, 27 in number, are again hot on the Illinois trail of the
common barberry bush, sought in connection with losses of 2^ million dollars suffered
annually by farmers of the state during the past 12 years, it is announced by Robert
f. Bills, state leader of barberry eradication in Illinois. Stem rust, one of the
most destructive grain diseases, is spread by the common barberry. The campaign for
its eradication is being carried on by the federal department of agriculture in
cooperation with the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, and other
interested state agencies.
A survey for common barberry bushes is now in progress in Jo Daviess county
and will be started in Monroe, Randolph and Washington co'unties about the middle of
June, State Leader Bills said. A field force, consisting of 27 men thoroughly trained
in locating and eradicating the harmful barberry are carrying on the work. If these
covmties can be finished before activities close in the fall, additional work
probably will be done in Jefferson, Wayne, Wabash, Edwards and counties farther south,
it was announced. It is expected that a large number of bushes will be found this
season, in that several have been found during previous surveys in the counties to be
worked this year.
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Com"bines Require More Skill Than Old-Style Threshers
Combines, which have swept into populaxity for the harvesting of Illinois
grains, take more skill and more constant and alert watching than do the ordinary
threshing machines, according to A. L. Young, of the farm mechanics department, Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Unless already well acquainted with his machine , the combine operator should
first make a thorough study of its construction and principles of operation. Cata-
logues, instruction hooks and other material which the manufacturer can furnish should
"be studied in detail. Mechanical condition of the machine should he checked to see
that it is in first-class running order. The number of days favorable for combine
operation will not be any too many at best. It is imperative therefore that the
machine be in such shape that no valuable time will be lost in making repairs when the
outfit should be running
.
"Cutting should not be started until the grain is ripe and dry enough for
safe storage. Pew elevators are equipped with dryers by which damp grain can be put
in condition. If necessary, a small sample of grain should be taken to the elevator
to see whether or not it is dry enough to cut and store. Aside from the other risks,
wet grain can not be combined as fast nor with as small losses as can ripe and dry
grain.
"Cutting too low in an effort to get all the heads should be guarded against.
Too-low cutting will overload the machine with straw and chaff and perhaps green
weeds or grass. This increases the machine losses of grain and in all probability
will increase the amount of dirt left in the grain.
"Operators should watch their machines carefully at all times to catch such'
adjustments and changes as seem to be needed to meet varying conditions. The machine
shoiild be lubricated when it needs it and according to instructions rather than only
where there is nothing else to do. Nuts should be kept tight and close watch kept
for signs of undue wear or other conditions that are not right mechanically."
- M -
Clogged Ditches Smother Expensive Tile Drainage Systems
Many expensive tile drainage systems on Illinois farms are not giving ade-
quate seirvice because of neglected drainage ditches into which the tile empties, it is
reported by E. W. Lehmann, head of the farm mechanics department. College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois. On many farms the flow of water through drainage
ditches is cut in half because of resistance from weeds, bnish and silt, he said.
"A good outlet is the first requirement of a good drainage system. In the
first place, the outlet should be deep enough so that the tile emptying into it will
not ordinarily be submerged. It should have plenty of capacity to carry the discharge.
To avoid caving, the side walls should not be too steep. A well-designed ditch with
reasonable slope should be practically self-cleaning.
"In some cases the condition of the outlet ditch can be greatly relieved
j
and a satisfactory outlet secured by using explosives in cleaning out the channel.
This method is less expensive than 'by the use of machines and no waste banks are left.
When explosives are used, the services of someone who knows something about them
should be secured in order to avoid accidents and get the best results."
- M -
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"Extra Slade Of Grass " Being Helped To Market
How to sell the proverbial "extra "blade of grass" at a profit is being made
a major issue "by Illinois farm advisers, now employed in 95 of the 102 counties of the
state, according to a report "by J. D. Bils'borrow, assistant state leader of farm ad-
viGcrs at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
As if to refute charges frequently lodged against them, the advisers in one
'recent month spent a total of 136 days, or almost one-tenth of their time, on marketing
civities. The assertion frequently is made "by those unacquainted with the many and
vsxied activities of farm advisers that they aire spending too much time on production
projects - teaching the farmer how to make two "blades of grass gi'ow where only one
grew "before -' and not enough on marketing enterprises, Bilshorrow said. The analysis
of their recent month's work hardly "bears out this assertion, he "believes.
As typical of the marketing work "being fostered "by the farm advisers, Bils-
borrow cited an extract from the monthly report of L. E. McKenzie, Sch^jyler county farm
adviser, to the effect that, "The Rushvilie unit of the Schuyler County Produce Associ-
ation has just ended its first year. It handled nearly 80,000 pounds of butter, more
than 40,000 dozen eggs and 36,000 pounds of poultry. The "business amovmted to more
than $54,000 with a gross profit of more than $5,000 and net of more than $2,000. As-
sistance was given in organizing a unit at Augusta in Hancock county which will serve
several Schuyler co-unty farmers."
Almost in the same mail came a report from H. N. Myers, Edwards county farm
adviser, in which he announced that 137 farmers and dairymen in his county already had
signed an agreement to market their cream cooperatively and that plans were well along
for completing the organization.
Plans for a fluid milk marketing association are under way in LaSalle county,
it was reported the same month by Farm Adviser C. E. Gates. Additional reports showing
definite progress in the marketing of livestock, dairy products, produce and grain were
received from 56 other farm advisers during the month.
Improved marketing is not a new goal for Illinois farm advisers, according to
Bilsborrow, Development of the local cooperative livestock shipping associations is due
largely to the pioneer work of the advisers, 200 associations being organized in 1920
I alone.
;
_
- M -
Farm Animals Endangered By Fourth Of July Debris
Fourth of Jxily celebrations annually may leave in their wake serious losses
lof chickens, pigs and sometimes calves as a result of phosphorous poisoning, according
[to a warning issued by Dr. Robert Graham, chief in animal pathology and hygiene at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Unused portions of 15 cents worth of
explosives containing phosphor-as, if eaten by animals, may quickly cause serious losses.
Ground in the vicinity of celebrations, especially where fireworks have been displayed,
should be carefully cleaned before animgils have a chance to pick up the remnants of par-
tially discharged fireworks.
1, Prlated ia fnrtherance of the Agricultural Ejtteasion Act ipproved by Congroi May 8, 19M. H. VV. Muufohd. Director.
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Gets Feeded Farm Loan On Basis of AccoTjit Records
Farm accoimts which he had been keeping for eight years recently swung the
Lecision in favor of a Jersey county farmer when he applied for a federal loan. Farms
.n his vicinity ordinarily are not considered good risks by most appraisers of farm
land. Ih.e case is cited by P. E. Johnston, of the farm organization and maaagenent
department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, as typical of the many
uses to which Illinois farmers are putting their accounts. Last year 1,500 farmers
in the state completed their books and turned them in to the college to be sunmarized.
With the help of accounts the Jersey county farmer had built up his farm to
the place where it paid him $600 a year for his own labor and still left him a return
on his investment of 6 percent in 1925, 12 percent in 1926, 14 percent in 1927 and 17
percent in 1928. His application for a federal farm loan brought an appraiser who
spent but little time in looking at the farm after the operator showed the set of farm
account books. The loan was con^jleted in record time under conditions ?4iich usually
make farm loans a bit hard to get.
The Jersey county farm is on a thin type of soil and is quite rough. The
present operator has been on it for eight years and has been keeping accounts since
1925. Prom the first year that he has been on the farm he has been using limestone
and in the meantime has covered the entire farm once and about half of it the second
time. Both alfalfa and sweet clover have been grown since the fields were limed. The
use of a short rotation of com, wheat and sweet clover has enabled him to get several
crops of clover on the land in a short period of time. The clovers have increased
the yields of com and wheat as well as furnished hay and pasture for dairy cows.
Efficient use of hogs and poultry have helped swell the income.
In 1928 the gross receipts on this farm were $27 an acre, according to
the accounts which were kept on it. This return compares very favorably with that
secured by operators located on the best land in the state, according to Johnston.
Fixed charges such as tajces and interest on investment are much lower in the case of
the Jersey county farm.
- M -
Better Herd Association Nets Members $875 In Month •
"Dividends" at the rate of $875 a month were being paid to members by the
Cole County Dairy Herd laiprovement Association after it had been in operation only a
year, according to a report by J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension at the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
When the association started a year ago, the average production of the en-
rolled cows was 27 pounds of butterfat a month. After the members had utilized the
suggestions of the tester, Ray Hovious, for a year, they found that the production
of their cows in the corresponding month of this year had gone up to 32.9 pounds of
butterfat. This was an increase of 5.9 po^mds a cow and was worth $875 to the associa-
tion membership as a whole.
At this rate the association would pay for its own annual membership costs
in less than. 40 days and still leave the members with 11 months of testing information
for clear profit. Brock pointed out. At the same time they were getting the increase
in production, the Coles county dairjTnen were able to make substantial reductions in
their feed costs.
- M -
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f^ Windrow Combining Slow To Be Taken Up In Illinois
Illinois got ahead of most of her neighbors in the matter of first using
combines for grain harvesting, "but seems to "be lagging in the adoption of the windrow
aethod of combining, according to A. L. Yotmg, of the farm mechanics department, Col-
lege of Agricultiire, University of Illinois. Last year, when wheat fields were scarce
uid weedy and there was an -unusually large acreage of weedy and often lodged oats,
yindrowing in many cases would have made it possible for the combine to deliver a
)etter quality of grain than was secured otherwise, he said.
I In windrowing, the grain is headed and left in a loose windrow on top of
the stubble where it dries rapidly. The machine with which this is done either is a
special one built for this work or else is assembled by taking the header from the
30mbine and adding wheels, a hitch and other necessary parts. The combine equipped
with a special pickuj) attachment gathers -op the dried windrows and threshes out the
grain
.
The cost of windrow combining. is, of course, more than that of straight or
iirect combining and it is not a method to be recommended when direct comhining is
reasonably satisfactory. Young said. Combine owners in the more strictly grain areas
Df Illinois, where wheat and soybeans are the major combine crops, should not be too
hasty in buying windrowing equipment. In other sections its use should prove as satis-
factory as it gives promise of being in neighboring states.
Chief among the advantages of windrow combining are that it permits more
satisfactory harvesting of weedy fields, crops that ripen -unevenly, crops that are
s-ubject to lodging or shattering if allowed to stand too long and crops having a
lieavy green straw even after the grain is ripe and dry. It should le-ngthen the work-
ing season of the combine, since windrowing can begin as early as binding. It might
;to a slight extent lengthen the working day. Disadvantages of the plan are a greater
.investment in equipment, greater operating costs and longer delays folio-wing a rain
lafter the time when direct combining becomes possible,
- M -
Staggering G-rain Wastes Caused by Faulty Threshing
Losses running as high as 10 per cent of the total grain threshed have been
discovered in tests made on approximately 100 threshing machines during the past four
years by the farm mechanics department of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, it is reported by A. L. Yo-ung, a member of the department. This amounts
to a staggering waste when it is remembered that 30 per cent of all the improved land
in Illinois is devoted to small grain growing, he pointed out.
All too often it was fo-und that high losses were caused by poor mechanical
condition or adjustment of the separator, improper feeding, incorrect cylinder speed
or some other easily-remedied condition. Since good operation costs little, if any,
more than poor, the value of grain lost by poor operation only adds to the cost of
threshing the grain which is saved, Yoimg pointed out.
"With the grain in good condition, the loss for a machine in fair condition
should not be more than 1 per cent. For good operation it is necessary to know the
machine. The first rule for good operation, therefore, is to get as much information
as possible either through a local dealer or direct from the manufacturer. The second
rule is to follow the manufacturer's instructions carefully and intelligently, Among
the helpful publications is Circular Ho, 311 from the College of Agricultiire, Uni-
versity of Illinois, entitled, "Reducing G-rain Losses in Threshing".
- M -
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U. of I. Defines Its. Policy On Mixed Fertilizers
Mixed commercial fertilizers no doubt may be used with profit in many in-
--ances, but it is just as certain that in many other cases their use would lead to
financial loss, according to a statement just issued by the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, in the form of a new extension circular. The publication,
"Caring for the Fertility of Illinois Soils," was written by L. E. Smith and F. C.
(Bauer.
H The chief requirements for permanent and profitable soil fertility, accord-
^og to the circular, are adequate drainage, application of limestone where necessary,
a good cropping system, including suitable legumes for soil improvement; provision for
organic vaatter by ret-urning regularly animal and plant manures, and purchase of miner-
al plant-food elements to supply deficiencies. These are the bsisic principles in the
"Illinois system of permanent soil fertility," the circular explains. This system is
the outgrowth of soil investigations started nearly 30 years ago by the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The place of mixed commercial fertilizers is defined as follows:
Bnergency Situations. Adverse weather conditions, such as those of a back-
yard spring when biological activities in the soil are slowed down, call for a supply
of available plant food immediately after planting time in order that the crop may get
a quick start. Under circumstances of this kind the use of a mixed fertilizer might
be profitable where ordinarily it would not pay. Another situation in which abundance
of available plant food may become the saving faxitor is in combating insect pests and
plant diseases.
The Time Element. The question often is raised whether the farmer can af-
ford to wait two or three years for results while a soil improvement system is getting
under way, when by the use of quick-acting fertilizers, he may receive the benefit in
a single season. The answer depends, of course, upon the amount of the benefit re-
ceived and the cost of the treatment. It is quite possible in some cases that a sys-
tem of soil improvement can be supplemented to advantage temporarily by the use of a
moderate application of commercial fertilizer. Continued use of the same fertilizer
after the more permanent system comes into effect might or might not pay.
The Case of the Tenant Farmer. It sometimes happens that the landowner
takes little or no interest in any kind of soil improvement and under short-term ten-
ure the tenant has no interest in the permanent productivity of the land but he does
want to improve production while he occupies the farm. Under such circumstances the
use of commercial fertilizers alone might be resorted to as a temporary expedient, but
in no case should this be allowed to lapse into a permanent practice.
Su-pDlementing a Basic System. In the situations just described, the use of
the commercial fertilizers is to be considered only a temporary expedient incidental
to a permanent system of soil improvement. The question remains as to whether it is
\
wise to use these fertilizers regularly to supplement a more substantial soil fertili-
ty system built around legumes and farm manure. As in the other cases considered, the
decision whether to employ commercial fertilizers is to be based on costs and profits,
I
and every individual case must be considered on its own merits.
I.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfosd, Director.
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Threshing Suffers From Watermelon And Pie Diet
Watermelon and lemon pie may tickle the palates of hcirvest hands, "but foods
like these don't get the threshing done, it is pointed out by F. C. Olson, of the
meats division, College of Agrioiltvire , University of Illinois. The men need some-
thing that will stick to their rihs and for this purpose there is nothing like good
wholesome meat, he said.
"Quality is the most important factor in selecting meat. It is much "better
to buy the cheaper cuts of good quality than to buy the more popular cuts from poor
quality meat. At this time of the year, steaks, chops and small rib roasts are much
in demand by the city apartment dwellers and as a result they are high in price. The
cheaper cuts are just as nutritious, as palatable and usually more tasty than some of
the choice and high-priced cuts.
"The cheaper cuts of beef lend themselves to many uses. For instance, what
is tastier to a hujigry man than the old fashioned short ribs and brown potatoes? Oth-
er parts of the naval plate, brisket, flank, neck and shank may be used for stews or
they may be braised and served with a variety of vegetables. For pot roasts and their
delicious gravies what is cheaper and more economical than either the chuck rib or
shoulder arm roasts from the chuck? The rump is economical and usually will furnish
a roast for a small crew. Variety may be assured both by changing to different kinds
of meat and by the choice of different cuts. The glandular organs, such as the liver,
heart, kidneys and brains, may be made into many possible dishes. Any good cook book
will tell how to prepare and season these dishes so as to camouflage them for the par-
ticular person.
"Cured meats have many possibilities, especially the cured pork products.
Heavy hams may be bought for considerably less a pound than the much-demanded, lighter
weight hams. Cured shoulders or picnic hams may be used to good advantage and are
very economical. Either jowls, "Dixie squares" as they are called, or brisket bacon
are cheap and may be used to advantage instead of side bacon for seasoning or flavor-
ing.
"A source of fresh meat may be supplied if lambs are available on the farm.
A man can dress out a lamb in a few minutes and because of its size it can be consumec
before it h^s had time to spoil. The legs, shoulders and loins may be used for roast-
ing, while the breast and flank make very good stew."
- M -
Pruning And Staking Tomatoes Hasn ' t Paid In Tests
Experiments do not show enough evidence of increased yields, superior qual-
ity of fiu.it or earliness of ripening to justify the staking and pruning of tomatoes,
I but maTiy gardeners continue to support this practice, according to L. H. Strubinger,
of the horticulture department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
They attempt to justify the practice because of the continued cultivation
that is made possible and that may be very advantageous during periods of dry weather.
Supporting the vines also keeps the fruit off the ground so that less damage is causec
by contact with moist earth during hot weather. Such practices also facilitate har-
vesting and preparing for market, since the fruits are more easily seen and need very
little, if any, cleaning and wiping.
Pruning and staking tomatoes is expensive for material and labor involved-
It also is very likely to open up the vines so that the fruits are exposed to a great
deal of injury from sun- scalding.
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Illinois Record Peach Crop Menaced B;^ Rot Disease
Frequent spraying dxiring July will "be necessary to protect Illinois' "bumper
peach crop against the menace of the serious "brown rot disease, according to a warn-
ing "by Dr. H. W. Anderson, associate chief of pomological pathology at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois- This year with a record crop in sight, it will
"be more important than ever that only first-class fruit he put on the mar"k:et. Such
fruit is impossible unless strict precautions are taken against "brown rot, he said.
Brown rot is a serious menace during the period from a month prior to har-
vest up to and including harvest. In fact, the most critical period for infection
is during harvest when the fruit is handled hy numerous operators. Furthermore, the
fruit must "be protected during transit and on the market -until it finally reaches
the consumer.
The Elherta peach harvest will "begin in the extreme southern end of the
state about August 1 and at Central ia about August 10. Frequent sprayings during
July therefore will be necessary for protection. Sulphur fungicides generally are
used for spraying against brown rot. A dust composed of 90 parts of fine sulphur
(300 mesh) and 10 parts of a good grade of hydrated lime sho\ild be used for the dust-
ing.
Unfortunately, some of the recommended sialphur sprays contain so much lime
that an unsightly residue is left on the fruit at harvest. This is true of self-
boiled lime sulphur and dry mix sulphur lime. These standard fungicides should not
be used after the middle of July. Some of the commercial wet table sulphurs should
be used in all sprays which are applied within the two weeks before harvest.
The number of applications and the time will depend upon the weather. If
possible, the last spray or dust should be put on only a few days before harvesting
so that the fruit will go into the containers with a coating of the fungicide. This
will aid in reducing brown rot in transit.
Under no circumstances should lead arsenate be added to any of the late
brown rot sprays. Not only is it unnecessary, but also it might cause the fruit to
be condemned by government inspectors.
- M -
Fixed Plan For Settling Up Saves Threshing Disputes
Members of threshing rings may sxiffer from much unfairness during the com-
ing threshing season unless some definite plan is followed in settling labor differ-
ences, according to R. C. Ross, of the farm organization and management department.
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Three methods eire in common use, based upon the threshing time or the bush-
el or acres threshed. In each, the principle is the same, namely, that each member
pays for any help received in excess of that furnished to the ring or is paid if he
furnishes more help than he receives. Of the three methods, the time basis is the
most satisfactory, since it follows the usual plan of determining wages by the time
put in. The settlement plan based upon acreage is the least satisfactory, since it
disregards the kind of grain, yield and hauling distances, all of which affect the
cost of labor in threshing. The bushel basis is fairly satisfactory if the labor
rate used agrees with the actual man-labor cost. This method requires some adjustment
to correct for the differences in bushel weights of various grains and it disregards
the hauling distances for bundles and grain. Under any of these plans, the settlement
may be based on man labor alone or it may include use of teams or trucks and meals
furnished.
oaia Hov Man
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Illinois Cattle Feeders' Day To Be Held Jialy 12
Cattle feeders and farmers from all over Illinois ate expected to gather
Jvly 12 to see the termination of the year's feeding experiments at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois, and take part in the annual cattle feeders' day
of the institution. Answers to many of the questions raised within recent years "by
cattlemen are expected to come out of the results which will "be announced.
Featuring some of the college's "blue ribbon" baby beef as the "piece de
resistance," a luncheon is to be served in the livestock pavilion as an added at-
traction of this year's meeting,
A crowd larger than the estimated 6OO farmers and cattle feeders of last
year is expected to be on hand to get the new pointers on the economical and profit-
able production of beef.
Chief among the points of interest about this year's experiments is a
comparison between the feeding values of eq^ual areas of soft corn harvested and
stored as ear-corn silage and sound nature corn that was husked, cribbed and fed as
ground com and cob meal. Illinois frequently has a soft corn crop as a result of
poor growing weather and early frosts. Tests made by the college dviring the past few
years indicate that such com made up into ear-corn silage will produce more beef
than if it had ripened and then been husked and fed as shelled com. To date in
this year's experiments the calves fed the soft com have gained more than those fed
the mature com, but the final results of the experiment will depend also upon the
dates the feed supplies of the respective lots are exhausted.
For the past three years the college has included corn silage in all rations
used for fattening western calves in dry lot. Last year a number of practical feed-
ers expressed the wish that a lot of calves be fed only dry roughage in order that
farmers who have no silos might know what to expect from such rations as they have at
hand. This has been done with one lot of cattle which will be finished up the day of
the meeting.
Something in the way of new results will be available for the farmer who
follows the practice of feeding light cattle on pasture for the late summer and fall
markets. Several lots of cattle in this year's tests were carried through the winter
on cheap rations without grain and are notr being fed on bluegrass, sweet clover and
red clover pasture. A progress report giving the results secured during the winter
period and the gains made during the first 60 days on pasttire will be given on these
cattle the day of the meeting,
- M -
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Conc^-ete iLixins: 'Jetliods Clian;2-ed By I'Tew Finding
Concrete ir.ixini^' methods have "been cha-r.^ed ty recent discoveries which show-
that for given materials and conditions of handling, strength of concrete depends
upon the amo"ant of water used v/ith each sack of cement, according to word "being sent
out to Illinois farners "by D. A. Alorecht, of the farm meclmnics department, College
of Agricult-ore, University of Illinois. Hence the important thing in farm concrete
work is the proportion of water to cement and not the proT)ortion of sand and gravel
to cement, as was formerly the rule, he said.
The rule now is that as long as the mixture is plastic and workable, the
strength of the resulting concrete will depend solely upon the ratio of the volume of
mising vster to the volume of cement. Such being the case, the first thing is to
determine the strength of the concrete necessary for the use to which it is to be put.
The amount of water to be used with each sack of cement is then established and the
mixture made up accordingly. To get a mixture which will meet the requirements of
ease of placing and proper consistency, the amounts of sand and pebbles are varied in
a test mixture until this consistency is seciored.
With moist sand and gravel, S gallons of water should be used with each
sack of cement for foundation vra,lls which need not be water tight, retaining walls,
engine bases and u^ass concrete. Five gallons of water to a sack of cement should be
used for water-tight \7alls or pits, dams, silos or dipping vats and U l/U gallons of
water to a sack of cement for water storage ta'-ifcs, septic tanks, sidewalks, driveways,
steps and porch or basement floors. For fence posts, flower boxes and work of thin
sections, 3 3A gallons of water should be used with each sack of cement.
Im:proT3er Use Of Trenches Hard On Temper And Tools
A long list of evils from round nuts to lost tempers can be charged up
against the improper use of wrenches around farm tools, according to D. A. Milligan,
of the farm meclianics department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. .
Tile toll includes stripped threads, broken wrenches and skinned Imnds, along with
round nuts and lost terrraers.
Broken and sprung jaws on end wrenches and broken and rounded sockets on
socket wrenches are the result of using wrenches tliat are too large for the nut. End
wrenches should never be used with stretched or sprung jaws- They may be repaired by
heating in the fire to a cherry red and closing over a nut of the size that fits the
wrench.
Broken crescent wrenches and monkey wrenches are caused by using them in
the '.vrong direction. The "nandles of such wrenches should always be turned in the
direction of the movable jaw.
"ITever use a pipe wrench and rarely ever use pliers on a nut. It is possible
to use pliers on a loose nut without greatly d3.maging it by setting the pliers in the
wide slot, carefully placing the notches so that they fit the corners of the nut and
then holding the pliers tight enough so that they do not slip in the turning. Alliga-
tor wrenches have no place in the farmer's tool kit.
"The secret of avoiding skinned icnuckles and hands v.iien wrenches slip is to
not close txie hand over the handle of the v,Tench. 17renches either should be pushed
with the heel of the hand, the fingers remaining open, or else pulled \7ith the fingers
open in the form of a hook."
- M -
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Sinple Gravel Test Avoids ?ail-ure With Concrete
Hot all gravel is fit for concrete work viliich Illinois farmers may be
planning to do, "but fortunately it takes only b. simple test to find out, according
to the farm mechanics department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. To
cake the test, two inches of the gravel are pli.ced in a, q-uart fr-oit jar or mill-i
"bottle and v.ater then added until the jar or "bottle is three-foui-ths full. The mix-
ture is sliaken vigorously for one minute, the last few siial^es being sidewise to level
off the material. The jar or bottle is then left to stand for an hour for the silt
to settle. If the layer of silt above the material is one-eighth of an inch or more
thick, the gravel will be unsuitable for concrete work unless the silt is removed by
washing. Usually the cost of washing on the fajrm is more expensive than clean gravel
from some other source, according to Albrecht.
It is inroortant that gravel be free from foreign materials such as loam,
clay and vegetable matter, as these materials prevent the cement from adhering to the
hard particles of the gravel- They also prevent the cement from hardening properly
and may cause the concrete to be \msatisfactory for the intended purpose, Albrecht
explained.
'Tor best results, gra^vel used in concrete also should be hard and tough.
It should be graded in size from fine sand to coarse pebbles, the diameter of which
is not more than one-third of the thickness of the finished work. The proportion of
fine to coarse aggregate should be such as to give the correct mixture for the
particular work. In using nixed sand and gravel, these proportions should be tested
by screening a sample tlirough a lA-inch screen and determining the proportion of
sand which passes this size screen to the proportion of coarse pebbles retained on
the screen. When the coarse pebbles range in size from lA to 1/2 an inch, the sand
and pebbles shotild be in ea\ial proportions. If the coarse pebbles are l/U to 3/"^ of
an inch, there should be about three-fourths as much sand as pebbles and if the coarse
pebbles are lA to 1 1/2 inches in size, there should be about one-half as much sand
as pebbles."
- M -
Records Uncover Measuring Cup Costing $^2 A Month
How a tin measuring cup cost a McLean county dair^-man $32 a month in extra
feed before it '.ms discovered in a checirup of his feeding methods is related in a
recent report made to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, by Glenn
Vandeberg, tester in the tCcLean County ilo. 1 Dair;- Herd Improvement Association of
which the dairyman -vvas a member.
A comnarison between the estimated amount of feed and the amotmt actually
fed during one month showed that the herd of 70 cows got 16 per cent, or 2,000 pounds,
more of the grain raixture than was needed to keep tip their production. This extra
ton of feed represented an increased feed cost of $32. Investigation revealed that
the tin cup used In meas-'oring the feed held appro::imat ely one pound but when used by
a generous feeder evidently held about I9 ounces, which caused the increased feed cost
Had this herd been fed e:^ctly according to production, the saving in feed
costs for one month -ffould have paid the dairyman's association dues for four months,
it was pointed out by J. E. Erock, assistant in dairy extension at the agricultural
college, where the work of these associations is supervised. Mal-iing savings by
accurately feeding according to production is but one of the many ways whereby dairy
farmers can realize benefits from membership in a herd improvement association, he
added.
- M -
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Septem"ber Po-u.i.try Tq-ut To Be Short Course On Wheels
A "short coiirse on wheels" will roll away from Urhana September 3 taking a
group of interested Illinois poultry raisers to Indiana and Ohio where they plan to
learn the secrets of successf-'ol poul ti7,'Tnen in those states. The occasion will be the
second annual Illinois poultry tour sponsored by the extension service of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The trip will be made by motor coach and will
cover three days. H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist, is in charge.
In announcing plans, Alp pointed out that the $20 to $25 cost of the trip
has been spent time and again by po'oltrymen for po-oltry medicine and "cures" all to no
avail. Chief among the values of the trip will be in seeing how commercial poultrymer
control diseases and parasites through sanitation and hygiene, he announced. The
"course" also will afford ideas for building and remodeling poultry houses, for build-
ing practical equipment and for improved feeding methods.
Any Illinois farmer or poultryman may join in the trip, but all registration
must be in by August 15, it was announced.
Leaving here at 1 o'clock on the afternoon of September 3, the touring
poultrymen will go to Indianapolis. From there they will proceed the next morning to
Richmond where they will visit a hatchery with an incubator capacity of 112,000 eggs.
A 10,000-chick storage brooder will be inspected as a new way to produce broilers.
Near Richmond the Illinois party also will visit the only farm in Indiana
where t\irkeys are being trap-nested. There are 1,000 young turkeys on the place.
Other poultry on the farm includes 2,500 layirig hens. There are a continuous brooder
house with wire bottom sun porches for the chicks, summer shelter range houses for
pullets and 80 acres of alfalfa for rotating ranges.
A poultry plant valued at $125,000 and reputed to be one of the finest
places in the middle western part of Ohio will be visited on the afternoon of the
second day. It was started 25 years ago by a man who had practically no capital with
which to begin the enterprise. The farm is practical in every respect.
A farm of 1,500 birds where all the pullets are being raised under fly
screen and in very close confinement will be the first stop near Columbus on the
morning of the third day. The next stop will be at a farm where a dairy barn has bee
remodeled into a poultry house of six stories with a capacity of 6,000 birds. Follow-
ing this, a tour will be made of the Ohio State University poultry plant.
An outstanding farm of 6,000 layers with a Tjnique housing system and a hot
water brooding system will be the magnet for the Illinois party on the afternoon of
the third day. This is near Dayton. Close to this is another farm carp-ir^ 3,000
layers where many points of value to the commercial poultryman can be picked up,
Alp said.
- M -
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Big Team Eitches Brin^ Horses Back Into Their Own
Rivaling a circus in drawing power, six- and eight-horse teams have proved
a great attraction in 38 farm demonstrations of "big-team hitches put on over the
state during the past few months hy the extension service of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois, it is reported hy E. T. Sohhins, livestock extension
specialist. A total of 1,127 farmers attended the demonstrations, despite the fact
that they were held during one of the farmer's busiest times.
Farmers attending the demonstrations could see for themselves how they
liked the arrangement for working four to eight horses to common gang plows and
other implements so as to avoid side draft and handle the horses easily. In each
case, the big team was driven with two lines only, no matter how many horses were
included.
The 38 demonstrations were held with the cooperation of farm advisers in
Adams, Brown, Boone, Champaign, Cass, Clinton, Doioglas, Effingham, Greene, Gallatin,
.Henderson, Iroquois, JoDaviess, Lake, LaSalle, Moultrie, Mason, Menard, Macoupin,
Peoria, Sch^jyler, Sangamon, St. Clair, Woodford, and Warren counties.
The work was a continuation of that which the college has been doing for
several years. Some of the counties where demonstrations were held last year have
staged some fine follow-up work this year, Eobbins said. In Piatt coujity, for
example, S. S. Davis, the farm adviser, this year gave several demonstrations with
five-, six-, seven- and eight-horse teams. Different farmers were induced to take
turns driving a big team with only one pair of lines so as to see for themselves
how easily the horses were controlled. Keen interest and a steady spread in the use
of these big hitches is reported by Farm Adviser Davis.
"Whenever farmers have attended a demonstration on a farm where one of
these big teams has been used for several years, they have heard the owner give an
enthusiastic report of the satisfactory and economical work which the horses do when
combined in big outfits", Bobbins said.
i
"Chris Gerber, a Livingston county farmer, reported a list of IB of his
ineighbors who have been using teams of from 7 to 12 horses in their field operations
this spring. He himself uses 12 horses for plowing and they pull a four-bottom
tractor plow to the tvine of 12 acres a day. His hired man discs 50 acres a day with
10 horses on two 9-foot discs coupled together side by side. Each team is driven
with only two lines, all the horses except the leaders being controlled with the
system using buck ropes and tie chains.
"D. M. Cirks, Woodford county, is far ahead of most Illinois farmers in
his appreciation of larger plows. About 16 years ago he bought a horse plow with
three 14-inch bottoms and has used it ever since. In 1926 when plowing was delayed
by wet weather he used seven horses on this plow and turned the last 80 acres in
eight and one-half days. He believes that if Illinois farmers generally had bought
big plows years ago they wo\ald have saved much expense in doirxg their field work
in recent years.
"Some farmers reported fine results last year with a five-horse team
hitched with two in front of the other three on their foTir-horse grain binders.
There was no side draft and no crowding. Chris Gerber said that the five horses
stood the work so well that he did not need to change teams as in former years."
- If -
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Lime-Le|g:uine Farmers Average $2,222 More Profits
Limestone and legumes last year rang the cash register at the average
rate of $2,222 apiece for 13 farmers in Jersey, G-reene and Macoupin counties,
according to a report prepared "by the farm organization and management department of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
The 13 farmers had the most profitable farms in a group of 38 who kept
definite farm accounts in cooperation with their county farm advisers and the farm
management department. These 13 most profitable farms each earned an average of
$2,222 more than the 13 least profitable farms. The most outstanding difference
between the two groups was the fact that practically all of the most profitable farms
have been using limestone and legumes for a number of years, according to P. E.
Johnston of the farm management department, who has visited these farms a number of
times.
On several of the most profitable farms, the entire tillable acreage has
had an application of limestone, and sweet clover has been grown on this land. Some
of the 13 farmers this year plowed down the third crop of sweet clover on some fields
Nine of the 13 most profitable farms in 1928 grew a total of 104 acres of alfalfa or
an average of eight acres a farm for the 13 farms.
Use of sweet clover and alfalfa has had a double-barrelled effect on the
financial returns of the farms. In the first place the yield of grain crops has been
increased and in the second place the legumes made it possible to produce more live-
stock and to balance ration with homegrown feeds, thereby increasing the efficiency
of livestock production.
According to the 1928 records of the 13 most profitable farms, they pro-
duced four bushels more corn an acre, eight bushels more oats, two bushels more
wheat and nine bushels more soybeans than the 13 least profitable farms. On this
average, the most successful farm operators had 1,454 bushels more grain a farm than
the least successful operators.
These higher crop yields combined with efficient use of feed by livestock
gave the most profitable farms gross receipts of $27.72 an acre, while the least
profitable farms got only $21,14 an acre and at the same time had higher expenses
an acre than the more profitable farms.
Early Bird G-ets The Axe And Flocks Lose Vitality
Too often the early bird gets the axe, a practice which is sapping the
vigor and vitality of Illinois poultry flocks and thereby cutting down their money-
making power, according to H. H. Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"What happens to the spring cockerels which grow the quickest those which
weigh two to three pounds before most of the flock weigh. near that much?", Alp
questions by way of bringing the problem home to poultrymen. "Usually they are sold.
All too frequently, the most promising young cockerels are sold as broilers because
they are the ones which grow the quickest. They are the ones which should be saved
for breeding cockerels because they have natural vigor and vitality. The slower
developing birds often save their necks and later may find their way into the breed-
ing pens all because they were not ready to be sold as broilers along with those
which grew faster. Thus, vigor often is lacking in many of the males which are saved
as breeders. "Poultry raisers who are saving breeding cockerels from their own
flocks would do well to select them from the early-matiiring, well-developed birds."
- M -
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Kewly-Eiscovered Poialtry Roimdworm Proves Coininon Pest
Discovered for the first time in Illinois, a rare species of poultry ro-'ond-
worm has teen found to be a rather common parasite in many farm flocks of the state,
according to an announcement hy members of the animal pathology and hygiene division
of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Routine examinations made daily in the college animal pathology laboratories
disclosed the new pest, which is a small roundworm known as capillaria. It is a type
of parasitic infestation that cannot be detected easily by superficial examination.
The mat'ore worms are slightly visible, but are buried in the lining wall of the intes-
tine and crop. This worm, like other internal parasites in fowls and other aiiimals,
produces unthriftiness, anemia, lameness, paralysis and ultimately death.
Tlie newly-discovered pest is only one more of many different tj'pes of in-
ternal parasites which contaminate farms in the middle west, it was pointed out. Bad
management is the most common cause of infestation in the case of all these pai'asites.
TTorm infestation in herds and flocks cannot be checked even by repeated use of medi-
cines, but must be attacked through sanitation and hygiene.
"Contaminated soil and water are the sources of worms in chickens, as well
as in pigs, sheep, tijrkeys, calves and colts. The most efficient results in checking
worm development can be obtained by siraplc methods of managem.ent. ¥orm remedies give
only temporary relief and if farmers really intend to control worm infestation in ani-
mals, they must realize the importance of keeping ycjng stock away from infested
ground and of st^iplying clean feed and water.
"Clean houses, clean water and clean ground are better than medicine in the
prevention of internal parasites. Rotation of pastures and plowing and cultivating
of the ground constitute the most satisfactory way of preventing the development of
wrorms. There is no medicine that will take the place of sanitation. If there was,
there would be no occasion for cities to spend large sums of money in providing sani-
tary surroundings in centers of human population. It would merely be a matter of tak-
ing a pill.
"The idea that sanitation for farm animals can be substituted for by medical
treatment is responsible for many serious losses. There are pastures in the corn belt
where the same type of animals have been raised almost constantly from the time the
prairies were settled. This has given parasitic diseases the opportunity to take
aold."
- 1.1 -
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Hail Damages Corn Worst After Plants Start To Silk
Eail storms, which damage corn more than, any other crop in Illinois, are to
be feared most when they hit the corn plants at the time they are beginning to silk.
Evidence of this has been seciired in artificial "hail storms" inflicted iip-
on corn plants by experiment station workers of the College of Agric^altiire, University
of Illinois. Insurance companies Iiave formulated apparently accurate methods for esti-
; mating damage to corn by hail. These methods are based -upon scientific reasoning and
some of them have been arrived at through experimentation. The experiment station
studies, which have been under way since 1925, were undertaken to increase the accura-
cy of estimating losses.
Hand shears were used by the experiment station workers in producing arti-
ficial hail damage. Definite percentages of the leaf area were removed at different
stages in the plant's development. This was done by taking out whole blades, by
cutting out portions of the blades and by mutilating the blades without removing any
of the tissues. Adjoining rows were left untreated to serve as a check on the harm-
fulness of the different types of injijry.
Com struck by hail at the time the plants are beginning to silk is damaged
the most because at that stage of development the functioning leaf area is at its
maximum and, furthermore, there will be no later unfolding of new leaves to replace
I
those destroyed by hail, it was explained by George H. Dungan, assistant chief in crop
production. Also at that stage the ear is in a very immature condition, he reported.
"Tlie nearer corn plants are to maturity, the less injurious is hail. In
general, the loss caused by hail is directly proportional to the percentage of leaf
area destroyed.
I "It was found in some experiments that cutting off the tip half of the
[blades hurt yields more than the loss of one side of all the blades or the removal of
half the n-umber of blades. This is significant in view of the fact that the outer
half of the blades often is most seriously injured by hail storms.
"Breaking the mid-rib of each leaf was somewhat more harmful than slitting
the blade to the mid-rib on each side. These treatments applied diiring thn early silk
stage reduced yields a little more than 20 per cent.
"Bruising of stalks and ears by liail storms caioses considerable loss, but
probably not nearly so much as the destruction of the blades."
- M -
Bven College -Bred Hogs En.joy An Old Fashioned Wallow
Hogs on the farm of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois are
all bluebloods and raised under the most approved methods, but they are not too high-
brow to enjoy the old fashioned hog wallow. In fact, says George E. Hunt, of the
college swine division, one of the most desirable pieces of equipment around any farm
hog lot these warm days is a wallow. For one thing, there is less danger from over-
heating and subsequent death when the pigs have a wallow in which they can cool off,
jhe explained.
' A wallow that has been used successfully on the college farm for several
years is a simple wooden one, 6 by 4 feet. The floor is made of inch lap and the sides
iOf planlcs 2 inches thick by 3 inches wide. If there are not enough trees arorad for
'Shade, it might be advisable to erect a wooden roof over the wallow. Putting some form
of oil in the water will keep the pigs free from lice. The oil will xloat on the sur-
,face of the water. In time it will be noticed that the pigs have carried off the oil.
lit will then be necessary to add more.
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Cites Dangers In Careless Sviying: Of Sheep This Year
rl\mdreds of rams and ewes which will he hoiigLt by Illinois fanners d-oxing
the next two or three months will need to be piirchased with care if sheep raising is
to continue to be profitable, it is pointed out by ¥. G. Kanmilade, in charge of sheep
husbandry at the College of Agricultvire, University of Illinois. This added care is
aecessarj because of the increased number of sheep in the country and the consequent
hazard in producing anything but the highest quality stuff, he explained.
"Those who have ewe flocks already established should by all means get good
rams with which to mate them. Only by so doing can a product of good q^oality be se-
cured. In some sheep raising countries the practice is to buy rams for the production
of commercial lambs at a cost equal to from five to ten times the value of the average
ewe. Tllien good rams are secured this is not an exhorbitant price and might serve as
a fair guide as to how much to pay if the sheep is a really good individual.
"Buying ewes requires an understanding of the factors which make a ewe prof-
itable. In general, the best ewes from the practical standpoint are the ones that
will produce a good percentage of lambs, nurse them well and shear good fleeces. Con-
stitution and health therefore are first essentials in the ewe. Very good mutton form
is much less important in the ewe than in the sire. While the form of the ewe is im-
portant, it is of less significance as a rule than constitution and thrift, and milk-
ing and shearing qualities.
"ITo one who is planning to raise sheep in Illinois can succeed if he fails
to get good health in his ewe flock. BTative ewes must be inspected carefully to make
sure they are not infested with internal parasites. This is one of the main i-easons
for buying western range ewes. Ewes from the range areas are likely to be free from
harmful internal parasites. All western ewes, however, are not suitable for Illinois
farmers .
"
- M -
Early Seeding Brings Threat Of Heavy Hessian-Fly Damage
Pavdred "o-j an imTisual amount of early seeding last fall, the Hessian fly,
worst insect pest of wheat, this season threatens to take a rather heavy toll in the
Illinois wheat crop, according to a report to the College of AgricuLtm-e, University
of Illinois, by W.'p. Flint, chief entomologist of the Illinois Natural History Survey.
The fly became a serious menace to the 1929 wheat crop when an unusual amount
of wheat was seeded early last fall before the recommended fly-safe dates, Flint re-
ported. This increased the overwintering brood of the insect, he explained. It was
not expected, however, that much damage would occur, because of the heavy stooling of
the wheat.
"These hopes were upset by April weather conditions. The alternating warm
and cold periods caused what was probably an unusual emergence of flies over a^ consid-
erable period of time. D-aring the early part of I&y it was possible to find^the fly
in all conditions from adults, eggs and young larvae to full-grown larvae aiid pupae.
Coming as they did over this extended period of time, a considerable number of the lar-
vae located in the second and third joints of the wheat stems, causing the breaking
over of wheat.
"Indications are that there may be rather heavy losses from the fly due to
this brealcing over of wheat as well as from the killing of stems before they attained
much growth, which is the usual fly damage."
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Present Farm Lease Evil Could Be Solved With Livestock
Illinois has 9^,650, or k2 percent, of its farms operated by tenants, and on
the majority of these farms better leases are today an -argent need, according to H. C.
M. Case, in charge of the farm organization and management department, College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
The grain share lease predominates throughout the state. Fortunately, the
advantages of the livestock sliare lease are becoming more generally recognized, he re-
ported. This is evidenced by requests for about 10,000 livestock share farm leases re-
ceived during the past ten years by the college.
"The need of general farm improvement is becoming greater each year on the
majority of rented farms. It is true that for many years the naturally rich soil of
Illinois produced large crops even though most of them were sold from the farm mader
the grain share system of leasing. Now after a century of farming, the soil has becomi
less productive and the process of continually taking from the land must be reversed.
With the slijmp in land values and fann incomes of recent years, many landlords find it
difficult to begin giving to the land.
"The experience of many men indicates that landlords may well give carefiJ.
attention to the livestock share lease. More legumes grovm on the land and kept on thi
farm to help improve the land are needed throughout the state. Most fanners are not
willing to plow them under directly because they know if they are fed to livestock the.
will get larger returns. Livestock, however, require equipment and the question is
whether or not the landlord will furnish it. Many landlords have profited by furnish-
ing modest equipment and in turn sharing in the livestock on the farm and by having thi
fertility of the land built up.
"Some farmers, to be sure, have tried the scheme and failed because some ten-
ants are not good livestock men. Many landlords have not made the venture because the:
ere afraid to trust livestock in the hands of another man. They must, however, thrust
their land in the hands of another man, and, judging from past experience, there shoulc
not be much greater risk in trusting the other man to handle the livestock. The use of
good but not too expensive livestock is a move toward more profitable farming.
"When the right landlord and tenant get together the possibility of a larger
farm income over an average of years is pretty well assured. Many tenants who have liad
but little experience with livestock become good livestock producers, if they are given
the opportunity and have the help of a well-informed land owner.
"
McHenry County Cow First To Finish For Butterfat Hono rs
With the race only at the halfway stage, a purebred Holstein cow owned by Ma^,
wood Farm, Hebron, has come under the wire to win the first official gold medal and me..
bership of the year in the Illinois 500-Pound Butterfat Cow Club, .according to the
standing of the entries just announced by C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist at t.
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural E.\tension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Little Things Weigh leavfest_ In Producing Q:aa,lit.v Milk
Little things well done at the proper tine will go farther toward producing
high-quality milk than all the "beaut iful harns and fancy equipiiient that the da.ir^^an
can "buy, Judging from a list of pointers just piiblished hy the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois in a new circular, "Producing Eigh-Quality Milk."
Demand for milk of high quality is steadily increasing and the dairjiuan who
learns how to produce it is certain to profit, according to M. J. Prucha, chief in dairy
bacteriology, and author of the new publication.
All there is to the production of high-quality milk is: (l) clean hams,
clean milk houses, clean milker and clean and healtl^ cows; (2) proper cashing and ef-
fective sterilization of all utensils, and (3) prompt cooling of the milk to 60 degrees
Fahrenheit or lower and keeping it at that temperature until delivered.
Bacteria are the cause of deterioration in milk and hence must he controlled
if high-grade milk is to he produced. They must he kept out of the milk so far as pos-
sible and then those that do get in must he kept from multiplying. Bacteria and dirt
are not the same thing, hut dirt usually harhors large numhers of hacteria, especially
the kind of dirt that is found on the cow's coat.
As dairy utensils are handled today, they are hy far the most important
jBOtirce of hacteria in milk. Dirty cows add many hacteria, dirty hams will add some
mre, hut these additions are small in conroarison with what comes from the utensils.
Every utensil that has a stale smell, no matter how well it was once cleaned and ster-
jilized may add millions of hacteria.
Different kinds of chemical sterilizers, the drying of utensils in the air
iand sun, the importance of rinsing the utensils Just before using, proper care of milk-
ling machines and the necessity of cooling milk quickly and thoroughly are among other
,points discussed in the circular. It is K"o. 3^41 and may be obtained t^jon request to
ithe college.
- M -
g^ Illinois Farmers Trimming Erpenses By Feeding Sheaf Oat^
» More and more Illinois horsemen and cattle feeders have been trimming ejcpenses
'Is recent years by feeding sheaf oats, it is reported by E. T. Eobbins, livestock ex-
tension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This ^ is
^
cheaper than going to the expense of threshing the oats and then feeding the grain in
the feed box and the straw in the manger, he pointed out.
"Sheaf oats are now used largely at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois for feeding horses and growing colts. Cattlemen scattered over the state re-
Iport good success ;dth sheaf oats, especially in starting cattle on feed and in feeding
1 stock cattle and calves. Sheaf oats and alfalfa or clover hay make a fine combination
I
of roughages to use with corn for cattle.
"The return to this simple plan of feeding was started a few years ago by
J. L. Edmonds and C. i7. Crawford, of the college animal husbandry department. They
solved the rat and mouse problem easily by using hydrated lime. This is scattered over
I the successive layers of sheaves as they are put in the bam lot. About seven or eignt
ipounds of hydrated lime are used for each ton of sheaf oats. The lime is
shaken off
jenovgh in the feeding of the oats so that no injury is done to tne stock. Another aid
' in keeping rats and mice away is to leave a little space between the sheaf
oats and tne
Uam wall or any other straw or hay stored in the same loft."
- M -
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Bushel Hot Alwavs Bush-el In Settling
;,
Up T"nresliin.-~ La'bor
Trlrlaen is a bushel not a "bushel? TTlien la'bor differences among members of a
threshing ring are being settled on the bushel basis, ansv-crs R. C. Soss, of the farm
)rg£Uiization and laanagement department, College of Agricu).ture, University of Illinois.
Jefore any fair settlement can be made on this basis, the bushels of the various kinds
)f grain threshed must be converted to a common unit because of variations in the busli-
}1 weights and yields, Oats are taken as the standard, because they generally have
the largest acreage. A bushel of wheat or a bushel and a half of barley is considered
;he same as two bushels of oats.
"The number of bushels of oats or its equivalent as thus determined is divid-
3d by the total number of men furnished by all the members of the ring. A member who
burnished one man for the season would be exactly even vdth the ring if the ring
threshed the average number of bushels for him. If less than this average were threshed
'or him, the ring would owe him for the difference and if more bushels were threshed he
TOVild owe the ring for the excess. Per a member who fxirnished two men the same oy^e of
settlement would be used, but the average number of bushels would be multiplied by two
to form the basis of settlement.
"With the debits sind credits in bushels of grain determined, the nest step is
;o set a rate per bushel of grain which will distribute the expenses in a fair way.
The total hours of threshing tine for the season is multiplied by the total nuiriber of
nen furnished to get the man hours of threshing. This in turn is multiplied by a fair
lourly labor rate, such as 30 cents an hour. This total labor value is divided by the
mshels threshed to determine the rate per bushel. Credits or debits for each member
ire then figured by applying this bushel rate to the debits and credits in bushels as
previously determined. The settlement is made throu^ a treasurer selected by the ring,
if the members of the ring decide to consider horse labor, trudc use or meals furnished,
these should also be recorded and a reasonable rate agreed upon for each. Illustrations
of how the settlement is worked out may be secured by writing to the College of Agri-
:ulture.
"
i
Electric Refrigerator Runs On What Ice Usually Costs
Operating an electric refrigerator will cost the farmer no more than_ the ice
for an ordinary ice box on the farm, according to studies made by the farm mechanics
iepartment of the College of Agric^alture , University of Illinois on ten refrigerators
in county farm homes. The big difference is in the greater investment in the electri-
cal outfit.
'HP "Already the electrical refrigerator is getting to be a popular means of farm
refrigeration where electricity is available," said E. W. Lehmann, head of the college
farm mechanics department. Studies made on the ten refrigerators here in Chan^aign
coxinty show an average electrical energy consumption of 56. 1 kilowatt hours a month for
each of them during the months of April to September, inclusive. TOiat the cost of oper-
ation will be, of course, will depend on the cost of electric energy.
iWf "The outstanding advantage of an electric refrigerator in the farm home is
'that it saves the time ordinarily required in going after ice for the ice box. On the
general farm from which cream is sold and on which only a small amount is produced eacn
day, the electric refrigerator has a decided advantage in making it possible to store
'&e cre?.m for several days without its souring until enough has acc-omulated for
deliv-
lery. Sweet cream commnds a better price than sour cream. This added income itsexi
nay cover the additional expense of owning and operating an electric refrigerator.
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Illinois ' Best Farmers Not "Wizards" On Some Specialty
Contrary to what might be expected, Illinois ' most successful farmers are
those who are doing fairly well in every phase of a well-balanced business, rather
than those who are especially successful at one point while slighting others. This is
set forth in a new b^olletin, "Organizing the Corn Belt Fam for Profitable Production",
just been issued by the College of Agricxilture, University of Illinois. 3.eco;jmenda-
tions made in the new publication are based on studies of farms in east-central Illi-
nois. E. C. M. Case, head of the farm organization and management department, and
R. H. Wilcox and H. A. Berg, members of the department, are authors of the bulletin.
Tlie first step in developing a good farm plan is to keep an adequate system
of records to use as a basis for analyzing the business, according to the authors of
the biilletin. The college's Illinois farm account book, developed out of th.e experi-
ence of many hundreds of farmers throughout the state, is available to aay farmer in
Illinois who desires it, the piiblication points out.
Another thing, according to the bulletin, that is basic to developing a good
system of farming is a definite plan for handling the soil. Reduced producing; power
of the land on most Illinois farms calls for a better system of soil management than
has been practiced in the past. There are two sovLTces of information that Trill be es-
pecially helpful to Illinois farmers in deciding upon the best soil treatments for
their farms. One is the recorded yields of the experiment fields maintained by col-
lege on different types of soil throijghout the state and the other is the iiaformation
obtained through the Illinois soil survey.
Other factors T3hich the bulletin discusses as being necessary for profitable
( systems of farming are including higher profit crops in rotations, using labor, power
and equipment to best advantage, balancing crop and livestock production, planning a
large volume of business, adjtisting production to meet changing market conditions,
fitting the field system to the cropping plan, planning the farmstead, planning for
new improvements and equipment, and financial considerations,
- 1! -
Tests Favoring Intermediate Swine Reported In Circular
Arguments on the long-debated question of swine types for the corn-belt pork
producer were settled in favor of the intermediate type of hog over four other types
conipared in a long series of investigations by the experiment station of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. A new circ-olar, "Type in Swine as Related to
Rate and Sconomy of Gain and Quality of Pork", has just been issued by the institution
to report the essential findings that are of more popular interest. The new publica-
tion is an abstract of three technical bulletins on swine type previously published
by the college. Authors of the new publication are Sleeter Bull, associate chief in
meats, and IF. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry.
- M -
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Big Need Seen For Fairer Rates In Combine Harvesting
Increasing ntanbers of combined harvester-threshers in Illinois and their
wide use for custom work have brought to the front the unfairness frequently suffered
by customers and combine owners alike as a result of wide variations in methods of
chaxging and in amo-onts charged, according to H. C. Ross, of the farm organization and
management department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Tlae three
methods most widely used are a fixed rate an acre for each kind of grain, a fixed rate
a bushel, or a comhined hushel and acre rate.
"The latter method seems to be the most practical. It is sometimes called
a cutting and threshing rate, the acre rate covering the cutting and the oushel rate
the threshing. On this "basis, the bushel, or threshing, rate frequently has been the
same as the customary threshing rate where stationary machines are used. The cutting,
or acre, part of the charge has varied from $1.25 to $2 an acre. This basis guaran-
tees the comibine owner against loss when yields are low and pays him more when yields
are good. From the customer's stajadpoint, this method varies with his yield and
therefore with the benefit secured and with his ability to pay.
"A second method of charging for custom work is the acre rate. In 1927 the
rate on wheat varied from $2 to $5 an acre. From the customer's standpoint this meth-
od often is unfair, since it is evidently worth more to have a 25-bushel crop of wheat
harvested than a 15-bushel crop. SimilaJ" variations occurred with other crops.
"TJhen charges have been made on the bushel basis, the rate usually lias been
15 cents for wheat and 20 or 25 cents for soybeans. One field of wheat charged in
this way yielded but 6 l/3 bushels. The 95 cents an acre which the combine owner re-
ceived left him to pocket a considerable loss. In another case, harvesting soybeans
with a SO-bushel yield amounted to $7.50 an acre, which was unfair to the customer.
Thus, because of varying yields, the b-oshel basis may be aii v:\sat i^iractory method of
charging for custom work."
- M -
Simtjle Accounts Making Better Business Man Of Farmer
Illinois farmers are fast becoming better business men, judging from the
fourfold increase during the past five years in the n-omber using the simple farm ac-
counting service developed by the farm organization and management department of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. This year, more than 2,500 farmers
of the state are making use of the service, it is reported by R. R. Hudelson, exten-
sion specialist of the department. Majtiy account-keeping farmers have added from $500
to $2,000 to their annual net incomes during the 14 years that the college has of-
fered the accounting service.
"The accotuiting service is something more than a set of books and records.
Each of the more than 2,500 farmers is being visited during the summer by some member
of the farm management department. At the close of the year each of these farm oper-
ators will be visited again at which time his accounts will be checked in for analysis
of the year's business. About 1,500 of the 2,500 farmers who are being visited this
summer are those who completed accounts for 192S. For these individuals, the visit is
especially for the purpose of returning the report and making the analysis of last
year's business. Each account is set ijp in comparison with the average acco-i.it of all
the farmers completing accounts in the same co\mty for the same year. It also is com-
pared with those farms vdiich liave proved most profitable.
- M -
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Careless Harvesting Swells Toll Taker. By Peach Brown Rot
^
Eighty per cent of the brovm rot, which takes such a heavy toll of peach
growers' profits every year, is caused by rough handling of the fruit during harvest-
ing, it is estimated hy Dr. H. ¥. Anderson, associate chief of pomological pathology
at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
G-rowers probably would exercise closer guard against the disease if they
could see the result of careless handling of the fruit. It takes from three days to a
week for the brown rot to appear after infection and by that time the fruit is either
in transit or on the market. However, the grower suffers just the same, because the
consignee docks the grower when he discovers the amount of brown rot in the shipment.
"Much of the brown rot infection at harvest time can be prevented by follow-
ing a definite sanitary program, but much depends upon caref-ul supervision by the
grower or the man in charge of harvesting. Fingernails of pickers and all those
handling the fruit should be kept short, pads shcald be put in the picking baskets,
careless pickers who throw fruit at the basket instead of laying it down gently should
be warned or dischaxged, collecting baskets should not be filled too full, collecting
and packing baskets should be examined for projecting nails or, better, cardboard lin-
ers should be used, grading machines where used should be carefully padded aiid no
dropping of fruit more than two or three inches should be allowed, wagons or trucks
used for hauling should be provided with good springs, roads about the packing shed
and to the point of shipment should be dragged and kept smooth during hauling and all
soft and rotting fruit should be removed promptly from the vicinity of the packing
shed.
"Some growers are equipping their grading machines with dusting appliances
so that a stream of sulphur dust is blo\7n on the fruit as it passes over the grader.
It also is a good plan to dust or spray the fruit just previous to harvesting so that
a coating of sulphur will be on the fruit at harvesting time, llo spray or dust which
is visible should be used for this purpose. A pure sulphur dust applied evenly and
lightly or a spray of wettable sulph^Jir containing no lime should be used.
"The time between harvesting and cooling should be shortened as much as pos-
sible and the fruit cooled as rapidly as possible after it is put in the car. Adding
salt to the ice in the bunkers is a good practice. The grower or buyer should insist
that the fruit be kept at the lowest possible temperature in transit and that if pos-
sible salt be used again when the cars are iced."
Heavy-Pulling Teams To Fight It Out In Big State Contest
Long debated and often discussed, the old controversy as to who has the best
ptaiing team of horses in the state is expected to be settled in a state pulling con-
test to be held this year for the first time in connection with the Illinois State
Fair, August 17 to 24. There will be classes for both light and heavy teams aiid first,
second and third prizes of $100, $50 and $25 in each class. In addition to the state
fair contest, there will be seven others at district and county fairs, it was an-
nounced by 3. T. Hobbins, livestock extension specialist of the college, who has
charge of the events.
Dates for the contests at county and district fairs were announced as: Dan-
ville, August 26; Peoria, Aug^ist 27; Taylorville, Augiast 31; Quincy, September 3 and
4; Jerseyville, September 6, Tuscola, September 13, and Henry. September 17 or 20.
- M -
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"Horrible" Grox) System Yields Well With Aid Of Legume
Talcing a "iiorritle example" of a cropping system, the College of Agriculture;
University of Illinois, has maintained an average yield of 63 bushels of corn a:: acre
ty introducing the famous soil-building legume, sweet clover, into the rotation and
treating the land witli manure, limestone and jphosphorus. This hes been done on the
historic Morrow plots, America's oldest soil experiment plots. The case is cited by
Dr. L. k. Smith, chief in ch^^.rge of publications of the soil survey, as proof that
shorter crop rotations which permit the frequent introduction of legumes usually are
tetter adapted for building up poor soils tlian are longer rotations.
"Short rotations can be arranged in which legumes appear on the land for at
least a part of the season every year. It is even ^jossible to arrange a two-year sys-
tem of grain farming that fulfills this condition.
"The well-known rotation of com and oats has long been cited as the 'hor^
jrible example" of a cropping system vinder whidi thousands of corn belt farms are bead-
ed toward ruination. But with the advent of sweet clover, that great soil restorer,
a good corn-oats rotation becomes a practical jossibility. In this system, sweet
clover is sown with the oats, pastured in the fall and following spring if so desired
and then plowed down in preparation for corn.
"On the Morrow plots where the land has received manure, limestone and phos-
phorus, an average yield of 03 bushels of corn an acre is being maintained under this
two-year system of grain cropping.
"Although oats are mentioned in this ct^se, u.s a matter of fact by dividing
the land devoted to small grain the farmer could grow oats and wheat simultaneously,
thus providing a three-crop system in a two-year cycle."
LaSalle And Bureau Counties Win State Judging Titles
A team of three boys from LaSalle county' captured the state championsliip in
fat stock judging, while a Bureau county trio won the honors in dairy cattle judging
in the annual Illinois judging contest for k~E club members held Au^^ust 5 ^y 'the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The LaSalle team \ra,s composed of
Herman Eupp , Leland; Russell Stockley; Earlville , and itolph Swift, Tonica . and was
coached by L. C. Cunningham, assistant farm adviser. Members of the winning dairy
team were Lloyd Espel , Clyde Conley and Loren Hoge , all of Walnut. C. M. Hatland,
local U-H club leader, coached the team. Approxiiii tely 200 club members competed.
The LaSalle county team outscored 33 ot-ier county teams to win a $50 aw^.rd
and the right to re:)resent the state in a national contest to be held in connection
with the next Chic.-'.go International Livestock Ex^josition. Bureau county's team out-
pointed 23 other county teams in the dairy division to earn $50 and the right of carry-
ing Illinois' banner in a national contest to be aeld in connection with the next
National Dairy Show at St. Louis.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural E.'cteusion Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Poem Sounds Farm Flappers' Revolt Against Water Carrying
Another marriage revolt has "broken out among the "moderns" of the ycunger
generation. Ha.ving seen their grandmothers grow prematurely old under the drudgery
of carrying water from the well to the house, farm flappers of today have swox-n off
of wedding "bells until they see the \vater rionning from faucets in their future love
nests.
At least th t is the sentiment expressed xn a poon just v/ritten "by a Chany-
paign co-unty farm woman, Mrs. Emma Busch Lange. The poom was inspired by the Ccimpaign
which the College of Agriculture. University of Illincic is carrying on in cooperation
with the interested agencies for running water in every farm and small town home.
Tile complete poem, which is entitled, "Wlien (Jranny Brought The Water Up"
,
follows:
My Granny was as sweet as any girl, I guess,
Wlien Grandpop asked her for her hand and she gave him her yes.
I've heard the folks a-telling how, 'waj"" "back in eighty-three ,
He brouglit her to his "brand new farm, as proud as he could "be.
Now Grandpop, his ambition was to raise a lot of stock.
And so he built a fine big barn away about a block.
I thiiik he did just right, there's where it ou^it to be,
And when they sounded round the bam, they struck a spring, you see.
Of course, he'd liave another well- up somewh-ere near the home;
He told the men he'd send them word on just \iiat day to come.
But things 1^*0 1 pretty busy with the plowing all to do
,
And the planning and the planting, £.nd the stoclc a-coming too.
Well, Granny she was young and brave and proud she wasn't frail.
She said she didn't mind the stroll nor carryin' the pail
And she never nade a murmur, when dry so oft her cup.
But faithfully and patiently she brotight the water up.
So on went spring and summer, and then bleak winter came
,
When I'm sure the pail was heavy, with a distant well to blame.
And then came Uncle William, and Dad, and Aunty Lou,
And all the other children, there was lots of work to do.
My Granny she was very neat a- scrubbing up her floors,
And washing all her baby things and doing other chores.
Water for this and water for that; she used up many a pail
Till night time foxmd her weary from treadir^ the beaten trail.
Now I was but a little tot when Granny was so frail
,
Slie ivas old and bent before her day from lugging that water pail.
Folks say she'd be here v;ith txs now and happiness her cup.
If slie iiadn't spent so much of life a-bringing water up.
My Dad, he drove a well right close to the kitchen door.
He proudly said, "His women folks slian't work so liard no more."
But sister has informed us she'll take no faiuier spouse
Till she sees the water nanning from the faucet in the house.
- M -
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Picking Five gpecimens Alike St-umDsJrvdt Exhibitors
Any fruit grower who can do the seemingly easy thing of picking out five
^ specimens all alike lias a better than even ch£.nce of capt-uring the blue ribbons at
coQinj^ county, district iind state fairs, judgiiiti from a list of pointers given oy
R. S. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist c\t the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
This problem of uniformity is the stuiabling block for most fruit exhibitors,
he says. To get five specimens each the counterp^-rt of all the others takes a degree
of skill possessed only by a few growers after loiig practice.
"The score card adopted by the American Society of Iiorticaltural Science
and which should be kept ia mind while selectiiig specimens allots I5 per coat each to
form and size, 30 pei" cent each to color and uniformity and 3O per cent to condition.
"Form means thjt which is typical of the variety. Size refers to the most
acceptable size in the iiis.rket , such as 3 *o 32 inches for Arkansas apples, 2 3A to
3 1A inches for Ben Davis , Srimes and Jonathans cUid 3 1A to 3 3A for Northwestern
Greening. Oversized specimens are not well colored and should be avoided.
"Color should be high in red varieties; waile yellow and russet varieties
should be true to tyoe. Unifomaity is where most exLiibitors need to put more atten-
tion. Condition relates to the general physical condition of the fruit and its free-
dom from blemishes. The fruit sliould be firm and not flabby. Some judges disqualify
fmiit showing codling moth or scale blemishes.
"When fruit is being picked for exhibition purposes, care mu=;t be used so
that it is not bruised or the stems broken. Im^iiediately after being picked, the ijruit
shoiild be wrapped carefull' and put in cold storage,"
- M ~
Carbon Bisulphide Sto-3s Lami Destruction B.v Pesky Ants
This season of the year brings many complaints of injury to lawns by ants
which throw up their small hills or nest piles in the grass, 17. P. Flint, chief ento-
mologist of the Illinois State Natural Historj'' Survey, has reported to the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Once having located the ants' hill it is a con^jaratitely easy matter to
clean them out by making a number of small holes in the groiond about the hill and
pouring into each of the holes about a tablespoonful of carbon bisulphide. For the
smaller species of ants, the holes punched in tae hills should be about 12 inches
deep and two or three holes should be made, one down tne main entrance and the others
four to six inches away. This usually is all txiat is needed.
"For the large black ants the holes should be a quarter of an inch in diam-
eter and from I5 to 20 inches deep. In all c^.sos the carbon bisulphide should be
poured into the 3.aoles aiid the nest covered with a piece of canvas or old blanket or
other covering v;hich will help to hold in the fumes. As carbon bisulphide is approx-
iiiB-tely five times as heavj^ as air, its action is mainly downward and the covering
over the nest does not need to be tight.
"In using this method of ant control, it should be borne in mind that carbon
bisulphide is highly inflainmable and explosive when mixed with air. One must not
smoke while using the material and must take everj'' precaution tlia.t no fire or sparks
come in contact with the gas. Carbon bisulphide can be bought from nearly any dru.g
store in the form of a slightly yellow, foul-smelling liquid. The price should be not
more tlian 5O to 75 cents a xoound. "
AGRICULTUHAL LIBRARY
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Ship-ping Losses Solved By Trailing Fruit Cars To ?jlarket
After trailing eight fruit refrigerator cars from orchard to market, the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois I'^as solved some of the refrigeration
and handling prohlems v.hich in the past have cost grovrers heavy losses because of
fruit arriving in the inarkets overripe or deca^'ed. Results of the studies, T/hicli
were begun in I926, are reported in a new bulletin, "Observations on the Refrigeration
of Some Illinois Fruits in Transit", just issued by the college.
Findings made in the studies are summarized as follows by J W. Lloyd and
H. M. Newell , authors of the new bulletin:
1. Floor racks improved to some extent the rate of cooling in a refrigerator
car loaded with peaches and caused greater uniformity of refrigeration tliroughcut the
load.
2. Peaches loaded in refrigerator cars at relatively low temperatures and
shipped under standard refrigeration reached safe carrying temperatures sooner than
peaches loaded at higher ten^peratures and shipped under standard refrigeration with
2 per cent salt added to the bunker ice at initial icing and at all re-icings. Salt
increased to some extent the rate of refrigeration within the car. However, precau-
tions taken to insure the fruit being as cool as possible when placed in the car are
of more benefit in fruit transportation than any amount of salt that can safely be
added to the bunker ice.
3. Two per cent of salt added to the bunker ice at the initial icing sev-
eral hours before loading proved more beneficial in improving the refrigeration of
peaches tlian did 2 per cent of salt added to the ice after loading was conrpleted.
U. Floor racks were more beneficial in refrigerating strawberries in transit
than 2 per' cen-': yZ s<-.lt ?.d:.ed t:- t:.ie bunker, ice - t lOci-dini time aad e.^ all re-icir.sSil;
5. Bua'iel baskets of fr.-.it lcj;,ded four layers "xigh £c.-:rdipg to tl.e eudr-
to-end offset system of loading refrigerated very slowly, especially in the top layer,
under normal shipping conditions. Poor circulation throughout the load was the chief
cause of inefficient refrigeration.
,
Fruit in packages which allowed good air circulation around the fruit itseli
and rapid air movement throughout the entire load cooled more rapidly than fruit in
tight paclcages loaded so that the air circulated with difficulty tlirough the load.
6. Electrically driven fans used to increase the rate of air circulation
in a refrigerator car loaded with peaches improved refrigeration.
- M -
mioever coined the phrase, "bring home the bacon", knew his pork cuts,
judging from a new bulletin just issued by the College of Agriculture, Universxty
of Illinois. Bacon is the most expensive of all the dozen wholesale
cuts of por^,
both on the basis of lean meat and on the basis of edible meat which it
contains
according to the authors of the bi^letin, Sleeter Bull and J H
Longwell, of the
college meats division. "Relative Economy of the Various Cuts of
Pork", is the
title of the new publication.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumfoud, Director.
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Cultivated Orchards Need Cover Crops lo Z-.c"- "J--' Fertilizers
Although a great boon to the fruit industry, the use of quick acting nitro-
genous comiiercial fertilizers may actually deplete orchard fertility unless the fr-ait
grower recognizes the limitations of such fertilizers and plans his soil program ac-
cordingly, says v. W. Kelley, of the pomology division, College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. One of the things that must be done in cultivated orchp.rds is
the growing of cover crops to keep up the humus supply of the soil.
"A cover crop is one sown in late suii^Tier usually at the conclusion of culti-
vation to occ'opy the land during the fall and winter until cultivation is resimed in
the spring. In addition to maintaining or increasing the humus content of the soil,
cover crops prevent the le-ching of soluble nutrients liberated by bacterial action
during the later sumir.er and fall. They also lessen destructive erosion so corrmon on
orchard slopes. Itey^'ive the roots some protection from low temperatures d-oring the
winter and they help the tree mature its wood by competing with it for m.oisture and
nutrients when fall rains tend to force a Ipter succulent growth, especially on young
trees.
"Plants best adapted for cover cropping in the middle west include oats, ccj?-
peas, soybeans and buckwheat. All of these crops make rapid growth during the late
summer and fall but do not live throijgh the winter to compete with the trees in early
spring. Zye is not considered a good crop because of overwintering and extremely
early spring growth. Some orchardists let the natural growth of grass :rnd weeds come
up in late summer and fall to provide a cover for winter, but such a growth often is
not uniform in distribution -:>nd frequently does not grow higii enough to provide much
organic matter when returned to the soil."
Heavy Losses Of Grain Prevented 3y Ridding Bins Of Insects
More than the usual precautions will have to be taken against grainary in-
sects if heavy losses are to be avoided in the thousands of bushels of Illinois grain
now going into ordinary storage bins on the farm, J. H. Bigger, assistant entomologist
of the Illinois State iTatural History Survey, has advised the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
"Before any new grain is stored, the bin m^ust be cleaned thoroioghly. Ordina-
ry cleaning will not remove the insects present. The bin must be very thoroughly
swept or brushed in such a way as to remove all the grain and dust. Particular atten-
tion should be paid to the cracks between boards and to corners and angles. It is in
these places that the insects and their eggs harbor and hence these are the sources
from which newly stored grain is infested. Better than sweeping or brushing would be
to scrub the bin with some such cleaning substance as hot lye water or strong soap
suds. In order to avoid infestations from the outside after grain is stored, the
bin should be closed as tightly as possible without s.hutting off air circulation.
"Grain that is to be used for seed may be protected from insects by stirring
.. into it a mixture of lime and crude creosote. To treat 25 bushels of seed wheat mix
2 pounds of creosote into 114 pounds of hydrated lime -uid then stir this mixture
thoroughly into the grain or spread it in the bin as the grain is put in. Grain
treated this -.vay will not be fit for consumption and should not be fed or sold for
anything but seed."
I
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Field Tests Prove Southern Illinois Can Produce Alfalfa
I*" Alfalfa hay yields of two or more tons an axre produced on southern Illinois
soil experiment fields show what this valuable legume will do in that section of the
state when it is given the right conditions, it is reported hy C. J. Badger, associate
in soil experiment fields at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
On the Carlinville field a mixture of alfalfa and red clover made an annual
average of four and a half tons of hay an acre over a period of four years when the
land was treated with manure, limestone and rock phosphate. The yield was "but two
tons an acre on the same field when the land was treated only with manure and lime-
stone. On the Enfield field six consecutive crops cf alfalfa made a yearly average
of one and a half tons £in acre viien the land was treated with manure, limestone, rock
phosphate and potassium. The annual yield at Unionville averaged two and a half tons
an acre over a period of four years when the land was treated with manure, limestone
and rock phosphate.
At hoth Carlinville, and Enfield, the variety South Dakota No. 12 has heen
leading in variety trials with South Dakota Grimm next. Other essentials to success-
ful alfalfa production, in addition to the use of a suitable variety, are drainage,
a sweet limed soil, plenty of organic matter, presence in the soil of phosphorus
and potassium and inoculation of the seed. At least 12 to 15 pounds an acre of well
inoculated seed should be sown.
Good stands have teen secured "both "by spring seeding with a light oat seed-
ing as a nurse crop and by seeding in late sumer about the middle of August. Alfalfa
may be seeded very shallow by drill or broadcast and harrowed or rolled to cover.
Alfalfa may well be worked into a good crop rotation as a legume hay. A
good rotation is corn, oats 'Alth alfalfa seeded in it for hay the next year and then
wheat. It may be used as part of a legume mixture or it may be seeded in conjunction
with red clover for hay. Another rotation in which it may be used is com , oats
and who£.t with alfalfa seeded in the wheat in the spring for an alfalfa hay crop the
next year.
- M -
Worms More 1!7idespread Than Any Other Costly Poultry Trouble
More widespread than any other disease, worm infestation is taking a heavy
toll on poultry profits every year on Illinois farms, according to a new circular,
"Prevention of Intestinal "STorms in Chickens", Just issued by the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois.
Clean houses, clean feed, pure water, clean ground as provided by the double
yarding system and the placing of yoting chicks on new grovmd are reliable meas"dres in
preventing worms and other diseases in fowls, the circular recommends. It was prepar-
ed by Robert Graham, chief in animal pathology and hygiene, and E. C. McCulloch, for-
merly a member of the division.
Tapeworms and roundworms the two general types of intestinal worms, are
described and illustrated in the circular. Details also are given on their life his-
tories and the nature of the injuiy vdaich they cause.
House sanitation, cleaji brooder houses, clean feed and water, clean ranges
and annual flock tests are all discussed in detail as essential factors in poultry
sanitation. The circular admits the limitations of medicines in controlling worm in-
festations and points out that if medicinal remedies seem advisable they should be used
as prescribed by local veti'-iarians.
nSSS I'JOOH
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2,000 Illinois Farmers Study Books ?or Profit Pointers
While tile new federal farm "board lias "been lidding iveighty sessions to iron
out some of the farmer's troubles, Illinois farmers aave been doing a little figuring
of their own. That is, 2,000 or more of them h:.ve been digging in to find out hov; they
can "bolster their individual businesses. These 2,000 or more farmers, scattered through
80 counties of the state ^ are those enrolled in the farm accounting project of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. During the past three months every one
of these farmers lias been visited by a representative of the college farm organization
and management department. The visits were rnade for the purpose of returning the final
audit on last year's business and going over each farmer's accounts for this year.
Although visited during one of the busiest seasons of the year, the farmers
were more tlia.n willing to sit down on a plow frame or oats b-undle and go over the
strong and weak: points of their 192S business as reflected in the final report on their
accounts, according to R. R. Hudelson, extension specialist in fram organization and
management.
Each of the 2,000 or more farmers had previously had his 192S account book
returned to him all closed and analyzed for the year. This gave him a basis for ques-
tions as to how the account was figured or why the results v.'ere as indicated in the
book. He also had received a notice as to the day and hour when the college specialist
would arrive with the final report . or audit.
This report not only gave each farmer a more complete analysis of his own ac-
counts but also liad his figures set up in parallel col-umns with the average figures for
all account-keeping farmers in the coxmty or district .nd witn the average figures for
the most aoid least profitable farms. Thus each farmer had a practical standard by which
to measure his own records against what his neighbor had done under the same conditions
of weiLther and price. Individual figures, of course, are treated as strictly confiden-
tial and divulged only to the farm operator to whom they belong.
Nothing like union hours were observed by the three college specialists in
making the visits to the 2,000 farms. In order to make the rounds in the short space
of three months they liad to average IJ,^ farms a day. An average day's drive in a county
was about 100 miles not including the time necessary in driving to and from the county.
The average farm, visit took ahout 3O minutes to explain the significant features of the
individual record and answer such ouestions as the farmer might have concerning his ac-
count or its application to the improvement of iiis "business.
I
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Ml'mporu, Director.
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Fall Clipping; Adds Fifth To Yield Of Clover Hay And Seed
I
-
Tested out for six years, the fall clipping of red clover has led to such
marked increases in the yield of hay and seed the following year that the practice can
be recommended to Illinois farmers, according to J. J. Pieper, assistant chief in crop
production at the College of Agricultvire , University of Illinois.
"One caution should he followed, however, and that is that the clipping
should not be done late in the season. There is every reason to believe that this vdll
result in a good deal of winter-killing of the red clover. The same applies to pas-
turing the crop late in the fall.
"Ihiring the six years of the tests by the college, fall clipping hoosted the
yield of hay an average of about 20 per cent and the yield of seed about 30 per cent.
Some years the clipped clover yielded as much a s 50 per cent more seed than the un-
dipped. Increased yields of hay as a res^olt of clipping have in some cases been small.
jln 1927, however, clipping swelled the yield of hay 50 per cent.
"The clipping is done high and in all years except one the clippings were
left on the field. There is a strong tenrptation to make a hay crop from a fine stand
of clover, but there is too much danger of winter-killing if this is done.
"Time of clipping has varied from the first to the tenth of September. Up
to the present time very little difference has been noticed as a result of time of
cutting.
^^r "In general, weeds in the clover hay and seed the second year have been re-
jduced materially by the fall clipping. On the average, there has been about one-third
(less weeds in the hay where the clover has been cut in the fall.
"Just why fall clipping of red clover increases the yield of hay and seed and
whether or not it will do the same thing with alsike, mammoth and sweet clover that it
does with red are questions still to be answered,"
I
Warns Against Outbreaks Of G-rasshoppers In Legumes Fields
Scattered outbreaks of grasshoppers may be expected in clover, alfalfa and
soybean fields, in view of the fact that this has been a favorable season for these
pests, according to a warning sent to the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois
by J H. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
Some damage may be done to com, but if the hoppers are kept out of adjacent fields
this should not be severe, he said.
1^ "Grasshoppers appearing in damaging numbers may be controlled by use of
poison bait. This is made of 25 pounds of wheat bran, 1 pound of Paris green, 2 quarts
of black strap or other cheap, strong molasses and about 3 gallons of water. The bran
and poison are mixed thoroughly together. Part of the water is added to the molasses
and this stirred into the bran-poison mixture until it is thoroughly distributed. Then
enough water is added to make a stiff mash, one that will ball up in the hand but will
crumble v/hen scattered.
iW urphe bait is broadcast over the field where the hoppers are feeding. It
should be spread over the field at the rate of eight to ten pounds an acre in the morn-
ing before the insects begin to feed so that it will be fresh and attractive when they ..
axe still hungry."
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Early-Cut Hay Is Better Milk Producer Than Late-Cut One
Early-cut hay is far more valioable for dairy cows than late-cut , according to
I
a list of pointers on q-uality hay issued hy Dr. W. B. Nevens , assistant chief in dairy
cattle feeding at the College of Agriculture j University of Illinois. Eay allowed to
become very mature before harvest develops a large amount of f iter which lowers its
protein content and digestihility. Care must "be exercised, however, not to injure the
^jgrowth of the crop "by too early or too frequent cutting.
"Every livestock man wants hay with high feeding value, hut for dairy cows,
especially, the hest hay is needed. Since profits in milk production depend upon high
yield per cow, dairymen can not afford to let their Mgh-preducing cows fill up on low-
' grade materials which have little nutritive value. Eeeding is closely related to qiaal-
ity. In high-quality hay most of the leaves and the green color which the crop had
when cut are retained. The hay retains also some of the natiiral aroma of new-made hay.
In the legume hays particularly, the presence of a large proportion of leaves means
good feeding value since the leaves contain two to three times as much protein and lime
as the stems. A large amount of green color assiires the feeder that the nutrients
have not been leached out by heavy dews gind rains and that the hay is likely to be pal-
atable. The natToral aroma is associated with palatability , and high palatability, in
t^orn, means greater or more ready consuniption as well as stinrulation of the digestive
process.
"Mold in hay not only lowers its palatability but also may cause digestive
disorders and other troiibles. 'Stackburned' h^y having a dark brown color is usually
eaten with relish, but some of its feeding value was destroyed dxiring the heating, or
fermentation, process throtigh which the hay passed. Another important factor in high
quality hay is freedom from foreign matter, such as weeds, dead grass, stubble and trash.
Early Lambs Bring Premium Of Three C ent s Over Late Ones
Pat spring lambs this year sold about three cents higher the first of Jraie
than they did in A-ugust , E. T. Bobbins, livestock extension specialist of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois, points out in showing the added profits to be
made from early lambs. Prices were still higher in May, he said. May and June are
months when early lambs can conveniently be made ready for market.
High prices each spring tempt more Illinois farmers to raise early lambs and
sell them fat before June I5. This plan avoids the loss from stomach worms, reduces
the loss from dogs, gets ahead of the hot months Titoen growth is slow, brings in cash
quickly and usTially gets the most dollars from each lamb.
The earliest lambs sell highest. Last spring on March 25 Warren Moffett, a
Macoupin cotmty farmer, sold 11 early lambs about three months old on the St. Louis
aiarket. They averaged 60 pounds and bro-ught $35 a hundredweight or $21 a head. They
Qever woiild have brought so much money later in the season, according to Eobbins.
\Joffett puts his ewes on good pasture a month before he wants to breed them. Tvto
weeks later he starts feeding them some shelled com or threshed oats with a little
3ilmeal. This starts them to breeding so that they produce early lambs.
- M -
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l^-nge Paralysis In Poultry Most Severe In Late STJmmer
Late summer and fall is the time vdien heaviest poultry losses are reported
from the disease known as range paralysis, according to a warning issued to flock ovra-
ers by the laboratory of animal patiiology and hygiene at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
' The disease gets its name from the fact that it frequently occurs on range.
The same disease in chicks six to twelve weeks of age is characterized by bloody diax'-
hrea. Young chicks which appeurently recover or survive in a flock where bloody diarrhea
has prevailed may suffer from the paralytic form of the disease during the fall months.
"Correct diagnosis is essential to success in treating the trouble. There
are different causes of paralysis in fowls and it may be hard to recognize coccidial,
or rrjige, paralysis from paralysis due to other causes. Local veterinarians can dif-
ferentiate between the different types of paralj'sis, althoT:gh obscure cases may require
the assistance of a laboratory.
"Much can be done to prevent range paralysis in pullets during the late suiTiner
and fall months by guarding a-^ainst bloody diarrhea in chicks. Ranges may also become
contaminated and perpetuate the disease. Clean ground and houses therefore are the
chief weapons against the trouble. Wholesome food and T/ater are important, 7;hile laxa^
tives and intestinal antiseptics may give temporary relief. Owners, however, are
cautioned against buying patent remedies for the control of this disease. Milk in any
form has been used extensively in the treatment of range paralysis. Powdered skim
milk in the dry mash is a convenient way of feeding."
ix Cows q;ualify Early For Gold Medal Honors In Fat Club
Making swift work of it, six Illinois dairy cows already have won their v/ay
into the most select circle of the state's bovine s by qualifying for membership and
the official gold medal of the Illinois 500-Pound Butterfat cow club. The staiiding
of all entries at the end of the first seven months shows these half dozen cows well
out in fron of their rival "bossies" in butterfat poundage, according to an announco-
iment by C. S. Hhode , dairy extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. In order to qualify, all nominated cows must produce 50*^ o^ more
pounds of butterfat within the year. Tliis is the fifth season for the project, whicli
the college started to demonstrate the merits of good breeding, proper feeding and
correct handling in getting economical and profitable yields of milk and butterfat.
A purebred Holstein cow owned by Maywood Farm, Hebron, which had qualified
for membership at the end of the first six months increased her poundage of butterfat
to 620 at the end of the seven months' period, according to Rhode's records. A second
Holstein OTOcd by Maywood Farm came under the wire during the month to win a club mem-
bership. The four other cows which qualified for membership during tlie month are
[owned by Elwood & Nelson, DeKalb; John Deere & Company, Keenes; James Hulmes & Son,
DcKalb, and Luther H. Smith, Mt. Carmel.
f Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved
by Congress May 8. 1914. H. W
.
Mumford. Director.
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Wide Variations In Limestone Feeds Of Illinois Farm Lands
All the upland soils of Illinois were derived from mineral material rich in
lime. An ab-undance of lime made the soils originally sweet or alkaline in reaction.
Loss of lime by leaching gradually changed the soil reaction and brought on acidity
or sourness. The factors involved in the process of lime removal were complex, and
they have produced a great variation in the reaction of the present soils. Some soils
contain enough lime to keep them sweet several h-undreds of years, while others need
an application of ten tons of limestone to the acre before a satisfactory stand of
clover can be obtained. Most soils in the state lie between these two extremes.
The reaction of the soil is largely determined by the length of time it has
been subject to leaching and the intensity of the action of leaching forces. The ac-
tion of these factors has been greater in the southern than in the northern part of
the state. As a result the soils are very acid in southern Illinois, slight to medi-
um acid in central Illinois, and slightly acid to sweet in northern Illinois. There
are exceptions to this general statement, particularly in the central and northern
parts of the state. Different types of vegetation which grew on the land influenced
its reaction. The light-colored soils produced by a timber vegetation are more acid
than the dark-colored soils which matured under a prairie grass cover. Topography
and drainage are other factors affecting soil reaction. Rolling, well-drained areas
leached faster than flat, poorly drained ones. The lime content in some of the par-
ent mineral material was greater and leached more slowly than in other. The permea-
bility of the parent mineral material was also a factor in determining rate of leach-
ing.
The great variation in the rate of leaching, the rate of erosion and the
rate of sedimentation, together with differences in cropping history, account for the
differences found in the acidity of the soil. It is important that the soil be test-
ed for acidity prior to the application of limestone. The most efficient application
is just enough lime to bring the soil to the reaction necessary for the best growth
of the crops which it is desired to grow.-E. A. Norton, Assistant Chief, Soil Survey
Mapping, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
Soil -Saving Dams Sometimes Only Way To Stop Bad Gullies
On many fanns soil washing is not recognized as a problem unless gullies
have formed. While every effort should be made to prevent the starting of gullies by
the use of terraces and by proper cultural practices, there are fields where gullies
have started that can be stopped only by resorting to some type of soil-saving dam.
If it is desired to fill a gully throughout its entire length, it may be
necessary to have a series of dajus. The brush type of dam is about the best to use
under such conditions. The porous dam should always be constructed so that the water
will flow over it rather than around it. Always keep the center of the dam low so
the water will have an outlet.
Under certain conditions an earth or concrete dam is probably the most sat-
isfactory to construct. Where such a dam is constructed, an outlet tile or tube
should be placed under it and be extended above the dam a few feet, and an elbow and
a vertical inlet provided. As the gully fills up, additional lengths of tile may be
added to the inlet. The important thing to provide is a tube or tile of sufficient
size to carry the water flowing through the gully. -E. W. Lehmann, Head, Farm Mechan-
ics Department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Concrete End Posts Give DoTible The Service Of Wooden Ones
Concrete end posts are more durable than wooden posts, because they are af-
fected neither by rot nor fire as are wood posts. Tlie estimated life of concrete end
posts is about twice that of wood posts. The appearance of the post depends upon the
ingenuity used in making the forms.
The important thing in any end post is that it shall stay in place and pre-
vent the fence from becoming loose. This property in any post depends upon the brac-
ing. The bracing of a concrete post can be done as effectually as in wood posts. In
addition, the concrete post has greater weight and can be so made that the heaving ac-
tion of frost has no effect.
Concrete is strong in compression and weak in tension. By the use of rein-
forcing the steel takes care of the tension. The important thing in end posts of con-
crete is the correct location of sufficient reinforcing and the use of good materials
to make a strong concrete. Reinforcing in end posts should not be less than one-half
incli rods and should extend the entire length of the post as the greatest strain is at
the ground line. The reinforcing should be carefully placed where the greatest ten-
sion occurs in the post. It should be imbedded in the concrete so that the concrete
will adhere to it. It should not be placed nearer than three-fourths of an inch to
the outside of the post. The braces should be reinforced as well as the post.
The braces may be of several designs. They may be below the ground or above
the groiand. They may be made with the post in one piece or made separate.
Clean materials in which the gravel is no larger than three-fourths of an
inch should be used. The mixture should be about 1 part of cement to 2 parts of sand
and 2 parts of gravel. If the aggregate is moist, three and three-fourths gallons of
water to a sack of cement should be used. If this makes too dry a mixture to place
well in the forms, a little less sand should be used.
Provision for fastening the fence or gates can be made by placing the bolts
or hinges in the concrete as it is placed, or a hole may be left in the post ^I'y plac-
ing a short piece of the right size gas pipe through the concrete. This will allow a
bolt to be placed through the post after it has hardened.
The materials should be thoroughly mixed and the post carefully cured. The
post should be kept moist for at least a week. This may be done by wrapping it in
burlap and soaking this burlap every day. The post should cure at least 30 days be-
fore use. The longer it ciu*es the stronger it will be.
Concrete end posts properly built, correctly reinforced and carefully cured
will withstand any stretch that may be put on the fence. It will keep the stretch in
the fence because the post vd.ll stay in place and does not deteriorate with age as
rapidly as a wood post does.-D. A. Albrecht, Farm Mechanics Department, College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
- M -
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Illinois Station Sets New Record in Getting Out Results
Spurred by the conviction that new-found facts are of little value until
they have been put into the hands of farmers, Director H. W. Mtimford this year has
set another new national record for speed in getting out the annual report of the
experiment station of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The voliime
covers the forty-second year in the station's history.
Ho other experiment station of the country, so far as is known, now issues
its annual report to farmers and other interested persons with the speed and dis-
patch that the Illinois report is put out, according to officials of the station.
Publication of an annual report is required of every state experiment station by
the law under which they were established. During the past six years the Illinois
station has attenpted to do more than fulfill the letter of the law by issuing its
report in popular, readable style in the shortest possible time after the close of
the year covered by the volume.
New facts worked out during the past year on 25U different farm and farm
home problems are reported in the 270-page volume which covers the year ended June 30-
Shunning the stigma of "annual report", the station gives the volume the title of,
"A Year's Progress in Solving Farm Problems of Illinois". The report was con^jiled
and edited by P. J. Keilholz, extension editor of the college, from reports submitted
to Director Mumford by department heads and project leaders.
Pointing out that there is something in the report for every Illinois farmer
and for all others connected in any way with the state's vast agricultural industry,
Director Mtunford explains that tlirough the pages of the publication the reader may
go with the scientist to the laboratory, the feed lot, the orchard, the greenhouse
and the experimental field eind there learn the very latest on the major problems in
Illinois farming and allied lines.
"Some of the year's most interesting results have come out of the station's
oldest experiments". Director Mumford reports. "An example is the work with crop
rotation and soil management on the Morrow plots, America's oldest soil experimental
plots. Briefly, the net returns from land which 1ms grown corn continuously without
soil treatment have been only half as much as they were from land cropped with a
three-year rotation of com, oats, and clover and treated with mainure, limestone and
phosphate.
"Prom a score or more of new investigations have come timely answers to some
of the more recent problems of Illinois farmers. Sarley, for instance, bids fair to
become aai importEnt feed crop in this state, but tliere is a question whether the Illi-
nois-grown grain will give the restilts obtained in Wisconsin, Minnesota and Idaho
where barley is of better quality. Tests to answer such questions he.ve been under-
taken and are reported upon for the first time in the livestock section."
Printed in {urtBerance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumpokd, Director.
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Soil lest Fields SjIOtt Profit Jtoiz ?r:-oer Use of Potash
Potassi'uiii is a plant food nutrient -iliich is deficient in sone soils smd
fairly a.'biiQdant in other soils, tut sometimes not so readily available to crop plants.
On soils where the crops can not get the potassium needed, it shcvild be applied in
some suitable form. Zainit has been the chief scarce of potassium used on Illinois
soil experiment fields to determine Tihether potassium can be profitably used in
soil treatment practices. Jarm i2an-jxe also contains i-ore or less potassi'jm, hence
part of the influence from it on some soils ^ay be due to the potassium it contains.
Potash treatments brin^ greater increases in crops groTm on lighter colored
soils than on danc colored soils. The crop value (I52U-27) 'cpon light soils, as
shown by crop yields, ranged from $S7.50 a 'ton at the Bwing soil experiment field
down to $18.90 at the Slizabethtown soil experiment field. I>uring the same period
of time, crop values ranged from $U9'S0 a ton on dark soils at Carthage field down
to $2 at Mt. Morris soil field, the cost of the -_:otash fertilizer being about $25
a ton.
The light soils of southern Illinois were once si:ipposed to contain eno-ogh
potassium in the surface layer to supply crop needs for some time to come. Yet,
when a material carrying this element is applied in combination with other fertil-
izers, good results are often sectored in crop yield increases.
Results obtained on several outlying soil fields show that potash treatments
gave substantial crop yield increases. Z"j-ring 1S55-192S in a fo^JLT-year crop rota-
tion, wheat grown at Ewing, Paleigh and Toledo was increased seven bushels an acre
due to the potash treatment. Com groTTU on the seme fields at the same rotation
was increased in yield by 16 bushels an acre as an average of twelve crops. The
crop rotation was com, oats, clover hay and wheat. The potash (kainit) was used at
the rate of 200 pounds an acre a year, costing about $25 a ton.
Most of the lighter soil fields have shorn steadily 'jpward moving increases
between annual values and com yields where :>otash has been systenatically applied.
For instance, at the Ewing soil field from I91O to 1527 j com yields have been in-
creased in four years by more than 20 bushels an acre and nearly $5 £.verage ann-oal
acre value. Also at the Toledo soil field from I913 ^° 1327, corn yields have been
increased by about IS bushels an acre and '::>y a little more than $5*25 ic- a--mal acre
value.
Results obtained from Illinois soil fields for rotations ending in 1S27
show that both darls- and light-colored soils yielded better thro^ogh the use of potash.
Practically all the lighter soils yielded better when potash in the form of kainit
was applied. The value of crop increases ranged from $1,35 s-- acre ann-aallj- on one
field (Elizabethtown) to $S.75 =^ acre on another field (Swing). On dark-colored
soils increases ranged from nothing to $'-^.35 an acre for the various fields. These
increases were obtained from an application of kainit at the annual acre rate of 200
pounds in addition to the use of residues, limestone, sweet clover and phosphate.
Since the cost of the kainit in this combination would be in the neighborhood of
$2.50 an acre an application, it is clear that use of potash in this way has been
profitable. - C. J. Badger, Associate in Soil Sx^eriment Fields, College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
- H -
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Electric Power Pays Its Way on Fann Under Few Plan of Rates
The farmer who expects to use electric service for lighting and for minor
[appliances in the home only can not expect to secare the service at the same cost per
kilowatt hour as the man vdao makes use of it for lightii:^^ pumping water, cocking,
other household uses, and for the various power purposes a"bout the farmstead. Com-
plete electric service for the farm can he furnished on a hasis that is satisfactory
to the farmer only i,^en considerahle use can he made of it. Where general use is
made of electric service on the farm the power company is not only justified in
financing the line to the farm, hut is justified in helping the farmer get his equip-
ment.
A plan which has heen adopted "by a ntimber of power companies in Illinois
makes it possible for the farmer to get service without any expenditure as far as
the line and transformer costs are concen^ed v/here the investment for the line is
not more than $^50' Under this plan the fa.rmer agrees to pay $10 a month for the
service, for which he can use I5O wilowatt hours of electric energy. The rate, there-
fore, for the first I50 kilowatt hours is 6 2/3 cents. All additional energy that
is used costs 3 cents a kilowatt hour. With such a rate in effect the farmer who can
make adequate use of the service will find tl:iat electric power will pay its way on
the farm, because on this basis it will prove to be a cheaper source of power than
other types of power ordinarily available.
The farmer who can not find adequate uses to justify his spending $10 a month
might find it to his advantage to pay for the line construction and get the services
under a lower minimum charge. Most power companies have such a provision. When
served under this plan the cost is usually found to be less than when a small unit
plant is used, due to the high depreciation of the storage battery and unit plant
which must be considered hy the ovmer of such equipment. The small unit plant will
not provide complete electric service for the farm, ~ E. W. Lehmann, Head, Parm Mb-
chanics Department, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Composting G-arden Refuse Conserves Heeded Organic Matter
As the growing season draws toward a close, most gardens contain more or less
residue material. What to do with this rubbish is a problem that faces many people
and in the end much of it is often burned. This practice is not to be haiided on as a
blanket recommendation because it is very wasteful of organic material which is all
too frequently lacking in many gardens.
Disease-free material remaining from garden crops may wisely be piled and
composted readj" for future fertilization of the garden. Gardens frequently contain
many weeds and much grass at the end of tha season wiich may be used in the sajne way.
It is important, however, to make aure that this material is piled for compost prior
to ripening of the seeds in order to prevent new seeding from occurring.
In preparing the compost pile, the refuse from the garden, together with
lawn clippings and leaves and other waste material, may be piled in a hidden comer
where they may decay. Water should be applied to tliis pile occasionally in order to
iiasten decomposition rather tlmn allow the materia,! to become dried out and consid-
erably hardened. Decomposition may also be liastened by turning the material at in-
tervals in order tnat the outer material may be placed where conditions are favorable
for rots to occur. - L. H. Strubinger, Department of Horticulture, College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois.
1
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Newly Anno-gnced Test Saves G-uessTTork In Pho suhat ing Lexid
A simple field test devised "by the experiment station of the College of
Agriciolture, University of Illinois for distinguishing between soils having high and
low amo-unts of available phosphorus, one of the limiting factors in crop production,
is described in a new bulletin, "A Field Test for Available Phosphorus in Soils",
Just issued by the institution for faitners and other interested persons.
A patent to protect farmers against commercial exploitation of the new
tests has been applied for by the college. The test was devised by H. H. Bray, a
member of the college agronomy department, and author of the new bulletin describing
the method.
A chemical solution made up to a formiila given in the bulletin, a small
tin rod and some test tubes or vials are all the materials required. The test is
r.ade by shaking 1 part of soil with about 3 parts of the solution in a small test
t^jbe or vial. Only enough shaking to mix the soil and solution is required. Fnen
settled, after about five minutes, the soil should occupy about one-third of the
tube and the solution two-thirds. The clear solution is then stirred gently with a
tin rod and without disturbing the settled soil until maximum intensity of blue col-
or develops. This required from 10 to 20 seconds, depending iipon the amoiont of phos-
"-late present in the soil being tested. The blue color results from the reducing
action which takes place when the tin dissolves in the acid solution. The am.ount of
available phosphorus present is indicated by the intensity and shades of the blue
cclor. These range from very light green for soils low in phosphorus to a deep blue
for soils high in phosphorus.
The test is applied in a field in much the same way that the test for soil
acidity is used. Reliability of the new test for taking the guesswork out of phos-
phate fertilization was checked by tests made on more than 500 soil samples from 31
experiment fields located in different parts of the state and also on samples from
farms and demonstration plots.
Those soils which tested low in available phosphorus gave medium to high
crop increases when phosphates were added. In all but two of these fields the phos-
phate treatment was profitable. On these two fields the treatment came within a few
cents of paying for itself. The soils which tested medium to high in available phos-
phorus gave little or no crop increase when phosphate was added. In no case was the
treatment profitable. The productiveness of untreated soils generally was higher
whf're the test showed a good amount of available phosphorus. All phosphated soils
tested high and those to which large amounts of manure had been added also gave a
blue color.
The bulletin describing the new test is No. 337 and may be had free by
writing the college,
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. \V. Mumford, Director.
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Reduced Stipplies Promise A Rising Trend In Swine Market
A reduction in hog supplies which will favor tetter prices during the year
just ahead and possibly into the 1930-31 season is promised farmers and stockmen hy
conditions and indications at the present time, according to Dr. L. J. Norton, of
the agricultural economics division, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Chiefly because of a smaller farrow during the past spring, there will be
at least 5 per cent fev7er hogs marketed during the twelve-month period beginning
October 1 than during the year ended with that date, Dr. Norton reported. Further-
more, the shorter crop of corn which is in the offing at this time and the probable
price of corn will lead to the marketing of hogs at lighter weights during the com-
ing year than was the case the year before. Those conditions will combine to reduce
supplies of hogs and thereby raise the average price, it was explained.
The export outlook also is more favorable at this time because the high
price of feed grains in foreign countries has reduced production abroad. Dr. Norton
pointed out.
It is doubtful whether the corn-hog ratio has been favorable enough to
stimulate much increased breeding this winter and thereby lead to increased market
receipts a year hence, Dr. Norton believes. During the past year the ratio has been
higher than during the previous year but lower than the average for the past six
years.
Recent estimates indicate a national com crop of 2 billion 450 million
bushels, the lowest figure since the 1924 crop. Conditions this year are not exact-
ly similar to those which prevailed in 1924, Hcwever, changes in hog production
following that year m^ay throw some light on the present situation. Market receipts
of hogs declined for two years following 1924. High prices for corn encouraged mar-
keting and discouraged breeding. The sit^oation is a little different this year be-
cause hog prices have been higher than they were preceding the short corn crop of
1924 and the corn crop apparently is going to be somewhat larger and of better qijal-
ity.
"Nevertheless, the short corn crop of this year will set in operation
forces which will hold down market receipts for some tim.e to come. The indications
are for no great increases in breeding for next spring farrowing. If this proves to
be true, a relatively low s-opply of hogs may be expected to prevail not only through
the 1929-30 season but also into the 1930-31 hog-m£,-^keting year. The situation dur-
ing the second of these years cannot be predicted with as much assurance as during
the first."
- M -
Grundy Boy Is Made Club Delegate To_ National Dairy Show
A farm boy whose club work converted his father to the feeding of a bal-
anced dairy-herd ration has been selected from 1,115 other club members of the state
to be Illinois' official club-member delegate to the National Dairy Show, St. Louis,
October 12 to 19, it is annoiznced by E. I. Pilchard, boys' club work specialist. The
trip winner, Glenn Reeves, 20 years old, of Morris, will receive the $35 cash award
donated by a creaiiiery concern toward the expenses of the trip.
Reeves ' selection was based on his record m3,de in three years of dairy
calf drib work, on other club activities and on his outstanding service to his com-
munity and his county in spreading club work and improving its quality. In this lat-
ter connection he has served as local club leader with another man for two years. He
has been president of his local club and has won micre first prizes on the story-
record of his club work than any other club member in the county.
- M -
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"Blending " See d Corn Is Not Mar:-. g Method Of Raising Yield
"Blending" seed corn, which hs,a had some publicity dioring the past two or
three years as a new method of increasing yield, isn't as effective a method as some
nay think it is, according to Dr. C. M,. Voodworth, in c?iarge of plant "breeding at
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Under the new method, the seed
of two varieties or strains is mixed toga.ther and planted. The intercrossing that
follows is said to result in a "blend" highly beneficial to the yield.
"In the first place", Dr. Woodvrorth ej^jlained, "only about half the ker-
nels produced by the plants grown from the mixed seed will be a result of a cross be-
tween the two varieties. This comes about from the fact that three possible kinds
of crosses can occur: (l) betvfoen plants of one variety, (2) between plants of the
other variety, and (3) between plants of the two varieties. The relative frequen-
cies of these crosses arc 1, 1 and 2, respectively. If the varieties used have the
same grain color, kernels of the three different crosses can not be separated. The
best way to cross two varieties and know that they are crossed is to plant them in
alternate rows and detassel one or the other. All seed produced by the detassled
plants is hybrid seed.
"In the second place, granting that the hybrid is a better yielder than
either parental strain, best results are not obtained from mixed or blended seed tm-
til the second year. During the first year, intercrossing occ\u-s between the two
varieties and the yield is practically the averaf-^e of the varieties blended. The
only increase in yield that can occur from the intercrossing the first year is that
due to the influence of the crossing on the size of endosperm. This is so small
that very little, if any, increase in yield can be expected the first year from
planting mixed seed.
"Consequently, unless seed from the first year's crop is saved and planted
the second year, any possible benefits from blended seed will not be realized. When
seed from the first year's crop is planted the second year about half the plants
will be hybrid between the varieties or strains blended. If any hybrid vigor re-
sults from the cross, the hybrid plants will yield more than the plants belonging to
the two varieties which make up the other half of the plant population. The yield
the second year therefore should be greater than that during the first year."
- M -
Farm Team Outpulls Rivals To Establish Mew Illinois Record
Endurance and marathon contests are common these days, but when it comes
right down to good old-fashioned pulling, the state championship is claimed by a
team of farm horses belonging to E. J. Longley, Aledo. They went out and established
their supremacy in a pulling contest staged by the College of Agricult'orc, Universi-
ty of Illinois at the recent Mercer Coun.ty Fair. In making their new record they
lifted a weight of 3.100 povoids on the patented device known as the dynamometer and
pulled it the required distance of 27^ feet.
The new state record was made by a pair of grade Perchcrons scaling 3,540
poimds and displaces the old record of 3,025 pounds made by a 3,730-pound pair of
gray grade Percherons belonging to Ora Burgoyne, Vermilion Heights. This former rec-
ord was established in a contest held by the college in connection with the Danville
fair.
The state record for teams weighing less than 3,000 pounds is 2,725 pounds
prilled 27;! feet. This record was m^ade in a Tuscola fair contest early in September
by a 2,990-pound pair of black grade Percheron western horses owned and driven by
Ralph Reeder, a Douglas co-onty farmer living near Tuscola. This team had no shoes
on tlie hind feet when they set the record.
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Trusty Test Tubes Lead LaSalle Tenant To Desired Farm
Henry Pitstick, a LaSalle county tenant farmer, knew what he was looking
i
for, so he got out his test tubes and found it. Test tubes aren't usually associated
t with farming, hut heing modem and up-to-date, Pitstick could hardly get along with^
; out them.
He is a renter and was looking for a farm that would grow clovers. He has
i a dairy herd and needs sweet clover pasture for his cows. Last spring he had the
i choice of several LaSalle county farms, hut he's learned that all fanns aren't the
\ same. He knew that good land can be rented as cheaply on share rent as poor land
I and that the renter's cliance of making money on low producing land is rather slim.
i He also knew tliat soils differ not only on different farms hut often on the same farm.
f What was more inroortant he knew that some soils are acid and will not grow red clover
) or sweet clover successfully until limestone has been applied,
i
'; He called his test tubes into play and after testing the soil on several
i farms he finally found one farm that would grow sweet clover on practically every acre.
Tiiere's no mysterj' about the test tubes. They are merely used in the soil
acidity test which Pitstick had learned in soil testing meetings held last year by
the extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois in coop-
eration with C. E. Gates, farm adviser of LaSalle county. LaSalle county is only one
of a number in the state which are carrying on the college's soil testing project
designed to teach the farmer to test his own soil. In this project the farmer is
given direction sheets which show him where to collect samples from a UO-acre field.
Twenty-three surface sairples and five subsoil samples are collected. These samples
are then brought to a soil testing meeting where the fanner is shown how to put the
soil in a test tube, sliake it up with a little of a standard solution and then wait
until it settles to find out whether or not the land is acid and how much limestone
it needs to correct that acidity and make it sweet. Tlie fa,rmer is further taught how
to draw a map showing where and how much limestone is needed on the field on the basis
of the test results from the different san^jles.
LaSalle county farmers tested and mapped a total of 5j*^0 acres last year.
This testing is bringing out the fact th-at soils vary widely in their need of lime.
Soils within the same field often varj'' from sweet to strongly acid. In other words,
there will be areas of sweet soil, areas of slightly acid soil, medium acid and strong-
ly acid. Since it is a waste of limestone to apply it on the sweet soil, the testing
project has meant a big saving to fanners of LaSalle county. One farmer had piled
120 tons of limestone around a UO-acre field and r^d planned to apply three tons to
the acre. A systenatic test of this field showed that only two tons was needed to
the acre. This meant a saving of Uo tons, worth approximately $S0.
- M -
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Million A Year Being Saved Illinois Shippers E;^ CO;-pps
Valuable service at the rate of a million dollars in savings in I925 alone
is "being rendered Illir.ois farmers hy cooperative livestock shipping associations,
according to a new 'b-ulletin just released "by the exper'jja.3nt station of the College of
Agric-ulture, University of Illinois. The new publication vrhich is entitiei, "Prac-
tices and Problems of Cooperative Livestock Shipping Associations in Illinois", re-
ports studies made during the past three years on ^3^4 associations. H. C. Ashby,
livestock marketing specialist of the college, who condux^ted the studies, is author
of the bulletin.
Shipping association st\idies reported in the new bulletin constitute the
first project in the enlarged field of livestock markoti.^.'^ investigation which the
experiment station was enabled to undertake through passo.je of the federal Purneil
act. It is pointed out, however, that marketing investigation is not a new phase of
livestock work at the Illinois station. The present national livestock marketing
reporting service is based on historic studies in market classes and grade of live-
stock which the station undertook more tiian 25 years ago. Tliis wcxk was done by Dean
H. W. Mumford, who at that time was head of the college animal husbandry department.
In 1925, the year for which statistics were collected, the U3H associations
shipped 25,950 cars of livestock, according to the bulletin, pjgured on a conserva-
tive basis, the savings on these shipments amounted to $l,l67)750.
Frequent shipments are necessary if associations are to give good service,
lit was discovered in the study. In this connection it was foiuid tliat onD.y lU per cent
;of the associations shipped more than 100 cars in 1925? while 57 psr cent shipped
less than 50 cars.
Success or failure or any association rests finally with its board of direc-
tors, since the board selects and employs the managers, is responsible for records and
accounts, determines association policies and operations and can not delegate these
responsibilities, according to the bulletin. A live board usually means a v/orking
and a successful shipping association, it was found.
Other findings made in the stud^r were summarized: m:T,nagers' commissions
varied widely; membership relations are most important and deserve m--ich attention;
shipping association records were inadequate; annual reports may be made a vali^-e-ble
asset; trucking is a vital problem; the membership contract is worth st^Jdying, and
association problems should be definitely outlined by the board of directors.
- M -
Corn And H?£ County Go es "Dairy" Under Better Herd Plan
A former Illinois com and hog county has gone "dairy". At least, 26 pro-
gressive farmers and dairymen in Christian count;/ have banded together to organize the
most recent dairy herd improvement association in the state, according to a report by
J. H. Brock, assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois. This makes 55 groups of dairymen in the state who are testing their cows
for efficiency of production under the supervision of the college extension service,
Broxjk reported.
Organization of the new association is expected to be a big boost for im-
proved dairying in the county, inasmuch as the 26 members will now be able to feed ac-
cording to production and can cull out their ooarder cows on a sure-fire business bas-
is. Brock explained. Better dairying will be further promoted by the fact tliat the
imembers will be able to select heifer calves from their herd sires for transmitting
iproduction.
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Farmers' Efforts ?o Pl££. Ho^ Market refected B^. Ma.ny Upsets
Only tlie record of the past two years is needed to prove hov? hard it is to
play the liog market successfully, according to E. T. Hoboins, livestock extension
specialist of the College of Agriculture, Universitj' of Illinois.
High prices which prevailed last 5'ear for hogs in A-jg-ast and early Septem-
"ber led icany hog raisers to get their porkers ready for market during that period
this year. The "bulge in the aarket did not occur. Instead there was a grad-ual slip-
ping of prices to a slightly lower level during that time. All of frhich illustrates
how hard it is for faiT:ers to play the hog market in a logical attenipt to sell as
many of their hogs as possiole in the early fall when prices usually are at the high
point of the year, Kohtins pointed out.
High prices for hogs during AiJ^ust ajid early September of I92S were the re-
sult of the fact that many pigs farrowed in the fall of 1927 were gra-ed through the
following siuEier hecause com was scarce. Their a'oser.ce from the market that sumiaer
caused a shortage in supplies and a corresponding rise in prices. Those shotes were
turned into corr^f ields later on and were added to the normal marketward movement of
spring pigs in the late fall, causing a disastrous sluirp in prices.
"This 5'ear, if one nay judge "by market receipts and weights and from farm-
ers' comments there has been more than the usual number of last fall's pigs fattened
for the August and September n^rket at heavj- weights instead of being sent to market
earlier in the summer as usual. This mcvement l:as coincided with the d"'jrping of
light spring shotes on the market by farmers who faced a prospective shortage in
tlieir corn crop because of the late s'jmmer drouth. Thus with the heavier supplies
available, the high prices which prevailed in I32S did not materialize this year."
- M -
Pamers Take Over TTive s ' Poul try Tthen They See profits
77oodford county farm women had a nice little source of "pin money" until
their husbands found out how well the chickens were paj^'ing. Now these husbands have
taken over most of the poultry work from their ^rives, according to a report by H. H.
Alp, poultry extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, Diiversity of Illi-
nois.
Last year 17 farm flock owners in TToodford countj' cooperated with the ex-
tension service of the College of Agricul rare, University of Illinois in handling
their flocks as densnstrations of recommended methods in feeding and management. As
is usual in the case of the farm po-jltry flock, most of the work was done by the
women folks. The IJ cooperators made an average net profit of $1.77 a hen for the
year.
This year there are 23 TToodford countj* cooperators in the college's po"ifLtry
project. Becently r2ien Alp visited then to check up on their progress, he found that
the men folks had suddenly become interested in the poultry. On '.all but one of the
23 farms it was the farmer himself who met Alp, took him around to look at the pcJ-tr^."
guid asked the most q;'j.esi;ions, he reported.
"Hot only were these men interested; they were doing the work which is a
man's job to do. Ilany hcm5.:-?,de feedei's were being used, chick roosts had been built,
houses moved and poultry grounds plowed. Perl-iaps it was the profits which got the
men interested. One thing is certain in trying to make money from poultry-, it is a
big help to have both the women and men taking an active interest."
_ U -
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Ht. of Xi. Short CoiJJse To Cover Land Appraisal Problems
Appraising farm real estate for loan piirposes will be stripped of its guess-
work in a bajnkers' and land appraisers' short coiorse , llovember 7 and 8, annoimced to-
day by Dean H. 'Y. Mumford, of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
First of its kind to be staged in the state, the co'orse was arranged at the re-
quest of the Mortgage Bankers' Association of America. The program has been planned to
include the annual two-day bankers' short course, conducted for the past several years
by the college at the request of the Illinois Bankers' Association,
Everything that goes into the scientific appraisal of farm real estate, from
the origin of the soil itself to the type of man r-'onning the farm, will be considered
dtiring the course. Prominent among the outside speakers who will be brought to the
college for the event are D. Howard Doane, head of a land appraising and farm managing
company of St. Louis, Mo. , and W. H. Wiecking, in charge of investigations in farm land
values for the federal department of agriculture.
Opening the program at 10 o'clock, JTovember J, Dean Mumford will welcome the
bankers and land appraisers and explain the origin and purpose of the short course.
"The Origin, Development and General Cliaract eristics of Illinois Soils", "Physical
Properties of Soils Which Are Important as Indicators of Agricultural Value", and "The
Cneraical Make-Up of Soils as Helated to Land Appraisal", are the three technical sub-
jects slated for consideration during the first day of the course. The speakers will
be members of the agronomy department of the college.
A luncheon address by President Kinlej^ of the University of Illinois and a
banquet at which Doane will relate his experiences in appraising land are among the
highlights for the first day.
Important soil types, management and treatment of soil types as related to loan
value, economic conditions and their effect on land values, methods of appraisal and
their application to farm real estate values, good, medium, and poor soil types with
respect to agricultural value, farm earnings on 1,5^0 Illinois farms and land values,
and the influence of the operator on land values as shown by foiir years' results on
175 Illinois farms are among the subjects for the second day. In addition to Wiecking,
of the federal department of agriculture, the speakers will include college staff mem-
bers in agronomj'', farm organization and management and agricultural economics.
- M -
"Young" Soybean Sets Fast Pace For Older Illinois Types
Another nine-year-old has put the old timers to shame! Only this nine-year-
old happens to be a new soybean variety, "Illini", which v/as developed 'by plant breed-
ers at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois in their efforts to give
farmers of the state an improved variety. The story of the new bean is told in the
college's latest bulletin, "Illini Soybeans". Still young, even as soybeans go, the
Illini already lias proved to be a valuable addition to the list of varieties grown in
Illinois, according to the bulletin.
- M -
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Destractive Chicken Pox Checked 3^ New Fo-gltry Vaccine
A new type of vaccine prepared by the e:cperiment station of the College of Agri-
cxdture, University of Illinois to protect poultry raisers of the state against the
heavy losses anntially caused "by chicken pox, or avian diphtheria, is now available
thro"ugh qualified veterinarians, it is announced by Dr. Robert Graham, chief in an-
imal pathology and hygiene.
The new vaccine originally was developed by DeBlieck of Holland and is what is
known as a living virus. As such, it should not be confused with the many commercial
vaccines on the market at the present time, Dr. G-raham warned. Vaccine for a limited
number of flocks can be secured by poultrsonen upon application to their local veter-
inarian. The only requirements attached to distribution of the new vaccine are tliat
instructions for its application be followed carefully and records of results fur-
nished on regular forms prepared for the purpose.
Right now is the best time to vaccinate for chicken pox, canker, or avian diph-
theria, just as poultry flocks are being put into their winter quarters, Dr. Graham
pointed out. 71ocks treated in this way liave remained practically free of avian
diphtheria, which is common and highly destructive during the winter, he said.
The new type of vaccine is not administered v;ith a hy;oodermic syringe, but in-
stead is applied merely by brushing the material into the feather follicles on the
thighs of the chicken. The point is stressed by investigators at the station that
this cutaneous, or skin, vaccine is a living virus and that it should be used only
under the direction of a qualified veterinarian. The method of application seems
relatively simple, but there are, nevert..ieless, dangers of improper treatment which
can best be avoided by a skilled person. Flocks should first be inspected carefully
by a competent veterinarian to determine whether or not it is advisable to vaccinate.
The new vaccine has been tested in different flocks in the state through the
cooperation of local veterinarians. It offers a desired protection in flocks where
the control of avian diphtheria, or canker, has been hard to control in previous
years. There have, however, been some reverses in flocks affected with diseases
other than chicken pox at the time of treatment.
- M -
Famous 3 room Com County Once Partly Covered By Swamp
A vast swauip for a long period covered much of what is now Coles county, the heart
of one of the world's most famous broom corn districts, according to the Coles county
soils report just released by the experiment station of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. The swampy conditions prevailed for a long period following
the retreat of the Wisconsin ice sheet, which was one of at least two glacial advances
if covering what now constitutes Coles county, according to the report. This acco^ants
' for the large proportion of heavy soil with a drab-colored subsoil extending for some
distance to the north and west of Coles county.
The Coles county report is the forty-fourth in a series reporting the results of
the soil survey which, when completed, will cover the state. Organized years ago mi-
der the direction of the late Professor Cyril G. Eopkins , the soil survey is designed
to furnish information which will give every faiTaer and landowner the basis for a
rational system of improvement of his land. Tiae Coles county report not only gives
an inventory of the soils in txiat section but also contains soil experiment field
data regarding effective methods for managing soils such as those covered in the re-
port. Authors of the report are H. S. Smith, E. E. DeTurk, P. C. Bauer and L. H.
Smith, of the college agronomy department.
- M -
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Snakeroot Weed Poison May Be Carried By Unsuspected Milk
Milk sickness, v/hich has stirred up new alarm with its annual outhreak in Illi-
nois, is a disease which strikes in the dark, so to speal:, according to Dr. Hotert
Graham, chief in animal pathology and hygiene at the College of Agriculture, Univer-
sity of Illinois. The poison may he present in milk hefore the animals actually
show symptoms, he e:cplained.
The disease is caused by drinking the milk from cows grazing in pastures in-
fested with the white snakeroot weed. Heating or pasteurizing poisonous milk, so
far as is known, may not completely destroy the poison, according to Dr. Graham,
"This means that hefore the disease can he prevented in man it must first he
prevented in ."lairy cattle. This can he done hy destroying the guilty white snalce-
root weed in pastures wnere it now prevails. As long as dairy cattle have access to
pastures where this weed grows, the milk from them should not he used for human con-
svunption during any season."
It is true that the late snirmer drouth this year added to the dangers from milk
sickness hy drying up other vegetation and leaving v/hite snakeroot plants to tempt
grazing animals. Nevertheless, Dr. Graham pointed out, the eating of the plant hy
pastured animals is not entirely dependent Ujon the development of drj'' pastures, as
sliown hy the fact tloat milk sickness occurred diiring the wet autumn in 1926. Like-
wise, it is true tliat Ahraham Lincoln's mother is supposed to liave died from milk
sickness. Fortunatel.y, under modern conditions where milk from a large numher of
sources is mixed together in making up city supplies there is not much danger of milk
sickness causing deaths, it was pointed out.
So serious is white snakeroot poisoning, however, th^t the disease has for years
been the target of a.n educational campaign waged hy the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois. As far hack as 1925 a free circular was published by the in-
stitution citing the danger of the disease and giving facts on its nature and pre-
vention. Nianerous samples of suspected v.'hite snakeroot vyeed Iiave been sent to the
college for identification since the first outbreak of the disease was reported this
year.
- M -
Uj;_ £f Ij_ Now Broadcasting Special Progrejns for Homemakers
Now that the family radio set has been released by the men follcs from world
series baseball service, something designed especially for the ears of the women
folks is going to be put on the air by the home economics department of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is announced by Dr. Rosslene Arnold
Hetler, acting head of the department. New infoniiation so eagerly sought by home-
makers on the subjects of home management and furnishing will be brought to them
in a series of ten weekly feattires which will be broadcast each Tuesday evening over
the University station, WILL, between now and December 17, according to Dr.
Hetler 's announcement. The Tuesday evening broadcast of home economics material
will come between
'J:]>0 and S o'clock. The imiversity station broadcasts on a wave-
length of S90 kilocycles or 337 meters,
- M -
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Frofi t-MaI;ini; Lime Yields Wealth Of Forty Millionaires
Enough wealth to make upwards of "W millionaires has been produced in Illi-
nois during the past ten years through the simple expedient of farmers spreading
limestone on soils known to be acid, or "so^or". according to a report by C. M. Lins-
ley, assistant in soils extension at the College of Agriculture, University of Illi-
nois.
More than five million tons of limestone have been used by Illinois farmers
during the past decade to sweeten acid soils so that they would grow clovers. Lime-
stone costs around $2 a ton. Hesults from the college's soil experiment fields oper-
ated throughout the state show that on the basis of the bigger crop yields which it
produces, limestone is worth from $10 to $12 a ton on dark-colored soils and $20 to
$25 a ton on light-colored soils. Even on the basis of the minimum figure of $10,
the net return from a ton of limestone would be $S. This would make the five million
tons which have been used in the state during the past ten years bring in additional
crop returns worth approximately $^,000,000.
Use of limestone for sweetening sour soils has increased steadily, despite
the hard times of the past ten years. In 1919' Illinois farmers used 350jOOO tons.
In 1928 a total of 750>00O tons was applied to farm lands of the state. This j'^ear it
is estimated that close to a million tons will be used.
Rapid increase in the use of limestone has been brought about by the fact
that farmers are coming to understand soil acidity and the importance of spreading
limestone where soils are too acid to grow clovers, according to Linsley. This grow-
ing understanding is the result of soil testing schools which the college has been
holding over the state in cooperation with county farm advisers. In these schools
the farmer is first given directions for collecting soil sajiiples for a UO-acre field.
These samples are then brought into a testing meeting where the farmer is taught how
to make the test for soil acidity and instructed how to draw a map of the field show-
ing where limestone is needed and how much should be applied to the acre.
- M -
"rlomecoming " Cattle Feeders To 3e P-iven Special Show
Cattlemen have such a reputation as football fans that the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois is going to put on a special show for them d'oring the
Homecoming festivities on the day of the Illinois-Michigan football game, October 2b,
it is announced by E. H. Snapp, associate chief in beef cattle husbandry. Four lots
of experimental steers fed different rations will be assembled at the college feeding
plant for the week-end inspection of Homecoming visitors. A short program is to be
held starting at 10:30 o'clock on the day of the game. In past years. Homecoming
crowds always have included numerous cattlemen v/ho liave visited the feed lots before
and after the game.
- M -
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Potash fertilizer Pig Profit 'Maimer In Parts Of state
A $25-a-ton soil treatment tliat lias teen worth $27-50 a ton as a yield
booster at Ewing, is the record of kainit, a potassium fertilizer that is used on the
soil experiment fields of the College of Agri c-al ttire , University of Illinois, accord-
ing to a report "by C. J. Badger, associate in soil experiment field viork.
Kainit has heen the chief material used on the fields to determine whether
or not potassium can "be used profitably in soil treatment practices. Potassium is a
plant food nutrient which is lacking in some soils and fairly abundant in others, bvt
which is sometimes not so readily available by plants.
Potassium treatments have been worth more on light-colored soils of the
state than they have on the dark-colored. On the basis of added crop yields, the val-
ue of kainit on light-colored soils has ranged from $37.50 a ton on the Ewing soil
experiment field down to $1S.90 a ton on the Elizabethtown field. On dark-colored
soils the value of kainit has ranged from $^9.80 a ton on the Carthage field down to
$2 a ton on the Mount Morris field. Potassitim in the form of kainit costs about $25
a ton.
Substantial crop increases have been produced on several of the soil exper-
iment fields through the use of kainit to supply potassium. THieat on the Ewing,
Baleigh, and Toledo experiment fields made seven bushels more an acre as a result of
such treatment, viiile corn grown on the same fields yielded l6 bushels an acre more
as an average of 12 crops, 2he rotation was com, cats, clover hay and vdieat. The
kainit was used at the rate of 200 pounds an acre a year.
On the ligliter soils of the state, the value of crop increases produced by
kainit has reinged from $1.89 an acre annually on one field, Elizabethtown, to as high
as $8.75 an acre on another field, Ewing. On dark-colored soils, the value of tiie
added crop yields ranged from nothing to $U.98 an acre for the various fields. These
increases were obtained from a 200-pound-an-acre application of kainit in addition to
the use of residues, limestone, sweet clover and phosphate. Since the cost of the
kainit in this combination would be in the neighborhood of $2.50 an acre an applica-
tion, it is clear that potassium in this form lias been profitable. Badger pointed out.
Single Blessedness Comes To Light In 7?ater Campaign
Single blessedness in all its glory has just been discovered in a northern
Illinois county.
The discovery was made in connection with the state-wide campaign ^lich the
liome economics extension service of the College of Agricult-ore , University of Illi-
nois, and interested agencies are making for running water in every farm and small
town home. The northern Illinois county in question was being surveyed as one of the
preliminary steps in getting the canjjaign under way in that vicinity.
I During the course of her visits from farm to farm, the survey worker rapped
at the door of a small, badlj- rundown house and was answered by aji unbarbered man.
In response to the worker's questions concerning his supply of drinking water, the
grizzled one replied:
"I drink at the cow tank, lady, and take my bath in the woodshed. I ain't
married and I'll get a woman before I put runnin' v-ater in my house."
- M -
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Silo Comes Back As Calf Feeders Change Ration Methods
Tlie silo is coming Taack, for Illinois "beef calf feeders have changed their
policy with regard to feeding aethods, it is reported by E. T. 3ob"bins, livestock
extension specialist of the College of Agrictdtxire, University of Illinois. They are
going back to silage as a resxilt of the success which the experiment station of the
agricultural college l^as had during the past tiro years in turning oiit maii:et-topping
beef calves on silage rations, he said.
"Silos have been filled this fall in localities where empty silos have been
common for several years. Beef calves on a full feed of grain will be given a small
allowance of silage during the winter and spring. This marks a change in policy on
the part of calf feeders who have considered silage too bulky for calves.
"The trouble seems to have been that they fed too much silage a few years
ago tdien they first turned from heav;- cattle to calves. Calves which had all the
silage they wanted were inclined to grow fast and fatten slowly. It took them too
long to get ready for market.
"Then the experiment station went to work on the problem and for two years
now several hundred cattle feeders have come to the annual cattle feeders' day to get
the results of the tests. On each occasion they saw calves which l:iad been fattened
enoiigh in seven months to sell right at the top of the market and in each case the
fattest experimental cattle had been fed silage. However, they were not allowed to
fill up on it. They got an average of about eight pounds daily a calf, along with
two pounds of alfalfa hay. This moderate amount of roughage left them hungry for
com and they had all of that they would eat. Tl-is averaged about 11 to 12 poionds of
shelled com. They also had a pound of cottonseed meal with each seven pounds of com.
"The result was an average daily gain of around 2-| pounds a day for seven
months and enough finish at weights of around 950 pounds to sell either at the top or
within half a dollar of the top of the maiket. Uo other combination of feeds has giv-
en such good results and calf feeders who have silos are in line to follow the same
plan.
"
Costliest Building Error Is That Of Hot Having Plans
Of the many mistakes made in building, that of building without plans is
the most frequent smd costly, in the opinion of ¥. A. Poster, of the farm meclianics
department, College of Agriciilture, University of Illinois. A well thought out, care-
fully prepared plan saves many dollars in labor, in materials used and in time saved
in performing the work for which the building was intended, he pointed out.
"Changing the plans and elevations of a carefully prepared set of plans is
another mistake often made in building. More than 90 per cent of such changes in-
crease the cost and destroy or mutilate the appearance of the building. Workmen
should by no means be permitted to change from the original architectural plans. The.
may save themselves a bit of work but in so doing they may Imve created an eyesore
tliat only a fire can destroy. Not the least important point in building is the use
of correct materials. These should be fitting and adaptable as well as permanent.
Materials must be kept in scale. Large shingle units are not intended for the small
house. It always is unfortunate for a builder to liave a material dealer unload on
him a discontinued lot of shingles or tile. Such a roof comes into the class of or-
phan or discontinued cars. Another mistake often made is overbuilding. Many a large
house is a burden to the mother after the children liave left the parental roof."
- M -
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Start Search For Research Pro.jects To Broaden Farm Markets
First steps toward "broadening the farmer's markets have been taken by the
College of AgricTolture, University of Illinois through the holding last Friday of a
conference to consider what research could be undertaken to develop new uses for farm
products and by-products. Arranged by President David Kinley and Dean E. ¥. Mumford,
of the agricultural college, the conference was said to be the first of its kind ever
called. Approximately 200 state and national authorities in agriculture and industry
attended.
In the official opening remarks, President David Kinley announced, "We are
ready to start on any promising line of research that seems to have general applica-
tion in the solution of the agricultural problem. In this conference we are looking
for the genius who can suggest that new opening." President Kinley made the point
that the institution is interested in improving the condition of the farmer not only
for the sake of the farmer himself but for the sake of all society.
Something of the service which President Kinley 's "genius" will be able to
render agriculture was suggested in the principal address of the conference delivered
by Dr. Henry G-. Knight, chief of the bureau of chemistry and soils in the federal de-
partment of agriculture. The Washington authority pointed out that he knew of no in-
dustry, with the exception of mining, which was cocipelled to handle such a gross ton-
nage for the net marketable product obtained as is agriculture.
As indicating the possibilities now existing, Dr. Knight reported that the
total quantity of strav^s and cornstalks produced annually in Illinois alone is enoijgh
to make 5,000,000 tons of paper, or all of the newsprint, book and wrapping paper now
made annually in the United States.
"Marked progress already has been made in the divergence of agricultural
prod\icts for use by industry. Something like 13 million bushels of corn are being
converted into glucose, com oil, ethanol, butynol, livestock feed and other valuable
products which do not compete with corn directly and find other uses which the whole
com can not supply.
"The California Citrus Fruit Growers in cooperation with the federal bureau
of chemistry and soils has solved the problem of utilizing citrus culls and wastes
from which lemsn oil, orange oil, citric acid, pectin, orange juice and cattle feed
are being produced, returning to the growers from $12 to $15 a ton. By a process of
fermentation, the bureau of chemistry and soils recently has been able to produce glu-
conic acid from glucose, a process which lends itself to commercial practice. Since
the calcium salt of gluconic acid is readily absorbed by the tissues, thus raising the
calcium content of the blood, it undoubtedly rrill not only have an important place in
medicine but it may also become a valuable constituent of stock feed, opening up a
new use for glucose which is made from com."
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extession Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mouroio, Director.
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Swine Sanitation System Speeds Porkers To Quicker Market
The little pig that went to market, as related, in the nursery rhyme, could
have made a quicker trip of it had he heen raised under the swine sanitation system
advocated "by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, judging from the
past summer's ejsperience of thousands of farmers in the state.
Pigs raised under the sanitation system so that they did not have to fight
worms and germs in old hog lots heat their less fortunate brothers to market every
time, according to S. T. Robbins, livestock extension specialist of the college.
E. ¥. Lambert, of Hancock county, for instance, sold his Iferch sanitation pigs the
last week in August when they weighed 184 pounds in Chicago and the price was nearly
$12 a hundred. W. S. Jelgar, another Kancock county farmer, had 92 March sanitation
pigs weighing more than 200 pounds by September 1. These experiences are tj-pical of
those which thousands of farmers in the state have had during the past summer, accord-
ing to P.obbins.
An idea of the difference in growth between sanitation pigs and those raised
the old way can be gained from a recent statement by Lee Mosher, a DeZalb county lam-
er. One year he kept 34 sows and their pigs in old hog lots. They raised 122 pigs.
Sight sows, just like the others, were handled under the swine sanitation system out
on clean pasture. These eight sows raised 63 pigs and in October they each averaged
49 pounds heavier than the drove of 122, although the feed of both lots was the same.
^Figures from several hundred farms indicate that an average of a month and
ja half is saved by the sanitation system in the time required to get pigs up to market
[weight. Besides this there is a saving in feed and other items of cost, so that san-
itation means real economy for hog raisers."
- M -
Better Feeding "p-'ald Hake Some Dairy Herds Pay Half More
Better feeding alone would boost the returns from some dairy herds 50 per
cent or more and right now is the time for every farmer milking cows to be thinking
about the ration he is going to feed this winter, it is pointed out by C. S. Shode,
dairy extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"The first thing to do in deciding upon a ration is to look over the avail-
able feed supply on the farm, both roughage and grain. If the roughage available con-
sists of good legume hay only, the grain mixture should contain from 13 to 15 per cent
protein. A mixt^'ore that would meet the reqijirements would be one of 600 pounds of
com and cob meal, 400 pounds of oats, 100 pounds of soybeans and 100 pcands of bran.
"If the roughage is partly silage or fodder and partly legume h-ay, the
amount of protein should be increased to 15 to 18 per cent. This amount would be sx:tp-
plied by a mixture of 500 pounds of com and cob meal, 300 pounds oats, 200 poxmds
linseed oil meal, 100 pounds gluten feed and 100 pounds bran.
"If there is no legume hay in the roughage supply, still more protein must
be put into the grain mixture. A mixture such as 400 pounds corn and cob meal, 300
pounds oats, 200 pounds linseed oil meal, 100 pounds cottonseed meal and 100 pounds
gluten feed would be required.
"Feeding enough protein is so^jnd dairy practice. However, the farmer should
select the feeds which will malce a good ration under his conditions at the lowest cost.
After a grain mixt'ore is carefully selected and prepared, it should be fed according
to production."
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Builder Of "Ideal" Fam Ho i2.se TTill Be A Maker Of History
rinding the "ideal" man is easy compared to finding the "ideal" house in
which to live after the redding, in the opinion of 17. A. Foster, rural architect in
the farm mechanics department of the College of Agric-'olture, University of Illinois.
At least this is tr-oe in the case of farm houses, he said. Ho learned what a hard
job it is by serving on the jury of a national contest to select the best from 4,600
farm house plans. Eiere are so many good farm houses and features in faxm houses
which are desirable that it is difficult to select a single house or plan which is
"ideal", he said.
"There are at least six C's to which the house must conform before it can
even approach the ideal. These are comfort, convenience, completeness, coziness, com-
munication and cost. To these must be added a seventh point - appearance. Comfort
is that physical feeling of ease or relaxation to which both man and beast naturally
turn. Comfort should appear everywhere- in the kitchen as well as in the bedrooms
and living room, on the stairs and in the basement or dormitory. Convenience is so
well-known that it needs no discussion. Completeness means having all things neces-
sary to comfort, health and convenience.
"Communication between parts was not needed in the one-room cabin. It is
very necessary from room to room or floor to floor. The best is most direct and with-
out encroaching upon the passage between other parts. Coziness is the placing of an
object where it appears to fit or belong. The farm house should belong on its site,
nestle into the lawns and shrubbery and blend with the skies. Cost is the agonizing
part of the farm house. It should be kept reasonably within the means but not skimped
to reduce the efficiency and ruin the health of its occ-upants. Appearance, which
overlaps coziness, can not be over-emphasized. It is the exterior expression of
charm and character which every home should have."
- M -
^
Late Lambs Bringing Reduced Profits In Face Of Competition
Late lambs going to market now from Illinois farms axe not proving the
profit-malcers that early lambs did, because of the stiff competition which they are
getting from range lambs, it is pointed out by E. T. Bobbins, livestock extension
speciadist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"Prices even on the best of lambs now present a marked contrast with prices
late last spring when many early Illinois lambs were sold, as advocated by the agri-
cultural college. Prices are about $4 a hundredweight lower now. April and May
lambs that have been grazed all s-ummer and then fed some grain have taken six months
to reach the market. February and llarch lambs which were fed grain from the start
were sold at three months of age. The amount of grain required was about the same in
most cases. The profit, of course, was greater for the early lambs. Tlie fact is that
many eaxly lambs sold for more dollars for each lamb last spring than the later lambs
are bringing now at twice the age.
"Unfortunately, the late Illinois lambs now going to market axe suffering
by comparison with their competitors, the range lanbs. Many of the Illinois lambs
have long tails with heavy tags of dirty wool and the lots include a big proportion of
thin, scrawny bucks. It is true that ram lambs, if fat, sometimes sell as high as
wether lanbs. However, the greatest fault with them is that usually they axe thin.
Salesmen's reports indicate that fully 50 per cent of the buck lambs sell as culls."
'
- M -
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Soil -B-'aildin.g; Legumes Prove Valtia.'ble For Fat t en ing Laribs
Success with which legumes were iised in the rations stand out in the re-
sults of a four-year series of fattening experiments with 20 lots of lambs, just re-
ported in the most recent bulletin issued bj^ the experim.ent station of the College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Growing of legumes as part of cropping sys-
tems hias been demonstrated conclusively to maintain soil fertility and promote high
crop yields, the bulletin points out. It is entitled, "Some Comparisons of Methods
of Fattening Western Lambs". W. G. Kammlade, assistsmt chief in sheep husbandry,
who was in charge of the experiments, is the author.
Results of the tests will have a bearing on the handling of thousands of
feeder lambs which annually come into Illinois feediots fi'om public stockj,-ards, it
is pointed out in the bulletin. In 1928 alone, 215,000 lambs were fattened in Illi-
nois, exclusive of sheep bro-ught in direct from the ranges, it is reported.
As an example of the successfiil use of legumes in the fattening rations,
the bulletin reports that nine lots of western lambs fed on corn and alfalfa hay
gained an average of 100 potinds for every 350 pounds of corn and 458 potuids of alfal-
fa hay. They made an average daily gain of more thaxi a third of a pound a day a lamb.
^en combined with corn, the legumes, partic-alarly alfalfa, clover or soybeaas, fur-
nished a balance of nutrients well suited to produce gains, the bulletin adds.
In comparisons of self-feeding with hand-feeding, high losses of lambs were
sustained when they were self-fed on shelled corn and alfalfa hay. However, self-
feeding on a mixture of ground corn and ground alfalfa hay proved a safe method of
feeding and produced faster gains and better finished carcasses than hand-feeding on
shelled com and alfalfa hay.
One test to compare barley with com revealed that Illinois-grown barley of
poor quality, hand-fed whole or self-fed ground and mixed with ground alfalfa hay was
palatable to lambs. The barley-fed larnbs, however, were softer fleshed, made slower
gains and had a higher feed requirement for 100 po^onds gain than lambs fed com. Com
alone did not prove satisfactory for field feeding v/estern lambs. Soybeans planted
in com, aa adjoining pastiire of alfalfa, a mixed pasture or dry legume rougliages fed
to lambs in cornfields proved satisfactory supplements. Field feeding in this way may
be expected to produce gains somewhat below the gains secured in dry-lot feeding on
com and alfalfa hay, the bulletin reports.
"Almost as good gains were secured by 'lambing down' com when the com was
supplemented with legume hays as were obtained by field feeding during the early part
of the feeding period and then finishing in di-y lot on shelled corn and alfalfa hay
or shelled corn and soybean hay. Death losses in field feeding are likely to be
greater than in dry-lot feeding. Individiial differences in lambs, variations in cli-
mate and in available feeds, and changes in these factors within a locality from year
to year make each lot of lambs a special problem which must be studied as feeding op-
erations are being planned."
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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These School Days To Be. Profit Days For Dairy Farmers
Cxoing to school again at a sue sequent profit to themselves of from $25 to
$100 a month will "be an oppcrtionity open to fanriers in practically all sections of
Illinois duxing the coining winter, it is anno-unced by C. S. Hhode, dairy extension
specialist of the College of Agriciilt-ure, University of Illinois. He is completing
plans for an extensive series of dairy cattle feeding schools to he held throughout
the state,
Readin
'
, 'ritin' and 'rithnetic all three will figure in the schools, hut
the main object will be the improved feeding of dairy herds for more efficient pro-
duction and higher profits. Farmers attending the schools will read Rliode's black-
board lists of proven dairy rations, they will write dovm his tips on good feeding
and then use simple arithmetic to figure out the best rations for their own particu-
lar conditions.
Similar schools have been held throUt.;;hout the state by the college for a
ntimber of years and farmers attending have reported outstanding benefits, Hhode said.
Changes in feeding practices made by different faiTaers as a result of what they
learned at the schools have resulted in added dairy profits of from $25 to more than
$100 a month on some Illinois farms, he said.
The schools wiich Hhode will hold will be county-wide. Later the farm ad-
visers in the respective counties will hold similar schools in diffei-ent communities
of their counties in order to give as many farmers as possible the opport-unity to get
the improved feeding sijggestions.
Every farmer interested in selecting feeds which furnish the highly neces-
sary and important protein at the lowest cost, learning how to balance a grain mix-
ture with different classes of roughage and in malting the most milk and butterfat at
the lowest possible cost can afford to attend one of the schools, Hhode believes.
- M -
Seven Months On Farm Covers Pig 's Profit -leaking Period
Fall pigs now being raised on Illinois farms will be through as profit mak-
ers after they have stayed on the farm for six or seven months. This is the answer
of Dr. W. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the College of Agricalture, Univer-
sity of Illinois, to the question of whether or not it pays to hold fall pigs in the
hope of hitting a high market. Any time beyond six or seven months which fall pigs
spend on the farm, will, on the average, be spent at a loss rather than a profit, Dr.
Cajrroll said.
This year, especially, more than the us'jal numoer of last fall's pigs were
fattened for the August and Septex'aber markets at heavy weights instead of being sent
to market earlier in the summer. The higher prices which fairmers following this prac-
tice had expected to get did not materialize.
"Like the folks who held on to their stocks too long and were cauglit in the
market crash, so farmers who hold on to their hogs in an attempt to hit a high market
are likely to see their profits shrivel into losses. If there is any such thing as
'beating the game' in the hog m^arket, it probably is nothing m.ore mysterious than fat-
tening hogs as cheaply as possible and then selling them when thej' reach desirable
weights. Certainly good sanitation and feed from before weaning -until market time
will pay the farmer more profit than an attempt to guess what the future market will
do. Pigs tlaat are held over from one fall to the next August or September spend from
four to six months on the farm in pure idleness as far as their contribution to the
income of the farm is concerned.
"
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Hoes On B e 1 1 o r-?/.ana£e d Farms Pay Ab out $5 Mo re A Head
A five-dollar "bill just about covers the added net income from each hog on
the best-maxiaged Illinois lann, according to records which progressive hog raisers of
the state aro keeping in cooperation with the extension service of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois.
This year 250 farmers in 35 coxmties are enrolled in the project and are
keeping complete tab on the feed used and work produced by their hogs. This is a
marked increase from last year Trhen 57 farmers in 16 co^'jnties were checking -op on
their porkers. E. T. Eobbins, livestock extension specialist, is in charge. Farm
records kept under his supervision show the cooperators the strong and weak points
in managing their hogs. Last year the herds which were handled according to the
iagricultui-al college recommendzitions produced the cheapest pork and the same thing
is proving true this year, Hobbins reported.
"Production figures show that as an avera5e on majny farms the swine sanita-
tion system, which is an important part of the swine-record project, has saved fully
$2.50 in the cost of raising each hog which is put on the market. Another $2.50 is
saved through the carefijl selection of feeds to go with corn, as is advocated in the
project. Thus a five-dollar bill is added to the net income from each hog on the
best managed farms.
"Hesults on the 57 cooperating farms in 1928 showed that sanitation saved
one ear of com out of every five which was fed to hogs during the year. Tliose farm-
ers who fed the kind £ind amount of protein by-product feeds sioggested by the college
also produced each 100 pounds of pork $1.05 cheaper, as an average, than those farm-
ers who used old-time feeding methods."
- M -
Home Butcher in/: Saves Fanner About $16 On Pork Of One Hog:
By doing their own butchering during the coming winter months, farmers can
get $36.58 worth of pork for $20.25, thereby affecting a saving of $16.33, according
to figures compiled by Prof. Sleeter Bull, in charge of the meats division, College
of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The figures are his answer to the annual
question, "Does it pay the farmer to kill his own pork?"
"This does not mean that the butcher and packer divide $16.33 as their
profit on the hog". Prof. Bull pointed out. "It means that the faniier saves all mar-
keting, transportation, slaughtering, cutting, cioring and rendering costs, as well as
the profits made by the packer and the retailer. Hsnce we believe that many farmers
would be justified in slaughtering a hog or two during the winter months for home
consumption.
"The saving of $16.33 is fig-ared on the basis of a farm price of about nine
cents a pouiid for a 225-pound hog. This would maice the total price $20.25. At cur-
rent retail prices the fresh and cured meat, sausage aiid lard from such a hog woiald
cost $36.58. There would be enough to last the average family for some time."
Methods of slaughtering, cutting and charing pork have been worked out by
the college meats division and are supplied to all those interested.
- M -
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Land 17orth.less Or Valuable Depending Upon Farm Operator
So great is the influence of the man operating a farm that the ce.pital val-
ue of the land may vary from nothing to $252 an acre, depending upon this one factor
alone, M. L. Mosher, of the farm organization and management department, told those
attending the bankers' and land appraisers' short course at the College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois. In proof of his statements, he quoted results based
on three-year records secured on 175 farms in the farm hureau-farm management service
project which the college is sponsoring in Woodford, HcLean, Tazewell and Livingston
cotmties.
Operators of the one-third most profitable farms in the group each had an
axinual net income sufficient to paj' 5 per cent interest on a land valuation of $252
an acre, after allowing for all ca.sh expenses for depreciation on "buildings, fences
and machinery, for the operator's labor at hired man's wages and for interest on the
operating capital, Mosher reported. Operators of the one-third least successful
farms in the group came out even, that is, the land had no capital value as operated
during the three-year period, he ejqplained.
Appraised value of the 35 most profitably managed farms was within about
$1 an acre of that of the 35 least profitably managed farms, he pointed out.
"The very great influence which the farm operator has on land values is
reflected by this difference in income. The difference was due largely to the differ-
ent ways in which the men handled their operations as regards the major factors which
influence farm incomes, particularly crop yields, efficiency with livestock, amount
of livestock raised and fed, kinds of crops grown and cost of horse power and machin-
ery.
"The most successful farmers like their work, they are constantly studying
their work to make it more profitable, and they have formed the habit of doing in
good ways at the right time the many things necessary in farm operation."
Wider use of the corporate form of organization virhich weald permit more
people to invest smaller amounts of money in land owning companies wo^old help check
the slun^) in Illinois farm land values which have dropped off about 50 per cent since
1920, Dr. L. J. Norton, of the agricultural economics division, said in another of
the short course addresses.
"A scarcity of capital seeking investment in land has been one of the three
factors responsible for the recent decline in farm land values. Conseauently, farms
which have come on the market have not been readily absorbed. Land values in areas
where comparatively large amounts of capital are needed in order to have a safe equi-
ty suffer because all but comparatively well-to-do investors are excluded from the
market. A greater use of the corporate form of organization would help in correct-
ing this situation."
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumford, Director.
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Dan^ero-gs To Delay Donnarit Spraying For Peach Leaf Ciirl
Always a threat to the peach grorrer's profits, peach leaf ciirl may get 'be-
yond the control of the orchardist who delays the necessary spraying fron fall and
winter -until too late in the spring, according to a rarning issued by Dr. H. F. An-
derson, associate chief in penological pathology at the College of Agric-alt-ure, Uni-
versity of Illinois. Fall spraying is best becaxise the peach buds start swelling
very early in the spring and the orchards us^as-lly are very muddy during the mild
weather when sprays may be applied, he pointed out. Poor control of the disease is
secured if the sprays are put on after the buds have started to swell in the spring,
it was explained.
"Host growers prefer to use a spray Trhicli ^rill control scale as ^rell as
leaf curl. CoEinercial liquid lime sulphur used at the rate of 1 gallon of the commer-
cial liquid to 7 or 8 gallons of water has been the standard spray for a nu-nber of
years. This is probably the most reliable spray to r.se if scale is not an important
factor. It has the disadvantage that it is comparatively expensive and very disa-
greeable to apply. If scale is present in appreciable r.-j^nbers, it would be advisable
to use one of the oil sprays.
"Oil sprays are gaining in popularity because of the cost and disagreeable
qualities of the lime sulphur. Since oil alone -rill not control leaf curl, it is
necessary to add some f-ungicide. There are at least three different combinations
that may be used. The first of these is oil emulsion-copper sulphate. Boiled lubri-
cating oil emulsion is mixed as -asual in the spray tank and to this is added copper
sulphate stifficient to allow at least 6 poijinds to IOC gallons of the diluted spray
mixture. The copper s-'uLphate sho-old first be dissolved in a small quantity of water.
Powdered copper sulphate is now on the market and this dissolves much more rapidly
than the old style large crystals.
"A second combination is oil em-olsion-Bordeaux. A standard 4-4-50 Bordeai;jc
mixture is made and to this is added, during agitation, the stock boiled oil emulsion
at the rate of 3 gallons to 100 of the Bordea^JJc mixture. In 1927 this combination
gave poor control of leaf curl, but probably is safer to use than the first combina-
tion so far as injui"' to trees is concerned.
"The third combination is cold mixed-oil-Bordeaux. A 4-4-50 Bordeaux mix-
ture is prepared in the us-jal manner and to this is added, d-oring agitation, lubri-
cating oil such as is 'jsed in making the boiled oil em-olsions. Tlie Bordea^ox mixt^axe
acts as an em^olsifying agent in this case. This is the cheapest of all combination
leaf curl-scale sprays and is the simplest to prepare but may prove 'jnsaie in the
hands of an inexperienced nan. If this is used it sho;ild not be allowed to stand but
sho-old be sprayed out immediately after mixing. In all cases where San Jose scale is
very abundant it would be well to add one-half gallon more of oil or one gallon of
oil emulsion to the form^ola."
- M -
Simple Soil Test T7o-ald Save Farmers Thousands Of Dollars
Many thousands of dollars which Illinois lajrrLers are wasting every year in
clover seed and limestone could be saved by using a simple, ches,p method of testing
whether or not a soil is acid and needs lim.estone, according to a new circular Just
issued by the College of Af^riculture, University of Illinois. "Test Yo^or Soil for
Acidity", is the title. It describes the Comber, or potassi^um thiocyanate, test.
Authors of the new circ^olar are C. M. Linsley, assistant chief in soils extension,
and F. C. Bauer, chief of soil experiment fields.
- i: -
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System Is Secret Of High Earnings On This Unusioal Farm
Strong claim to the distinction of being the most systematic farm in the
state can "be made by an Illinois farm which last year earned 9.4 per cent on its in-
vestment, according to a report by R, H. Hudelson, extension specialist in farm or-
ganization and management at the College of Agrictilture, University of Illinois.
The farm came into prominence as one of the most systematic of those visited during
the many farm management totirs which the college has staged within recent months for
the benefit of interested fanners in different parts of the state.
As proof that the 9.4 per cent earnings were not an accident, the farm has
eaxned an average of 7.2 per cent on an a,verage investment of $207 an acre for the
past foiir years- During that time the average earnings for all farms in the state
have ranged from a low of 1.8 per cent in 1927 to a higli of 3.3 per cent in 1925.
"Por one thing this farm has a definite five-year crop rotation on five
fields of about equal size. This cropping system and field layout provide for soil
maintenance, good crop yields, a uniform supply of feed from year to year and a well
distributed seasonal use of labor, power and equipment. About half this farm is
rented land, but the operator has convinced his landlord that crop rotation, adequate
fencing and other essentials of orderly operation pay.
"Other orderly plans are carried out such as pasturing the clover each year
with brood sows and pigs -under a strict system of sanitation; field selection, rack
drying and testing of seed com, and treating small grains for smut. No hazard is
left to chance if a proven method of control is known. Another evidence of orderli-
ness on this farm is a well kept, but inexpensive, shop where equipment can be re-
paired with a minimtm of time and labor.
"Any machine in need of repair is brought here and the operator loses no
time in searching for tools or sending to town for a bolt of the proper size. It is
the custom, on this farm to tag every implement when it is brought in at the close of
the season and on this tag to write a list of needed repairs or adjustments. Rainy
days and winter weather provide the time to do the task indicated on the tag and the
machinery is then ready when the rush of field work begins."
- M -
Farmers Cash In On Time Saved 3y Using 3ig-Team Hitches
Henhouses have been built, insurance has been sold and no end of other
profitable things done by Clinton county farmers in the time that they have saved as
a res-alt of adopting big-team hitches, according to E. T. Hobbins, livestock exten-
sion specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
"W. G. Azkmann had his hired man drive six horses on the gang plow and do
the fall plowing while he made some money selling insurance. George KampT/erth built
a new henhouse while his hired man did all the fall plowing with a six-horse team.
Louis ¥alther had one of his boys drive six horses and do all the plowing while he
worked for the dairy company. Louis Hug, Leo Eehkamper, ITilliam Rantz and Fred Con-
rad are others in Clinton county who used five- and six-horse teams for the first
time this year and profited by it. Each outfit was driven with one pair of lines ac-
cording to the scheme which the extension service of the college has demonstrated in
many Illinois counties this year. The horses are easily managed that way. These
big-team hitches and easy driving make it convenient to keep all the horses at work
durilig a busy time and that means economy in doing farm work."
- M -
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Good Croup jAie: Plan Worth $800 Annually To Some Farmers
A good cropping system has been worth as much as $000 a year to some
Illinois farmers, according to P. E, Johnston, of the farm organization and manage-
ment department. College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
This value is based on records kept by 175 farmers in the farm bioreau-
farm management service which the college is sponsoring in McLean, Livingston, Wood-
ford and Tazewell co^jnties. The 35 farms with the highest grain yields each had net
incomes of $1,200 more annually than the average of the 35 farms with the lowest
grain yields. About two-thirds of this difference, or $800, can be credited direct-
ly to better yields and hence to good cropping systems, Johnston pointed out. Rec-
ords from these farms showed that clover on the Ipjid one or more times in the pre-
ceding five years added almost six bushels of corn, more than four bushels of oats
and almost five bushels of wheat an acre to yields.
"This is further proof that the cropping system, is one of the most impor-
tant factors in determining farm profits. Cost of production studies in central
Illinois during the past 15 years show that corn is the most profitable cultivated
crop and wheat the most profitable small grain crop, alfalfa the most profitable hay
crop and sweet clover, usually used in mixtures with other clovers and timothy, the
most profitable pasture crop on tillable land.
"Other factors which should be given weight in choosing the cropping sys-
tem include the distribution of labor and power, the efficient use of equipment, the
feeds required in producing livestock, the maintenance of fertility, the control of
weeds, and the control of insects and diseases, as well as many other points having
to do with good management. For example, a rotation of corn, corn, oats, wheat, and
clover is one which gives a good distribution of labor and power throughout the sea-
son, provides good feed for livestock, makes it possible to help maintain the soil
and helps materially in the control of plant diseases and insects when compared with
the common practice of growing relatively little land in legumes and devoting most
of the acreage to com and oats."
- M -
Sixteen &irls I\Tanied Illinois Delegates To 4-K Congress
Sixteen girls, each a state champion in her respective line of 4-H.cltii
work, have been selected for free trips to the eighth national boj^s ' and girls' 4-H
club congress to be held November 29 to December 6 in connection with the Chicago
International Livestock Exposition, it is announced by Miss Mary McKee, girls' club
specialist at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The delegation
comprises the pick from a state enrollment of approximately 8,000 girls' 4-K club
members.
- M -.
Primted ia {urthcrance of the Agricultural Extcasion Act approved by Congrcii Max 8, 1914. H. W. UuuroBD, Director.
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Knocks Illinois Superstition Tnat '(arch Is Month To Pnme
Contrary to the Illinois svsperstition that March is the month to prune,
pruning croi te done any time from the reiddle of ilovem'ber until the last of April,
accordiiig to R. S. Marsh, horticulture extension specialist of the College of Agri-
c-ulture, University of Illinois. Pruning may even "be done in the summer time, but
the job can't be carried out so intelligently then because the trees are full of
leaves and the limbs which may need to be removed can't be seen, he said.
"Usually it will be found profitable to concentrate one's pruning efforts
on old trees and give young trees proper training during the first two years after
planting." This is the advice which Marsh gives in his new circular, "Pi-unijng Apple
Trees in Illinois", which is now being distributed by the college to fanners and
other interested persons.
"Light pruning shoiold be practiced on apple trees after they have been
two or three years in the orchard and until they are 12 ajid in some varieties 20
years from planting. Following such light prunihg, the lower half of a mature apple
tree usually will become very dense and b<-ushy and the fruit produced on this por-
tion of the tree is likely to be small and, if it is a red variety, of poor color.
This Can be corrected by giving the tre§ a detailed pruning. This consists of cut-
ting out from one-third to one -half of the smaller twigs so that fewer fruits but of
large size will be produced. This thinning treatment admits enough sunlight to in-
crease the color on the red varieties.
"In order that the stimulus from pruning be well distributed over the
tree it is recommended that cuts be limited to small sizes, preferably less than
three-quarters of an inch in diameter. Weak, slow-growing branches and twigs should
be removed from the under side of the main scaffolds. The more vigorous growth on
top of the branches should be left for fruit production and water sprouts along the
top of scaffold limbs cut back so that they are 18 inches high and thinned out so
they are 18 inches apart. In time such sprouts will produce excellent fruit.
"Tops of bearing trees may be lowered by cutting back to lateral branrhop,.
This lowering process should be done over a period of three years so as to avoid s\m
scald."
- M -
G-eneral Ptirpose Fowls Promising Money Makers For Illinois
Present indications are that the com belt farmer can continue to raise
with pleasure and profit a general purpose bird that will supply those favorite
American dishes - broiled, fried, roasted, stewed or fricasseed chicken, according
to G. L. Jordan, assistant in poultry husbandry at the College of Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Illinois.
"The trend during the past ten years has been for one pound of chickens
to buy more and more eggs. In other words, the price of chickens has increased fast-
er or decreased slower than the price of eggs during this period. This fact is sig-
nificant to the corn belt poultryman. Cdm furnishes a base for a good growing and
fattening ration and is available to practically all flock owners in the central
states. Although the 'grain' purchasing power of poultry and eggs has been general-
ly on the decline since 1921 with the single exception of 1926, the di'op has been
slightly faster in the case of eggs than in the case of poultry. The relative favor-
able position of poultry may be explained in part by the comparative prices of hogs
and beef cattle with which poultry competes as a soui'ce of human food. Since 1921
there has been a tendency for poultry to become cheaper in terms of beef. This has
been especially true during the past two years. The same has been t rue in a general
way with respect to poultry and hogs, although the advantage in favor of poultry has
declined d-'oi'ing the past two years."
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Madison Farmers I.!ak:e 3i£ Saving By Testing 11.000 Acres
Testing, rather than cus^sir%, wlirt 11,000 acres of their land needed
has saved Madison co-'::nty farmers inesti-wable ainounts diiring the past s^aramer in lime-
stone, clover seed and phosphate, it is reported by C. M. Linsley, assistaiit chief
in soil extension at the College of Agric-ult-ore, University of Illinois. Their suc-
cess de-.onst rates tr^t farners can test their soils to find out whether or not they
need limestone and phosphorus Just as accurately as can the soil chemist, he pointed
out.
Knowing wh-at their soils needed in the way of treatment seemed to "be one
of the big problems of farmers in the coimty when ?arn Adviser T. W. Mays went on
the job in J/Iadison county last spring. As a solution he took tip the soil testing
project sponsored by the extension service of the agriculttu-al college and scheduled
a series of meetings. To these meetings farmers in the county brought samples of
soil which they had taken from, different places in their fields according to specif-
ic directions. Then they were shown how to test for acidity and available phosphor-
us and how to draw maps of the fields showing where limestone and phosphorus were
needed and in what amounts.
Alm.ost three-fourths of the land tested was foimd to be acid and there-
fore in need of limestone, Linsley reported. However, the farmers also discovered
that their soils v.aried widely in acidity aiid that a uniform. ra,te of limestone appli-
cation therefore would be a waste. Often within the sam.o field there would be areas
of sweet soil, areas of slightly acid, medium acid and strongly acid soil.
In rrsny cases farm.ers had planned to apply two tons of lim.e3tone where
the soil later was found to be strongly acid and therefore needed four tons. In
such cases sweet clover and alfalfa seed sojTn on this land woxild have been wasted
because the tvro tons of limestone would not have heen enough to correct the acidity.
In other cases farmers h.ad planned to apply four tons of limestone where only two
were needed.
Only 43 per cent of the 11,000 acres that were tested and mapped for
available phosphorus showed a need for a phosphoate fertilizer, Linsley reported.
Several farmers were planning to apply rock phosphate to land where the test sliowed
a large am.ouat of available phosphorus already in the soil. This m.eant a saving in
phosphate that would have been wasted but for the test, it was pointed out.
- M -
Little Red Een Now "£ueen" Of The Roost In Ui. Of I^ Flock
A little red hen that rose from the "comm.on crowd" now reigns as "queen"
of the 1,500 blueblooded fowls on the po-'oltry farm at the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. She has just ro-anded out an egg-laying record which beats
any previous mark made on the college farm and puts to shame the efforts of the
state's average hen. In her first year she laid 325 eggs in 3S5 days.
But for Fate, the new "queen" might long ago have been in the pot. She
was one of the "leftovers" after the college poultrymien had made -jp their principal
pens for the year. It was finally decided to go back and make tip an additional pen
from these extra birds and it was not until then that the discerning eye of one of
the staff recognized her outstanding physical characteristics. Although a purebred
Rhode Island Red, her ancestry had not been impressive enough to win recognition for
her when the first selection was being made. She was hatched on the anniversary of
Paul Revere 's famous ride, April 19, and laid her first egg on lloveniber 6. She shows
fairly good Rliode Island Red type and color, but is a trifle small for the breed, ac-
cording to Dr. L. S. Card, chief in poultry husbandry at the college.
VI
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U^ Of I_^ Srooras Likely Prize Tfinners For International
Always a strong contender for championship honors, the College of Aj^ricul-
i ture , Uxiiversity of Illinois this year V7ill be represented among the thousands of
exhibitors at the Chicago International Livei;toc> Sxjjosition with a tota-l of 31 head
of livestoclc from its flocks and herds.
In addition to its activities in the show ring the college also will take
a leading part in other events on the International program. ClTib workers from the
institution will lead a delegation of 44 champion Illinois boys' and girls' club
members to the eighth national 4-H cliib congress. An educational exhibit covering
the newer phases of alfalfa growing will be put up in the exhibit hall by the col-
lege. T7. E. Carroll, chief in swine husbandry at the college, and secretary of the
American Society of Animal Production, will talre an active part in the meetings of
that association to be held during the week.
Having seen its students win the gold and silver medals repeatedly in the
annual Saddle and Sirloin essay contest, the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois will again be represented in this event this year. The college's meats
judging team, fresh from the Kansas City American Royal Livestock Show, where it has
won the title two times in three years, will enter a national contest in corjfiection
witla the International. The fat stock team, sixth-place winner in a strong contest
at Kansas City, also will be in the thick of the fight for a national title at Chi-
cago.
Keeping to its policy of previous years, the college will enter only live-
stock which have been bred and developed on its own farm and lender methods within
reach of the average farmer. G-ift animals and likely looking breeding animials which
are bought bj' the college are not shown by the Illinois institution.
The string of contenders which will carry the Illini colors include 35
head of fat and breeding sheep, 30 head of fat and breeding hogs, 10 head of fat cat-
tle and 6 horses. At the 1928 International the college collected a total of 50
awards on 50 entries. This year the animals which the college has nominated for com-
petition include many that are related more or less closely with prize winners of
fonmer years. Winnings of the college at the 1923 show included four championships
and seven first prizes and blue ribbons in addition to the lesser awards.
- Ifi -
Farm Home Is Transformed With $160 And A Little Work
Par from: "spending a fortune" on the job, Williair. M. Seidel, a farmer liv-
ing near Sandoval, modernized his fajrra home at a cost of $160 for bathroom fixtures
and a septic tank, according to Earl G-. Johnson, farm mechariics extension specialist
of the College of Agricult-ore, University of Illinois. The case is cited as an ex-
ample of how many Illinois farm families are adding modern conveniences to their
homes at a fairly sm^ll cost as a result of the s'-jggestions and assistance which they
are getting through the college's extension work on home equipment.
- M -
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. MuMroso, Director.
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Disbuddin- l3 ^^MK^mm^^*m?gfn£ A.-^vle Trees
Uew and proir.ising methods of training newly set apple trees are "being de-
veloped oy the experiment station of the College of Agricultiare, University of Illi-
nois and one of the hest of these seems to te the disbudding method, according to
E. S. ItJarsh, horticolt-ure extension specialist. It has the advaiitage of prod-ucing
scaffold lirahs in one season whereas the more comjrnon method knovrn as "heading back"
calls for two operations a year for two years.
The station's recommendations on the disbudding plan, as given in a new
circular, "Px-uning Apple Trees in Illinois", are: "Beginning about 28 or 30 inches
above the ground, a groaq) of four buds is selected. The first six or eight buds on
both sides of this chosen gro\ro are removed. Then a second group of four buds is
chosen above the first selected and so on up the tree, saving groups of four buds
each at intervals of six to eight inches aiid rem.oving all others. In all, four or
five bud groups are saved and from these grov5)s lateral shoots will develop. After
one season's growth, selection should be made of those shoots having a wide angle of
not less than 45 degrees with the central leader. This disbudding gives spacing of
six to eight inches between each lateral and the selected laterals should give a
balanced tree. A year-old w'nip foui' and one-half or five feet tall is needed if
this metnod is adopted. ITo heading bach is done.
In the "heading back" method, the first cut that is made on a one-year-old
apple whip determines the height of the head, or the distaiice from the soil surface
to the first primary scaffold ILmb. The recommended height is 25 to 30 inches, so
the whip is cut back to about the latter height, although strongly growing trees in
good condition can be headed somewhat higher.
"The first wide-angled scaffold limb will be developed from, the third or
fourth bud below the heading cut. The remaining three or four wide-angled scaffold
limbs needed for the tree are developed by further pruning diu'ing the second winter
and by summer tipping during the first and second sumjners."
- M -
Richest Soils Of World Conceal ITo I'ysteries Or Secrets
It's neither a secret nor a mystery why corn-belt soils are the richest in
the world, according to Dr. H. S. Smith, chief in soil physics at the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. They owe their high fertility to the fact that
they are young, they came of rich parent stock, they were formed in a clin^te favor-
able to good soils and were covered originally by grass, he explained.
"The m^iterials from which corn-belt soils were formed were either rich cal-
careous glacial till or calcareous loess. The timie which has elapsed since the last
glacier receded is so short that the soils are young. They still retain a very large
proportion of the elements of plant food which were present in the original material.
In this respect they differ markedly from, the relatively poor soils of the Atlantic
coastal plain. These coastal plains soils have been weathered so strongly that they
are low in the elemients of plant food and were poor long before they were occupied
by the white man.
"Corn-belt climate is very favorable for the development of good soils.
The soluble materials arc locked up in a frozen condition d'oring part of the year,
thus lessening the loss by leaching. Tiie rainfall, while abundant, is not excessive
so that corn-belt soils are not subject to excessive lerching. Another important
factor in giving the com belt its rich soils was the grass vegetation which covered
them. The grass left a large s^c^jply of organic matter in contrast to the limited
s'U5)ply left by a forest vegetation."
- II -
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Next " Corn King" Faces Stiff Competition For State Crown
Some of the finest seed corn that Illinois har> ever produced is expected to
make this year's contest for the state "corn king" title one of the hardest fought in
the ten years' history of the annual Illinois Utility Corn Show, according to J. C.
Kackleman, crops extension specialist of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois and superintendent of the show. It will be one of the features of the thirty-
third anmjal Farm and Home Week at the college, January I3 to I7.
Commenting on the quality of this year's crop, Hackleman reported that dur-
ing his recent trips ahout the state corn growers had shown him some of the finest
seed corn of his experience.
Edwin W. Doubet , Hanna City, Peoria co-unty, was crowned "corn king" of the
state at the I929 show, while Joseph Mountjoy, Atlanta, Logs county, captured the Jiui-
ior title in the U-H club classes.
In addition to the state titles, cash prizes of $300, offered by the Illi-
nois Bankers' Association, will again be at stake in the show this year. Of the total
purse, $500 will be divided in the adult classes and $300 in the junior classes for
U-H club members.
Seasoned campaigners from former shows already are picking over their seed
corn in attempts to get together likely looking ten-ear samples, Hackleman reported.
Doubet, the I929 title holder, will be back to defend his title with what he believes
is some good corn. Several counties of the state with large U-H corn clubs are out
after the scalp of Logan county, which has landed the junior winner of the show for
the past several years. Woodford county, especially, is expected to make a strong bid
for the junior title this year, Kackleman said.
The Illinois show has the Tinique record of being the only state corn show
in the country which requires a germination test of all competing samples. Kernels
from each sainple entered will be placed on the college gei'minator January U. December
31 therefore has been set as the deadline for entries. Both the judging and the ger-
mination test of the samples will be completed in time for the announcement of the
final awards on January I3, the opening day of the ann-ual Farm and Home Week.
- M -
Cattle Men Sharpen pencils For Attack On Feeding Costs
Cheaper feed costs and consequently higher profits are in sight for Illinois
cattle feeders through a series of IS cou:ity cattle feeding schools to be staged in
various parts of the state during the coming winter by the extension service of the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, it is announced by E. T. Hobbins, live-
stock extension specialist. Half of the IS schools will be taioght by Bobbins. Others
will be handled by H. P. Husk, head of the college animal husbandry department, and
R, R. Snapp, associate chief in beef cattle feeding. Schools will be held in Carroll,
Cass, DeKalb, Henry, Kane, Knox, Lake, LaSalle, Lee, Macoupin, McDonough, McLean, Mor-
gan, Pike, Sangamon, Warren, Winnebago and Woodford counties.
- M -
Priated in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8. 19H. H. W. Muufokd, Director.
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San Jose Scale Threatens Comecack In Illinois Orchards
San Jose scale, one of the serious orchard insect pests of Illinois, is
in a position to return in great ntmbers and growers must guard against its ravages
hy spraying at this time of the year, J. E. Bigger, assistant entomologist of the
Illinois State Natural History Survey, has reported to the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. Severe winterkilling during recent years has reduced the
scale, hut it is now ready for a comeback that might wreck havoc with the fruit
grower's profits. Bigger pointed out.
"Careful fall spraj^ing will control San Jose scale satisfactorily. It is
advisable to do some spraying during this season of the year because it is then eas-
ier to finish the job in the spring before the foliage lias advanced far enough to
make spraying dangerous to the tree.
"San Jose scale can be kept in check by spraying with one of the oil emul-
sions, lime sulphur or one of the commercial miscible oils, \7hen lime sulphur is
used it should be mixed with water at the rate of about I3 gallons of the concentrat-
ed commercial lime sulphur to each 100 gallons of water in the tank. If homemade
lime sulphur is used it mast be tested and used according to the directions in Cir-
CTolar 277 > from the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, entitled, "Direc-
tions for Spraying Fruits in Illinois". TTnere there is only a light infestation of
scale, careful and thorough spraying with lime sulphur frequently will control it.
"Either oil emulsion or a miscible oil are usually most satisfactory where
a heavy infestation of scale is present. Oil ecalsion should be used at 2 per cent
strength, or 3 gallons of the Illinois formula emulsion to each 100 gallons of spray.
Commercial miscible oils should be used at a strength recommended by the manufacture:.
- M -
Aluminum Poisoning May Dwarf Crops G-rown On Sour Soils
"Sick-looking" crops growing on acid, or sour soils, may be suffering from
a form of poisoning, according to F. H. Crane, associate in soils fertility at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. The poisoning is caused by certain
compounds of aluminum. This is not a cause of soil acidity, but rather only one of
the consequences when a soil becomes acid, he explained.
"All soils contain large amounts of aluminum. In fact, it is the third
most abundant element in soils. As the bases, calcium and magnesium in particular,
are leached away or otherwise removed from a soil it becomes more and more acid.
A time finally arrives when a part of the aluminum, which before had been tied up in
insoluble forms in the non-acid soil, is found in a condition variously designated
as a 'soluble', 'active' or ' exch^angeable' form under acid conditions. As long as
the aluminum remained in its insoluble form, it had no harmful effect on plant growth.
"Plants vary in their susceptibility to al'ominum toxicity. Barley seems
to be particularly sensitive to this factor. In the case of some plants, the acidity
itself is apparently the chief injurious factor rather than any toxic effect of sol-
uble aluminum compounds. Furthermore, this type of injury may be of considerable im-
portajice in some acid soils and not in others.
"From the practical standpoint, no matter wliat causes the harmful effects
of soil acidity on plants, these effects are overcome by liming."
- M -
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Farmsteads Laid Out By Pioneers Are Hard To Modernize
Pioneer farmers of Illinois had an easy jo'b when they laid out their farm-
steads as compared to the task of replanning those old farmsteads to msike them fit
modem conditions, according to W. A. Foster, of the farm mechanics department, Col-
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois. While pioneer life was simple, rugged
and stahle, the present civilization has become so complex that it complicates the
problem of replanning, he pointed out. On many farms the buildings must either be
razed or moved to fit into the new scheme.
"Appearance, convenience and efficiency must not be overlooked in planning
or replanning the modern farm building group. The first impression of plan or ar-
rajigement is made through the eye. A grotip dominated by an iiiiportant structure, such
as a barn or house, surrounded by well-kept yards and fences, native trees, and
plantings, is a beauty spot on any well organized farm. Neglect, lack of paint and
disorder make the building group a liability.
"Natural conditions, transportation and social life must be considered in
the building layout. Surface and air drainage, shelter from the wintry blast and ex-
posure to sun in winter and breezes in summer contribute both to comfort and health.
The nearness to roads and their conditions, as well as the location of church, schools
and markets, must not be overlooked in selecting the farmstead site. Tnile the cen-
ter of the farm is desirable, elevation, prominence, native trees and porosity of
soil may determine the location.
"There are two types of farmsteads. One is the concentrated type in which
all buildings are joined into a continuous structure. This type is commonly used in
Europe and was important as a means of protection in semi-barbaric days. The other
tj'pe, the open court, or American, type, groups the buildings about an open court.
This lends itself to sun and breeze exposure, promotes health and comfort and increa.:-
as the efficiency. It also enables one to use native trees, plantings and color to
make it attractive, cheerful and livable."
- M -
Quick Test Of Soil For Phosphate Saves Wary Farmer $300
Two hundred dollars worth of phosphate tliat might otherwise have been wasted
was saved by H. 'i7. Artman, an Iroquois county farmer, by using the new phosphorus test
recently developed in the laboratories of the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois, it is reported by C. M. Linsley, assistant chief in soils extension.
Artman was one of the several Iroquois county farmers who tested and mapped
a total of 6,000 acres for phosphorus in a scries of I6 soil testing meetings recent-
ly put on in the county through the cooperation of soils extension workers of the
college and Farm Adviser C. E. Johnson. It was only a Uo_acre field which figured in
his saving of $200. Before he made the test he I'^ad planned to spread that much phos-
phate on the field. After he had gone through the test as taught in one of the 16
schools he discovered that the soil already contained a high amount of available phos-
phorus. Now instead of wasting $200 worth of phosphate by applying it where it is
not needed he can put it on some other field where it will return a profit.
"Other counties besides Iroquois are pushing the testing project which is
designed to teach farmers how to make a systematic test of their fields for phosphor-
ous needs and how to draw a map showing where phosphate is needed. The test is simpli
and inexpensive and can be made by the farmer himself. R. H. Bray, associate in soil
survey analysis, developed the test.
- M -
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To Bring Federal Farra Board Home To Farmers Of Illinois
How Illinois farmers can adjust their cooperative narketin^ to fit into
the plans of the federal farm "board for re.^ional and national rroup selling will te
one of the leading themes of the ann'ual Farm and Some Teek, January I3 to 17, at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, according to an announcement of the
preliminary program "by Dean H. W. Mumford.
Upwards of 1,000 of the leading farm men and v;omen and agricultural
authorities of the state are expected to be here for the week. The event has heen
staged annually "by the college since lg3S as an aid in helping fai-mers and their
wives keep up-to-date on new developments and improved methods in their "business. A
score of prominent speakers including state and national agricultural authorities and
prominent Illinois farmers hu.ve been scheduled for addresses in addition to the dis-
cussions by specialists on the college staff.
Other leading topics which will sliare a place with the federal farm board
on the program are trends in the use of power on the farm, utilization of farm
products and by-products on the farm, planning the farm for profit, new developments
in farming and the present and future of soybean growing. One morning of the week
is to be left open for departmental programs so tliat farraers who are interested in
such special topics as soils and crops, dairying, farm management, fruit growing,
livestock raising, bees, and farm mechanics can brush up on the latest facts in these
fields.
Interests of the state's farm nomemakers will e^ain be given a prominent
place on the program of the week. The high point of these sessions will be the
announcement and recognition of the 1929 Illinois master farm homemakers in a special
program scheduled for the afternoon of January l5. The business session of the
Illinois Home Bureau Federation on 1i7ednesday afternoon will be followed by a two-day
I
program of special interest to homemakers.
A new "corn king" and "corn prir.ce" will be crowned when the annual Illi-
nois Seed Grain Show and the tenth annual Utility Corn Show opens on the first day
of the week. The Illinois Crop Improvement Association will hold its annual banquet
and business meeting the night of Jan-'oary lU with C. V. G-regorj^, editor of prairie
Farmer, Chicago, delivering the principal address on the subject, "A Crop Iniprove-
ment Program for Illinois".
Prominent a^Tiong the outside speakers on the program will be Sam H. Thomp-
son, Chicago, president of the ^Imerican Farm Bureau Federation, and Dr. Ruby Green
Smith, of the College of Home Economics, Cornell University, Ithaca, K. Y. President
Thompson will be the principal speaker at the Monday night general session, and Dr.
Smith at the Wednesday night meeting.
Printed in furtherance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. H. W. Mumpord, Director.
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Warren Farmer Seta Record 3y Spreading; 700 Tons Limestone
A state record for tlie use of limestone on a single farm in one year is
believed to \)e held "by Jred Pattee, a barren coiinty farmer, who spread 700 tons, or
about lU carloads, of lime on his farm during the past summer to sweeten his acid
soils and malce them grow clovers successfully, according to a report "by C. M. Linsley,
assistant chief in soils extension at the College of Agriculture, University of
Illinois.
A second Warren county farmer, J. D. Stice, can claim the honors for i-unner-
up to the record, Linsley "believes. An increase of 30 "bushels of corn an acre which
he got from $6 worth of limestone was so convincing to Stice that he spread 660 tons,
or ahout I3 carloads, of lime on his farm,
Stice' s near- record use of limestone follov/ed a little demonstration of his
own which proved to him that he could not afford to farm land that was too acid to
grow clover successfully. Fifteen acres of a 35-3'Cre field on his farm was thin land
and always produced 3 much smaller corn crop than the remaining 20 acres in the lower
ground. Certain that something was wrong with the low-yielding I5 acres, Stice took
his trouble to A. A. 01 sen, the county farm adviser.
Sweet clover was t'he tonic which was recommended for building up the I5
acres. However, since the soil tested acid it was necessary to apply three tons of
limestone an acre, or about $6 worth an acre, to correct the acidity.
After liming the land and plowing under a crop of sweet clover on the I5
acres, Stice last year got 30 bushels more com an acre off of it than he harvested
off the 20 acres that was in the lower land and was originally more fertile. Six
dollars invested in limestone gave an increase of more than 3O bushels of com an
acre. One crop of corn paid for the limestone several times over. Since the one
application of limestone will last ten or twelve years, Stice will continue to drav;
a profit from his investment for several years to come, Linsley pointed out.
Illinois Dairy Herd Owners Win First In National Contest
Growing interest of Illinois farmers and dairymen in iitproved dairying
methods is reflected in the fact tliat two dairy herd im-:rovement associations of the
state won first and second in an attendance contest staged in connection with the
recent National Dairy Exposition at St. Louis, it is announced by J. H. Brock,
assistant in dairy extension at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois.
Official notice of the awards has just been received here from S. H. Anderson,
executive secretary of the exposition.
First place went to the Madison County Dairy Herd Improvement Association
with a 100 per cent score, as all of its 26 members were present and registered at
the show. The association serving dairymen in St. Clair, Randolph and Monroe
counties took second place with a score of 80.7 per cent, 21 of its 26 members at-
tending the dairy show. The Illinois dairymen won out in competition with 355 dairy
herd improvement association members from 17 different states.
Forty per cent, or lUl , of the association members from I7 states who
registered for the contest were from the 52 Illinois organizations sponsored by the
extension service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Brock
annoimced. The ¥:acoupin-r'iadison, "Bond, Montgomer7-J'acoupin and Moultrie associations
each had at least ten of their members at the exposition. Other Illinois associationi-
entered in the competition were the McDonough- Fulton, Jersey, 3-reene, Morgan, Lee-
Bureau, Coles, Bonpas and Adams. .,
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Strawberry Profits Are Boosted By MiilchiniS: At This Season
Strawberry growers can make money now, even tiioiigh winter is here, "by
mulching their patches and thereby increasing the crop of raarketahle fruit next
season, according to Dr. A. S. Colby, of the pomology division. College of Agri-
cultiire, University of Illinois.
Among the mulching materials that may be used are stable manure, straw of
various kinds, wild or marsh hay, leaves, planer shavings and pine needles. Corn-
stalks and rye straw are not recommended. Wiieat straw is one of the best mulches.
Marsh hay also is good, as it is free from seed. Oat straw often is used, but it
may pack down rather tightly, an objection also found to the use of leaves.
If straw is used care must be taken to see that it is as free from grain
and weed seeds as possible, for the seeds will germinate in the spring and it will
be hard to keep the plantation clean. If old straw can be obtained it is to be
preferred on this account. New straw should be shaken out before being used as a
mulch. Chaff from the straw pile should not be used, as it may contain weed and
grain seed and it lias a tendency to pack.
The mulch should be applied in late November or December after the plants
have become dormant. In northern districts the ground may iiave begun to freeze. It
should be remembered that the mulch is not to shield the plants from the cold. The
material should be spread evenly over the patch, covering the plants about two
inches deep. A heavier application may smother the plants. If mulching material
is scarce only the rows may be mulched, although it is more desirable to cover the
middle as well. From two and a Iialf to five tons of straw are sufficient for an acre.
- M -
Insect Menace Puts Premitim On Orchard Sanitation, Biggar
Growing seriousness of the codling moth and the plum curculio in Illinois
fruit orchards has put a premium on orchard sanitation, according to a report to
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, by J. H. Biggar, assistant ento-
mologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
"Some of the most important and satisfactory measures that can be used to
supplement regular spray programs against these insects are grouped under the head
of orchard sanitation. One of the most important points in orchard sanitation is
the cleaning up of all crop residues such as cull piles where so many wormy apples
collect during the packing season. To be handled right, these accumulations should
be hauled to the cider mill every day during the packing season or buried to a
depth of at least six inches and not be allowed to pile up.
"Next in importance is the destruction of the hibernating quarters of the
codling moth by scraping the loose bark from the apple trees, by picking up loose
boards, branches and pieces of clothing lying on the ground and by cultivating
the orchard wherever possible during the fall eind winter. Picking crates and old
barrels should be stored in a tightly screened or closed shed or building so that
the moths cannot escape to the orchard when they emerge next spring.
"A very valuable but much neglected safeguard is the screening of packing
sheds. Large numbers of worms accuinulate in the sheds during the packing season
and screening to prevent the escape of the moths during the spring will keep many
thousands of them from laying their eggs in the orch-ard. This would go a long way
toward the highly important control of the first brood codling moth."
- M -
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Farm And Home Week To Lead Off TTith ?arm 3oard Disc^ission
Activities of the federal farm toard as they affect what the Illinois
farmer grows and raises have drawn the all-ir^portaiit lead-off position in the ses-
sions of the forthcoming Tarn and Home "'oek, c'^roary I3 tc 17, at the College of
Agriculture, Universitj' of Illinois. The o;;?ening session on Monday afternoon, Jan-
""^.^y 13 > will be given over entirely to discrssions bearing on the federal board
and the marketing plans of Illinois fanners.
Heading the list of speakers for the afternoon will be ".. W. Mumford,
dean of the college, and director of its agricultural experiment station. Ee will
speak on, "The Present Status of Cooperative Marketing in Illinois". Dean Mumford
served on the National Farmers' Livestock Marketing Committee of Fifteen from which
evolved the producers' livestock marketing agencies, now acclaimed as the most
successful voluntary' marketing entei'prise in the country. Credit for doing the
pioneering work in standardizing narket classes and grades of livestock also is
given to Dean Mumford, Also, the first biilletin ever published on the marketing of a
livestock product is his, "Production and Marketing of '^ool".
Following Dean Mi^'jnford, Dr. Charles L. Stewart, chief in agricioltural
economics at the college, will discuss, "Powers and Instrumentalities of the Farm
Board." Farm board activities as they afi'ect specific commodities will be discussed
by four marketing specialists of the college. L. F. Rickey will speak on grain,
R. C. Ashby on livestock and livestock products, C. A. 3rown on dairy products and
J. W. Lloyd on fruits and vegetables.
Adjustments which cooperative marketings associations in Illinois mast
make to meet the legal requirements of the farm boari will be outlined in the clos-
ing talk of afternoon session by Donald Kirkpatrick, legal counsel for the Illinois
Agricultural Association, Chicago.
- M -
Fou r Il li-'-oi s Farmers Master Rare Feat In Cattle Feeding
A feat which only five other farmers of the state liad succeeded in master-
ing during the previous five years v;as performed during I929 hy four Illinois farmers.
Each of them fed a beef calf for the rather unusual weight of 1,000 pounds or more
by the time it was a year old and thereby qua.lified for a membership and the
official gold medal of the Illinois Ilalf-Ton Calf Club, according to a report by
E. I. Pilchard, state leader of the club at the College of Agriculture, University
of Illinois. The four gold medal winners of the year are Wajme Sates, of Douglas
county; Burrus Brothers, Morgan co'onty, and Harry ilaffziger and his brother, Eugene,
both of Tazewell county. The club was started in I52U by the extension service of
the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois to demonstrate to farmers and
cattle feeders that good breeding, proper feeding and caref^'ol management pave the
way for economical beef production by putting calves up to a narketable weight at an
early age.
- M -
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Limestone Pays McDoriouigh Land Owner Frof it of $23. 7*5 On ^
Restoring a wornout farm to life, Dr. C. W. Turner, a McDonough county land
owner, has realized returns at the rate of $23.75 or^ $b invested in limestone, ac-
cording to a report by C. M, Linsley, assistant chief of soils extension at the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. Linsley brought hack the stoi-y from
one of his recent extension trips in the state.
A few years ago, Dr. Turner acquired a farm on which the soil had been
worn out by years of cropping without clovers. Convinced that the fertility of the
lanci would have to be built up if fanning were to be a T)rofitable business, he had
an inventory of the. soil made by 3ay Dcneghue, the county farm adviser, working in
cooperation with the extension service of the college of agriculture.
Tests made of the soil showed that it was acid and therefore needed lime-
stone before it v.'ould grow clover. Limestone was applied on nine acres of a ten-
acre field, the one acre being left for a check. Oats were sown and sweet clover
seeded with the oats. That year the sweet clover niade a fair stand on the nine acres
that had been lined, but none grew on the single acre left untreated. The sweet
clover was left to stand over and go to seed the second year. In the fall this
second year's growth of sweet clover was plowed uiider for wheat. The heavier stand
and growth of wheat on the limed nine acres showed where the sweet clover had been
plowed under.
When, the wheat was threshed it was found that the limestone and sweet
clover had more than doubled the yield on the nine acres over what it was on the one
acre. The crop on the unliined acre made only 12 bushels, while the nine acres where
limestone had been spread and sweet clover plowed under made 3I bushels to the acre.
The soil on the nine-acre plot v.-as medium acid and therefore took three
tons of limestone to the acre. The three tons cost $6. Nineteen bushels of wheat,
or the increase brought about through the use of limestone and sweet clover, at
$1.25 a bushel would be worth $23,755 Linsley explained. Therefore Dr. Turner's in-
vestment of $6 returned $23.75> The three-ton application of limestone probably will
last ten years and similar returns will be secured from each crop grown on the field,
Linsley pointed out.
- M -
Tractor Operators To Have Two Short Co'orses At U. of I.
Practical instiniction aimed at speeding iip the efficiency of the estimated
75jOOO farm tractors and the many road and industrial tractors now in use in the
state will be offered by the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois in two
gas engine and tractor short courses to be given dtiring Janxiar^'', it is announced by
H. I. Shawl, of the college farm mechanics department. The first of the two courses,
which will be alike, \vill be staged January 20 to 25, the week following the annual
Farm aJid Home Week, and the second from January 27 to ?ebr:iary 1.
To prevent overcrowding, registration in each of the courses will be
limited to the first 33 '"''^^ ^Pply> Sliav^l announced. The only cost of the course,
aside from the expenses of roon and board, is a small fee of $2.50 to cover the cost
of materials used.
Pegular equipment of the farm mechanics laboratories will be at the dis-
posal of those taking the courses. There a.re ten popular malces of tractors, ten
tractor engines rounted on frames, 3O farm gas engines and a representative assort-
ment of ma.gnetos, carburetors, air cleaners and engine parts. Tn'^ee hours of lecture
work will be given each day. Four or five hours a day will be devoted to practical
laboratory work. L'otion r.ictures will be used to s-iow many interesting piliases of
power farming not covered" during the lecture or laboratory periods.
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Flock Owners Are Settling Fate Of Their 19^0 Chicks How
"Death warrants" are being "signed" right now by flock owners themselves
for thousands of baby chicks which will die next spring after the liatching season
opens, according to H. H. Alp, pcoltry extension specialist of the College of Agri-
ciilture, University of Illinois.
"Chick mortality, one of the worst thieves of po'altry profits, is thought
ty the majority of flock owners to be caused by some factor during or following in-
cubation. This is partly true, but mortality in chicks often is the resxalt of bad
conditions in the parent flock previous to the time of incubation. Some flock
owners still expect good results in hatching and brooding chicks which have come
from parent flocks poorly mated, improperly fed, worm infested, weakened through
disease or poorly housed and rjanaged. Flock ov.'ners who aren't doing everything
possible at this time of the year to favor good hatching and brooding in the spring
are acttially signing away the lives of their chicks.
"Good mating comes first. Eigh ancestral egg production is an important
point to consider in all breeding males, but the health, the vigor, the development
and the breed type are more important. Every male used this year in all breeding
flocks should be selected on these points first of all. The puny, undersized,
whipped rooster is a real liability in any flock. It is just as important to see
that the hens and pullets are in good physical condition.
"Good feeding is next. About all that need be said on this point is to
see that every bird has plenty to eat of a balanced ration. Cod-liver oil has
proved a worthwhile addition to the ration for a breeding flock. Be sure to provide
grit as well as oyster shell and two feet of feeding space for every ten birds.
"A flock that is free from diseases and parasites is another important
point. Wormy hens or pullets and birds with roup, colds or any other disease will
not be in condition to transmit strong vitality to the yo\ang chicks. This condition
often is the cause of early mortality and slow development in the chicks.
"Good housing and good care for the parent flock are other important
points in keeping down chick mortality. Above all the house should not be over-
crowded and should be kept clean."
Poultrymen Raise Healthier Chicks By Test in,*; Their Flocks
Eighty per cent of the thousands of Illinois poultry flock owners who have
tested their breeding stock for bacillary white diarrhea and weeded out the infected
fowls have been rewarded with a marked improvement in the general health of their
young chicks, according to Dr. Hobert Graham, chief in animal pathology and hj'giene
at the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. There is no cure for the
disease and now is the time for owners to test and use other measures that will halt
development of it, he said.
"Experience has shown that while the test is not perfect, it has increased
hatchability and livability of young chicks when used along with sanitary measures.
Testing to eliminate infected fowls and thereby prevent contamination of hatching
eggs is only one of the several protective measures. In addition, incubators must
be properly cleaned and disinfected to destroy the gei-ms of the disease. Sick
chickens can communicate the malady through contami:iated droppings and some success
in controlling the disease has been reported from the simple practice of keeping
chicks in a dark place for Us to 72 hours after liatching."
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